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1 Introduction

1.1 Preface

It is certainly an ambiguous privilege to belong to a relatively small group of researchers that has
ever spent considerable time in the mountain rainforest of South Ecuador. Absolutely unique are
the visual highlights and the remoteness but equally unique is the hardship that one has to endure in
the steep, inaccessible terrain under worst weather conditions of relentless rains and partially vio-
lent winds in order to deprive its secrets. It might be this high price that tropical mountain rainforests
have remained white spots in many scientific disciplines until today. This is lamentable because in
the last decades, of all ecosystems, the tropical mountain rainforests have emerged as the bio diver-
se hotspots on earth per se but unfortunately, are in danger of being destroyed with an alarming
velocity before they even have been comprehensively studied [15].
Inspired by this hiatus and convinced of the potential prolificacy of work in this field, an initially

small board of German scientists founded an interdisciplinary research group and under the ambitious
title: „Functionality in a Tropical Mountain Rainforest: Diversity, Dynamic Processes and Utilization
Potentials under Ecosystem Perspectives“ started investigations in a 300 ha great forested area in
the in the eastern flanks of the South Ecuadorian Andes by late 1997. Since its foundation, the
research team has grown considerably and periodically consisted of more than twenty groups from
more than eleven German universities. At the moment, researches are projected at least until 2007.
The subproject „Climate and Erosion in the Cordillera Real, South Ecuador“ under the supervision

of Prof. Richter, University of Erlangen participated from the beginning. Dr. André Hagedorn was
assigned research on erosion, the author of this work the investigation of the climate.
The field campaign of the subproject has been fully funded by the German Research Society

(DFG; „Deutsche Forschungsgesellschaft“). The Ecuadorian NGO „Fundación San Francisco“
(FCSF), a foundation sponsored by the private US investor Ivan Gayler, provided local infrastructure
and important logistic support. A further important subproject with climatic context is „PREDICT“,
an in-depth study on local ecoclimate has been completed [53].

Of course, this work could never have been realized without the good will of many people. My
gratitude for realisation and completion of this study is directed to:
Prof. Dr. Michael Richter
Michael and his Family
Shanta and Lola
Kleber
All graduate students, especially Markus Kaiser and Reinhard Beger
André Hagedorn
Cayo, Enrique, César, Lucho, Humercindo, Washington, Ing. Santo
Numa Maldonado, Euklid aka Walter, Gabino for help with the totalizers
Enrique Palacios and Segundo Morocho of INAMHI
Rolf Schrader of Thies Clima, for kind and sedulous support
Leo van Wely of Kipp & Zonen for conscientious advice
NOAA/NCEP and NASA for their laudable data policy, excellent data presentation and personal
communications
FCSF for infrastructure and logistic support
Rodrigo, el mejor electrotécnico del austral del Ecuador
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1.2 Objectives

Within the scope of the DFG-Project, knowledge of the climate as one of the embossing abiotic
factors on landscape and habitats was and is of prior interest. Since the mother-project’s focal point
was confined to an area of hardly 300 hectares of mountain rainforest between 1800 m and 3000 m,
already few climatic stations in different heights would have given satisfactory answers on most of
the climate variables and their behaviour along the local gradient. However, what would have
provided answers on basic biologists and zoologists questions in respect of micro- to mesoscale
ÿ:life conditions or transport mechanisms for example, would never have supplied the tools for a
detailed understanding of the regional climate; an opportunity that was not to be missed. The few
weather stations on 300 ha together with the limited configuration of the existing local meteorological
network strictly limited to the valley bottoms (Selva) or heights (Sierra) respectively had to be
considered insufficient for this purpose in the topographically complex region. In addition to the
new challenge, the non-existence of any continuous in-depth meteorological data collection over a
major profile in the close tropical Andes was invitation enough to amplify the climatological
engagement beyond the designated research area. These considerations lead finally to the approval
and implementation of a small network of automatic weather stations in an area covering roughly
500 km2.
In retrospect, the up-scaled undertaking has been very rewarding. Especially the measurements in

the high regions of the Cordillera Real resulted in the detection of surprising, even spectacular
magnitudes of some climate variables such as wind, precipitation and solar radiation. The weather
stations have yielded results that have more than justified the financial efforts and, this humble
personal comment may be allowed here, again, the quite extreme physical endeavours under harsh
weather conditions that were required for the completion of this mission.

From January 1998 to December 2001, eight automatic weather stations and complementary rain
totalizers have personally been operated and the data retrieved in this period form the database of
this study (in some cases 2002). The arrangement of the stations met multiple demands:
-monitoring climate variables along the altitudinal gradient in the closer project area (300 ha)
-monitoring the change of the basic weather variables along the altitudinal gradient on both sides

of the main continental and climate divide
-being integrated into the afore mentioned national meteo-network in order to benefit from both

its long-term and actual data

For final interpretations and climatological conclusions, data from additional sources were indis-
pensable. Because the monitoring period of four years must be regarded very short from a
climatological point of view, the data from the own weather stations held the potential danger of
giving a misleading picture of the typical course of the climate. This problem became especially
topical as the measure campaign started in the middle of the strong 1997/1998 El Niño event.
Therefore, long running data from INAMHI updated until present were needed to disclose aberrant
fluctuations or lasting anomalies of weather variables during the measuring campaign. A comparison
of the campaign parallel retrieved INAHMI data to the long running INAMHI data was to give this
information. To fit the observations into the synoptical context, NCEP Reanalysis data became
irreplaceable in this study, as the investigation area is adjacent to the world’s largest data voids
Amazonia and Pacific Ocean. The reader who has some questions about NCEP Reanalysis data
may refer to a short introduction to this source, which can be found in the Appendix I (13.1 „NCEP/
NCAR Reanalysis data“).
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In addition to the up-scaled engagement in the Cordillera Real, a joint effort was made to finish a
basic description of the regional climate of the austral provinces Loja and Zamora (~25,000 km2).
In the tradition of Prof. Richter’s scientific provenance and previous studies e.g. [68], a climate
classification method based on soil temperatures and phytoindication was utilized to make a hygric-
thermo differentiation of the area. The empiric method is helpful in a complex area like the present
one where only insufficient climate data for such an undertaking is available (see chapter 4.5). The
basic principles rest upon the assumptions that in tropical mountains, soil temperatures in a depth
of 60 cm at shaded spots serve as a good estimate for the mean annual air temperature [91][96],
while growth-form and taxonometric features of epiphytism at exposed sites reflect the atmospheric
hygric conditions to the extend that a good derivation of the number of humid months per year is
possible [69][70]. The proceeding improves, of course, when it can be „calibrated“ at a few weather
stations. The DFG weather stations in the east and selected INAMHI weather stations in the Sierra
answered this purpose. The admittedly largest disadvantage of the outlined approach is the profound
skill needed for the evaluation of the epiphytes. The result of 244 in-situ soil temperature
measurements performed by the author and graduate students along with 156 phytographic surveys
by M. Richter has been synthesized in a hygro-thermo map of the larger region (Fig. 2.5). For more
details on the techniques and methods used, [69] (Richter 2003) is recommended.

It should be noted that this work has not exhaustively treated the regional climatology of South
Ecuador in all its details. It wants to be a first step into that direction. A more comprehensive study
was not possible because of limited instrumentation (number of stations, spectrum of sensors),
inaccessibility of potential sites (impenetrable vegetation, remoteness of potential sites and steepness
of terrain), harshness of the weather (wearing down equipment, sometimes moral) and simply because
of its dimension. The interested reader however may be encouraged to use the multi-timescale
composites in Appendix II to track down weather relationships in the Cordillera Real for his or her
own questions or purposes.
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2 The research areas

The state of Ecuador covers an area of ca. 270,000 km2 between 1°20´N and 5°S on the westernmost
swell of the South American continent. The Andes transverse the country from the north to the
south, dividing it into three dominant meridional zones: „la Costa“, the coastal zone in the west, „la

Fig. 2.1: Continental and mesoscale topographical context of the investigation area. DGM’s from Gtopo30 (SA &
Ecuador) and SRTM (austral provinces of Ecuador).
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Sierra“, the montane and central zone and „la Selva“, the eastern lowlands, which form part of the
Amazon basin. The Pacific Ocean in front of the coast of Ecuador can be regarded divided as well:
mainly reaching south as far as Guayaquil, the warm eastward moving equatorial Niño current is
clearly distinguished from the cool, north moving Humboldt current in the south.
The Andes in Ecuador are the interface between three on planetarian scale acting pressure systems:

the subtropical highs over the Atlantic Ocean and the subtropical high over the Southeastern Pacific.
They steer the synoptical currents that arrive at Southern Ecuador almost throughout the whole
year. Particular the mid-level layers (~850 to ~400 hPa) participate in the large westward movement
across the equatorial South American continent and the Ecuadorian Andes. For this reason, the
perpendicular oriented Andean mountain barrier becomes a veritable climate divide in Ecuador.

Because the South Ecuadorian Andes are characterized by some anomalies in the Andean structure,
a closer look at the topography is required. The Andes in the area of Loja have lost their otherwise
characteristic formation of two or more meridional oriented ranges separated by high plateaus or
basins (Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3). The mountain range that dominates the South Ecuadorian Andes by
mass and height is what could be called the continuation of the east cordillera (Fig. 2.2).

The crest of the one remaining, in this section almost exactly north-south directed oriented major
range „Cordillera Real“, does not exceed the range of 2800-3400 m. Only where ridges concentrate,
rugged peaks protrude to altitudes of 3500 - 3700 m. Despite this relative depression, the Andes
still keep their high relief energy density and their typical cleft character. From the climate divide to
the east, the elevations rapidly drop 1000 m and more into narrow V-shaped valleys. Branching
mountain ranges, gradually falling to smaller elevations but remaining well over 2000 m and˜
sometimes culminating in a summit over 3000 m reach ca. 20 km east to Valley Rio Zamora. Opu-
lent evergreen vegetation covering even the steepest slopes combined with abundant scars of natu-
ral landslide (0.3 landslides/ha, [83]) reveal already very high precipitation activity at the eastern
slopes. East of the NE draining Rio Zamora and its valley extensions to the south with „Romerillo“
(Rio Jambue) and valley „Bombuscara“ (Rio Bombuscara), culminations scarcely reach 2500 m
anymore. The zone of the foothills and the tropical lowland rainforest begins here. As a consequence,
the before mentioned prevailing, westward air currents from the Amazon basin collide with the
Cordillera Real without having passed significant obstacles before on their journey of thousands of
kilometres (Fig. 2.3) over the continent. Therefore, the east slopes are under the influence of
orographic rain most of the year.

The lowest part in the climate divide is an anticline not higher than 2750 m, situated exactly east
of Loja (-4°0’). As we will see, it is not only used as the main access by man from lower South

Fig. 2.2: Cross sections through the Andes at ~4°S. Sections in the front are oriented to the south, the sections in the
back more to the north. Unlike the Andes to the north and to the south, the mountains at ~4°S are comparatively low
and consist only of one main ridge, the Cordillera Real. The Interandean „Sierra“ separates the coastal area or
„Costa“ from the Amazon Basin or „Selva“. Note the concentration of settlements at ~2000 m in the Sierra.
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Ecuador to the eastern lowlands but also as the gateway for easterly trades from the eastern lowlands
to the west. The permanently strong, funnelled winds here gave the name to the pass: „El Tiro“,
which means „the Draft“. 10 – 20 km to the south, junctions with secondary ridges and the Cordillera
Real cause a climax in the barrier where „Nunatakr“ of 3600 m and cirque lakes in 2900 m –
3400 m remind of the latest glaciations. Further to the south (4°25’S) near Yangana, another anticline
of 2700 m interrupts the crest line. Here the Cordillera Real makes a side leap of 0°10’ to the west
before it continues its original N-S-orientation. Also here, a group of high summits show the same
former glaciations features as farther north. At this offset, a 70 km long N-S depression formed by
a string of 4 sub-basins (Yangana, Vilcabamba, Malacatos and Catamayo) ends in a low pass in the
climate divide, forming another potential passage for low-level trades. From Loja to the north, the
climate divide bends to the NW, is once interrupted by a loop of the river Zamora that drains the
Loja basin to the Amazon basin and then culminates in a mountain junction called „El Nudo de
Loja“ (~3°80’S) with summits of 3800 m (Fiero Urcu and Cerro Chinchilla).
Due to E-W tectonic faults in this zone of South Ecuador, the region west of the Cordillera Real is

geologically called „Sinclinorio de Catamayo“ and classified „la zona transversal“ [61]. Extremely
bifurcated and dissected, the winding crestlines of two mountain ranges run about 60km from the
climate divide Cordillera Real in direction WSW to the coastal zone of Ecuador. They are in contrast
to the otherwise meridional orientated Andean ranges. The northern branch, the „Cordillera de
Tahuín“ with the culmination Guachanamá (3400 m) and ending in Cordillera Célica, reaches
considerable dimensions as a massif and therefore acts as a western climate divide between the
coastal zone and the enclosed „Interandean Sierra“. The southern branch of the transversal ridges
(Gonzanamá-Sozoranga) is not as distinguished as the Cordillera de Tahuín and does not reach the
same elevation (max. 3000 m) but is also an important moisture barrier to the SW. The both mountain
ranges enclose a region that is „sealed“ to the main wind directions. They release the river Rio

Fig. 2.3: Vertically exaggerated skyline of the tropical Andes between 12°S and 4°N as seen from the Atlantic coast.
The indicated Andean depression and especially the mountain gaps are designated gateways for easterly trades to the
Pacific region. Before reaching the Andes, there are no orographic hurdles that would obstruct or modify the trade
flow over the continent.
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Catamayo through an angled, partially narrow, V-shaped valley that does not enable well-developed
ventilation between the inner Sierra and the foreland. Rio Catamayo drains 90% of the area west of
the Cordillera Real (exception: Loja basin) and is the main water source of the adjacent Northern
Peruvian region that fringes the desert „La Sechura“. Although the river is perennial, especially in
the months July through September runoff can decreases drastically. Disagreement about runoff
usage quota has formed another focus of political tension between the two formerly antagonized
states of Ecuador and Peru.
The access of western currents into the upper reaches of the sinuous Valley of Macará (following

Rio Macará, further upstream called Rio Calvas and forming the national border to Peru) is similarly
obstructed as the access into its neighbour in the north (Rio Catamayo Valley). Satellite images
suggest a similar aridity in the core of this valley (south of Cariamanga) as in Catamayo, but due to
its remoteness, there is no climate data to confirm this suspicion.
Although not as creviced as the mountains east of the climate divide, V-shaped valleys and steep

slopes with inclinations of 20°-50° characterize the physiography in the west. Only exceptions are
the basins Yangana-Catamayo and Loja with wider valley floors. Past tectonic lowering movements
were responsible for intramontane depressions to be formed and be filled with predominantly tertiary
lacustrine sediments and later evaporites. The lifting of the Andean rock mass drained the basins
and finally fluvial downward erosion isolated the small Mandango and Malacatos, relict mountains
composed of conglomerates that reach modest elevations of ± 2200 m. These minor hill groups
fragment the major basin into the sub-basins of Yangana, Vilcabamba, Malacatos and Catamayo.
As will be discussed later, the fragmentation does not seem to have much impact on the climate of
the basin as a whole as does rather the distance from the climate divide Cordillera Real in the east.
The basin of Loja is not part of the Yangana-Catamayo basin although it had the same (but little

earlier) genesis, as shape and lacustrine sediments testify. It was lifted to about 2100 m and
hydrologically it became part of the Amazon catchment. Nevertheless, the basin belongs

Fig. 2.4: Map of potential natural vegetation in South Ecuador (source: Richter 2003).
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climatologically unequivocally to the lee of the climate divide and the Interandean Sierra. To the
west, the Loja basin is separated from the Catamayo basin by the N-S oriented mountain barrier
„Uritusinga-Villonaco“ (>3.000 m) and to the south by the pass „Cajanuma“, 2400 m. From
Cajanuma to the south, a 10 km long valley descents towards Malacatos (1500 m). The Uritusinga-
Villonaco-massif that runs from the Nudo de Loja to the south and ends north of Malacatos, is,
though significantly lower than the Cordillera Real, still high enough to function as a further trap of
spillover moisture from the Cordillera Real and therefore acts as a secondary climate divide to the
west.
The potential vegetation structure west of the climate divide is as variable as the physiography

(Fig. 2.4). The extreme slope gradients, the heterogeneously orientated mountain axes and the
dissection of the valleys by secondary and smaller ridges cause a high hygro-thermal differentiation
within short vertical and horizontal ranges. Accordingly, we find representatives of plant species
that indicate aridity such as Ceibos (moisture storing trees with bottle-shaped trunks) in <1600 m
as well as moss covered trees in cloud forests (Balsas, Guachanamá, Cajanuma) that indicate hu-
mid conditions year round, within small (vertical) distances. An upper tree line exists in the region
but actually becomes only evident on the climate divide and on Guachanamá between 2600 m and
3200 m. Beyond the tree line and sometimes on windy locations beyond a belt of either elfin forest
and bamboo shrubs begins the Páramo. Being very heterogeneously distributed and not only
dependent on temperature, the tree line is currently subject of investigations that started in early
2003. High soil moisture and wind speeds seem also to play a role here.

Due to the moderate heights of the mountains, snow occurrences were not observed throughout
the southern Ecuadorian Andes during the investigations. Night frost is limited to clear mornings
after clear nights in the regions over 3000 m but it has not been observed during the measurements
(Páramo station, 3400 m, until today).

Because human activity in South America has traditionally been concentrated to the Sierra [92], it
has modified natural appearance, composition and distribution of the vegetation since the last
centuries if not thousand years. Close to Vilcabamba, in 3000 m, small, presumably Incan ruins
witness earliest colonisation of South Ecuador. The very most sections of the today densely cultivated
but sparsely populated landscape are dominated by pastures with patches of shrubs or groves and
solitary appearances and random plantations of the inevitable Eucalyptus. Annually returning
catastrophes are responsible for the present scanty spread of forest that formerly must have covered
the whole Sierra. In October and November, after the solar winter of South Ecuador, when dry föhn
winds have desiccated the Sierra and sometimes, dry „Veranillos del Niño“ even temporarily
dehumidify the mountain rain forests in the moist belts, anthropogenic conflagrations not only
„maintain“ the pastures but also annum per annum destroy some more of the remaining pristine
vegetation. The „bosque seco“, the last intact Ceibo forests (of which parts thanks to the efforts of
the FCSF now have been declared a protected area at „Laipuna“) but also remainders of Acacia
stands on rocky slopes or in remote edges of the valleys are last witnesses of the widespread forests
in the Interandean Sierra.

In the region, the habit of burning in agriculture is probably as old as the colonisation history.
Normally, the vegetation is set on fire at a low point of the slope and wind and steepness do the rest.
Therefore, the fires are rarely controlled and often they destroy all vegetation up to the mountaintops.
Although legislation sanctions burning and the public is aware of the problem, the malpractice
continues unabatedly. Motivation for burning generally is gaining pastures and clearing existing
pastures from overgrowth but „making clouds“ to bring forward the rainy season and just vandalism
are also very frequently among the reasons.
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Fig. 2.5: Hygro-thermal climate differentiation of South Ecuador based on soil temperatures and phytographic data.
(Sources: Phytographic data, map design M. Richter; map design, data processing A. Seraphim, soil temperatures P.
Emck, J. Lämmermann, T. Fallenbacher, supervision and  final editing M. Richter).
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Closer to the high settlements, agriculture, especially maize, becomes more interspersed. In the
irrigated valley bottoms, particularly in the lower basins of Yangana, Vilcabamba, Malacatos and
Catamayo, pastures practically vanish and agriculture becomes intensive, mainly consisting of the
most profitable crop, which is sugar cane, based on irrigation.

When usually is accepted that in the tropics a regional thermal differentiation mainly is achieved
vertically and is more ore less time invariant but a regional hygric differentiation vertically and
horizontally can be extremely variable and often is time variant [96], then this is especially true for
the greater area of Loja (Fig. 2.5).
It does not need a lot of skill to identify the Cordillera Real as the all-dominant climate modifier in

the Loja region without having made any weather measurements. In the east of the climate divide,
in 1200 m, there is lush tropical rainforests and only 30 km downwind, the prevailing synoptical
wind direction, in the west, there is semi-desert assimilated (xerophytic) vegetation like cactuses in
the very same altitude.
An important role in spatiotemporal distribution of moisture in the Sierra play the two pacific

currents that literally compete for supremacy in front of the Ecuadorian coast every year and
potentially either supply abundant humidity to the western Loja and El Oro provinces (the equatorial
current reaching 5° S in austral summer) or, through low temperatures, oppose rainfall (the equatorial
current reaching only 3° - 2° S). Then, considering the geomorphic complexity of the region of Loja
and the low topographic threshold (El Tiro, Rio Zamora) between the great genetic pools (Amazon,
Tumbes-Chocó), we begin to understand why it belongs to the world’s bio-diverse hotspots [8]. In
Loja Province, there are habitats of the whole spectrum between desert (arid) and rainforest (per-
humid), between lowland and mountain belts (only nival and sub-nival belt are missing) on closest
range.

For details on geology, geomorphology, pedology and land use of the greater area of Loja, the
work of Dr. A. Hagedorn: „Erosion processes in South Ecuador with special regard to Superficial
Degradation“ (original title: „Erosionsprozesse in Südecuador unter besonderer Berücksichtigung
des Oberflächenabtrags“) [26] is recommended.

2.1 San Francisco Area

The focal investigation area ECSF in the valley of San Francisco is situated east of the climate
divide in altitudes between 1800 m and 3150 m at km 35 on the road to Zamora (Fig. 2.6). Its
300 ha cover exclusively the NW flanks of the „Cerro del Consuelo“ (3150 m), a culmination in the
mountain spur „Cordillera del Consuelo“ that originates from the main barrier. The lower border of
this investigation area is the basement of the V-shaped valley that has been cut in to the relatively
weak rock (Mesozoic schists and quarzites) by the highly erosive Rio San Francisco. From Rio San
Francisco, the investigation area extends triangularly to just under the summit. The steep slopes are
covered by virgin, in the lower zones partially altered [83] evergreen mountain rainforest. Through
its position east of the climate divide, the climate is mostly dominated by the moist air masses
carried in by the prevailing easterly trades from the Amazon basin. However, as will be shown, the
area experiences some climate ameliorations through its relatively sheltered position (lee) behind
the upwind Cordillera del Consuelo through which plant diversity will benefit. Extensive studies
from Dr. A. Paulsch and Dr. R. Bussmann on vegetation structure and inventory has been completed
and can be consulted for more details on this topic.
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Fig. 2.6: DGM of San Francisco Area, position of DFG weather stations (map data by courtesy of M. Richter).
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3 The ENSO warm event 97/98 and cold event 99/00

A characteristic of the research areas is so important that it deserves an own chapter, even more
since it is a climatic relevant feature. It is the direct vicinity of the austral provinces of Ecuador to
the region where the El Niño phenomenon or ENSO warm event probably causes the largest weather
anomalies worldwide. „Vicinity“ must be stressed, because the impacts are, altogether, harmless
compared to the impacts El Niños have on the coastal and near coastal regions of North Peru and
South Ecuador, less than 200 km to the west.
When the field campaign began late 1997, the coastal region was already hit by heavy rains,

floods and epidemics unleashed by the El Niño 97/98. Although occurring right at the doorstep, the
positive ENSO anomaly was not sensed at all in the direct lee of the climate divide. This would
remain so until the last symptoms of the phenomenon faded away by the end of 1998. Probably
most noticeable evidence of the nearby disaster was just the distant sheet lightning in the western
night skies that could often be seen in early 1998.

Only meteorological variable that departed slightly but consistently from its mean behaviour
throughout the closer investigation area (Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 13.7) was temperature. The monthly
mean temperatures were moderately but significantly lifted over the monthly means (own weather
stations) or long-term means respectively (official weather stations). The temperature anomaly
started in mid 1997 and lasted until the end of 1998 (Fig. 3.1). The diluvial rains, however, stayed
at the coast and the western Sierra, and even during the peak of the rainy season in March, increased
rainfalls did not occur at the climate divide. The fact that none of the excessive moisture reached
the eastern Sierra must be accredited to the circumstance that on such occasions, oceanic moisture
with potential for torrential rains is advected at low levels and for the greater part is blocked and
intercepted at the western rims of the Sierra. This suspicion is supported by the observations of a
boundary layer radar in Piura (North Peru), which on days of large rainfalls during El Niños 97/98
and ’02 identified enhanced westerly flow with the highest speeds (<= 4 m/s) below an altitude of

Fig. 3.1: Long-term mean temperatures and monthly mean temperatures during the warm ENSO 97/98. The positive
departures are small but significant east and west of the climate divide.
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2.5 km [84]. Moisture that reaches higher levels through convection appears to stay over the coastal
plains and produce locally confined and heavy precipitations [10] but not in the Sierra.
The formidable rainfall totals at the western slope of the Andes are evidence of a productivity that

is unique to El Niños and that can only be the result of absolute high SST’s, rather than of the
absolute value of the anomaly itself (being a requisite of course, but it implicates that there is a
tendency for the heaviest rains to occur in JFMA). Over 2000 mm in one month and annual totals
of ±7000 mm/a have been recorded at sites where otherwise ±300 mm per month in the rainy
season and ~1500 mm per year respectively are the norm. (Chaguarpamba (1470 m) and Rio Pindo
(610 m) during El Niño 1983; both Valley Puyango-Tumbez, northwest rim of the Interandean
Sierra of the Province of Loja). Compared to this, the also considerable amounts of 656 mm in
March (Ø ~300 mm) and an annual total of 2640 mm (Ø ~1100 mm) in Sabiango (700 m) or 601 mm
in February (Ø ~200 mm) and 2369 mm (Ø ~1000 mm) annual total in Sozoranga (1510 m) at the
southwest rim in 1998 only seem humble.
The El Niño 97/98-related precipitations penetrated to the east as far as Cariamanga (1960 m) and

Catacocha (1840 m), which both had elevated rainfalls; the weather stations on the N-S axis
Gonzanamá (1980 m) and Catamayo (1230 m) and stations east of this line had average or even
less than normal precipitation amounts. Cariamanga reported the maximum February precipitation
of its 50-year time series (636 mm, Ø 220 mm), Loja la Argelia (2160 m) the lowest January
precipitation since 40 years (40.4 mm; Ø 92 mm).

The reason behind this (moderate) aridity in Loja leads us to possible mechanisms that control the
influence of El Niños and La Niñas in the Interandean Sierra. Anticipating results of chapter
7 “Wind“, speed and frequency of easterly trades seem to correlate positively with SSTA’s of the
central equatorial Pacific. In January ’98, the positive SSTA of this region (Niño 3.4) was large
(~96% of the maximum in NDJ 97/98, see Fig. 13.3, Appendix I) so that wind speed and frequency
of easterly direction at the Páramo weather station (3400 m) were higher than usual. As a result, the
lee valleys stayed longer than usual for the time of the year in the rain shadow of the climate divide,
so that lower than usual precipitations were the result. The reverse happens when central tropical
Pacific SST’s are lower than normal and easterly trades at the crest of the climate divide weaken.
Then, westerlies may intrude more frequently than normal (see chapter 5 “Synoptics“) into the
eastern Sierra and cause extended rainfalls in the austral summer (JFMA). The surprising but logic
result is a tendency to equally high or even superior rainfalls in the Interandean Sierra during La
Niña (despite the negative SSTA, the SST’s offshore usually are still the annual highest). A few
examples for February precipitations in the consecutive years 1998:1999:2000: Sabiango:
634:714:313 mm, Sozoranga 601:673:318 mm, Cariamanga 636:600:542 mm, Catacocha:
229:503:372 mm. However, during this La Niña, mid-level moisture reached also the eastern Sier-
ra: Loja la Argelia: 102:299:179 mm, Saraguro: 67:253:124 mm and Vilcabamba: 37:321:306 mm
(all Feb.), Gonzanamá 255:415:- mm (Mar.).

The above-mentioned figures are typical for El Niños and La Niñas but not representative for each
event: a comparative study of the four El Niños in the last two decades of the 20th century (1982/
83, 1987, 1991/93 and 1997/98) showed that spatiotemporal heterogeneity of rainfall is a funda-
mental characteristic of positive ENSO anomalies [11]. Rainfall is drastically elevated anywhere in
the north Peruvian and Ecuadorian coastal plains but the centres are subject to strong intra-event
and inter-event variability. The dynamics of rainfall formation is highly variable because upper air
circulation as well as low-level advection patterns tend to be differently accentuated. Consequently,
the impact of El Niño on the Interandean Sierra and the closer investigation area will vary each
event as well. The same is evident for the variability of La Niña: though SSTA’s were slightly more
negative in 2000 (Fig. 13.3 Appendix I), 1999 brought more rainfall to the Interandean Sierra (see
above).
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It may be doubted that analogue to the increased temperatures during a warm ENSO event,
temperatures in the investigation area significantly decrease during a cold ENSO. This can at least
be claimed of La Niña 99/00. Mean monthly air temperatures at Loja Argelia during 1999 – 2000
were completely inconspicuous compared to the long-term means. The question why temperatures
in South Ecuador respond this way on ENSO anomalies is probably answered, once more, by
observations at the summit weather station. While sensible heat may propagate near the surface
from the Pacific to the inland, it is unthinkable that it does this up to or beyond the summit of the
climate divide, regarding the incessantly blowing easterlies and their origin (see chapter 5 „Synoptics“
and composites of temperature and wind speed). The temperature increase here can only be an
intrinsic property of the exogenic air masses. Turbulent mixing in the lee of the climate divide
transport the heat to lower levels. As temperature response in the Andes of Ecuador closely follows
SSTA in the Niño 3 and Niño 3.4 regions with approximately a one-month lag [89], the possibility
that the excessive sensible heat from the tropical Pacific travels around the globe (one way or
another) or with a large loop over the Pacific, south South America and South Atlantic Ocean to
arrive at the climate divide in South Ecuador, is worth a consideration. The negative SSTA during
La Niña 99/00 was probably too weak to cause lasting air temperature anomalies this way.

The impacts of El Niño on the climate east of the Cordillera Real are the mentioned large-scale
temperature anomaly and at the upper mountain levels enhanced wind speeds and, as will be shown
in chapter 10 „Precipitation“, increased orographic rainfall. Depending on the season, this can
result in extreme rainstorms like in 2002, which culminated in lasting, violent storms (only higher
mountian regions) and  in July in 1697 mm of rain (corrected for wind) at Cd. Consuelo and 1197 mm
at TS1. Reduced wind speed and less frequent easterly trades during La Niña will result in decreased
rainfall totals and probably a raise of temperatures. However, an increased frequency of cold trades
(see 8.4 „Friajes and cold trades“) and a sporadic friaje as  consequence of a positive Pacific pressure
anomaly are among possible effects that large scale negative SSTA’s (La Niña) could produce as
well. The high frequency of cold trades and the strong friaje in austral winter 1999 hint at this
possibility. Consequently, in the Cordillera Real, corresponding weather conditions in austral winter
would tend to short-term cold events followed by temperature extremes in both directions rather
than to just long-term low temperatures (see 8.4 „Friajes and cold trades“). The lack of long-term
data in the Cordillera Real however, makes statements on quantitative responses to ENSO anoma-
lies a bit speculative at the time.

The considerations above raise the question of course, how the base of this study, the weather data
1998 – 2001, can serve for general climatic conclusions at all, if one year of El Niño (1998) was
followed by two years of La Niña (2000 and 2001) and then again by an ENSO warm event in 2002
(Table 13.1). First, as has been lined out, the investigation area is for the few, named exceptions,
not as severely affected by weather anomalies as the region to the west. Second, the complete table
of the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) [56] reaching back to 1950 show that consecutive years without
significant SSTA’s occurring in the tropical Pacific are the exception. Hence, the moderate anoma-
lies that are included in the data must be considered within the range of typical variability. The only
„strong“ anomaly that could unequivocally be identified in the own data in the aftermath was in the
values of absolute temperatures 1998 (Jan- Dec). For this reason, only (absolute) temperatures are
categorically not considered in most derived values presented in this study.
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4 Data acquisition
For this study, several climatological field-datasets have been collected and evaluated:
-Long running data from appropriate automatic DFG weather stations (more than one year, partially

   ongoing as for 2006)
-Long running data from one mechanical station (more than one year, terminated)
-Precipitation data from non-automatic static and versatile devices (terminated)
-Long-term data from official INAMHI-weather stations
-Data from unique field campaigns

4.1 DFG weather stations

To facilitate the demand of describing the climate gradients on both sides of the main climatic
divide, installing the (main) weather stations symmetrically at equal altitudes on both sides of the
Cordillera Real was granted first priority. The east-west alignment of the stations had second priority.
The mentioned inaccessibility of the Cordillera forced to diverge from a strict east-west orientation.
Especially south of Zamora and east of Vilcabamba, accesses to either valley basements or elevated
regions do not exist. Because the weather stations not only had to be setup once but also had and
have to be attended in regular time intervals, potential sites were to be found in reasonable distances
from roads and/or trails. A suitable compromise was established by installing the stations along a
NE-SW profile between Zamora 980 m and Vilcabamba 1560 m. Fig. 4.1 shows the E-W alignment
and particularly the vertical distribution of the automatic DFG- and auxiliary weather stations,
Fig. 4.2 shows the areal distribution.

The instrumentation allowed fully equipped automatic weather stations at the summit of the climate
divide: Páramo, 3400 m (Nr. 11 in Fig. 4.1), two at mid-levels: „Cordillera del Consuelo“, 2930 m
(Nr. 16) on the eastside and „Cajanuma“, 2960 m (Nr. 8) on the west side and two at „low“ levels:
„El Libano“, 1970 m, on the eastside (Nr. 17) and „Vilcabamba“ 1970 m, on the west side (Nr. 1).
This array spanned considerable altitudinal steps on both sides of the climate divide and still
satisfactorily represented a local E-W profile. The two official weather stations in Zamora 970 m

Fig. 4.1: Zonal cross sections through the Cordillera Real at ~4°S showing the positions of the DFG weather stations
(data from SRTM).
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and Vilcabamba 1590 m completed the profile over the climate divide at the respective basements
of the Cordillera Real. The proportionally wide step between the two levels 1970 m and ~2950 m
was one of the concessions to the restricting terrain.
The three stations in the ECSF research-area, the „low-level“ station ECSF (1950 m), the mid-

level station TS1 (2680 m) and the local roof station Cd. Consuelo (2930 m) (Nrs. 13 – 14 – 15)
were the backbone of the small network and for the majority of the sub-projects of the DFG-project
the supplier of the critical climate data. The low station, ECSF, was not placed on the bottom of the
valley but on purpose ~200 m higher (1950 m) so that it was (about) levelled with the stations El
Libano and Vilcabamba (1970 m). (The extremely narrow valley floor of Rio San Francisco did not
offer sites for representative measurements anyhow). The middle weather station, TS1, was placed
on the best of the scarce plane, intermediate sites that the otherwise very steep terrain offered
between ECSF and Cd. Consuelo.
The last station was setup on the crest of the anticline „EL Tiro“ in 2820 m (Nr. 7). Climate data

from this location promised conclusions on „low“ gradients between Zamora- Ecsf - El Tiro and El
Tiro - Loja and more information on climatic conditions that may be responsible for the remarkable
occurrence of elfin forests here [71].
Measuring periods and recording times from the stations vary. For example, after three years of

Fig. 4.2: Topography of closer investigation area and overview over position and configuration of the weather stations
(viewpoint 1 see Fig. 7.2, viewpoint 2 see Fig. 13.10).
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deployment, the Cajanuma station was extracted because the data showed high correlation with the data
of the Páramo station. The station was translated to „Motilón“, 2690 m, to the western most elevated
extremity of the greater investigation area in order to provide valuable information on the connection of the
synoptic wind systems between the Cordillera Real and Cordillera Guachanamá.
Please refer to tables Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 for information on exact operating times, available

data and missing data.

4.1.1 Technical specifications

The climate measuring system of the DFG-stations was manufactured, assembled and tuned by THIES
Clima, Göttingen Germany. Manufacturer of the pyranometer (CM3) was Kipp&Zonen.
Dr. Bussmann, at the time University of Bayreuth, kindly provided the weather station that first

ran on „ECSF“ and later on „TS1“. It monitored the same variables as the Thies stations but for the
wind.
The DL15 data loggers were set to sample data from every climate variable every 5 minutes and

store the arithmetic (wind direction: vectorial) mean every hour to a ring memory. Additional RAM
space was available to store both extremal values of each variable from the 5-minute samplings. In

the beginning, this was done hourly but later storing frequency was reduced to once every two hours.
The data were manually downloaded to a portable computer via a serial cable and an RS 232 interface

from the loggers RAM. The stations power supply consisted of rechargeable 12V, 3.2 Ah batteries that

Table 4.2: Overview over sensors of automatic stations
Device Variable Specifications Unit Resolution Range

Wind speed Cup star m/s 0.1 0.3 – 50 m/s
Wind 

direction
Vane ° 1 0 – 360°

Thermometer
Air 

temperature
Pt 100 °C 0.1 K -30 - +80°C

Hygrometer
Relative 

humidity Air
Hair % 0.1 10 – 99.9%

Thermo-pile

“Second Class”

Pluviometer Precipitation
Tipping-bucket/ 

200 cm2 mm 0.1 - ~10 mm/min

Soil Thermometer Temperature Pt 100 °C 0.1 K < 51°C

1 - ~2000 W/m2

Anemometer 

Pyranometer
Global 

radiation W/m2

Site name Latitude Longitude
Elev. a.s.l. 

[m]
Motilón -04° 04' 56'' -79° 56' 20'' 2690
Vilcabamba -04° 14' 52" -79° 12' 33" 1970
Vilcabamba Valley -04° 15’ 31’’ -79° 13' 10" 1750
Rumishitana -04° 09’ 39’’ -79° 12' 24" 1545
Cajanuma -04° 06' 30" -79° 10' 47" 2960
El Tiro -03° 58' 44" -79° 08' 37" 2820
Páramo -04° 06' 15" -79° 09' 39" 3400
ECSF -03° 58' 21'' -79° 04' 33'' 1950
TS1 -03° 59' 38'' -79° 04' 05'' 2680
Cordillera del Consuelo -03° 59' 44'' -79° 03' 14'' 2930
El Libano -04° 05' 46" -78° 59' 17" 1970

Table 4.1: Positions and altitudes of the weather stations
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Fig. 4.3: Automatic DFG weather station

Fig. 4.4 : Páramo weather station at 3400 m during exceptional weather. Foreground: Base station with additional
lightning rod. Background: Hellmann gauge, versatile Hellmann gauges 2x with storage tanks, principal lightning
rod.
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were exchanged every 120 days.
The DFG-stations had to be attended every 40-60 days. Not only required the extreme value memory

a read out within this interval but also the extreme weather conditions made frequent visits for
maintenance or overhaul obligatory. Essentially the combination of rain, humidity and high wind
speed was responsible for 95% of all failures. Corrosion of contacts and the circuit board led to
miscellaneous electrical dysfunctions or blackouts. Worn down ball bearings of the wind speed
transmitters and blocked nozzles from the pluviometers (insects, ash and dust) were typical
mechanical deficiencies. Considering the harsh conditions, the reliability of the weather stations
was good. From installation until December 2001, overall downtime of the DFG-stations was low
(see Appendix I, 13.3 „Data coverage“).

4.1.2 Soil temperatures

It has to be noticed that the difficulty of measuring soil temperatures at the automated sites was
underestimated. Initially, in the effort to create equal surface conditions at all sites, the local plant
cover was eliminated because every location had its own, different type of vegetation. Unfortunately,
attempts to foster grass at all the sites failed, although different species, supposedly tolerant for the
different climate conditions, were utilized. Especially at the upper mid-level mountain sites Cajanuma
and Cd. Cordillera, the grass seemed to be burned away after a short promising growth phase.
These sites stayed without any vegetation ever since. The lower weather stations suffered increasingly
from overgrowth: at Vilcabamba in the rainy season, at the ECSF and El Libano year round. The
problem of the overgrowth and hence variable shading conditions of the surface was never brought
under control at these sites. Solely at the Páramo weather station, the natural grass stayed unchanged
from the beginning.
Therefore, the soil temperatures are considered not consistent. There are consistent periods and

fragments of time series that contain useful information (which were used for the hygro-thermal
map) but a doubtless time-consuming correction of the whole dataset was not done. Other climatic
interpretations were dismissed from this work.

4.2 Mechanical weather station
The mechanical station consisted of a combined standard pluviograph and a Wölfle anemograph.

The first deployment was in El Tiro 2820 m, the second and third in the valleys of Cajanuma/
Rumishitana 1800 m and Vilcabamba 1570 m.

Both devices used mechanical clock-driven paper rolls valid for 31 days. The pluviograph recorded
with a felt tip pen, the anemograph with press rolls on special pressure sensitive paper. On the first
location El Tiro, the limitations of this kind of mechanical instruments became evident. Incessant
high wind speeds in combination with permanent rain and maximum relative humidity made handling

and proper operation almost impossible. Equally clockwork, recorder and paper from the pluviograph
failed frequently. The Woelfle anemograph produced very reliable data but the complicated handling
under harsh conditions neither qualified the unit for use in exposed mountainous environments.

Reso-
lution

Wind speed Cup star km/h 0.5 0 – 100
Wind 

direction
Vane ° 15 0 – 360

Pluviograph Precipitation 200 cm2, 
overflow

mm 0.5 -

Measuring 
Range

Anemograph 

Device Variable Specifications Unit

Table 4.3: Overview over sensors of mechanical station
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The deployment of both the instruments was satisfactory at less exposed sites. The functioning of the
pluviograph was reduced to the recording of monthly precipitation values only after some temporary
irreparable defects of the clock had manifested due to its engagement on El Tiro.

4.3 Non-automatic devices

4.3.1 Precipitation totalizers

Into this category fall a number of accumulative precipitation gauges, henceforth called „totalizers“ that
completed the permanent weather station net. Since precipitation generally is the climate variable with the
highest spatial variability, in many cases, readings cannot be transferred or extrapolated even over small
distances. For this reason, additional measurements became desirable in this topographically complex
area. This purpose was partially realized by means of simple totalizers. Totalizers have the advantage of
being cheap, simple in handling but still highly informative. Their disadvantages are reduced time resolution
(neither intensity records nor number of events are recorded), danger of evaporation of the stored
precipitation and the crucial necessity of service personnel. Many potential gaps in the established net of
automatic stations suitable for additional rain monitoring were identified but lack of reliable operators and
again, remoteness drastically decreased the number of de facto installed devices. Distinctly more sites than
obvious from Table 4.4 or Fig. 4.2 have been equipped with totalizers but the problem of failing service
made the data useless.
Consistent measurements were made in Rio Bombuscara (1050 m, S of Zamora), Cajanuma (Control

2420 m, Centro Administrativo 2840 m, Forest 3170 m), Lagunas de los Compadres (3200 m and
3220 m) and Loja la Paz (see Table 4.4).

Special importance was attached to the installation of the totalizers at the Lagunas de los Compadres.
After a short while of operating the DFG-station Páramo in 3400 m it became evident that the
rainfall readings had literally to be considered „blown over“ (see chapters 7 „Wind“ and 10
„Precipitation“). The first annual amount of only 2550 mm was regarded implausibly low. Although
most sources assume lower belts of maximum precipitation in tropical mountains, this value
contradicted the visual but also instrumental observations in the Cordillera Real too blatantly. On
the eastern flanks of the Cordillera Real, from Zamora (980 m) to the summits (3600 m), no rainfall
maximum coinciding with the mean cloud base could be observed. There were rather preliminary
indications that at least up to 2700 m (TS1) rainfall totals increase with height. In this light, the
Páramo rainfall data were to question strongly.
For completeness, it should be mentioned that it is regrettable to have not monitored the precipitation

in the foothills east of Zamora in heights up to 2000 m. It would probably have confirmed that the
local annual totals do not surpass the findings in the Cordillera Real. However, until the antipersonnel
mines have not been removed, this may remain only a hypothesis. Rain formation considerations in
the Cordillera Real de Loja do not suggest the existence of maximum precipitation values in this
area (10 „Precipitation“).

In order to get at least an impression of the real dimension of the precipitation in the upper monta-
ne belt, two totalizers (for reasons of reproducibility) were installed 1.7 km west of the main crest
near the Lagunas de los Compadres. Despite its still considerable distance to the crest, the wind
velocities are significantly reduced in the sheltered area of the cirque lakes in comparison to those
at the exposed areas. The horizontal distance between the two sites was ~160 m.
The totalizers were composed of two common commercial plastic repositories (Fig. 4.5). One

detruncated bottle serving as an interceptor was sealed to a tank (bottle or canister) as storage
medium. The average orifice of these recipients was 91.6 cm2.
The determination of the precipitation amount was done volumetrically. Accuracy by construction

was ± 1 mm per reading but considering all the sources of inexactnesses the total error was estimated
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± 5%. The gross accuracy of the totalizers was tested with control measurements at automatic DFG-
stations and the resulting 5 – 10% deviations in both directions were approved. The scattering is within the
normal range of Hellmann type gauge errors, so the values measured with the totalizers were trusted. Loss
by evaporation was constructively minimized and ignored in the evaluation. The small, free water surface in
the tube and the pinhole in the recipient body prevented free air circulation, thus inhibiting excessive vapour
transport from sampled precipitation to the atmosphere. Still, the totalizers that were frequented only
monthly or less (Páramo, Lagunas de los Compadres) potentially suffered some commensurable evaporation
losses. However, as these totalizers were situated in the perhumid belt, the magnitude of loss was assumed
negligible for larger periods.

Site name Latitude Longitude E. a.s.l. [m] Readout Volume
Loja la Paz -03° 57' 54'' -79° 12' 33'' 2070 d 2 L
Caj. Control -04° 05' 02" -79° 12' 19" 2420 d, w 2 L
Gabino -04° 16' 24'' -79° 10' 38" 2400 w, m 2 L
Caj. Refugio -04° 06' 58" -79° 10' 19" 2840 w 2 L
Caj. Forest -04° 07' 04" -79° 09' 51" 3170 m 2 L
Laguna Comp. II -04° 10' 29'' -79° 07' 02'' 3200 q 20 L
Laguna Comp. I -04° 10' 25'' -79° 07' 00'' 3220 q 20 L
Bombuscara -04° 06' 52'' -78° 58' 07'' 1050 d 2 L

Table 4.4: Locations and characteristics of totalizers (from west to east)

Caj. = Cajanuma, d = daily, w = infrequently, m = monthly, q = quarterly, L = litre

Fig. 4.5: Design of totalizers. Small model used at Cajanuma, Loja La Paz, Gabino and Bombuscara, large model at
Lagunas de los Compadres and Cajanuma Forest.
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4.3.2 Versatile totalizers

The mentioned installation of the totalizers at the Lagunas de los Compadres was only one remedial
action to overcome the difficulty of determining the amount of precipitation at the wind exposed Páramo.
If a registration at the Lagunas de los Compadres might have given at least an impression of the potential
dimension (meters) of the precipitation amount in the upper montane belt of the climate divide, the fact that
the site was situated 7 km away from the Páramo station remained an unsatisfactory circumstance with
regard to its representativeness. Significant regional differentiation of precipitation amounts over this distance,
although within the same altitudinal belt, remained a realistic scenario. As a matter of fact, first results from
two year recordings showed very high correlation between precipitation amounts of Lagunas de los
Compadres and the distant Cerro Antenas but not with the closer Páramo station. Accordingly, additional
efforts were made to retrieve information on the precipitation amount at the Páramo site.
The common standardized Hellmann’s liquid precipitation measurement principle bases on the premise

that the quantity of water that strikes the surface is the same as the quantity of water that moves downwards
through the corresponding horizontal face in one meter height over it. This is the spot where the standard
Hellmann intercepts and collects the precipitation. The process is, to a certain limit, also appropriate for
precipitation falling inclined, as the same conditions exist also on the ground. However, with a sinking
average of drop diameter and increasing wind velocity, the Hellmann approach becomes more and more
unsuitable for precipitation measurement because the body of the interceptor increasingly alters the wind
field. This causes the raindrops to follow the air streamlines over the obstacle instead of falling into the
interceptor. It can induce loss amounts of easily >50% [25] to >>100% [43] of the amount registered,
depending on drop size and wind magnitude. Hence, conventional standard Hellmann measurements of
precipitation amounts at sites with high wind speed averages like at the Páramo station in 3400 m (ca.
10 m/s) have to be considered highly inaccurate. The Hellmann problem is acknowledged since decades
but technical solutions that have been discussed ever since are neither implemented in most significant
(national) monitoring networks nor commercially available (yet). Alternatively, correction calculations can
be done [43] but they remain problematic since the algorithms require knowledge of drop size compositions
for every rain incident or estimations of other parameters such as loss by „wetting“ of the Hellmann [80].
Additionally, most conclusions on wind induced precipitation losses handle wind velocities of only up to
4 – 5 m/s.
In search for a solution in Ecuador, two methods were considered: levelling a recipient of the

Hellmann type with the ground or constructing a panning Hellmann that would adapt its orientation
to the wind. First alternative was dismissed for two different reasons: with the existing small drop
sizes and high wind velocities, it had to be feared that even smallest obstacles (grass) upwind of the
ground-levelled recipient would cause a rain shadow with unpredictable effects. In case of
successfully eliminating this error source, the danger would remain that rain would still been blown
over the recipient as the empty space of it does not constitute any natural rough surface that intercepts
the raindrops from the air („combing out“ effect). The other reason made the decision simple:
subsurface rocks did not allow countersinking a recipient deep enough into the ground to level its
orifice with the terrain surface. Furthermore, the high groundwater level (on the crest!) would have
caused difficulties with the device with respect to floating or being flooded all the time.
Hence, the decision was made to deal with the water amount transported in the moving lower air

layer in the standard height of 1 m. For this purpose, a „versatile“ Hellmann was constructed. It was
thought to register precipitation always perpendicular to its direction of motion (Fig. 4.6). Mounted
in an axis above its barycentre and attached to a wing, the Hellmann recipient body respectively the
orifice of the interceptor would adjust its inclination perpendicularly to the presumed course of the
raindrops. The tilt increment per m/s wind speed was adjusted manually. To prevent a streamline
(raindrop) deflecting air cushion being built up in front of the orifice, the body of the Hellmann was
made permeable along the longitudinal axis for the wind but not for the raindrops. This was achieved
by forcing the wind in the Hellmann through a labyrinth were the inertia of the drops centrifugally separated
them from the curved course of their carrier. A set of spoilers and water deflectors on the shell prevented
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undesired lateral rain signals. The versatile gauge design is such, that significant interception of fog was not
likely. Still, some fog might have been trapped through direct contact. At the same time, a small share of
finest raindrops presumably escaped through the droplet trap. Both errors have an opposed effect on the
measure amount but to which extend they compensated each other was not investigated.
As can be judged from the gauge design, it is clear that the device did not permit high precision

measurements. Nevertheless, with the adequate correction factor, measurements would at least
permit a solid estimation of the local true precipitation. For reasons of reproducibility, also here two
units were constructed and installed at one site. The versatile pluviometers rotated in a vertical
plane that was aligned with the direction of the dominant easterly trades.

In the beginning, the pluviometers were run as was intended: versatile with their opening following
the angle of the precipitation. After a short while however, they were fixed horizontally because the
constructions proved to be not resistant against the destructive wind. The alternative arrangement
was a reasonable compromise because the magnitude of the average easterlies caused the raindrops
to move at an extreme acute angle anyhow. With a standard Hellmann and the versatile gauge
combined on one site, both the precipitation types were monitored at the Páramo site: the „slow“
type with the conventional pluviometer, the „fast“ type with the horizontal pluviometer.

4.4 Soil temperature sampling

Additionally to the routine soil temperatures of the DFG-stations, 60cm-soil temperatures were
taken during field campaigns. These data provided thermal information for the hygro-thermal
characterisation of the provinces Loja and Zamora. As far as possible, data were collected every 200 –
300 altitudinal meters along transverse mountain profiles. If the potential sites met the criteria for sampling,
a 50cm deep hole was dug and the temperature taken with a digital, so called „stick thermosensor“ that

Fig. 4.6: Versatile pluviometer
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penetrated 10cm deeper into the ground. The device was from „Ahorn Mess- und Regelungstechnik“, its
accuracy ± 0.1 K. The sampling procedure was optimised by using a universal fieldwork tool widely
found in South America, the „bareta“. The tool proved immensely better in any soil than the spade and or
pickaxe. It allowed digging a narrow hole within minutes so that temperature alterations through insolation
or rain could be minimized (Fig. 4.7).

4.5 INAMHI weather stations

INAMHI stands for „Instituto Nacionál de Meteorolgía e Hidrología“. This governmental institute was
founded 1961 but first continuous meteorological recordings started in Quito as early as 1891. With
proceeding colonisation of the country, the meteorological network amplified as well. Important stages of
expansion in Sierra and Costa were performed in 1914 and 1930 [34] but the coverage of the vast
unsettled Ecuadorian Oriente (Selva) until today remains poor. The relatively long tradition notwithstanding,
today the meteorological network suffers a lot from the underdeveloped infrastructures of the country.
Insufficient roads, mobility and means of communication but also lack of money and skilled personnel foil
the potential yield out of it. Being far away from the administrative centre in the Capital of Quito, the
network in the Province of Loja has traditionally been affected particularly by these grievances. Additionally,
number (ca. 1/1000 km2) and distribution of weather stations in this complex orographic area is far too
low and, with few exceptions, concentrated to the settlements in the valleys (in the interandean Sierra to
the heights). On many locations, weather stations have been installed but after few years been abandoned
again. The latter seems to have been the case especially in the 1980s when many datasets interrupt. Recent
general modernization has not taken place.

The existence of close to 100 meteorological observing sites in the provinces Loja and Zamora is
documented. The data is available in „annuarios“, year reports, which are published with a time
delay of several years. From 97 stations, data of a 30 year period from 1963 – 1993 was obtained for
this study. The vast majority of the data however was incomplete because stations ceased to exist or
were setup later and ceased to exist or were not attended for several (frequently up to tens of) years.
From relevant stations close to the DFG-network, all available continued data until 2001 was made
accessible by the INAMHI. Alas, the Zamora weather station turned out to be given up in 1992 by
INAMHI respectively was transferred into the responsibility of another entity from which recent data were
not available. The Vilcabamba station data were only updated until 2000. Solely Loja la Argelia had
continuous data available until recently.
All the stations in the provinces Loja and Zamora are mechanic, at most semi-automatic, and need daily

Fig. 4.7: In-situ soil temperature sampling
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attention. The majority (62) of the weather stations consists of only a pluviometer. About 20 stations are
equipped to register the variables air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation and wind. „Main“ stations
(7) have also an evaporation tank and a heliograph. Commonly, the air temperature and relative humidity
are recorded in the standard weather huts at 2 m: both variables graphically, the temperature additionally
with a minimum/maximum thermometer. Precipitation is measured with Hellmann totalizers, wind on a 5-
meter pole with two metal flags: one indicating the direction, the other the velocity. The evaporation is
measured in class-A tanks, the heliograph consists of a transparent globe and a paper strip for the tracking.
The data of all stations is read out three times a day at 07:00, 13:00 and 19:00.

As turned out, many of the datasets obtained from periods after the eighties lamentably are, apart
from discontinuities, extremely unreliable and have to be treated with uttermost precaution. Without
mentioning all of the details, some have to be described here to understand why much of the data,
although even seemingly plausible, might well be useless. With the exceptions of Catamayo Air-
port and Loja la Argelia, irregularities were observed at all the weather stations that were visited
(though not ALL stations were visited!). Most common problems observed were simply missing,
broken, defective and wrongly operated sensors that presumably never were recalibrated since the
beginning of their usage (years and decades ago). Often, „defaults“ from defective sensors were
conscientiously logged by the personnel or gaps through missing sensors were equally conscientiously
filled in with invented data. Additionally, the frequenting of the weather stations usually occurred
only randomly. Many, if not most stations were attended rather once a week then once a day and
data of the elapsed time again were usually invented. Even completed data sheets of months still to
come have been reported.
(Note: it should be mentioned that maintenance and control of the very most of the weather stations

is basically a volunteers job as today, payment is rather symbolic due to the rampant inflation of the
last years. In a country where, especially in the province, daily life is determined by satisfying basic
needs, hobby meteorology and weather station maintenance understandably become secondary).

4.6 Altitudes used in this study

The most accurate topographic maps of the austral provinces have a scale of 1:50,000 or greater
and do not allow precise vertical orientation, especially not in steep terrain. Justified concerns
about the line management of the 40 m-isohypses in these maps aggravate this problem. Accurate
values have, when needed, to be taken in-situ for this reason.
At geodetic or marked points in the Province of Loja however, great systematic discrepancies

between readings from barometric altimeters and real heights became manifest. For example, the
agonizing ascent from the ECSF house at 1850 m to the top of the Cerro del Consuelo, 3150 m,
always surprisingly ended in about 3050 m instead of 3150 m. Refugio Cajanuma always appeared
to be in ca. 2780 m instead of 2840 m when ascending from Loja at 2100 m. (The Refugio, not
mapped, is even officially administered with the wrong altimeter height value). The error has its
reason in the usage of barometric altimeters that are commonly calibrated with a constant derived
from the pressure gradient in the „US Standard Atmosphere 1976“ at (45°). Because in the tropics
the vertical pressure gradient is smaller than in equivalent altitudes of the mid-latitudes [5], a standard
barometric altimeter moved along an altitudinal gradient in the tropics will consequently indicate
too small altitudinal lapses. Although the altimeter error induced by this effect may account for ca.
5% in altitudes of 2000 – 3000 m, the observed error range in South Ecuador frequently amounted
to between 5 % and over 10 % (never less than 5%). The error was not tracked more exactly because
a powerful alternative positioning method, GPS, became at hand. The measurement with GPS’s turned out
to be vastly superior. Since the selective availability was turned off from the satellite signals in May 2000,
horizontal but also vertical accuracy of GPS significantly augmented. Portable GPS’s from Garmin set to
WGS 84 were tested at geodesic points and prominent spots such as mountaintops over several years.
The average accuracy of repeated readings resulted in a standard deviation of less than 10 m from the
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geodesic heights. The heights of the weather stations are therefore considered precise within this range.
The achieved accuracy did not include 360° free horizons only, which is an often-heard objection against
taking GPS altitudes.
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5 Synoptics

5.1 Pressure

Despite their distance, leading actors in shaping the climate in the investigation area are the oceanic
anticyclones in the subtropical ridges. They are the source of the easterly trades that in the end keep
the eastern flanks of the mountains wet and hold off precipitation from the Sierra during most time
of the year. The trades follow the pressure gradients between the North and South Atlantic anticyclones
respectively and the equatorial trough. The Coriolis force turns them from a meridional track on the
eastern sides of the anticyclones to a strictly western course near the equator. The pressure gradients
vary over the year but different from what could be expected, both Atlantic anticyclones gain and
loose intensity and extension synchronously during the seasons. Fig. 1.1a-d shows the subtropical
anticyclones at low- and mid-level, having largest extensions and greatest intensities on both
hemispheres in (July-) August and average dimensions in February (their absolute annual minimum
being in April, their second minimum in October). A decreased distance to high pressure (steeper
gradients) rather than larger gradients explains higher wind speeds over the Ecuadorian Andes in
austral winter compared to austral summer. The general, predominantly in July and August existing
excess of pressure over the tropical Atlantic implying a zonal pressure gradient between the great
oceans must be regarded a second and probably the prominent engine for the ever-blowing easterlies
over equatorial South America. This excess of pressure is not bound to surface levels but extends
aloft, meridionally narrowing towards the low latitudes. In Figures 1.1e and f, this gradient is indicated
by the slope of the high relative pressure iso-surface at levels of roughly 3 km altitude along the
equator. Interestingly, this trough is fairly fixed to the geographic equator throughout the year and it
does not follow the seasonal position of the sun (as does the ITC), provided the NCEP Reanalysis
data are reliable in this. The latter seems to be the case as this permanent zonal pressure gradient is
consistent with the existence of a weak, easterly equatorial low-level jet stream, of which evidence
can be found in both the reanalysis wind data itself and in the measured data from the summit of the
investigation area (Páramo station at 3400 m).

By considerably augmenting the surface extensions during austral summer, the South Atlantic and
South Pacific anticyclones’ outskirts almost fuse (Fig. 5.1b). However, unlike over North America,
in June-August there is no upper ridge over the continent connecting the both oceanic anticyclones
with each other. Therefore, the influence of high pressure over the low latitude Andes Mountains
stays limited. The middle and southern part of the continent have increased probabilities of fair
weather conditions but these conditions do not notably affect the eastern mountains at the lower
latitudes of Ecuador. (Therefore, the common recommendation of trekking the Andes in August
does not apply to this region!).

During the austral summer, the south Atlantic and south Pacific anticyclones are separated by a
pronounced heat low over the continent (Fig. 5.1a). In the monthly mean Reanalysis data, this low
starts to take shape already in October, lasts until March, and in the months December and January
is at its strongest. This low, also referred to as „Vaguada del Sur“ seems to have some importance
for the climate in south Ecuador as equatorial monsoonal currents, if they occur, often pass the
Andes at low latitudes while recurving south to the Andean Elbow (<= 20°S) where the minimum
pressure resides.
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Fig.5.1: Iso-surfaces of relative air pressure between 1000 hPa (~sea level) and 10 hPa (~30 km a.s.l.) (Over frontal
hemispheres blanking at levels <925 hPa (a-b) and <600 hPa (c-f)). a-d: Entire spectra of global relative pressure, e-
f: Topographies of one extracted iso-surface of high relative pressure in February and August. In February and (July &)
August, the torus of tropical high pressure is at its southernmost and northernmost position respectively. For more
information, see the text as well as Appendix I, 13.2 „Normalized relative pressure“.
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5.2 Synoptic winds

5.2.1  Easterly trades

Of superior significance for the climate in the investigation area are the easterly trades. At the
high-level weather stations of the Cordillera Real, over 70% (winter ~100%, summer >50%) of the
synoptic wind consists of constant and strong easterly trades. The remaining winds, i.e. equatorial
westerlies, northerlies or, when these are absent, winds related to local pressure gradients
correspondingly occur less than 30% of the time.
As indicated, an excess of pressure over the equatorial Atlantic Ocean, likely combined with the

momentum of (overland convecting, see Fig. 5.3) trades from two hemispheres and partially their

confluence results in an acceleration of the equatorial air masses. Outcome is a weak equatorial jet
stream at 2000 – 5000 m with wind speeds higher than the original NE- and SE-trades. This equatorial
mid-level jet (MLJ) appears in derived NCEP Reanalysis data like annual (Fig. 5.2) or monthly
means (see Appendix I, Fig. 13.5 and Fig. 13.6) and is backed by the in-situ measurements at the
high weather stations (see). The investigation area at 4°S is situated at the southern edge of the all-
season core of this MLJ, which appears to be pinned to the equatorial Andes and slightly to the
south all over the year. Even in months of ebbing trades (Oct-Nov), wind speed remains increased
over just this region. Although the equatorial jet is week compared to upper level jets with mean
annual speeds of >20-40 m/s (Fig. 5.2), where it hits the surface in the Ecuadorian Andes they

Fig 5.2: Iso-surfaces of long term mean annual wind speed at levels 1000 – 10 hPa (~0 - ~30 km a.s.l.). Between the
latitudes ±30°, trades distinctly are the strongest surface-close winds. At levels elevated over the main trade wind fields
of 7 m/s at <= 700 hPa, a ribbon of higher wind speed >= 9 m/s exists along the equator. It begins over East Africa and
ends over the Central Pacific Ocean. The core of the weak mid-level jet (MLJ) passes over the Ecuadorian land area.
Main wind direction over Ecuador is ENE. (See Appendix I, Fig. 13.6 for monthly position of the equatorial MLJ).
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Fig. 5.3: Zonal slices showing mean monthly wind speed over the South American continent at 4°S. Over the eastern
continental border, easterly trades are heaved from ~1000 to ~3000 m The high region of the investigation area
protrudes just into the zone of maximum wind speeds year-round.
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produce average wind speeds that in tropical mountains are unequalled and surpass most long-term
mean wind speeds in other mountains worldwide (see chapter 7 „Wind“). The position of the
equatorial MLJ is such that the summit region of the investigation area penetrates just into the zone
of maximum wind speeds of the local vertical wind profile during the whole year (Fig. 5.3).

Although the existence of an equatorial easterly MLJ implies a uniform wind direction of trades
over the investigation area, the origin of the involved air masses varies seasonally. At lower levels
<~1000 m, the Atlantic ageostrophic trades reach, on average, from the actual winter hemisphere
across the equator into the summer hemisphere (Fig. 5.5). Consequently, in austral summer, air
masses carried by NE-trades fuel the zonal equatorial trade winds aloft through convection; in the
austral winter, air masses carried by SE-trades do this (Fig. 5.5).

Hence, both convected northeasterly trades from the northern hemisphere and southeasterlies from
the southern hemisphere reach the investigation area. A classification of these different easterly air
masses is, with the exception of particularly cold and dry southeasterlies in winter (see also 8.4 Friajes
and cold trades), not possible by the in-situ measurements. Wind speed, wind direction and parameters
such as temperature and moisture are insufficient indicators for this as they may reach equal values
in any season. A closer look at patterns of the intermediate trades at 850 hPa on a daily base (NCEP
Reanalysis) however, can shed some differentiated light on the origins of the air masses (see also
Fig. 5.6):

-When with a lag of one to two months after solar summer the equatorial trough has reached its
highest latitude in the summer hemisphere, probabilities are highest that equatorward trades at 850
hPa in the winter hemisphere obtain maximal meridional radii and may penetrate as „true“ NE- or
SE-trades to the Andes (February and August). In transitional months, common are 850 hPa-trades
originating from a 20°-40° broad zonal wind field that has its farthest roots over the east tropical
Atlantic Ocean.

-Anticyclonic circulations over the southern continent often imposes a small southeasterly
component to this zonal flow (Fig. 5.5) so that the trades appear northeasterlies in Ecuador.
Alternatively, southern branches of equatorial trades at 850 hPa turn south over west Amazonia to
contribute eventually to the so-called South American low-level jet (SALLJ) along the Bolivian
Andes (indicated in Fig. 5.5 Feb 850 hPa). Favourable for SALLJ is a pronounced surface low over
the southern continent. The LLJ can appear throughout the year and may exist as well when NE-
trades cross the equator over Amazonia and continue their SW-course until they become, mechanically
and pressure related, recurved SE near the mountain barrier. NE-trades hitting the Ecuadorian Andes
stay on their SW course and cross them. A deflection of trades and the forming of a northerly LLJ
along the east Ecuadorian Andes occurs but this is a rather sporadic phenomenon restricted to
NNE-trades (5.2.3) in austral spring and summer.

-In the austral winter, SE-trades frequently gyre on a wide northerly loop over the Atlantic Ocean,
cross temporarily the equator and, over the SA-continent, turn south again. When branches of such
apparent NE-trades cross the Andes in South Ecuador, they still belong genetically to the SE-trades.
Depending on the length of their detour, these trades have had more time to assimilate higher
temperatures and carry more moisture than southeasterlies hitting Ecuador directly from the southeast
(see Friajes), therefore tend to differ gradually from them in these aspects.

As position and strength of the opposing Atlantic subtropical anticyclones are subject to intra-
seasonal variability, so is trade flow especially in the far edges of its radius. A visual evaluation of
the daily wind fields over the South American continent and the adjacent oceans at 850 hPa for the
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Fig. 5.4: Long-term monthly mean wind vectors and stream traces at six pressure levels over equatorial South America
in February (NCEP Reanalysis); explanations: see Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5: Long-term monthly mean wind vectors and stream traces at six pressure levels over equatorial South America
in August (NCEP Reanalysis). The stream traces start/end at 78°W between 0° and 9°S (bold 4°S); maximum length
corresponds to 4x7 days. Due to vertical exchange (convection), the stream traces do not represent the strict paths of
air parcels. Over land, low-level trade winds (<925 hPa) rapidly loose dynamic. At lower mid-level, 850 hPa, trades
stay dynamic overland and still have some meridional momentum (February). Higher-level trades are basically zonal.
In general (in February more than in August), easterly trade flow receives a light southerly twist over Amazonia,
resulting in ENE winds over South Ecuador. During austral summer, the surface heat low over the southern half of the
continent redirects southern branches of the lower trades from NW to SE along the Ecuadorian Andes. During austral
winter, the responsible drag comes from the anticyclonic circulation of the expanded subtropical high over Brazil.
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years 1998 – 2001 reveals that easterly trades from both hemispheres (North or South Atlantic
Ocean) can reach the investigation area at any time of the year (Fig. 5.6).

The altitudinal ascend of trade flow over the continent is likely essential for its ability to cross the
Andean mountain barrier at the low latitudes. (In a narrow belt along the equator, the equatorial or
also fittingly called „deep“ easterlies can reach as high as 8-10 km [40]). For aerodynamical reasons,
the almost perpendicular impact angle on the mountain range makes blocking and a meridional
deflection of low-level easterlies along the mountain range difficult. Additionally, the static instability
of the atmosphere is very unfavourable for a so-called „barrier jet“ (or along-barrier jet stream
[40]), that such a massive deflection would imply. The near saturated conditions and convective
processes over the foothills oppose stratification and favour upslope flow. Therefore, there is reason
to assume that most of the easterly-driven air mass is forced into a passage over the barrier at the
very low latitudes. This has important consequences for the climatology of the east flanks of the
Cordillera Real and the Sierra behind it. Not only is mass flow, thus wind speed higher over the
high grounds (Venturi effect), also orographic rain increases significantly when the lower layers
with the largest vapour quantities joins in the passage. Augmented condensation and latent heat
release during the orographic uplift on the eastside will contribute further to vertical motion and
favour local wind speed.

5.2.2 Westerlies

Other large-scale winds that affect Central South Ecuador are, for synoptic reasons, primarily
westerly and northerly winds. Southern winds are exclusively confined to the low, coastal regions
of Ecuador where they consist of recurved SE-trades from the South Pacific high (Fig. 5.5). The
cold Humboldt Current keeps them close to the surface and the South Andean barrier prevents their
expansion to the east so that the passage is blocked to the Cordillera Real at 4°S. Southerlies that
arrive at the investigation area stem from the South Atlantic Ocean. However, normally they are
deflected from a northward track to a westward one (5.2.1) and they never act as southerlies (see
composite Páramo).

Equatorial westerlies over western continental margins are frequently observed to intervene between

Fig. 5.6: Mean monthly frequency of synoptic winds at 850 hPa over west equatorial South America during 1998-
2001: a qualitative interpretation from daily average wind patterns between 65°S-30°N and 150°W-15°E from NCEP
Reanalysis data. Trades are assigned „NE“ or „SE“ when wind fields suggest air mass transport along paths of
significant meridional distances over the corresponding hemisphere from outside the inner tropics (10°S-10°N) to the
equator or beyond. Trades having a zonal provenance but recurving south over the western equatorial continent
(hence, appearing NE-trades there) were assigned „other“. This class includes also non-trade wind relevant synoptic
flow. The consideration of the El Niño year 1998 has had not a significant effect on the proportions of frequencies.
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the trade wind belts in the summer hemisphere where the planetary circulation is not strong enough
to inhibit them [40]. Typically, these westerlies do not belong to recurved trades of the opposite
hemisphere. They are recognized to be rather a complex phenomenon, often regional in origin [6,
p.127]. This applies to Ecuador south of the equator, where for the period 1998-2001 no single
significant case of westerlies emanating from redirected northeasterlies can be discovered in the
NCEP Reanalysis wind patterns in any level up to 700 hPa. Northeasterlies that do regularly arrive
at the Pacific coast as northwesterlies have started to recurve at higher latitudes clearly north of the
equator, obviously pressure-related. However, they bring moisture to Pacific Columbia and Northwest
Ecuador, never to South Ecuador.

There is agreement in that equatorial westerlies are mainly triggered by a contrasted large scale
heating of land and neighbouring ocean surfaces, causing a pressure gradient towards the continent.
The consequent landward, moisture-loaded winds, which imply a major seasonal reversal of wind
direction, belong, for that matter, to the monsoonal currents [40]. Destabilization, condensation
and latent heat release over the heated land surface intensify convection and keep the incoming

current alive or add vigour to it [50, p. 121]. If the thermal gradient is operant over long distances,
the associated airflow is moderate and usually does not perform with trade wind intensity. In South
Ecuador, the westerlies observed in November through March fit into this picture. They occur when
the utter conditions for this type of currents exist. The easterlies abate while a high sun over the
continent brings forward the needed pressure distribution. The typical significant moisture transport
often associated with monsoons exists as well as the largest rains west of the climate divide arrive
with westerly currents in this period (see precipitation).
It is evident that the nature of this Ecuadorian monsoon is characterized by large variability because

the most effective heating surface, the Andean highland, is limited to a proportionally narrow,
elongated strip. Therefore, depending on distribution of clouds, trade wind remnants and sea surface
temperature, the monsoon forcing centres may vary considerably their relative north-south position
to each other and produce westerlies with northerly or southerly components. Patterns of NCEP
Reanalysis wind vector coinciding with measured westerly incidents in the Cordillera Real indicate
that mean westerly flow penetrating this far over the Sierra follows a curved path from the Pacific
equator to the continent, becoming increasingly bent to the South (Fig. 5.7) towards the south
continental heat low Vaguada del Sur. Westerlies are, especially over the ocean, confined to the

Fig. 5.7: Ecuadorian monsoon in austral summer months. When easterly trades weaken, contrasted heating of land
and water surfaces builds up equatorial westerlies.  The weak, variable and oftentimes moist current from maximally
~100°W turns soon south over the continent following the main pressure gradient. Offshore surface close SE-trades
may exist over the Pacific Ocean, inhibiting vertical moisture transport and consequently reducing total horizontal
moisture transport inland. In some cases, SE-trades are deflected to the heated continent and become westerlies as
well or, especially in March, run out between 20°S and 10°S. (Note: the alternative routes at surface level and 850 hPa
do not correlate).
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lower levels. Wind at 700 hPa is predominantly indifferent (seeming a prerequisite for it) but picks
up speed and a southeasterly course over the continent. Sometimes, over water, shallow
southeasterlies prevail underneath, partially trimming vertical vapour transport into the westerlies.

5.2.3 Northerlies and the East Ecuadorian Low Level Jet

A weather anomaly occurring in austral spring and summer (late October – January) delivers a
truly spectacular breach into the usual weather pattern of particularly the eastern Andes. It features
a „reversal“ of many climatic elements and, frequently associated, a northerly low-level jet (LLJ)
along the east side of the mountains. Main wind direction turns to a steady west or north, the
otherwise cloud-locked skies in the east clear lastingly, temperatures surge and humidity falls
significantly.
In the Province of Loja, the fair weather situation is called „Veranillo del Niño“. In oral tradition,

the Veranillo del Niño (VdN) returns every year in the first week of November but in recent years
supposedly has become more and more irregular. (This may be true and may be verified with
Reanalysis data for example. Surprisingly or not, even the farmer in the remotest valley of Ecuador
has heard about a global climate change and it is hard to distinguish between rural weather pessimism
and real observation). As far as the exceptional summer 1997/1998 (El Niño) is concerned, VdN
was indeed entirely skipped that season and instead, stronger than usual equatorial trades were
recorded at the crest. However, for the observation period 1998-2001, an affinity of the weather
anomaly to the month November can be confirmed (see Fig. 5.12). Remarkably, what did return
every first week of November (even exactly on every 3rd) was the first LLJ appearance after winter
(see composite).
The initial mechanisms that lead to the synoptic weather situation appear complex and they are not

further analyzed here. However, prerequisites for a VdN seem to be a set of climate-relevant
conditions between 0° and 10°S that preferentially coexist in November. These conditions are an
overhead sun, a pronounced surface low at the east side of the Andes, a steeply increasing pressure
gradient towards the Pacific Ocean and weaker than usual equatorial trades (Fig. 5.8, Fig. 5.3). The
surrounding months of November plus January may offer such favourable conditions as well. Later
in February and March, increasing pressure over Amazonia (see Fig. 13.4 Appendix I) inhibits a
VdN occurrence in these months, despite the second zenithal sun. Once the low pressure is installed
over West Amazonia, the Andean barrier obstructs pressure equalization from the west so that the
north-south pressure gradient comes into effect (Fig. 5.8). Blocking, confluence and channelling of
the subsequent northerlies and northeasterlies bring forward the LLJ along the east Andes. Aloft
over the investigation area and the Sierra, northerlies dominate at the higher levels while at summit
levels tributary westerlies sneak over the ridges to the jet stream (Fig. 5.9).
The most important consequence of the VdN for the weather in the investigation area is subsidence

over the mountains. It leads to the dry, fair weather and sometimes even to days of cloudless skies
over the entire area (personal visual observation).
The LLJ probably has the side effect of intensifying and prolonging the VdN in the vicinal mountains

by its drag and the removal of the pressure-deficit neutralizing air masses subsiding from the west.
The LLJ itself has not directly been recognized by the surface stations, of course, but a conspicuous

wind speed maximum halfway in the altitudinal gradient on the eastern flanks is consistent with its
existence. At 2830 m, which is just under the 700-hPa level, the maximum (and local record) wind
speed is measured (up to >18 m/s) while at the same time, at the crest at 3400 m and at 2000 m
significantly lower wind speeds prevail (~4 m/s and 1-2 m/s). This indicates that the altitude of the
measured maximum wind speed and the altitude of the core of the LLJ as seen by NCEP Reanalysis
data coincide (Fig. 5.10). The level of the core is the level where the horizontal extension of the LLJ
is largest and bulges towards the upper mid-levels of the mountains.

Although often coincident, the Veranillo del Niño and the LLJ are not strictly correlated with each
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other. As far as NCEP Reanalysis data correctly display LLJ events (presence yes or no), shorter
and slightly weaker LLJ events occur without VdN conditions in the months September and March-
April (see composite). These LLJ’s appear to be related with rare and, according to Reanalysis wind
and pressure patterns, exceptionally large SALLJ’s (see below) or with short-term VdN’s that do
not get beyond a stage of development.
The VdN event in late November and beginning of December 1998 shows that NCEP Reanalysis

data at least not always are reliable in detecting the LLJ. At the onset of VdN on Nov 24th and 25th,
wind speed at Cd. Consuelo (<700 hPa) is record-breaking (19.1 m/s), indicating a LLJ, but none
appears in the NCEP Reanalysis data until Dec 3rd.

Fig. 5.8: Top view of the 1000 hPa-level and vertical slices at 4°S and 70°W illustrating mean pressure distributions
during the Veranillo del Niño-event in November 2000 (14 days) and during the 14-day period directly afterward when
„normal“ conditions (easterly trades) had returned. Prerequisites for a Veranillo del Niño are surface low pressure at
low latitudes (0° ~ 15°S) along the east Andes, relatively high pressure over the equatorial Pacific Ocean and a trough
at mid-level.
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It should be mentioned at last that the introduced (east Ecuadorian) (EE)LLJ and the neighbouring
so-called South American low-level jet (SALLJ) are likely two different phenomena. The SALLJ is
a low-level jet stream along the Andes farther south at about 10°S – 20°S. It has recently attracted

Fig. 5.9: Mean wind patterns at six pressure levels during Veranillo del Niño (02-15.11.2000) (NCEP Reanalysis). This
VdN incidence was the strongest and longest lasting in the observation period 1998 – 2001. The averaged NCEP
Reanalysis data from this VdN give a representative picture of the typical currents during most VdN’s in the observation
period. At 925 hPa, strength and direction of northerlies along the east Andes form the greatest anomaly at this level.
At 850 hPa and 700 hPa, currents from the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea or even Pacific Ocean may become channelled
into a LLJ along the east Andes. Northerlies exist up to 500 hPa over the Andes. Anticlockwise rotation often exists at
mid- and higher levels over Amazonia but it does not consist of gradient winds (there is no pressure cell).
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much attention (SALLJEX [37], [39]) because it has become considered the key factor in forming
and predicting of meso-scale convective systems (MCS’s) over the Rio La Plata Basin [86], a
region with critical agricultural importance. The similarity of SALLJ and EELLJ is that they both

Fig. 5.10: Zonal slices showing mean wind speed over the South American continent between 5°N and 20°S at altitudes
between surface (of the NCEP Reanalysis model) and >7 km during the 14-day Veranillo del Niño event in November
2000 (NCEP Reanalysis). Dominant feature is the northerly LLJ along the east side of the Andes with the maximum
wind speeds. At 10°S, the jet is best defined and yields wind speeds up to 20.1 m/s in NCEP Reanalysis’ individual
observations (at 5°S, max. ind. obs. was 17.7 m/s).
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need the eastern slopes of the Andes to form and that they geographically overlap. However, the
SALLJ is associated with enhanced low pressure to the south of the Andean Elbow over Gran
Chaco, the so-called North Argentina Low (NAL) [76], while the Ecuadorian jet requires pressure
minima north of the Andean Elbow within the tropics. According to the different latitudes and,
most likely, the different type of surface lows involved, the LLJ’s require different synoptic outsets
and appear in different intervals and at different moments. Among the utter differences is that the
Ecuadorian jet exhausts over eastern Bolivia where the SALLJ usually begins to develop its maximum
dynamic [86]. And, importantly, the SALLJ can emanate from NE-trades as well as from gyring
SE-trades which results in its potential presence all year round [86].

A LLJ mentioned by Virji [88] and later picked up by Bendix and Lauer [9] may be yet another,
hence, third jet appearance in the region. This jet stream is made responsible for reducing upslope
airflow and precipitation on the northern, east Andean slopes in the period October through March
[9]. Because there is no evidence in the wind data for such a quasi-permanent LLJ in the investigation
area, it is likely a phenomenon restricted to the Andes of North and Central–Ecuador (a look at the
orography suggests north of 2.5°S). This would not surprise because the East-Cordillera in the
north is about 1000 m higher than the Cordillera Real in South Ecuador, a circumstance that facilitates
the forming of a barrier jet.

5.3 Climate classification numbers

Derived variables of climatic elements like annual and monthly means are useful parameters to
compare climates and characterize the seasons. However, if weather types have to be described,
they are not first choice. In order to find suitable parameters, efforts were made to classify weather
situations and then average weather variables for the classes. For an exact analysis of all weather
types, however, a basic problem could not be solved. The investigation area is adjacent to the
largest data voids in South America and the routinely available datasets are not adequate to describe
mesoscale weather processes very well. For example, in areas like Amazonia or East Pacific, NCEP
Reanalysis data are irreplaceable for a description down to subcontinental scale but beyond that,
they may provide an incomplete picture. This is especially true in the proximity of a climate divide
where any change of wind direction can result in a dramatic change of local weather. In the present
case, NCEP Reanalysis data show increased inconsistency with measurements in austral summer
months, when easterly trades and westerlies e.g. alternate: easterly trades were measured while
Reanalysis data displayed westerlies or vice versa. For this reason, many weather situations in the
investigation area not related with the evident trades cannot unequivocally be identified as, for
example, associated with westerlies or just local westerly currents.
Hence, a simpler, empirical classification system based on just wind direction had to be employed.

The almost dual (east or west winds) climate in the investigation area and the permanent observation
of the basically synoptic wind direction at the crest (Páramo station) invited for this. In the majority
of the cases, the climate is parted by the climate divide according to the typical upwind and down-
wind effects, no matter if coming from east or west. If the crest winds come from the east for more
than a few hours, they are observed to be almost categorically easterly trades (NE-, zonal or SE-
trades). If wind at the crest wind comes from the west, the synoptic situation can be, as mentioned,
ambivalent but the accompanying weather is repeatedly homologous: most important features being
increased dynamic and rain (optionally convective or advective) towards late hours. Only outstanding
exception with a substantial contribution to westerly weather situations is the Veranillo del Niño
(VdN). Days with VdN conditions, however, can easily be identified and are treated as an own
class.
A general circumstance that adds sense to the proposed classification is the tropical latitudes where

annual amplitudes of temperatures are smaller than daily amplitudes. Therefore, means of
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temperatures and dependent atmospheric moisture assigned to respective weather situations do not
overly suffer from seasonality, a seasonality largely linked to wind direction anyway.

First, a criterion for „easterly wind“ was determined, which was quite simple considering the
wind’s steadiness (Fig. 5.11). Wind directions falling outside the indicated category in Fig. 5.11
were considered non-easterly or „westerly“ respectively. An interval for „westerlies“ was not specified
as southerlies do not exist and many northerlies are sorted out as related to Veranillo del Niño (see
5.2.3).
Next, classes of daily wind patterns were found and aggregated in classification numbers 1 – 3

(Table 5.1). Days with 6 hours or less (also 0) non-easterly winds within one quarter of the day were
summarized in the classification number (CN) „1“ and in this work will be referred to as „easterly
weather conditions“ or EWC. Dominating synoptic current on such days is easterly trades and
weather variables on those days are largely determined by them. Days with 2 - 12 hours in two
quarters of a day were considered neither dominated by easterly trades nor by westerlies and are
referred to as CN = 2. Days with CN = 2 are days with potentially inhomogeneous conditions and
considered predominantly transient days (see composite) or related to ITCZ-conditions. Days with
non-easterlies winds occurring in three or four quarters of a day were assigned „westerly weather
conditions“ (WWC’s) and CN = 3. The otherwise steady trades stop and predominantly westerly
winds arrive at the main crest.
Only exception of the rule is that classes 8 and 13 were assigned CN = 2 because the associated

weather patterns: pronounced afternoon and evening rain west of the climate divide, have strong
resemblance with weather associated with classes 9 and 12.

Days with VdN conditions were identified with an empirical formal criterion. Wind direction at
the crest proved unsuitable because varying too much during VdN. Daily added relative humidity

on the crest: (1) ∑
=1

24

n

nrF ; n = hour of day does well bring out days with VdN conditions but encloses

Fig. 5.11: Histogram of wind direction at the main crest (Páramo, 3400 m) 1998-2001. All wind directions in the
interval 20°-110° (65° ± 45°) are considered „easterly“. 66° is mode.  85% of all measurements fall into the category
„easterlies“, the remaining 15% wind directions are restricted to westerlies and some dispersed northerlies; southerly
winds are insignificant.
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also days with only nighttime humidity anomalies. Finally, because dry, clear days at the crest
during VdN result in large temperature amplitudes, this parameter proved suitable (see (2)). Since
VdN conditions by definition also affect the valleys, a term for a large temperature amplitude in the
valley was added. The constant C was determined with data from weather situations that appeared
unequivocally as VdN in its synopsis:

(2) 100;0 =>−× CCtt áramoamplitudePilcabambaamplitudeV ; No rain at the Vilcabamba weather station and

CN <> 1.
This way, days with VdN conditions were calculationally determined for the entire database. This

criterion, of course, is very specific and probably does not work for other years. Classification
number of VdN is „4“.
In Fig. 5.12, the classified weather conditions are summarized. The trade-plagued months Apr-Oct

stand out from the summer months Nov-Mar with very high shares of easterly weather conditions.
Even so, EWC’s dominate on average in every month of the year. In the austral summer, westerly
weather conditions are evenly distributed and VdN conditions concentrate in November.

Fig. 5.12: Monthly distributions of classification numbers. On average, EWC’s are dominant in every month and only
in November and December they fall under 60 (~50%). Seven months, April through September and partially October
contrast particularly with the austral summer months with a very high share of easterly trades. Veranillo del Niño is
most frequently represented in November while westerlies are quite evenly distributed over the summer months November
through March.

Table 5.1: Derivation of the classification numbers 1-3. Grey boxes indicate at least one reading of hourly mean wind
direction from a non-trade wind direction in the respective quarter of day (at the summit/Páramo station, 3400 m).
Days with easterly trades round the clock dominate by far (class „0“). Classification number 4 (Veranillo del Niño) is
calculated from days with CN `“ 1; see text.
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The annual breakdown of the weather conditions reveals a relatively high interannual but a low
intra-annual variability of the EWC’s in the observed summers. In the years 1998 (incl. Dec 1997
which was also EWC-dominated) and 2001, the summer in the mountains suffered from almost
winter-level frequent easterly trades while in the summers of 1999 and 2000, frequency of EWC’s
was at a very low level. As shown in Fig. 5.13, this is likely due to opposed zonal pressure gradients
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans: one time favouring easterly trades, the other time hindering
them. The spatial dimension and the large time scale hint at teleconnections based on planetarian
pressure conditions that eventually configure the entire summer in South Ecuador. If this were the
case, knowledge about control mechanisms of those pressure conditions could have prognostic
value for especially the South Ecuadorian Sierra that receives most of its annual moisture from the
west in summer. As stated before in chapter 3 (ENSO), wind data of the crest hint at SST’s of the
equatorial Pacific to belong to those control mechanisms. Large-scale model and observational
data point to SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific domain and climate and atmospheric circulation
in the tropical Andes to be closely correlated [89] [90].

Fig. 5.13: Geopotential heights of levels 925 hPa and 700 hPa at 5°S across South America and adjacent oceans in
summer months Dec-Mar. In the summers of ’97-’98 and ’00-’01, the average pressure gradient at lower mid-level
(~850 hPa) declined from the Atlantic towards the Pacific Ocean, in the summers of ’98-’99 and ’99-’00, the gradient
was directed  reversely. The slopes of the next higher NCEP Reanalysis pressure level, 700 hPa, are all declined
towards the Pacific Ocean, however, ’97-’98 and ’00-’01 slightly more pronounced. A (steeper) falling pressure gradient
toward the Pacific Ocean will result in more frequent and stronger easterly trades. Over the Pacific Ocean at 850 hPa,
the pressure anomaly’98-’99 and ’99-’00 is greater than in the year El Niño ’97-’98 and ’00-’01.
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6 Solar radiation

6.1 Global radiation
With a latitude of ~4°S, the Loja area lies within the circum planetarian belt of ~±10° where the net

radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere year-round is positive ([50] S. 40). Therefore, the
region belongs to the core of the earth’s region characterized as the global circulation’s heat engine.
The radiation surplus is primarily caused by the high diurnal absolute sun elevation that prevents
radiation from being excessively absorbed, scattered and reflected by atmosphere and earth surface,
as it is the case at higher latitudes. At the same time, the diurnal pace of solar radiation from nil at
night to absolute maximum or almost absolute maximum values around noon makes the sun movement
the main impulse generator for most weather processes. For this reason, the lower latitudes are
characterized by a „daytime-climate“ in which the amplitude of the daily temperatures is larger than
the annual amplitude of the monthly means [64].

Although for the reasons mentioned, distinctive thermal seasons do not exist in South Ecuador, a
division of the year by seasons related to the sun is present. First, mean temperatures have measurably
and sensibly their minimum with the annual low of sun position (~July) and second, with the sun
passing the zenith, the easterly trades over South Ecuador interrupt (with some delay) and precipitation
can enter from the west. Correspondingly, a seasonal differentiation of the year on the base of
hygric-thermal changes can be done, and with regard to the distinct productive and regenerative
phases of plants, especially in the interandean zone, makes sense. As it is a widespread habit in the
tropics, the local people of Loja call rainy periods „winter“ and dry periods „summer“. After all,
even from a thermal point of view, this makes some sense, since in rainy periods, daily maximum
temperatures stay significantly lower than on clear days. Nevertheless, in this work, the terms „summer“
and „winter“ will refer to the position of the sun. „Austral summer“ means the sun is over the
southern hemisphere, „austral winter“ means the sun is over the northern hemisphere.

The only radiation parameter that has been measured is incoming shortwave global radiation. As
integral energy income variable, it provides important information on the total incidence of solar
energy and its temporal and spatial distribution. However, it has limited value for a discussion on
radiation budgets. For the purpose of this study however, this is sufficient. A synopsis of the global
radiation value and the actual hygric and thermal conditions help explain already many regional
differences of the climate.
Beyond the aspect of incoming energy, the periodically sampled extreme values of global radiation

allow extensive conclusions on the proportions of the components direct and diffuse light. With the
latter, cloud behaviour and sunshine duration can be characterized.

In order to put the global radiation measurements into right perspective, some important remarks
have to be made on the exogenic parameters that determine intensities of solar energy fluxes at the
latitude of Loja.

6.2 Solar seasons
With its latitude between the tropics, the research area experiences two solar summers (sun in

zenith) and two solar winters (sun position over one of the tropics). Radiation calculations for the
Loja area show that the relation between sun elevation and supply of solar energy does not as tightly
correlate as one may assume for equatorial latitudes. At 4°S, a number of singularities that originate
in the earth’s ecliptic and its obliquity come into effect. None of the sun positions and radiation
yields, at least in reference to clock time or date, is symmetrical in any way. Some of them have
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Fig. 6.1: Representative overview over the annual course of solar positions and clear sky irradiance at the ECSF
climate station, 1950 m, 3.9728°S, 79.0761°W. Calculations based on NOAA functions and on the Bird & Hulstrom
model. a) “Virtual“ sunrise and sunset times (atmospheric refraction raises the image of the sun when near horizon).
Sunrise and sunset times shift (asynchronously) almost half an hour over the year. b) Length of day follows the
astronomic position of the earth. The shortest day of year coincides with the sun situated over the Tropic of Cancer,
the longest day with the sun positioned over the Tropic of Capricorn. The maximum difference of day length is ~28
minutes. c) The extremes of the functions extra-terrestrial radiation, sun elevation and maximum global irradiance
occur all delayed, especially the maxima. d) Therefore, days with the highest radiation totals are shifted towards the
turns of the year, when the superposition of the three parameters extra-terrestrial radiation, sun elevation and
daytime length has a maximum. In terms of daily radiation totals, increased extra-terrestrial radiation and extended
length of day compensate the lower sun elevation in the secondary solar winter (Dec., Jan.). While then the sun
elevation falls 71% of the amount degrees it does in primary solar winter, simultaneously daily radiation totals fall
back only ~12%. One of the consequences is that a secondary solar winter is almost absent in the Loja region.
(Dotted curve: annual course of daily radiation totals at 4°N (for comparison only)). For sun elevation and clear sky
data see 6.3.
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important consequences for the magnitude of solar energy fluxes and cause the solar radiation seasons
to differ significantly from the astronomic solar seasons.

First, the pair of the variates daytime and daytime length varies over the entire course of the year
(Fig. 6.1a, b). The different times of sunrise (sunset) result in correspondingly delayed times of day
on which climate processes pickup and loose dynamic. The maximum difference is 34 (31) minutes
between July 17 at 6:25 and Nov 08 at 5:51 (Oct 25 at 18:07 and Feb 02 at 18:38). The extremes in
length of day coincide with both annual lows in sun elevation. The shortest day of year coincides
with the absolute lowest sun elevation of the year on June 21 (sun over Tropic of Cancer), the
longest day with the second annual low of sun elevation on Dec 20 (sun over Tropic of Capricorn).
The maximum difference in the length of day is 28 minutes. Length of day on its own has no great
climatic consequences as far as solar radiation is concerned. For example, 02 May and 20 Dec, both
days with maximum sun elevations of 70.6° at noon but 23 minutes different in length, differ <3% in
total radiation income if extra terrestrial radiation is maintained constant. The reason for this fact is
that mainly low sun positions experience the time benefit. However, more important for the true
solar seasons in Loja is, besides sun elevation itself, extra-terrestrial radiation. The annual fluctuations
of the sun-earth distance cause a maximum difference of 7% in extra-terrestrial irradiance between
perihel on 07 July (1321 W/m2) and aphel on 02 Jan (1415 W/m2). Therefore, maximum irradiance
at the ground does not occur on the day of the sun’s maximum elevation (90°), but on the day when
the superposed influences of both parameters have a maximum (Fig. 6.1c). The result is that the
dates on which maximum global irradiance occurs are shifted towards the turns of the year by about
two weeks each. If the effect of the day length is added, days with maximum amounts of global
radiation shift a total of approximately two and a half weeks towards the turn of the year each (Fig.
6.1d). Thus, primary winter in South Ecuador is extended by more than a full month (34 days).
Correspondingly, the secondary winter is shortened by the same time span.

Within this context, it is obvious that the date of the astronomic solar summer is of minor interest,
while the discussion whether maximum irradiance or maximum daily totals of global radiation should
define the solar summer has only a theoretic value. In the research area, the noise of weekly means
of any weather variable, in particular cloudiness obscures any climatic consequences that this small
distinction would implicate. What is unlikely however, is that a substantially prolonged solar radiation
winter and an equally substantially shortened secondary solar winter stays without consequences for
the climate of South Ecuador, whether obscured by synoptic weather patterns or not. The question
becomes even more important when considering that in the secondary winter, extra-terrestrial radiation
has its annual maximum while minimum sun elevation is almost 10° higher than in primary solar
winter. This aggravates the contrast between the two winters another time: the already shortened
secondary solar winter receives also substantially more solar energy than the primary winter. In
secondary solar winter, daily totals are 15% larger than during the primary solar winter. The conclusion
is that, in fact, a secondary solar winter in terms of potential global radiation almost does not exist at
4°S (and neighboured latitudes) (Fig. 6.1d). Temperatures from stations where relatively constant
weather conditions prevail year round, El Libano and to a less extend Páramo seem to reflect this
solar fact: after the absolute annual high in November, mean temperatures remain relatively stable
throughout the secondary solar winter to plunge down only in May at the onset of the primary solar
winter. Related as well, though not exclusively owed to it, is a unimodal annual precipitation
distribution (10.2.1 Seasonal rainfall).

6.3 Measured solar radiation

The following discussion on global radiation will not focus on measured radiation only but also on
potential (clear sky) radiation. Potential radiation is an excellent benchmark for estimating the meaning
of a measured value. For each weather station, values of potential radiation were calculated with the
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Bird & Hulstrom „Simplified Clear Sky Model for Direct and Diffuse Insolation on Horizontal
Surfaces“ [12]. The clear sky model was calibrated by tuning the atmospheric model parameters
until a best fit between model and measured maximum extremes of selected time series (of clear
skies) was obtained. This method provides clear sky models for each site that describe the optimal
radiative conditions at the specific location. Surprisingly, the modelling revealed that optimal radiative
conditions are a regular phenomenon at all the sites. In all cases of clear sky conditions, the departure
between observed and calculated potential radiation stays within a range of <±1% for high and
<±2% for low sun positions. Obviously, the cloud free sky or cloud free sections of the sky over the
investigation area generally have excellent optical properties. With data from the sunshine endowed
Motilón weather station, the perseverance of this atmospheric state can impressively be demonstrated.
A time series of maximum radiation values of 12 consecutive days of sunshine (96 measurements) in
August 2001, deviate on average only 1.8% from the potential values, from the potential radiation
total even only 0.7%. Remarkably is furthermore, that the departures in the given example and in
general do not show any time dependency that would indicate significant deteriorating or changing
optical properties of the atmosphere during the day or over the period of the clear sky conditions. A
similar agreement between potential and measured values is observed at the other weather stations
as well and, significantly, under any weather conditions. Solely clear sky values measured at the
weather stations ECFS and El Libano show that the atmosphere has slightly less constant optimal
optical conditions in the valleys in the east. This is probably due to fluctuations in water vapour
content of the ground layer at these locations. A sample calculation for the ECSF station shows that
very high vapour thickness compared to very low vapour thickness of the atmosphere can reduce
clear sky global radiation by ~6% (8%) at high (low) sun elevations. Measured clear sky radiation
therefore may fall behind potential clear sky radiation by 6% (8%) in isolated cases of very high
humidity and coincident sunshine. However, the derived values of measured clear sky radiation at
the ESCF stay normally within a margin of 1-2% from the potential pendant, which shows that
measured clear sky radiation and potential radiation converge usually also here to a large extend.
Obviously, light absorption through atmospheric turbidity of any kind (also clouds that fall into this

category) plays a minor role in skies over the investigation area. The reason for this lies, of course,
in the east of the region. Recent research stated (again) that in the atmosphere over the unpolluted
Amazon, especially in rainy periods, the aerosol concentration is as low as over the oceans [4] (for
this reason, the Amazon is frequently referred to as „green ocean“). Preliminary MISR-data of the
EOS mission from the years 2000-2004 [30] reveal further that potential sources of aerosols tend to
stay far from the atmosphere over South Ecuador. The over the Atlantic Ocean to South America
eastward reaching North African plume of aerosols stays either north of the equator or, apparently,
becomes soon washed out of the air over the eastern South American continent. Aerosols associated
with the forest fires in the Amazon Basin itself in austral spring (September-October-November)
will reach South Ecuador. However, the MISR-images suggest that the zones with significantly
reduced optical depth stay fairly stationary over Central-South Amazonia and also the largest share
of these aerosols become washed out soon. Accordingly, the atmosphere over the Cordillera Real
and, due to the massive turbulent exchange of air in the basin, over Loja have year round a very high
aerosol optical depth of ~0.1 or higher. Likely, aerosol optical depth is even higher over Loja than
over the eastern foothills of the Andes because of the orographic rains and the reduction of water
vapour thickness. Hazy conditions therefore are indeed rare in Loja. Also thin clouds that transmit a
reduced flux of direct radiation over a long period are scarce. The radiation database contains
practically no data where minimum and maximum extreme value of one or two hours lie between
52.5% and 95% of potential radiation, which would be a sure indication of transparent cloud cover
or other turbidity (see 6.3.2 „Direct and diffuse solar radiation“). Cases that meet this criterion
mount to <0.2% of all data of the respective high stations (Cd. Consuelo and Páramo) and to <0.8%
of all data of the respective stations in the valleys (El Libano, ECSF and Vilcabamba).
The assumption of an atmosphere with a near constant optimal optical depth and the implementation
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Table 6.1: Means and extremes of global radiation

Value, Month (I-XII), Year; 8 = 1998, 9 = 1999, 0 = 2000, 1 = 2001. TS1: insufficient data. Annual means
are based on mean monthly values, daily means on hour values as sampled by the loggers (average of 12
readings per hour).
*Used time series: if correlation of incomplete time series with complete time series of neighboured stations
was satisfactory, ( r2 >0.8, in many cases it was >0.97), then data gaps were filled and long-term means
were calculated for the whole period 98-01. Not so with extreme values (any abs. „min“ or abs. „max“);
they are based exclusively on measured values.
EWC’s: East Weather Conditions; VdN: Veranillo del Niño
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of this circumstance in calculations of potential radiation lead to reasonable results as shown in
Fig. 6.3. Weather situations associated with clear skies are consistently represented by averages of
100% of potential radiation.
Of course, the calculated clear sky values have been transformed to the same format as the field

data, which means that every hour value of potential radiation is an average of 12 5-minute „readings“.
Sun elevations used in the model have been calculated with high accuracy functions published and
currently in use by NOAA Surface Radiation Research Branch [38].

6.3.1 Measured global radiation

6.3.1.1 Seasonal global radiation

The basic mean values of global solar radiation reveal already important temporal and regional
characteristics (Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.2). The east-west gradient is striking. At low-level (El Libano -
ECSF - Vilcabamba) and mid-level (Cd. Consuelo - El Tiro - Cajanuma), annual means increase
nearly by a fixed amount of 30 W/m2 and 20 W/m2 per station: 127-156-180 W/m2 and 110-136-
158 W/m2. With 230 W/m2, the western outpost Motilón literally outshines Vilcabamba with another
50 W/m2. Under EWC’s, when contrasts intensify between the two sides of the climate divide, the
east-west gradient grows even more. Then, at mid-level, even three times more solar energy (245 W/
m2 at Motilón vs. 87.3 W/m2 at Cd. Consuelo) reaches the surface. In November, the month with the
greatest clear sky probability, all stations but Motilón receive maximum quantities of global radiation
and monthly means meet within a window of 30 W/m2 (185-216 W/m2). Exactly then, solar radiation
of mountain top station Páramo falls behind instead of establishing the regional maximum. This is
because under „summer“-conditions, convective cloud formation starts first near the high mountain
summits, thus blocking direct radiation. Also due to cloud cover, Motilón reaches its annual depression
in solar radiation in November, just when the stations in the eastern Sierra indicate maximum irradiance.
In the west, however, either convective clouds or cloud-producing currents from the Gulf of Guayaquil
that start to announce the rainy season but do not penetrate to the Cordillera Real block the sun.
Still, with the annual low as high as the annual maximum of any other station in the east, radiation
stays remarkably high (Fig. 6.2). In November, sunshine duration and reduced vapour content of the
air cause radiation in the valley Rio San Francisco (ECSF) to converge with radiation in the west
(Vilcabamba).
The situation with the annual minima of global radiation is more complicated. While all absolute

radiation values (except Motilón) tend to follow the low position of the sun through mid-year, the

Fig. 6.2: Annual course of absolute and relative monthly mean global radiation
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relative values disclose that solar radiation is blocked effectively in January through March-April
(Fig. 6.2) (except Cd. Consuelo). One factor is the larger vertical extension of the clouds that is
brought forward through the sun’s highest annual intensity at this time but more important is the
time factor. Throughout the whole region, sunshine duration is the shortest in this period. Hence, the
contribution of direct radiation is relatively the lowest. Through intensity, the absolute contribution
however remains yet elevated (see Fig. 6.1) so that mean absolute values do not belong to the annual
minima. The four eastward sites, El Libano, Cd. Consuelo, ECSF and El Tiro concertedly have their
distinguished annual radiative depression of global radiation in June-August. Here, the most persis-
tent overcast of the year imported by the vigorous easterlies coincides with the lowest sun elevation
of the year. Radiation in the west, however, benefits from this constellation: because vertical cloud
extensions shrink, the share of water vapour and clouds retained by the mountain barrier increases.
Accordingly, extended times of direct insolation compensate the annual lowest intensity of solar
radiation. For this reason, global radiation on the lee flanks is relatively high in primary winter,
intensifying the climate contrast between east and west this time of the year. Just west of the axis
Vilcabamba-Loja, the onset of the EWC’s in April-May generates a basically cloud free zone that
extends throughout the Interandean Sierra until the Cordillera de Celica. In the months June through
August, when EWC’s prevail over 95% of the time, mean monthly global radiation at the west rim of
the cloud free zone reaches almost maximum values of 80%. Although no meteorological data exist,
other observations (visual climatological, botanical research) provide evidence that the valleys and
the lower mountain flanks receive even more than 80% of potential radiation. If clouds form over
the interandean zone in this time of the year, then they start to form first near the mountaintops while
valleys usually stay outside of their shading.

Different from other mountains like the climatologically well-studied Swiss Alps [75] or the Chilean
Andes [79], which are characterized by increasing radiation gradients with increasing altitudes, in
the trade-wind plagued tropical Cordillera Real, there is no positive radiation gradient. In contrary,
with increasing altitude, mean averages of global radiation decrease significantly. Of course, this is
owed to the perseverance of overcast; maximum radiation averages of periods up to one day do
have a positive gradient but gradients of averages of longer periods are categorically spoiled by the
clouds.
On the eastside, radiation is minimal at the upper mid-level (Cd. Consuelo) due to the vertical

depth of the clouds. In the crest region, at the Páramo site, clouds are even more perseverant than at
mid-level in the east but the cloud cap is shallower, permitting more (diffuse) radiation to reach the
surface. Still, for being a high mountain site, radiation is extremely low. At the Páramo station, mean
global radiation is as low as radiation at the 1500m lower situated El Libano on the eastside (likely
even lower, El Libano means possibly suffer from a shading, see Fig. 6.3). However, this does not
automatically mean that cloud frequencies at both sites are similar. The average distance to the cloud
base plays an additional role for diffuse radiation amounts, since diffuse fluxes are proportional to
the size of the emitting surface. The fog conditions at the high stations therefore tend to reduce
diffuse radiation to a minimum whereas a high ceiling over the valleys generally increases total
diffuse radiation (see 6.3.1.2 „Daily global radiation“).

Contrary to mean averages, the mean extremes and absolute extremes of absolute and relative
radiation generally tend to follow the sun position in the entire region (Table 6.1). This means that
minimum extremes and maximum extremes occur everywhere according to the solar seasons. Two
situations ahead of strong EWC’s (along with „friajes“) in winter months of 1999 and 2001 lead to
record low day means of global radiation in El Libano and Vilcabamba. El Libano, situated eastward
and with the largest cloud thickness overhead, saw a daily mean of just 8.0 W/m2, while radiation in
Vilcabamba as well was, with 37.7 W/m2, the lowest measured during the four-year period.
Maximum values of absolute and relative global irradiance of hours and days are probably the most
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diverging values observed. While absolute maxima tend to occur with highest sun positions, relative
maxima, surprisingly, are observed in months with intensive EWC’s: May, June and July. Obviously,
a low concentration of aerosols due to antecedent rain washout and low vapour thickness of the
atmosphere due to rather low average temperatures and sH-values favour best optical properties of
the atmosphere; when clouds happen to be absent for synoptical reasons (e.g. during cold trades, see
8.4 „Friajes and cold trades“). Accordingly, absolute values stay relatively low (low sun position)
but relative values are the highest of the year (Cd. Consuelo with 103.5% is an exception; see diurnal
patterns, next section). Records of maximum relative hour means in Table 6.1 occurred on similar
days, but, importantly, with dispersed clouds in the sky. The values of 114 - 120% correspond with
the magnitude of positive cloud radiative effects (see 6.3.2 “Direct and diffuse solar radiation“).

The knowing reader may have noticed the exorbitant magnitude of the absolute and relative irradiance
values in Table 6.1. Irradiance that exceeds potential clear sky radiation or even the solar constant is
not an entirely new observation but the values reported never go as high as 1800 W/m2 or 170% as
measured in this project. These probably somewhat delicate but exciting observations are examined
separately in chapter 6.4 „Extreme global irradiance“. Credibility of the measurements and possible
artefacts are discussed there.

6.3.1.2 Daily global radiation

The dependency of diurnal solar radiation patterns of weather situations is depicted in Fig. 6.3. As
the vertical and horizontal gradient of potential radiation is quite small in the Cordillera Real, the
relative values constitute an excellent way for a direct comparison of the quantitative radiative
situation of each site.
A characteristic that share all diurnal patterns is the arcuate distribution. The most apparent reason

for this: increased absolute quantity of clouds in morning and evening is not necessarily decisive.
Two simple geometric issues with clouds add to the curved trend. First issue and most significant
because direct radiation is involved, is cloud gaps. Cloud gaps allow more direct radiation to reach
the surface at a high than at a low sun position (see Fig. 6.8). Secondly, at low sun elevations, clouds
shade other clouds more than at high sun positions. Overhead clouds that release the most significant
quantity of diffuse light therefore appear darker in the morning and evening than at noon. Both
influences accentuate global irradiance at higher sun elevations and both effects are fairly impossible
to quantify. For this reason, a conclusion on true cloudiness becomes uncertain by solely depending
on relative irradiance values. Cloud cover may be overestimated at early and late day hours. The
following evaluations that derive cloud situations from the radiation values are backed by personal
observations.

EWC’s, CN = 1: As EWC’s last 71% of the year, the left column of composites in Fig. 6.3 represents
the typical diurnal distribution of global radiation in the region. Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro receive
particularly low radiation because they reside permanently in clouds. Only a minimum of diffuse
radiation, ±20% of the potential global, reaches the surface. In the afternoon, the grown boundary
layer lifts the cloud bases, but rarely over 3000 m. Radiation in El Tiro benefits from the more
dynamically growing vertical extension of the convective boundary layer in the Loja basin during the
day so that in ±5% of the cases, the sky even clears over the site in the afternoon. Radiation at the
exposed and cloud infested mountaintop station Páramo is little higher than at Cd. Consuelo. The
reason is not shortage but smaller vertical extension of clouds than of those at El Tiro and Cd.
Consuelo. In Vilcabamba and Cajanuma, the foehn cloud gap enhances mean global radiation at
certain times. Due to the different horizontal distances to the main ridge, this occurs in Vilcabamba
between 9:00 and 10:00, in Cajanuma frequently later, depending on the wind speed and magnitude
of the spillover. When the sun shines through the cloud gap in Cajanuma, measured clear sky radiation
exceeds most of the time potential radiation by 10%. Not improved optical depth of the atmosphere
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Fig. 6.3: Diurnal patterns of global radiation concentrations under the main weather conditions. Derived from mean
hourly values of measured and modelled G.
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but cloud radiation is responsible for this surplus (please refer to 6.4 „Extreme global irradiance“).
At the Motilón station in the very west, two scenarios follow the morning clear sky: it stays clear all
day or convective clouds start to pass by with increasing probability until sunset (chapter 9
„Humidity“). The lower mountain compounds in the Cordillera Real stay all relatively obscure.
Cloud cover prevails over clear skies. Obviously, Vilcabamba (at 1970 m) is not as sunny as its
reputation. Only 5-10% of the time hourly averages of global radiation reach values that fit a clear
sky. The dominant radiation values of <55% indicate a distant ceiling most of the time. Ceiling
obviously increases over the low stations from east to west, permitting global radiation values to
reach values of 30%, 35% and 40% in El Libano, ECSF and Vilcabamba at noon.
Throughout the Cordillera Real, there is a tendency of skies clearing partially off before sunset.

Radiation at all stations except El Libano and ECSF, which are obscured by mountains to the west,
is slightly higher before sunset than in the morning.
CN = 2: On transient days, global radiation generally increases, on the eastside of the Cordillera

especially in the afternoon. Frequently, EWC’s and orographic cloud formation slow down in the
course of the day and an intermittent cloud cover causes random mean hour values of global radiation.
The most significant change takes place at the Motilón station: often, mean radiation changes from
bright sun in the morning to persistent fog in the afternoon. This orographic fog is low clouds from
the coast that intrude the Sierra when easterlies come to a rest.
WWC’s, CN = 3: On days when westerlies prevail, mean relative global radiation is highest in the

valleys, but only at noon. The clouds concentrate near the mountains, releasing the sun into the
valley only at high positions. The daytime free convective processes mount frequently in rainfalls
towards later day hours and in correspondingly low radiation values. With the (weak) westerlies,
western flanks of the Cordillera Real (Cajanuma and Páramo) are the first to block the clouds. Mean
values of global radiation therefore have a regional low here (Páramo, Cajanuma, El Tiro).
VdN, CN = 4: The clear skies during El Veranillo del Niño imply maximum radiation values. The

otherwise obscured mid-levels in the east receive 12% of the annual total of global radiation within,
on average, only 17 days (Cd. Consuelo; Ø all eastward stations: 10%; Ø Vilcabamba and Cajanuma:
8%, Ø Motilón 5%). The valley stations El Libano, ECSF and Vilcabamba receive the largest quantities
of relative irradiance; clear skies are most lasting here. At all higher stations, there is evidence of
cloud formation with the beginning of the afternoon (see chapter 9 „Humidity“). The impact that the
clouds have on radiation differs per station. While they block insolation at the crest stations Páramo
and El Tiro, they lift total global radiation to 110% of potential clear sky radiation at the Cd. Consuelo
station. Most likely, stationary cumuli that are formed near the mountaintop of Cerro Consuelo
(horizontal distance ~1.5 km) add to the clear sky total. The daytime (11:00) on which mean radiation
leaps to 110% is at least a strong indication that convective clouds could be the source. The other
possibility, a sudden and dramatic change in optical thickness of the atmosphere is improbable, more
than ever if the stable general weather situation is considered. In addition, a dramatic optical change
of the atmosphere would be evident at least in radiation records of the nearby ECSF station as well.

Two artefacts in the measurements were detected with the graphic depiction of relative global
radiation in Fig. 6.3. ECSF: the gap at 10:00 is not a notoriously recurrent cloud but the shade of the
pole of an electrical power line. Since direct radiation is most affected but not the dominant light
component at this station (diffuse radiation), the impact of the shading on the general measurements
was not quantified. The El Libano measurements include an error that becomes only evident with
clear sky radiation. The weather station was placed in a clearing of the forest on a gentle, east facing
slope. Therefore, direct insolation was hindered by the elevated horizon at ~16:30h. For comparative
reasons, daily maximum means should be elevated by 8%, daily maximum totals by 9%. The error is
<2% under EWC’s because then light comes almost exclusively from diffusers. Another obscuring
effect seems to attenuate radiation in the morning at 9:00. Clouds over the foothills in the east may
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be the reason. However, in the aftermath, a single branch of a distant tree, which has been overlooked,
can neither be excluded (the disruption is also detected in the sunshine duration values, see Fig. 6.7).

6.3.2 Direct and diffuse solar radiation

The problem with a mean value of global irradiance is that it does not provide information about its
composition of direct and diffuse radiation. The problem with clouds is that despite some classification
methods, they exist in an infinite variety of configurations. With conventional passive weather station
equipment, cloud monitoring is impossible. Visual cloud registration in octas can neither lead to
satisfying results as this method is strictly limited to the sky overhead of the observer (and to his
subjectivity). Fortunately, the measurement of hourly global radiation extremes and the hourly mean
value can provide more answers on the magnitude of the impact that clouds have on shortwave solar
radiation than one would assume at a first glance. First, an instant global irradiance value can, if
compared to potential irradiance, tell how much of solar radiation is currently withhold by clouds.
Second, a large set of relative values of couples of measured extreme irradiance values (I

min
 and I

max
)

provides insight in the average magnitude of blocking action clouds have at a site. Quite surprisingly,
the frequency of averages of couples of minimum and maximum values (I

min
 + I

max
)/2 of any weather

station in the investigation area shows a very distinguished and site-specific trimodal distribution. At
the same time, they have nearly fixed amplitudes ((I

max 
 - I

min
) ~ constant (see Fig. 6.4)). This behaviour

of extreme values contains valuable information. It can be used to approach sunshine duration and
finally leads to good estimates of the proportions of direct and diffuse radiation.

Important information and conclusions derived from Fig. 6.4 are:
1) The proportions of cloud cover situations (closed (type I), intermittent (type II) and absent (type

III)) at the specific sites during daytime can be read from the areas under the trimodal distributions.
2) Intermittent cloud cover is always characterized by presence of radiation values corresponding

to full coverage of the sun (only diffuse radiation exists) and to full sunshine (direct radiation and
frequently a diffuse surplus exist; represented by values >= 100%).
3) Closed cloud cover situations end at about an abscissa value of 52.5% at all stations (graphically

determined; in Fig. 6.4 indicated by the first local minimum of the trimodal distribution). This means
that the values I

min
 and I

max 
 of an overcast period have been such, that their average is <= 52.5%. In

the extreme case, the extreme values I
min

 and I
max 

of an overcast period have been both maximal:
52.5% (resulting in a couple-average of 52.5%) of clear sky radiation.

Hence, I
min

 + I
max 

= 52.5% can be used as a threshold for all stations to decide if the assigned mean
value G of that time unit was generated under overcast conditions or not. This generalisation makes
sense, because optimal conditions for diffuse radiation should be the same for all stations. If for a
time unit applies I

min
 + I

max 
>52.5% then direct insolation has contributed to the global total. The

share of clear sky irradiance that must have contributed to the mean value G of that time unit can
then be approached by:
(1) (G-I

avgmin
) / (I

max
-I

avgmin
), where G = measured mean G (of the time unit), I

avgmin
= average minimum

I under intermittent conditions (from cloud cover type II), and I
max 

= 100.
Important is the use of I

max 
= 100 instead of I

max 
= average maximum I under intermittent conditions

(e.g. 126% in case of Cajanuma) because the share of direct radiation can never exceed 100% (the
source of the surplus is diffuse cloud radiation, hence belongs to diffuse radiation, see chapter 6.4
„Extreme global irradiance“).
Because relative direct radiation of a clear sky is constant (100%), the share that it has of the global

irradiance value of the time unit in question is directly proportional to its duration. (Example: under
clear sky conditions, G = I measured = 100%, then equation (1) results in 1, meaning that sunshine
duration and direct radiation have been 100%). With knowledge of the sunshine duration, the amount
of direct radiation can be determined (model clear sky irradiance minus clear sky diffuse radiation)
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and the share of total diffuse radiation results as the difference to the measured value G. Cloud
radiation (diffuse and reflection) that let global irradiance exceed 100% has entered into the total of
diffuse radiation and its contribution to global radiation is implicitly captured as well.

In individual cases, sunshine duration of a time unit can be either over- or underestimated. This
happens, when the true average minimum of a time unit has been substantially different from the
average I

avgmin
. However, as I

avgmin
 is an average, the sum of all over- and underestimations tends to

zero if datasets of large enough time series are used.
The described method bases on an important restriction: it requires skies that are free of turbidity

and direct radiation equals clear sky direct radiation. This requirement is largely met as has been
stated before.
One systematic error remains unsolved but stays without great consequences. The assumption that

minimum extremes of a time unit describe the true average obscuration of the sun by clouds indwells
a small inconsistency. Sampled minimum extremes must be smaller than the true average irradiance
value that results from obscured situations. However, if sunshine duration for Vilcabamba is calculated
with the „true“ average obscuration value for example (obtained from a trial phase in which the
station recorded in minute cycles), then this results in only 2% smaller total sunshine duration values
(29% instead of 31%). Since this error is relatively small and „true“ average minimum values of
other stations are unknown, no efforts have been made to correct the sunshine duration values of
any station with respect to this inconsistency. Test calculations with similarly corrected average
minimum values for Cd. Consuelo and Motilón show that sunshine duration values would decrease
even only <1.5%. This amount is within the error margin that has to be attached to the results
anyhow.
There are other methods described in literature for retrieving radiation parameters from global

radiation (hour) values but either they are based on known site specific relationships between direct
radiation and the mean global irradiance value or they require irradiance values of significantly
shorter time intervals than 1 hour [81]. The results (e.g. in Table 6.2) based on the method presented
have plausible compliance with what is known so far from radiation in the investigation area.

The examination of direct and diffuse radiation in the Cordillera Real without consideration of the
clouds is useless, since probability of cloud free days occur in the range of few per mille. This applies
not only to the low regions but, in contradiction to many other mountains where the share of direct
radiation increases with height (e.g. Alps, [20]), especially to the high regions. Here, cloud frequency
distinctly increases up to the summits and direct radiation decreases.
The effect of cloud cover on solar radiation as a function of altitude is already a complex field in

mountains with distinct vertical global radiation gradients. In the Cordillera Real, there are practically
no continuities at all. The locally different factors cloud thickness and cloud frequency virtually
scramble every possible gradient of direct and diffuse radiation, whether vertically or horizontally.
The first surprise is that with the exception of Motilón, the ratio of diffuse radiation and global
radiation of all locations is within a small range of 44.5% (Cajanuma) to 60% (Páramo), without
Páramo even within a span of 9.5% (Table 6.2). As we know already, this cannot be the consequence
of a uniform cloud cover over the investigation area. Responsible are oppositely directed effects.
While for example the diffuse radiation share of G in Vilcabamba is high through high ceiling and
cloud reflection, at Cd. Consuelo the share is high because diffuse light is the main source of radiation
and direct radiation is very scarce. Some consistency, not a spatial gradient, exists at the cloud-
infested sites (eastward mid- and high-levels). Here, the ratio of direct and diffuse radiation is one or
below one, meaning that diffuse radiation as light source is dominant (Fig. 6.5).
The contrast between east and west intensifies under EWC’s, when direct radiation in the east

declines further; diffuse radiation stays stable (Table 6.2). Interestingly, the ratio but also the annual
distribution of diffuse and direct radiation (Fig. 6.5) at the unambiguously eastward station ECSF
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resembles that of Vilcabamba and Cajanuma on the west side. Evidently, the small foehn effect
behind the Cordillera del Consuelo loosens the cloud structure so that direct radiation, like at Cajanuma
and Vilcabamba, can reach the same level as diffuse radiation. At the same time however, direct and
global radiation at ECSF distinctly have their annual minimum in June-July, a characteristic typical
with all eastward low- and mid-level stations which are directly affected by the easterlies. Intriguing
but yet unresolved is the resemblance in radiation characteristic at the two extreme opposite sites El
Libano and Páramo in mean values and annual distribution. Direct and diffuse radiation (and therefore
global radiation), relative global radiation, sunshine duration and even days of 100% overcast as
well are strikingly similar. This seems contradictorily, since the high station Páramo stays predominantly
in clouds, whereas El Libano most of the time lies under a distant ceiling with clouds of the regionally
largest vertical extension.
A further interesting point is that the annual amplitudes of global radiation of the other extreme

pairing, weather station Vilcabamba and Páramo both belong to the lowest in the region. Again,
opposite mechanisms are responsible. While Vilcabamba receives almost year round a fairly continuous
signal of clouds and clearings from the Cordillera Real, the permanent cloud cap attenuate significant
seasonal radiation fluctuations at the Páramo site.
The annual regime of incoming shortwave radiation at Motilón is different from all other stations

but, in the end controlled by the weather processes in the Cordillera Real. The pronounced annual
high of direct radiation in winter is a product of the quasi-permanent easterly trades and the interception
of moisture 95 km upwind at the Cordillera Real. Direct radiation increases until August whereas
the mean diffuse share almost sinks to clear sky level. Contrasting to this, the lower parts of the
western escarpment of the same Cordillera de Célica underlies a very foggy climate regime. Very
likely, the long-term radiation gradient therefore will even increase with altitude. This is supported

Table 6.2: Derived variables: direct, diffuse irradiance, cloud radiative effect and sunshine duration
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by visual observations and above all phyto-indication [69].
The largest annual amplitude of direct radiation in the region (over the fog) is negatively correlated

with the largest annual amplitude of diffuse radiation in the region. The highest mean levels of
absolute all sky diffuse radiation reach Motilón and Vilcabamba with 200 W/m2, which is a result of
a frequent but broken cloud cover.

The share of diffuse light that is directly contributed by clouds is accentuated by the clear atmosphere:
clear sky diffuse radiation sinks with increasing clearness of sky and the weight of existing diffuse
light shifts towards the only remaining diffuser „cloud“. Cloud radiation therefore is a prominent
component of the all sky diffuse radiation in the Cordillera Real. However, as it depends on many
factors, cloud radiation is difficult to quantify without proper equipment. To begin with, maximum
effective cloud radiation is achieved when a sky with a maximum of reflecting cloud faces and a
minimum of (less intensive) clear sky diffuse radiation coexist. Cloud thickness, cloud distribution
and relative position between sun and observer are important factors. Closing and clearing of cloud
cover then result both in less cloud radiation. Because neither cloud cover in percentage nor
relationships between cloud cover and cloud radiation are known, the exact mean value of cloud
radiation cannot be separated from all sky diffuse radiation. Furthermore, cloud radiation can be the
result of reflection and refraction of solar radiation. The ratio of reflection and refraction neither is
known but probably is significant. (Refraction is distinguished from reflection in that the direction of
the refracted wave does not have a component opposite to the direction of the incident wave [40]).
Refraction does not occur as frequent as reflection but is significantly more intensive and can contribute
to very high global irradiance values (see 6.4 „Extreme global irradiance“).
The positive effect that stationary clouds can have on global radiation at particular sites has been

shown for Cajanuma and Cd. Consuelo (see also Fig. 6.3). Under certain conditions, it can permanently
lift global radiation even over the clear sky value. Under EWC’s, all stations but El Libano are
situated close to or in a stationary orographic cloud. Cd. Consuelo and Páramo stay quasi-permanently
in a mountain-wave cloud whereas Cajanuma, Vilcabamba and to a less extend ECSF are situated
between or under the backside of a crest cloud and, most of the time, nearby to a lee wave cloud.
Lee wave clouds in the dissipation zone are presumably the main source of the average high cloud
radiation values in Vilcabamba and in Cajanuma as well, if the foehn wall from the main crest does
not reach too far to the west. The dominating cloud type is a turbulent lee-wave cloud of first and
second order (in Cajanuma a rotor cloud), often chaotically organized in about 0.5 - 1.5 km over the
Cajanuma weather station.
At the Motilón site, free and forced convection generate cumuli that cause high values of cloud

radiation. Sometimes can be observed how a stationary cloud in the uprising branch of a stationary
eddy behind the summit propagates various decametres over the station, raising a bright reflecting
cloud wall within a short distance to the station, without covering the sun.
The figures of the net diffuse radiative cloud effect in Table 6.2 indicate to which extent sun

obscuration is compensated by reflecting of clouds. The values result from a subtraction of total
clear sky diffuse radiation from all sky diffuse radiation. Therefore, the values do not indicate how
much of the total all sky diffuse radiation really results from clouds but still are a good indicator for
the cloud contribution to the total of diffuse light.
The considerable cloud radiation, thus the high compensatory effect that clouds have at the Páramo

station, reveals that the crest cloud on the summit must frequently be shallow. Cloud radiation over
Vilcabamba and at Motilón however must probably be ranked at least as high as at the Páramo site,
because the absolute diffuse total radiation originating from clouds possibly equals that of the Páramo
site. The mean all sky diffuse radiation of ~200 W/m2 at Vilcabamba and during some months at
Motilón comes relatively close to the maximum mean possible and thus to the maximum mean
influence cloud radiation can have. The highest average diffuse irradiance surplus has been determined
to be 19.6% (see chapter 6.4). In the ideal case of a permanent cloud contribution of this reflective
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effectiveness, maximum average all sky diffuse radiation over Vilcabamba and at Motilón would be
~260 W/m2 (hours 7:05 – 18:00). Hence, considering some cloudier days on which also diffuse
radiation sinks, a monthly or an annual mean of 200 W/m2 is very high. The prevailing cloud frequency
at the sites obviously provides the right mixture of sun and clouds to produce high mean cloud
radiation, at Motilón in January-March and at Vilcabamba year round. At the Motilón station,
decreasing cloudiness in April results in decreasing cloud radiation. The values 200 W/m2 or 260 W/
m2 may easily be surpassed at certain limited spots of the west flanks similar to Cajanuma, where
reflection and refraction of ideally arranged standing clouds occur during the entire day.
The other stations demonstrate that too much clouds result in less diffuse radiation as well, for the

reason that too much or thick clouds compete for insolation and/or absorb the scattered light again.
Maximum cloud radiation events that were identified with maximum extreme values of global
irradiance show that cloud radiation occasionally can reach very large values between 484 W/m2

(ECSF) and 703 W/m2 (Páramo). These maximum values came along with the maximum absolute
global irradiance incidents measured (Table 6.2). On these occasions, all sky diffuse radiation even
surmounted to values of over 800 W/m2! The circumstances under which these cloud radiative effects
can reach such magnitudes are discussed in 6.4 „Extreme global irradiance“.
The cloud radiative effect summarizes the effect that clouds have on solar radiation within the

investigation area. Due to their permanent presence in the Cordillera Real, they reduce substantially
the amount of global radiation, on average by 50%, at the most exposed sites and El Libano 60%
and even in Vilcabamba 45%. However, at the same time, high sun position and high optical depth of
the atmosphere enable clouds to pose important sources of diffuse radiation. At all observation sites,
the cloud net diffuse radiative effect is positive, meaning that the diffuse radiation as source of
shortwave radiation is on average permanently lifted through clouds over the potential diffuse radiation
of a clear sky. Simply stated, the clouds emit more shortwave radiation than the blue sky. Surprisingly,
this even occurs in the east on the heavily cloud-infested flanks at around 3000 m.
The average contribution of the positive cloud radiative effect to the respective global radiation

amount is surprisingly evenly distributed from east to west (~18%) (Table 6.2). Only on the crest at
3400 m, where potential clear sky diffuse radiation is low due to the altitude, the relative share
mounts to over a third. However, a role may play that due to very few data to calibrate the clear sky
model at the Páramo site the optical depth has been overestimated. One hundred W/m2 average
cloud radiation seems quite much, but, on the other hand, a shallow cloud cap and an overhead sun
may produce extreme intensities of diffuse radiation. Cloud radiation at the Motilón site is the second
lowest observed because during extended periods of the year, clouds as sources of diffuse radiation
are rare.

Mean diurnal patterns of direct and diffuse radiation under EWC’s and VdN weather conditions are
found in the Appendix I (Fig. 13.5).

The average excess of potential radiation through clouds by 20% of potential radiation and the
accompanying absolute values frequently exceeding the solar constant 1368 W/m2 are an important
feature of the light climate in the west-flanks of the Cordillera Real and in the high region of the
Lojan Interandean Sierra. Stationary clouds can lift global radiation for many consecutive minutes
over the solar constant. As much as 1550 W/m2 during 5 minutes was witnessed once in Vilcabamba
(Fig. 6.14). On other occasions, recorded events of excessive radiation lasted frequently up to

more than 30 minutes. While an excess of global radiation of 20% magnitude in mid-latitudes is not
very relevant because the total energy flux remains moderate, under a zenithal tropical sun, the
increased irradiance does reach significant high absolute flux values. The frequent light stress occurring
amidst the opulent biosphere of the Cordillera Real has probably a large, less known impact on
particularly the vegetation, which cannot escape from the intensive radiation. Typically, there are
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adaptations like reddish colour of the young leaves and hard leaves, thick cuticula at higher altitudes
and stomata concentrated on the backside of the leaves. Some more comments on lifted irradiance
and UV irradiance are made in 6.4.2 „Frequency of extreme irradiance“.

6.3.3 Sunshine duration

The WMO definition for bright sunshine is irradiance of 120 W/m2 in the direct solar beam on a
surface perpendicular to the incidence. In many cases, this definition may be an apt tool if energy
issues are important but any information on sunshine itself becomes distorted if any altitudinal effect
comes into play. For example, direct radiation normal to the beam at sea level is about 200 W/m2

lower than at the site Cd. Consuelo. Irradiance of 120 W/m2 at both levels therefore implies a
significant different obscuration level of the sun. To which extend the WMO-definition and sunshine
duration used here correlate has not been determined. However, so much can be said: If around
noon, irradiance directly from the sun were 120 W/m2 and maximum all sky diffuse radiation 200 W/
m2, then maximum global radiation (of a time unit) would be 320 W/m2. This irradiance would not
be classified „sunshine“ after the method used here, as the threshold of 52.5% of clear sky radiation

Fig. 6.5: Annual distribution of global, direct, diffuse and model clear sky radiation (7:05-18:00). The ridged
appearance  of some curve is due to the variability of the variable and the short measuring period of four years.
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(~500 W/m2) is greater (see 6.3.2); up to 52.5% of clear sky radiation occurs predominantly under
obscured sun conditions. Therefore, the sunshine duration values presented below are probably
considerably smaller than after the WMO definition but, in return, mediate a more realistic picture of
„true“ sunshine duration.
Annual patterns of sunshine duration do not considerably deviate from patterns of relative global

radiation (Fig. 6.6). This seems logic as direct radiation modulates the global radiation value and
diffuse radiation contributes to it at a relatively constant level (Fig. 6.5). As mentioned before, most
striking is the apparent correlation between Páramo and El Libano, which in sunshine duration is
even greater than in total relative global radiation fluxes. However, as the separate analysis under
different weather conditions shows, a relation must be rather complex; similar distributions in sunshine
duration exists under none of the four different main weather conditions. Remarkably but probably
not significant is the fact that Cd. Consuelo is not the station with the lowest sunshine duration in the
seven months Jan-Apr and Oct-Dec. In Vilcabamba, the foehn and interception of clouds becomes
evident in May and on the account of the trades stays stably high until August.

The most distinctive contrast between east and west becomes obvious when is looked at the rela-
tive frequency of days without detected sunshine. All eastward stations except ECSF flock together
at high levels (~40%) at the beginning of the year and roughly maintain that level until July. Impres-
sive is the exceptional outlier in this group, Cd. Consuelo that against the main trend peaks with
~70% in August. A second „group“ is Cajanuma and Ecsf. Both stations are situated in the proximity
of a cloud-clearing zone, which obviously is a decisive factor for the light climate of both sites. The
third group consists of Vilcabamba and Motilón. Whereas a persistent overcast over the day has a
chance in Vilcabamba throughout the year, at Motilón, sunshine occurs at least diurnally during
eight months of the year (as far as one year of data allows this generalisation for Motilón).

Diurnal sunshine duration patterns separated by weather conditions (Fig. 6.7) are quite conform to
those observations already made with diurnal patterns of global radiation. However, sunshine duration
shows unequivocally that under EWC’s, throughout the Cordillera Real, sunshine duration increases
until sunset. This can be said from all stations with a maximum possible horizon open to the west:
Cd. Consuelo, El Tiro and Páramo. The station Cajanuma experiences some shading until evening
by persistent clouds over the Cordillera Uritusinga located in the west, ECSF and El Libano are
obscured by the main ridge.  General observation however is that cloud cover increasingly withdraws

Fig. 6.6: Sunshine duration and frequency of days without detected sunshine in the Cordillera Real area and at
Motilón.
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by the end of the day, sometimes even entirely dissipates at night. Under changing conditions (CN =
2), elevated sunshine durations shift with the leeside from west to east during the day. When wester-
lies prevail (CN = 3), sunshine duration is distinctly but not excessively concentrated in the valleys
until noon. In the afternoon, the sun is increasingly hidden by clouds, also at Motilón. During the
Veranillo del Niño (CN = 4), sunshine starts at a high level of over 50%; in the valleys obscured to
the east (ECSF, Vilcabamba), the sun needs some time to rise over the mountains in the morning. In
the afternoon, sunshine tends to decline through single clouds. On some, in the Cordillera Real
unique days, skies stay clear all day long.

The next logical step would be deducing cloud cover estimates from sunshine duration. This is
seductive but beset with many uncertainties. The main problem has to do with spatial arrangement of
clouds. Fig. 6.8 illustrates this problem. The cloud gaps of a broken cloud cover that produces
sunshine at noon can have totally disappeared from sunshine data in late afternoon although the
cloud cover itself has stayed unchanged (see next page).

Fig. 6.7: Mean daily sunshine duration at all weather stations during the main different weather situations
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6.4 Extreme global irradiance
6.4.1 Evaluation

When extreme irradiance values of over 1700 W/m2 and 1800 W/m2 appeared in the database, the
values were first seriously questioned; even more when became clear that similar observations of
such a magnitude are not well known and actually not described. Typically, high maximum irradiance
is considered to be limited to high mountains and usually explained with reflections from snow and
ice and clearness of atmosphere. Therefore, encountering record-breaking irradiance maxima in
relatively low and humid mountains was actually the last thing that was expected. At first, atmospheric
conditions provoking this high irradiance were considered not effective enough and the search for an

Table 6.3: Measured and extrapolated extreme global solar irradiance and measured and extrapolated extreme
cloud radiation

Fig. 6.8: a) A spatially homogeneous distribution of clouds does not imply a temporally homogeneous distribution of
solar irradiance. b) Percentages of times of direct insolation when the sun wanders through a defined cloud gap for
either directions of the observer under a zenithal path of the sun. Ceiling = 1.5 km over observer, effective vertical
thickness of cloud = 100 m. It explains why sunshine duration but also relative solar irradiance under a partial
cloud cover will always tend to be maximal at solar noon.
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2) Validation of high irradiance under all weather conditions
If singular weather conditions or the measure system provokes erratic errors, then faulty values

should be randomly distributed over the day, have arbitrary amplitudes and, importantly, may occur
at night. In Fig. 6.10 is shown that (instantaneous) maximum values are unevenly distributed but not
randomly. (The vertical patterns have a simple metrological background. Since the recording of
absolute maxima occurred in one- and two-hour intervals, most absolute maximum values coincide
with the highest sun position of the respective time interval, especially in morning and evening
hours). The highest irradiance values stay within a defined range over potential radiation (indicated
by the outer curve). Maximum values of the cloud infested Páramo site tend to concentrate within
the value spectrum of predominantly diffuse light conditions (<500 W/m2), whereas maximum values
of noon hours in Vilcabamba concentrate in super potential radiation magnitudes (between 10:00
and 15:00 >50% of all values). Considering the radiation conditions at both sites, a relationship of
extreme irradiance with clouds becomes conceivable. Although it is yet premature to conclude that
clouds are directly related to extreme irradiance, the involvement of this parameter is obvious and a
strong indication for atmospheric conditions being a cause rather than technical issues. Water and
icing, known to interfere with radiometer measurements, can be excluded. Temperatures at both

explanation was limited to technical aspects. The fact that both manufacturers of logger and radiometer
had never been confronted with outdoor values of this magnitude was worrisome, especially in case
of the radiometer. As faulty handling or wrong installation of radiometers can result in large errors,
the whole database and measuring setup became initially under suspect of being corrupt.

As shown in the following, the cause of the extreme irradiance values was systematically examined
and atmospheric conditions singled out as source. The examination was done with global radiation
as measured at all the weather stations. The results are shown exemplarily with the observations
made at the „opposite“ sites Vilcabamba 1970 m with predominantly broken cloud cover and Páramo
3400 m with a predominantly closed cloud cover. The reference clear sky values again were obtained
with the calibrated Bird&Hulstrom Model.

1) Validation of high irradiance under controlled weather and cloud conditions.
Under the even radiation conditions of a clear sky, other climatic influences than radiation itself that

potentially disturb the measurements are minimized. Measured high irradiance and predicted values
must agree. An improper processing of high radiative signals of noon hours by sensor and logger or
an eventual effect through high temperatures should become evident. Fig. 6.9 shows that on cloudless
days, recording of high irradiance values, however, is flawless and the equipment operates well
under such conditions.

Fig. 6.9: Good compliance of empirical clear sky global
irradiance values with model clear sky global irradiance.
The differences between the readings 15:00 h-18:00h and
model are due to slightly declining clearness of the
atmosphere in the afternoon.
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stations stay always above zero and at least at the Vilcabamba site, liquid moisture or condensation
water and high insolation at noon do not coexist. Longwave cooling of the sensor at the Páramo site
may occur on clear night hours but neither then will ever lead to subzero temperatures, considering
the intensive exchange of sensible heat between sensor and air through high wind speeds. In Fig. 6.10,
both absolute maxima of over 1800 W/m2 measured at the Páramo station are outliers with respect
to the daytime; their moderate relative value (160%) however has frequently been equalled and
surpassed at other daytimes.
Positive signals at night did not appear in the records of any weather station (the radiation channel

of the logger was not programmed to skip the nighttime hours).

3) Extreme irradiance and solar energy
If extreme irradiance has a direct solar background, then there must be a causal relationship between

potential supply of solar energy and magnitude of absolute maximum irradiance occurrences. In
Fig. 6.11 is shown that the absolute monthly maxima of irradiance and potential maximum supply of
solar irradiance coincide. The same is true for annual minima of absolute monthly maxima and the
minimum availability of maximum solar energy.

Fig. 6.11: Monthly maximum extremes of global irradiance tend to be minimal and maximal when potential solar
irradiance is minimal and maximal.

Fig. 6.10: Diurnal distribution of absolute maxima from time intervals of one and two hours (n>8,000). The solid
curve is the upper envelope curve of all model clear sky values of a year.
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Fig. 6.12: The diagrams a and b clearly demonstrate that the amplification of global irradiance is independent of
sun elevation. In addition, as is indicated exemplarily with the sites Vilcabamba and Páramo, the amplification
factor is the same at all sites, regardless their altitudes or prevailing humidity conditions. In figure c, the averages of
all observation sites are summarized. Universal mean excess of actual potential radiation is 19.6%; maximum excess
occasionally reaches 170%. The trend of decreasing absolute maxima beyond 75° sun elevation must be accredited
to a decreasing number of observations, not to decreasing excessive irradiance itself. d) The reason for a decreasing
number of observations is that sun elevations of over 75° belong to the rarest of the year. Note: the slight increase of
means in Vilcabamba from 118% to 122% in b) may be due to a small temperature effect within the sensor. This effect
is not observed at the other low stations (El Libano, ECSF), however.
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from the fact that neither vegetation nor soil and rocks have a large albedo. In fact, single medium
that remains an option in the considerations and that is known to transmit important amounts of
shortwave radiation is clouds.

4) Extreme irradiance and sun elevation
If clouds are the source of extreme irradiance, then the radiative effect should be verifiable any time

of the day or, more precisely, at any sun elevation. Hence, extreme irradiance from a low sun may
appear not high in absolute terms but can be in relative terms as well. Moreover, because all
components of solar global radiation (direct, clear sky diffuse and cloud radiation) from any section
of the sky and regardless the distance to the point of observation are more or less subject to the same
extinction rate, their relative proportions and thus their relative contribution to global radiation must
be conservative. In the real sky dome, this applies only to radiation coming from the same section of
the sky close to the sun; however, as this part of the sky contributes the greatest share of radiation to
the total global, the proportionality remains authoritative for the total incidence. The conclusion that
can be drawn from these considerations is that if radiation enhancement occurs passively and comes
from a section of the sky close to the sun, then first, the amplification factor must be constant for all
sun elevations and second, be independent of the total transmissivity of the atmosphere over a site.
In other words, the amplification factor should be universal. If this is true, it can be verified with the
relative values of extreme irradiance. In Fig. 6.12, mean relative maximum and maximum relative
irradiance measured at the antagonist weather stations Vilcabamba and Páramo are examined with
respect to this question.

In Fig. 6.12b the assumed premises are fulfilled to the greatest extent and the overall picture of
clouds as source of high and extreme irradiance becomes consistent. Obviously, cloud radiative
effects potentially amplify solar radiation occasionally up to ~172% (Cajanuma) and on average to
119.6% (±2!) if the clear sky value is exceeded. The highest relative extremes have a bias towards
higher stations (Fig. 6.12c). This is likely due to the probability of favourable cloud conditions at
higher altitudes. Extreme events of over 150% are rare at any station and presumably require rare
cloud constellations. Because in this context has to be thought of cloud radiation from the sides that
adds to the extreme irradiance, high sites appear to have an advantage. There, to form a white
screen, clouds need only to envelope the space around the pyranometer within a short range (fog)
and do not have to be optimally arranged over a large section of the sky dome like in the largely
fogless valleys, which is only a less probable, not a less possible scenario.

5) Dependency of absolute magnitude of extreme irradiance of spatial parameters
Fig. 6.13 shows that retrieved empirical maxima of irradiance (see 6) and Fig. 6.16) are in harmony

with optical, cloud independent default parameters of the atmosphere over the observation sites.
The general requirement of an increasing extinction of shortwave radiation with decreasing altitude
is perfectly reflected in the order of the sites. The altitudinal influence, however, is actually stronger
than expected. The gradient of 11.0 W/m2/100m is twice as steep as the altitudinal gradient of direct
radiation normal to the beam due to solely extinction. The reason for this has not further been
examined but it is probable that the gradient, besides extinction, expresses the affinity of high stations
to extreme irradiance through the mentioned higher probability of favourable cloud conditions.
The general moisture conditions at a site are also reflected by the absolute magnitude of extreme

irradiance: humid, eastward stations have negative, dry, westward stations positive residuals. El
Tiro deviates from this trend because global radiation and hygric situation are slightly meliorated
compared to Páramo and upwind Cd. Consuelo. Why ECSF and El Libano seem to have exchanged
positions remains unclear. The reason has probably the same background as the circumstance that
absolute maximum irradiance at the ECSF site stays clearly behind that of all other sites. Significantly,
the highest irradiance value ever measured at the ECSF site was under Veranillo del Niño conditions.
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The evident proportionality in Fig. 6.12 is typical for a passive transmitter that only mediates
available radiation towards the observation point without covering the sun itself. Snow, ice, water
bodies, vegetation and other surfaces can be excluded because snow these do not exist nearby the
weather stations and other surfaces do not occupy large arrays of the monitored sky dome; apart At
all other stations, highest relative extreme irradiance is predominantly observed under EWC’s when
the sky is washed out, at the Páramo station also in two third of the cases under conditions
corresponding CN = 2 and WWC’s but never during a Veranillo del Niño.
Finally, an important conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 6.13 is that potential failures in measure

infrastructure and data processing unlikely produce the here discussed altitudinal and hygric
dependencies.

6) Prospect cloud conditions responsible for extreme irradiance
The average maximum irradiance surplus through clouds of about 19.6% ±2 or ~240 W/m2 at noon

does yet not qualify for „extreme“. The surplus has a small standard deviation indicating that most
excessive irradiance originates from the same kind of radiative effect. Obviously, this effect is due to
simple cloud reflection. After the hitherto considerations this conclusion is imperative. No other
shortwave radiation transmitters exist in the sky and the discussed omnipresent constant ratio of
potential and actual radiation leave any other option than light emission by clouds. Efforts have been
made to verify this all sky diffuse radiation directly with a shadow band over the pyranometer but
failed. It turned out that this kind of measurements requires a high exactitude. The shadow band has
to be perfectly aligned with the track of the sun so that the pyranometer never leaves the centre of
the shadow. Test measurements showed that this demanding calibration of the shadow band could
not be accomplished in the field.

Studies dealing with total diffuse solar radiation are abundant but the quantitative aspects of cloud
radiation at the earth surface are not much represented, not to mention those in tropical mountains.
A recent study carried out on the tropical Pacific island of Nauru (0°S, <30 m) [51] shows that under
fair weather conditions, total cloud radiation account for an average of ~16% of global clear sky
radiation. Data of global radiation from the NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Gol-
den, Co, USA, 39.7° N, 1829 m) recorded in June and July 2002 permit to calculate a cloud effect
of similar average magnitude: ~17%. Both figures differ from the observations in the Cordillera Real
(19.6%) but not decisively. Such departures can already arise by way of data sampling, the different
equipments used and likely the prevailing type of clouds.

However, the question, how cloud radiation can mount to over 700 W/m2 has still to be answered.
Which clouds have this property? The problem is that the highest radiation incidents do not occur

Fig. 6.13: Strong dependency between extrapolated empirical
extreme solar irradiance and altitude. The extinction rate for
extreme irradiance is high but the gradient is typical for a
decreasing radiation flux with decreasing altitude. The local
general moisture (water vapour) conditions at a site seem to be of
importance as well: the drier stations tend to higher extreme
irradiance (left of the regression).
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diurnally and weather conditions at the sites were not exactly inviting to try to eyewitness the cloud
conditions in question. However, considerations on cloud radiation and the maximum-minimum-
database seem able to provide the answers.
The energy flux of an isotropic radiation field of a solar irradiated (water) cloud that reaches the

earth’s surface is normally substantially smaller than that of direct radiation. This changes however,
when, relative to an observer on the ground, transparent (not opaque) clouds and the sun reside
within a small section of the sky. Then, the diffuse irradiance from such a thin cloud becomes
considerably increased compared to that of an opaque cloud for two reasons. First, less energy-
absorbing scattering at the cloud droplets is required to penetrate through the cloud and to reach the
surface. Second, through diffraction at droplets and small inter-drop spaces, a share of radiation
becomes re-directed to the observer instead of being incident somewhere on the prolongation of its
original track. The result of this „lensing effect“ [87] is a fringe of light (corona) in the cloud around
the disc of the sun that, because this type of scattering occurs without loss of energy, can be highly
intensive. (Diffraction is for example responsible for the bright fringes that outline clouds when the
sun resides behind them). The quantitative aspect of this effect is complicated because many, fairly
unseizable parameters play a role. An attempt of its formal description therefore goes beyond the
scope of this essay. What can be said, however, is that there must be an optimal constitution of the
thin cloud (thickness, density and droplet size spectrum) so that diffracted and reflected light superpose
to a maximum incidence on a limited range on the ground. This is supposedly the case, when total
cloud - radiation interaction has a relative maximum and absorption of radiant energy has a relative
minimum. Considering the angle of diffraction, there must be an optimal distance between cloud and
incidence as well. If all these requirements are met at a high sun elevation, a corona that has, seen
from the observation point, a size of twice the diameter of the sun, has to be on average about a sixth
as bright as the sun itself to possess an irradiance of 500 W/m2 at the observation point.
(A

Corona
 = 3 x A

Sun
; I

Sun
 = 1000 W/m2; with 200 W/m2 of diffuse reflection from opaque clouds, total

cloud radiation would be 700 W/m2). This is a somewhat speculative calculation but apart from the
fact that a corona does not have a defined diameter because irradiance probably is the highest near
the sun and decreases to the side, the figure should come close to the reality. After all, ~500 W/m2 of
excessive irradiance is measured and, as has been shown, this high amount of radiant energy impossibly
originates from another part from the sky than from directly near the sun. All facts point to an optical
effect in the direct vicinity of the source.

Hence, the optimal constellation for a maximum possible cloud radiation (absolute value) at a fixed
point on the ground is a high sun elevation, an extent cloud cover that is transparent near the sun and

Date: 20 Nov. 2002
Time: 12:15-12:20
Sun elevation: 74.6°

Measured irradiance: 1552 W/m2 (142%)
Model clear sky irradiance: 1095 W/m2

Model clear sky direct irr.: 993 W/m2

Model clear sky diffuse irr.: 102 W/m2

Actual diffuse irradiance: 559 W/m2

Cloud radiative effect: +457 W/m2

Duration: 5 min. I >1534 W/m2

Fig. 6.14: Transparent and opaque clouds near the sun produced 1552 W/m2 on one witnessed occasion. The
pyranometer is situated in the centre, obscuring the sun.
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gradually becomes opaque to the sides (so that diffuse light from the sides reaches the observation
point as well and do not just pass through the clouds). Finally, extreme absolute total solar irradiance
occurs then, when a small cloud gap releases the sun and the full amount of direct radiation is added.

A very high but not extreme incident of 1552 W/m2 (142%) was witnessed and photographed in
Vilcabamba  (Fig. 6.14). The cloud configuration satisfies largely the conditions assumed favourable
for extreme irradiance. The picture suggests that a higher percentage of transparent clouds next to
the sun and a general higher coverage of thin, opaque clouds leave space for higher total irradiance.
Irradiance of >1800 W/m2 in the heights of the Cordillera Real becomes imaginable if such improved
conditions exist at a higher sun position and adds to the higher direct insolation of the higher region
(+~50 W/m2 in the direct beam at  3400 m).
The database points into the same direction. As high and extreme irradiance are confined to

compounds of thin transparent and opaque clouds at the same time, there will always be a
counterbalancing attenuation of the sun within a small period. Minimum radiation values that
conducted extreme radiation events show that the average attenuation is inversely proportional to
the magnitude of the absolute extreme irradiance incident (Fig. 6.15). As stated, the more complete
the hemisphere is covered with reflecting media, the greater their contribution to the total sum of

radiation may be. Consequently, the larger the participating opaque cloud compound is, the smaller
is the probability of high minimum global radiation before and after the incident. This circumstance
is found back in the absolute minimum values that accompany events of extreme irradiance. It causes
the steep declining slope of maximum minimum irradiance over 1200 W/m2 in Fig. 6.15.

One prominent question that remains is: which is the upper limit to which clouds can enhance solar
irradiance? In this work, one empirical and one theoretical approach are shortly discussed.

The empirical and site-specific answer is given with the extrapolation of the dependency of measured
maxima of input energy (potential radiation). Examples for the Páramo and Vilcabamba weather

Fig. 6.15: With decreasing cloudiness, mean minimum and maximum minimum irradiance increase until a clear sky
is established. Beyond that point, mean minimum and especially maximum minimum irradiance decrease again. At
the Páramo station, this effect is more abrupt because the location (3400 m) reaches nearer to or into the clouds. The
decrease of maximum minimum irradiance indicates that opaque clouds always accompany extreme irradiance
incidents.
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stations are presented in Fig. 6.16; the results for all weather stations are summarized in Table 6.3.
The resulting empirical maxima seem to be dependent of prevailing site-specific optical properties of
the atmosphere and prevailing cloud conditions (see also 5 and Fig. 6.13). The highest extreme
irradiance can be expected in the summit area of the Cordillera Real (1825 W/m2 in 3400 m), the
lowest in the valleys in the east (<=1673 W/m2).

The theoretical approach leads to the interesting insight that under certain circumstances, irradiated,
semi-transparent diffusers can produce diffuse irradiance of up to the same magnitude as the source
irradiance. Translated to sun and clouds it means that total diffuse irradiance maximally reaches
direct radiation intensity and maximum global irradiance adds up to twice the amount of the actual
direct irradiance: I

max 
= I

diffuse
 + I

direct 
= 200% * I

direct
. Fig. 6.17 illustrates how diffusers or clouds

respectively can be arranged and where enhanced irradiance occurs. Since (water) clouds are almost
ideal diffusers (they generate an isotropic field of shortwave radiation while absorbing very little
shortwave radiant energy), the light scatter schemes are fair abstractions of cloud-radiation interaction.
Each diffuser/cloud is considered a „perfect“ diffuser, meaning that it scatters 50% of the incident
radiation into any half space.
Just as has been found experimentally, Fig. 6.17a shows that already simple arrangements of diffusers/

extent cloud covers considerably enhance diffuse irradiance. In case of a two layer-situation,
downwelling diffuse irradiance in the mid-level may total to 67% of direct irradiance. Given a cloud
gap in the upper layer, resulting global irradiance may locally rise to 167% of direct irradiance and
147% - 157% of potential clear sky global irradiance, depending on the sun elevation. Replacing the
lower cloud layer with a terrain with an albedo of 0.2, downward diffuse irradiance still mounts to
56% and global irradiance potentially to 156% of direct irradiance. This would correspond to 136% -
 146% of potential clear sky global irradiance, depending on the sun elevation.
If the number of low cloud layers is increased (Fig. 6.17b), the cascade of reflections grows rapidly

and with it the diffuse light flux within the first layer. More realistic but equivalent to a large number
of low diffusers/cloud layers would be a single but dense cloud layer. (A cumulonimbus, for example,
an „exceptionally dense“ [40] cloud, reflects 90% of the incident shortwave radiation [5]).

Fig. 6.16: The intersection of the regressions marks the empirical maximum extreme irradiance possible at the
respective weather station (see also Table 6.3). The regressions are retrieved with pairs of „maximum measured vs.
maximum potential (clear sky) irradiance“ (upper regressions), and with pairs „measured maximum vs. minimum
potential (clear sky) irradiance“ (hence, are envelope functions of all measured extremes and their clear sky pendant).
Stability indices of inclined regressions are r2=0.99 and 1.00. The two measured extreme values of >1800 W/m2,
Páramo (left, small arrows), were not considered in the regression. The neighbourhood of those values to the intersection
shows that these values were „lucky hits“ but concordant with the phenomenon.
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An exploration of the database for values I
diffuse

 H“ I
direct

 (at sun elevation >20°) shows that incidents
of the dimensions I

diffuse
 >80%*I

direct
 and even I

diffuse
 >90%*I

direct
 have indeed been recorded (Fig.

6.18). A look at the characteristics of their values reveals some conformity with consequences of the
diffuser model. Elevated stations where multiple cloud layers are more frequent and reflection paths
are shorter are overly represented among the very high values. Very high values of over 80% requiring
a high concordance with the scatter schemes are rare. However, the model’s upper limit of I

diffuse
 =

100%*I
direct

 seems also to be the upper limit of the measured values. Furthermore, moderate sun
elevations between 25° and 35° seem to favour extreme diffuse irradiance (a very high value of 94%
was measured at a fairly high sun elevation of 57°, however). Cajanuma is particularly often represented
among the high values regarding its overall small representation in the database (<7%). This is, of
course, due to its exceptional location in the principal clearing zone behind the climate divide where
a mixture of clouds and sun is the norm.

Because most clouds usually do not behave like perfect diffusers, effective maximum global irradiance
reaches on average ~120% instead of ~140%. Clouds often transmit a share of shortwave radiation

Fig. 6.17: The scatter schemes show that appropriate arrangements of passive diffusers like clouds boost diffuse
irradiance to considerable magnitudes, theoretically up to 100% of direct irradiance. a) Two thin, extensive cloud
layers, the upper be Cirrus (albedo ~0.5) e.g. and the lower fog with an albedo of 0.5, produce a downward diffuse
light flux of 67% of the initial flux in layer I (still ignoring the contribution by the continued reflection between fog
and ground). If the lower diffuser is replaced by the earth surface with an albedo of 0.2, diffuse downward flux
mounts to  55.6%.  b) Increasing total reflectivity of the low clouds by increasing their number or, equivalently, by
assuming a single but dense cloud layer (aggregated diffusers), total downwelling diffuse short wave radiation may
sum to values of >= 80%*I

direct
 in layer I; c) theoretically even up to 100%.
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[5, p. 26] and normally they are neither homogeneous nor homogeneously distributed over the sky
dome. Another handicap is increased absorption if the order of reflection becomes high and paths of
reflected radiation are large.
However, if the parameters needed for I

diffuse
 H“ I

direct
 coincide with a very high sun elevation,

maximum global irradiance can reach ~2000 W/m2 in the entire Cordillera Real (see Table 6.3). Of
course, the probability of such an event is extraordinary low but greater than zero.

6.4.2 Frequency of extreme irradiance

In the records, the very high extreme irradiance incidents (>150% of G) are not represented very
often. However, frequency of occurrence is certainly higher than evident from the database because
the majority of short-lived incidents must have been missed by the recording mode (measurement
every 5 minutes) and, importantly, because the sensor CM3 has a response time of 18 seconds
(95%). This means that very quick (and probably higher) peaks were not detected at all. The intriguing
question, how often extreme global solar irradiance can reach values 1800 W/m2 or even the
extrapolated 2000 W/m2 is probably only of academic interest. If such incidents occur, then they are
so short-lived and locally limited that they will stay without further consequences for the climatology
and presumably also for the biosphere. More important with regard to biological relevance particularly
of plants is the fact that irradiance is frequently lifted to absolute high levels. In Fig. 6.19 is shown
that throughout the Cordillera Real, lifting of global irradiance over potential irradiance is very
common, even in the east. At El Libano (1970 m), every fifth recorded 2h-maximum exceeds poten-
tial global irradiance. However, very high excess of absolute irradiance is more regular in the mid-
levels between 2600 m and 3000 m on the crest and westward (Fig. 6.19b). The cloud gap effect
(6.3.3, Fig. 6.8) leads to the circumstance that most incidences of lifted irradiance occur at noon
hours when absolute irradiance is high anyhow. At all stations, ~65% of the daily irradiance values
exceeding clear sky irradiance fall in the 6 hours around noon (10:00-16:00). Hence, radiative stress
of plants that potentially emanates from very high absolute irradiance is aggravated through this.

Whether the vegetation in the investigation area is affected by instant heat stress through peak
irradiance and whether this factor has condensed in the properties of endemic species are interesting

Fig. 6.18: Ranked relative maximum diffuse irradiance of all weather stations. Very rarely but as a matter of fact,
diffuse irradiance has reached >90% (0.2‰) and even >95% of direct irradiance. The mid-level weather stations Cd.
Consuelo, El Tiro and particularly Cajanuma, apparently most frequently situated „between“ the clouds, are well
represented in the top ranking while Vilcabamba’s first appearance is rank 44th.
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questions. A related issue is UV-stress. UV-B (315-280 nm) potentially damages the genome and the
photosynthesis apparatus of plants and the subsequent repair processes reduces its growth and
reproduction potential. With regard to reversible damages, short peak stress through UV-B irradiance
probably does not harm plants very much, if resources for repair can easily be allocated. Damage to
the genome, however, is additive and depends on total doses rather than exposure duration. To
which extend UV-B and related radiative stress is elevated through the extreme irradiance in South
Ecuador is unknown. Commonly is observed that in high-mountains UV-B’s relative share of global
irradiance rises modestly with increasing cloudiness but absolute totals fall like all radiation constituents
and global irradiance itself [13][67]. At the same time, because UV radiation is scattered more than
total shortwave radiation, maximum absolute UV intensities are observed just below the upper
boundary of the clouds [5, p. 41]. Both effects show that clouds have an important impact on the
regime of UV radiation and since extreme global irradiance is born from cloud effects, diffuse UV
radiation fluxes may become enhanced as well and possibly become even overly pronounced. The
cited studies and other sources, however, are unilluminating with respect to this or generally to peak
irradiance so that further conclusions cannot be derived from them.
As it is the case with total global irradiance, most research on UV-radiation (also that referring to

biological relevance) focuses on mean values of large periods from which any peak events have
disappeared. This may be justified by the fact that in the higher latitudes where most research is
done, absolute amplitudes are not as high as in the tropics and therefore have been considered
irrelevant or overlooked. Unlikely however is that irradiance exceeding potential irradiance does not
exist in the Alps or other high-mountains. From what has been found out about the effect so far can
be concluded that this phenomenon is not restricted to the equatorial high-mountains. The most
important role may play that through the common way of measuring and sampling, peak events stay
largely undetected.
From a mere phenomenological point of view, there are indications that radiative stress is an abiotic

factor that has selective power in the Cordillera Real. Virtually by far most plant species encountered
in the heights of Cordillera Real are characterized by xeromorph features, despite the general
abundance of moisture. (Xeromorphy characterizes a plant with structural features such as hard or
succulent leaves usually associated with plants of arid habitats but not necessarily drought-tolerant).
This plant property is not widespread in the lower east (El Libano and ECSF) where extreme irradiance
is less present and not so high. In the crest region and from there down to the valley of Vilcabamba,
xeromorph characteristics rather dominate the plant physiology. Occasional high and extreme
irradiance that cause heat and radiative stress may be responsible for this. However, general hard
texture of the leaves may also be a protection strategy of the plants against the destructive force of
the high wind speeds.

Fig. 6.19: a) Frequency of 2h-maxima of global irradiance exceeding potential irradiance, b) Share of values that
exceed 1400 W/m2.
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6.4.3 Technical audit

The general performance of the used pyranometer was excellent. No data loss due to sensor blackouts
ever occurred.
The thermopile base sensor meets the international standard ISO 9060. It has a glass dome broad

band-pass filter, which allows solar radiation from the entire sunlight spectrum (305 – 2800 nm)
incident from one hemisphere to reach the thermopile. The thermopile generates a signal in the range
of 0-50 mV, which is referred over a response line to the actual global irradiance. Known error
sources such as non-linearity, directional error, zero offset and some other temperature effects can
add to deviations up to 5% for instant values and to 10% for daily totals, but only if they happen to
have the same direction („worst case“).

Zero-offset:
In the opinion of the manufacturer, the only effect with a sensory background that could provoke

an extra signal of several 100 W/m2 is a temporary zero-offset through rapid change of temperature.
This effect is specified with <4 W at 5 K/h. It means that if the reference temperature of the sensor
decreases 0.14 K/s, an extra signal of +400 W/m2 could be induced. The most likely constellation for
such a rapid cooling under (Ecuadorian) outdoor conditions is high wind speed and a large temperature
leap -dT. In order to find the required magnitude for these exogenic parameters, the heat transfer
rates from the pyranometer to a ventilated air environment were determined. The calculations took
into account the specific properties of all involved materials of the pyranometer (material, mass,
surface area) and the relevant laws of thermal transition resistance. Any influence of moisture (cooling
through evaporation) was factored out since excessive irradiance is usually observed under dry
conditions. The results are unambiguous: either a drastic temperature leap of -dT = 40 K and a
reasonable 5 m/s wind speed, or a reasonable temperature leap of -dT = 2 K and a drastic wind
speed of 130 m/s would induce a temperature gradient of the required order. Both scenarios are very
unrealistic, even at the Páramo weather station.

1) Pyranometer: sensor sensitivity
Sensitivity range is 0 - 2000 W/m2. The sensor of the used type is constructed to measure incoming

global solar radiation of the spectrum 305 – 2800 nm. The manufacturers’ modelling and experiments
under standard conditions have shown proper response of the CM3 to this parameter. Each
pyranometer is individually tested and calibrated before it is released. The pyranometers of the later
equipped mid-level weather stations were from a different production lot so that an undetected
manufacturer error becomes unlikely. No complaints about sensors generating unexpectedly high
values are known to the manufacturer so far.

2) Logger
On inquiry, the logger manufacturer Thies revised logger and software for faults that would explain

incorrect processing of electric signals or storage of data that originate from a pyranometer exposed
to shortwave radiant flux densities of up to 2000 W/m2: without result. A systematic manufacturer
error of one or more production lots would have manifested also with other customers.

3) Infrastructure
Logger and weather stations were well grounded with a copper rod in (predominantly) wet soils.

No latent electrical problem or static electricity issues ever manifested. The sensor bodies have been
thermally insulated from the metal infrastructure with a plastic plate to minimize heat conduction,
despite the improbability of a thermally induced zero-offset.

The evaluation of the potential errors in equipment and setup was done with the kind collaboration
of the suppliers (pyranometer: Kipp&Zonen, Holland; logger: Thies, Germany).
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4) Verification with an independent system
The probably best argument for the proper functioning of the setup is the verification with an

independent system. Comparative measurements in parallel were done with a luxmeter. A sensor of
this type is not the ideal radiometer for double-checking a broadband radiometer because its silicon
photodiode has a very selective spectral response to sky light (similar to that of the human eye).
However, with known photometrical equivalences (103 ± 13 lm/W for direct sunlight, [63]), a
relationship between global irradiance and lux can be approximated. A different cosine response of
both radiometer types could be ignored, since the in parallel measurements were carried out between
11:42 and 12:45 at a high sun elevation. Location was Vilcabamba; maximum sun elevation was 73°
at 12:04. The results are shown in  Fig. 6.20.

 Fig. 6.20: Control measurements with a luxmeter verified solar irradiance up to 1400 W/m2 / 130%. Above left:
Cloud situation during the measurements in parallel. The excessive irradiance is caused by a second cloud layer
over the lee wave cloud. (Excessive irradiance in Vilcabamba is not confined to this type of cloud). The cloud gaps
are clearly marked by irradiance peaks (above right). Low left: The correlation between the observations is high
(although not necessarily linear, as is indicated). As shown in the calculation, 147.000 lx corresponds with ~1400 W/
m2 (low right). The analogue display of the luxmeter made readings under quick changing light conditions unstable.
It explains the lower correlation of the readings 50 kLux < I < 80 kLux.
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7 Wind
With respect to the prevailing motion, the air over the investigation area can be divided in three

more or less horizontal segments with particular flow properties in each. These are a lower and an
upper layer with largely organized flow in each and a tendentially turbulent one in between. Smaller
scale local winds, mostly mountain-valley winds, dominate in the bottom layer, while in the upper
layer the constant easterlies prevail. Friction between the different wind systems itself and the
terrain generates the turbulences. As a result of the angle of incidence and the dynamic of the trades
at the crests, the turbulent layer is quite thick over the leeward slopes and valleys. The scattered
wind records from the weather stations Cajanuma (2960 m), ~500 m and Vilcabamba (1970 m)
~1500 m below the ridge as well as the scattering of the slightly higher wind speeds at the ECSF
(1950 m) document this (Fig. 7.3 and composites). The low weather stations ECSF, the temporary
anemometer on the Vilcabamba Valley floor (see composites) and with restrictions El Libano have
been monitoring mountain-valley wind systems. The higher weather stations Páramo, Cd. Consuelo,
El Tiro and Motilón recorded the easterly trades and the intermittent westerlies.
Before dwelling on details of the measured data, some general remarks on the wind in the Cordillera

Real will be made.

7.1 Mountain-valley wind systems

In the tropics, typically, small regional pressure gradients and contrasting heat patterns of the
topography give rise to diurnal cycles of weak to moderate but regular winds. During the day, the
(valley) wind directs towards the higher potential temperatures over the heated, high grounds [5, p.
223]. On a small scale, these are the adjacent heated flanks of the mountains and on a large scale the
Interandean Sierra. Accordingly, local winds in the west can exist of small-scale anabatic winds, or,
depending on the cloud conditions and driving winds aloft, become along-valley massif-scale winds
directed towards the inner Sierra. This is observed in Vilcabamba valley, where weak westerly
winds can blow in the afternoon, or, when the upper easterly trades are strong (May-August), a
vigorous along-valley south wind (direction Malacatos-Catamayo) can sweep through. At night,
temperature contrasts decrease and distinctly weaker and smaller scale gravity (mountain) winds,
along-slope katabatic and along-valley drainage winds replace the daytime winds in opposite
directions.
The vertical column that is affected by the thermally induced winds varies greatly in height. It

temporally grows during the day and spatially from east to west (of the investigation area). Since
insolation and Bowen ratio during the day and longwave cooling at night are its main determinants,
the larger thickness and greater dynamic of mountain-valley wind systems are observed west of the
climate divide. East of the climate divide, latent heat transfer and low insolation values during the
day inhibit significant horizontal temperature contrasts to a degree that the valley winds usually
have not much more dynamic than the mountain winds at night.
The topping of the mountain-valley wind systems by another, much stronger wind system makes

the existence of a compensatory return flow improbable. As stated before, more likely is that the
winds aloft interferes with the mountain-valley wind system in different ways like inhibiting its
organizing, intensifying or counteracting its flow. The mountain-valley wind system in the upper
valleys close to the main crest should be more prone to this kind of interaction than distant valleys
and rather during austral winter than during summer, when the trades become weaker. Where the
ridges and easterlies are perpendicular to each other, downwind katabatic wind can reach down to
the valley bottom (foehn). Due to local large vertical drop of the terrain, such wind can manifest
with significantly increased temperatures and reduced relative humidity. The climate in Vilcabamba
has come to fame through this effect, but heated and dried downslope winds exist in the Loja Basin
and even in Rio San Francisco as well. Due to the smaller vertical drop, the effect is not as notable.
On the leeward side of the main crest in the Sierra, the cleft landscape and the heterogeneous

insolation pattern sometimes generate mountain valley winds of unpredictable direction.
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7.2 The middle layer in the Cordillera Real

The middle layer is per definition a turbulent layer. It has a temporally and spatially very
inhomogeneous distribution because it is highly dependent on vertical shear and topography.
Considerable turbulence, thus increased thickness of the middle layer may exist over some designated
areas where trades and oppositely directed valley winds meet but they are outside the reach of the
surface weather stations. The other, locally fixed source of turbulences is the mountain ridges,
which obstruct the flow of the easterly trades. The greatest turbulences occur where wind and drag
forces act in opposed directions, which in the investigation area is near the north south stretched
main crest. Accordingly, enduring and significant turbulence are observed in its immediate lee.
Stationary rotor clouds that form in mid- and higher levels are frequent (they can often be seen at
Cajanuma). Turbulence reaching deep into the lee valleys sometimes becomes visible in the morning
when clouds are dragged and torn in low levels. Under favourable conditions, low reaching clouds
reveal deep turbulence also behind the secondary crest Cordillera del Consuelo in the Rio San
Francisco Valley.

Where turbulences penetrate to low levels, they may prevent or delay airflow to become organized
in mountain or valley winds thus impede their potential intensity. This and the trades themselves
are probably among the reasons why deep convection over the Interandean Sierra is a rare
phenomenon during EWC’s (see also prec). Potential cells of free and forced convection stay short
of low-level advection of moisture and latent energy and may not develop enough vertical dynamic
to extend and prevail in the easterlies aloft and, eventually, produce rain in the afternoon.
Correspondingly, comparably sparse and usually not very high reaching cumuli dominate the cloud
form over the Sierra. A further result of this is that the trades stay remarkably stable during their
passage over the Sierra. Day and night, they continue to pose the dominant current at the very most
western rim of the mountains at this latitude (4°S) in, significantly, the modest altitude of 2700 m
(Cerro Motilón).

More details of the wind systems in the investigation area will be discussed in the next sections
based on the measurements. For an exhaustive analysis of the airflows in the topographically complex
area however, the weather station frequency has been too low and, of course, too surface close. This
deficiency was not overcome by the engagement of the versatile mechanical Woelfle device in
Rumishitana and in the Vilcabamba Valley bottom for one year respectively or by the relocation of
the Cajanuma weather station on the western out post Cerro Motilón.

7.3 Easterly trades

Who has been in the upper Cordillera Real may incline to the opinion that there are only two
seasons in the high region: a long, bad season of EWC’s and a short, less bad season of non-EWC.
Of course, the climatological truth is more differentiated but the statement is certainly the shortest
appropriate characterization of the harsh climatology in the higher, eastern South Ecuadorian
Mountains.
The quality of the wind as observed by the high surface weather stations and the NCEP Reanalysis

data, which indicate a jet-like intensification of trade wind over Ecuador (see Appendix I Fig. 13.5,
Fig. 13.6 and chapter 5 “Synoptics“, Fig. 5.2.) undeniably are in harmony. There is no sign of the
trades being in a stage of habitual runout at the Andes. This circumstance would express itself at
least in significantly variable wind speeds and assumably in frequently changing wind directions;
however, the opposite is true. The wind data (see composites of direction and speed, wind roses) of
the exposed upper mountain stations show an impressive directional perseverance of the easterly
trades at an equally remarkable stable, high speed. With a frequency of 71% - 84% (CN = 1 –
CN = 1+2) observed at the Páramo station, the steadiness of trade flow is still considerable compared
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to the 90% - 95% typically observed in the zone of maximum regularity, which is over the ocean
half way between the subtropical high and the equator [50, p. 81]. Intra-annual variation of trade
wind speed (during EWC’s) at the site with the least „spoiled“ trade winds, Páramo at the summit,
is only 12% (Table 7.1).
Although direction of surface winds on the crest of a high, linear barrier can mislead about the

nature of the wind, the mentioned characteristics help correctly identify the winds as trade flow in
the vast majority of the cases. A thermal background, e.g. the different heating over the Selva and
the Sierra impossibly generates the observed massive air displacement and especially at night, wind
would slow down or stop.

The easterly trades are doubtlessly the most outstanding weather feature in the Cordillera Real. It
is in the first place for their constancy and their ferocity that the exposed higher levels are a hostile
environment for man and hence, human impact has been limited to valleys and protected slopes of
the leeside until today. Although well recognized by the local population, the record-breaking wind
speeds have not been correspondingly recognized or referred to in synopses on mountain climates
yet. The reason for this is simply the lack of measurements.
With mean values of 11 m/s in winter (June-August) and 8.2 m/s all year (1998-2002), wind speed

on the crest (Páramo, 3400 m) is so high that it can easily compete with speeds observed at mountain
stations in the global westerly wind belts [35] where the global maximum surface winds occur [5].
Among the sparse observations there are in tropical high mountains, the wind speed is unequalled,
even in much greater altitudes. On Mt. Jaya, New Guinea, 4°S, an average speed of 2 m/s has been
measured at 4250 m in seasons Dec-Feb [3]. On Kilimanjaro, 3°S, a mean of 7 m/s was measured
at 5794 m (1999-2004) [27]. On El Místi, Peru, 16°S, there is an estimated mean speed of 5 m/s at
4760 m [5, p. 60]. One has to go almost outside of the tropics and high up to find a speed competing
with those in the Andes of Ecuador. In Chile, on volcano Sairecabur 5820 m, 22°S, a mean annual
wind speed of 9 m/s has been observed during 1992-1993 [79]. However, the wind responsible
belongs to the outer tropical westerlies (see Appendix I, Fig. 13.6 & Fig. 13.7).

7.3.1 Foehn wind

Directly related with presence and force of trade winds is foehn wind in the lees of the Cordillera
Real. In the investigation area, a foehn seems to be most evident in Vilcabamba through elevated
temperatures and aridity. However, warming and drying downslope winds exist behind every ridge
that is more or less perpendicularly exposed to the trade winds. This is even verified in the humid
Valley of Rio San Francisco situated behind a relatively low ridge (2500 m – 3000 m) 10 km upwind
of the climate divide. Precondition for a „classic“ foehn with rising temperatures and falling relati-
ve humidity downwind of the mountain range is interception of moisture on the windward slopes
and a fall wind on the leeward slopes. There are four basic types of airflow over a mountain barrier
[5, p. 125] of which only two potentially produce this kind of foehn. Light winds or somewhat
stronger winds that moderately increase with height produce „laminar streaming“ or „standing
eddy streaming“ respectively. Both usually lack the required dynamic for a decent foehn that involves
katabatic winds. The two types that are predestined to generate a foehn involve higher wind speeds.
They are called „rotor streaming“ and „wave streaming“. Both usually imply a large Froude number,
a measure for the ability of airflow to pass a barrier (see also 10.2.2.1 „The eastern precipitation
gradient“). The type that fits best to the observed airflow over Cordillera Real at 4°S under EWC’s
is „rotor streaming“ (Fig. 7.1). Its characteristics are a convex wind speed profile on the windward
side of the barrier and intensive turbulences in the lee. The wind speed profile of the arriving trades
(equatorial LLJ) and the observed turbulences and rotor clouds in the lee are in line with these
characteristics. However, instead of a rotor cloud, often there is just a turbulent altocumulus (Fig.
7.2) without explicit rotation (will be referred to as „lee wave cloud of first order“). A modification
of the upwind wind speed profile results in wave streaming. When wind speed increase with height
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and airflow is deep within 30° of perpendicular to the ridgeline, additionally, trapped lee waves
with wave clouds in them may form at levels higher than the ridge. However, such wave clouds are
not a daily phenomenon over the investigation area, a circumstance that points also to predominant
rotor streaming. On a rare occasion, a very large number of 11 trapped wave clouds could be seen in
the sky over Vilcabamba. The clouds were arranged equidistant to each other in an altitude distinctly
higher than the summits within an estimated downwind reach of >10 km.

7.4 Measured wind

Since the wind has been measured in only 2.50 m over the ground, the local layout of the terrain
has had significant influence on the wind measurements. The measurements at the Páramo and
Vilcabamba stations were the least affected by irregularities in the terrain because they were situated
on detached, symmetric, treeless summits, both about 50 m over the main crest or spur respectively.
In case of the Páramo site, the rounded, obtuse summit posed the best site of all, which is of value
for the display function that the wind has for the synoptic weather situation. The stations El Tiro
and Cd. Consuelo were situated on narrower ridges so that the wind became more bidirectionally
aligned than it supposedly was in the close free atmosphere. In case of the El Tiro weather station,
the westerlies almost disappeared from the recordings after a minor relocation in April 1999 (for
security reasons). Since then, westerlies move over the anemometer, likely deflected by a standing
eddy over the edge of the upwind steeply dropping slope. At Motilón, the site was chosen so that it
was open to the assumed main wind directions. However, the summit was not free of obstacles. A
row of 5 m-trees at 20 m may have caused alterations of the wind field but also the orientation of
the massif may have added a clockwise bias to the measured directions. The easterly trades

Fig. 7.2: Panoramic view (~130°) of Cordillera Real with foehn wall, taken from downwind Cordillera Uritusinga to
the east around noon. The weather stations Cajanuma (2930 m) and Páramo (3400 m) are situated just under the cap
cloud and in the cap cloud respectively (middle left). Vilcabamba is situated in the south (lower right corner). The
clouds in the foreground are lee wave clouds of first order.

Fig. 7.1: Schematic illustration of „rotor streaming“ over the Cordillera Real.
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concentrate at ESE and the westerlies (and possibly northerlies) concentrate at NNW (see also
Fig. 10.30).
The El Libano site (1970 m) was also open along the axis of the valley (treeless >300 m) but wind

at night seems to have come permanently from the forest 70 m upslope. Rather than a deflection by
the edge of the forest, wind at 1000 m over the valley floor (Rio Bombuscara, 1050 m) obviously
consists of along-slope wind components along with the expected along-valley winds.

The integral depiction of the wind by wind roses as in Fig. 7.3 allows a rough classification of the
air motion of the different sites in the three different wind zones (synoptic, mountain-valley, turbu-
lent). The roses of the summit-, ridge- and pass-stations Páramo, Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro depict
the dominance of the strong to very strong trade winds. At Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro, the southerly
(northerly) component added to the easterlies (westerlies) corresponds with the perpendicular(s) to
the respective crestlines. At Cajanuma, the dominating direction reflects the trade winds as well but
the scattering of the wind shows that downwind airflow downslope of the main crest suffers
significantly from turbulences. At the western extreme of the Sierra, at the site Motilón, main wind
in 2690 m is evidently trade-related as well. Although the wind rose is slightly scattered, the addi-
tional information of the composite indicates that wind direction changes rather continuously then
abruptly. Other sites that have marked features of turbulent airflow are above all Vilcabamba and
partially ECSF. The air 400 m over the valley bottom of Vilcabamba seems to be a true battle zone
of the wind systems. The scattering of the wind direction, thus turbulence, is extreme. A time
mapping (see composite) reveals a turbulent state of the air all day and practically all year. Only
weak winds from the west tend to dominate, especially in the afternoon (see also composite) but
still in a scattering way (between NW and SW). The stronger winds indicate three designated wind
paths that are in accordance with layout of the topography: one from the northeast, pointing from a
valley that descends from the main crest, one path from the south, the main valley axis and one
from the northwest over the pass that connects Vilcabamba with the basins of Malacatos and
Catamayo. All in all, the chaotic wind field over Vilcabamba is a product of the turbulent, downslope
wind from the Cordillera Real and likely of a chaotic mixing with the underlying wind at the valley
bottom (see below). On days with insolation, a third force may complicate the situation. Because of
the steep temperature gradient in the lee of the main crest, additional displacement of air through
convection, thermals e.g., is launched easily. The rising air currents will add to the ever-changing
wind direction in this part of the turbulent layer.
In contrast to the free air over Vilcabamba, 400 m deeper at the valley basement (± 1540 m),

organized flow within a mountain-valley wind system can establish. However, scattering through
relic turbulences are very common also here (no wind rose; see composite). The resolution of 15°
adds to a more invariable appearance of the wind in the data than it is in reality.
Although at reduced speeds, the scattering in Rio San Francisco (ECSF) resembles the scattering

at the Cajanuma and Vilcabamba weather stations. The scattering is in the first place the product of
turbulences at ridges, at either smaller, secondary ridges or downslope from the main ridge Cordillera
del Consuelo. The composite (wind direction ECSF) approves this explanation by showing the
greatest inhomogeneous colouring in periods of the year’s strongest upper easterly trades and
coincident stronger easterlies near the valley bottom.
The normally dominant wind directions at the ECSF are in perfect compliance with a classic

mountain-valley wind system; upvalley during the day, downvalley at night.

7.4.1 Seasonal wind

7.4.1.1 Seasonal wind at the lower mountain levels

Not surprisingly, the lowest wind speed was measured at the lower eastside of the investigation
area at 1970 m in El Libano. Since there are no significant ridges upwind in the east that would
deflect the wind to lower levels, trades stay aloft and airflow underneath is restricted to light mountain
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and valley winds. Latent heat transfer and abundance of clouds retard a dynamic evolution of any
component of the mountain-valley wind system. Mainly days with very few or no sunshine alter the
wind from its usual pattern.
Occurrences of combined easterlies aloft and precipitation at El Libano seem to slightly elevate

wind speed and bring forward southeasterly wind directions (see composites and Table 7.1: „Wind
speed...“). Why some rainy days and wind are related in this way has not been completely resolved.
Light north winds dominate on days with minimum global radiation (I

Global
 < 300 W/m2) (see

composites global radiation and wind direction). Obviously, with a temporally and vertically
extended, closed cloud cover, the thermally forced along-slope wind system ceases to exist so that
a larger scale (but also light) valley wind from steady north penetrates until the weather station.

Fig. 7.3: Hourly averages of wind and their concentration as measured at the automatic weather stations.  Each colour
(percentile) represents about a fifth of the data of a respective data set. Black indicates minimum hits, red maximum
multiple hits.
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Because its direction sustains day and night, the wind should be related with the easterly trades in
one way or another. It probably consists of deflected and downward propagating airflow from the
higher westbound mountains of Rio Zamora Valley in the north – northeast of El Libano.
Apart from those departures from a typical mountain-valley wind system, the wind system in the

lower east is in general so inert, also to seasonality, that neither wind speed nor wind direction
excels in any year and month in any way. Accordingly, seasonal variability of wind speed is practically
not existent: 1.7% interannual and 5.4% intra-annual variability respectively (Table 7.1).
From the valley floor (Rio Bombuscara) there are no wind data but personal observations support

the assumption that an along-valley wind system, if present, is at least as adynamic as the along-
slope winds higher up.
In the valley of Rio San Francisco at the ECSF, the along-valley winds as components of a mountain-

valley wind system are the predominating winds in every month of the year. Only strong synoptic
winds can keep the mountain-valley wind system from installing (see composite). During EWC’s
particularly in winter, these are very strong easterly trades and in summer strong westerlies. Stronger
than average easterly trades reach the valley bottom from predominantly easterly directions through
turbulent deflection at the exposed Cd. Consuelo. Although a prerequisite, the high wind speed
aloft does not determine the final speed of the valley wind in a simple way. A good example is the
fairly high easterly valley wind speed at the ECSF in the beginning of August 2001 (08-11.08.2001;

Table 7.1: Wind speed and variability at the automatic weather stations
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see composite ECSF and Páramo). On these days, the trade winds are increased as well. However,
a week later (15.08.2001), the trades at 3400 m have become a storm (>17 m/s) but wind speed at
the valley bottom, though still predominantly from easterly directions, has decreased to light air. An
apparently contradictory but only plausible scenario is that the trades increased in strength while
retreating to higher levels. This is confirmed by a decreasing wind speed also at Cd. Consuelo
(2930 m) during the top speed winds at the summit.
The trade wind intervention in July and August at the ECSF is responsible for the maximum mean

monthly wind speed and for „east“ being the most frequent wind direction in these months (Fig. 7.4).
The other synoptic wind that impedes the mountain-valley wind system in Rio San Francisco also

introduces the strongest instantaneous winds to the valley (Table 7.1 and composite). It is a mode-
rate to fresh along-valley, downstream southwesterly breeze that exists predominantly during VdN.
The breeze tends to start or intensify after daybreak. The day of occurrence always coincides with
upper westerly wind directions at Cd. Consuelo. The exact nature of the valley bottom winds has
not been cleared yet. The tracer water vapour is ambivalent because sometimes water vapour content
sinks (VdN November 2000), sometimes not (VdN January 2000) (see composite of sH). The
westerlies may consist of deflected and subsiding parts of the EELLJ or just be strong, along-valley
currents towards the surface low at the foot of the Andes. Both cases are not mutually exclusive.
Barrier jets have been described to induce lee wave subsidence into the airflow transversely directed
valleys [9 & 60]. In any case, subsidence occurs and therefore rH sinks. As wind at Páramo and El
Tiro frequently is plain north, it is very likely that, like at Cd. Consuelo, the westerlies at the ECSF
do not originate from the Loja Basin but from the north.
Maximum mean monthly wind speed in the Valley of San Francisco is in August but the occasional

fresh breezes in November are good for a secondary peak in the annual distribution of mean monthly
wind speed. If wind speeds are compared per classification number, the breezes in the valley during
VdN turn even out as the strongest in the year. All long-term and short-term averages during VdN
are superior to those during EWC’s (see also daily wind Fig. 7.8).

On the other side of the climate divide, the same seasonal synoptic anomalies as in the east (trade
wind storms in winter and VdN in summer) are associated with the significant seasonal variations
in the wind pattern at the lower levels. The composites of wind speed (Vilcabamba and Páramo)
and wind direction (Vilcabamba) show a direct relationship between very strong easterly trade
winds at the crest of the Cordillera Real and above average strong southerly breezes in the Valley of
Vilcabamba. This relationship is confirmed in Fig. 7.5. Total average wind speed during EWC’s is
1.5 m/s (Table 7.1) but on average, the southerly breezes are up to triple as strong as the other winds

Fig. 7.4: Monthly means of wind speed (left) and wind vectors (right) at the automatic weather stations.
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at the Vilcabamba weather station (in May through October) (Fig. 7.5a). The stronger these southerly
breezes in Vilcabamba are, the stronger is the „mother“ wind speed at the crest (Fig. 7.5b). The
correlation Fig. 7.5b is good and not linear.
It should be noted that the katabatic winds are very gusty and the value mean hourly wind speed in

the Valley of Vilcabamba does not show the character of the wind very well. The strong but gusty
wind with estimated peak velocities of >10 m/s (in winter) are not intercepted by the 5-minute
sampling of the weather station in a representative way. A depiction of „mean gusts“ (the mean
maxima from hourly and later 2 hourly 5-minute sampling) versus mean hourly mean wind speeds
at the crest (Fig. 7.5b) are better in this respect. The mean gust wind speed (mean absolute maximum
wind speeds) are 150% (at low) -140% (at high crest speeds) higher than the hourly means (Fig. 7.5b).
Correlation is slightly better because the gusts are crest-borne turbulences arriving at lower levels,
mixing in whatever active wind system there currently is in the valley. Thus, average turbulence
intensity should correlate better with crest-wind speed than the composed wind speed of an hourly
mean. At the basement of the valley, the gusty winds in winter can be of great annoyance.
Why the stronger katabatic winds in Vilcabamba are southerlies and not simply easterlies may

have an aerodynamic and a thermal reason. The major local thermal gradient runs along the south-
north oriented axis of the basins Yangana – Vilcabamba – Malacatos – Catamayo. The resulting
pressure gradient should pave the way for a foehnic gap wind through a lower crest section of
~3000 m high southeast of Yangana, a town 20 km south of Vilcabamba. This depression in the
climate divide is accentuated by a raising massif with a group of relatively high (nameless) peaks
(3500 – 3600 m) to the southwest of the gap. The massif acts as a deflector of the easterly crest
winds, redirecting them to the north. After arriving in Vilcabamba, the quite fierce southerlies leave
the town to the north by crossing the pass over San Pedro de Vilcabamba to Malacatos. This can be
observed by intensely moving vegetation on the slopes.
Similar mechanisms should also be responsible for the prevailing, exactly contrary northerly winds

in the neighbouring, oppositely, north - south directed Valley of Rumishitana (see composite):
blocking of trade flow (by Cerro Uritusinga) and deflection downvalley along the presumably
strongest pressure gradient towards the Basin of Malacatos.

The second seasonal wind anomaly traced in the Valley of Vilcabamba is characterized by an
arraying of both wind speed and wind direction of the otherwise chaotic wind field (see composite
wind direction and wind speed Vilcabamba November 2000 and other VdN’s). Responsible are

Fig. 7.5: a) Mean wind speeds per wind direction in May through October during EWC’s at the weather station
Vilcabamba (1970 m) 440 m over the valley floor/~1500 m under the main crest. b) Correlation of wind speed at the
crest under EWC’s (Páramo) and wind speed of southerlies downwind, downslope at the Vilcabamba weather station.
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maximal insolation and the distance to strong synoptic winds during VdN so that predominantly
thermally forced winds can develop. The weather situation allows mountain and valley winds to
organize and manifest at 440 m over the valley floor (more on these winds in 7.4.2 „Daily wind“).

The annual wind speed distribution in the immediate lee of the climate divide is in remarkable
agreement with the annual distribution of the synoptic wind speed: the mean monthly values peak
in August and secondary maxima peak in April and October. For those secondary peaks of wind
speed in Vilcabamba there is no other explanation than that they are a variability noise in the data.
Based on the mean annual global pressure distribution, gradients over equatorial South America
should gradually grow from April to July/August and then fall again until November. Long-term
means of wind speed over the Andes should act correspondingly.

The short-term measurements in Valley Rumishitana and at the valley bottom of Vilcabamba have
been long enough to assume safely that mean wind speed depends largely on the same factors as at
the Vilcabamba weather station in 1970 m and has the same annual characteristic.

7.4.1.2 Seasonal wind at the upper mountain levels

All the next higher levels where wind has been measured belong already to the realm of the
easterly trades and have similar annual regimes. Where exactly the transition between predominantly
locally and synoptically forced wind is, is impossible to say with the limited number of observation
sites. Complex orography, seasonal and diurnal variations will shape a heterogeneous altitudinal
gradient of the wind. Therefore, the wind speed gradient as shown in Fig. 7.6 may be largely linear
but this is not validated.

The derived variables in Table 7.1 (see also Fig. 7.4) surprisingly reveal that mean wind speeds at
the weather station El Tiro (2820 m) are superior to those at the summit Páramo (3400 m). El Tiro
is situated exactly north of the Páramo station on the same crestline but 600 altitudinal meters
lower. The short-term extremes maximum daily, maximum hourly mean speed and maximum
instantaneous value are claimed by the Páramo site, but the long-term means (year, EWC’s) are all
clearly greater at the low pass. The average synoptic situation would suggest that all the higher
mean speeds occur at the upper levels of the mountains because the most intensive easterly trades
are found at 700 hPa-600 hPa (>3150 m - 4400 m), hence 300 m – 1600 m above El Tiro (see Fig.
5.3). Only plausible explanation for this discrepancy is the existence of a local wind anomaly, most
likely in form of a mountain-gap wind. Responsible for this gap wind would be Venturi acceleration
through the channelling valley Rio San Francisco and the constricting passage that crest (lowest
point ~2770 m) and neighbouring summits (~3000 m) form. If wind speed at upwind Cd. Consuelo
serves as a reference speed, the acceleration is quite considerable, at least +3.1 m/s or +46% during
EWC’s. The regression in Fig. 7.6 would fix wind at El Tiro without any jet-effect to 6.3 m/s and
hence, total acceleration to +3.5 m/s, or +56% (Fig. 7.6). Yet, the acceleration of the mountain-gap
wind is less pronounced with very strong easterly wind. This is once proven with the short-lived
incidents occurring at the higher site in 1998-2001 but also long-term conditions like in winter
2002 (see composites) can lead to superior long-term wind speeds at the Páramo station. Due to
these easterly trade storms in winter, mean annual speed surged to 9.6 m/s at Páramo vs. 8.6 m/s at
El Tiro (2002). Obviously, mass flow through the gap does not continuously grow with the driving
wind force but proportionally declines at higher synoptic speeds. Various reasons could be
responsible:
-Increasing total friction of gap and terrain deflects more and more excessive air masses upwards.
-Underlying, superposing valley wind looses proportionally weight at higher synoptic wind speeds

or even disappears if upwind turbulences impede a decent, organized flow.
-The strongest trade storms just focus more to the summit levels and aloft.
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An effect by the latter option has already positively been discussed in this paragraph, an additional
effect through altered superposing valley and synoptic wind is very likely. Average wind speed at El
Tiro under EWC’s is, regarding the altitude, superior to wind speed at the Páramo station all day
long but distinctly more in the daytime (+1 m/s; see Fig. 7.8). During the day, the upvalley wind in
Rio San Francisco is parallel with the trade winds and potentially enhances the airflow aloft.

Annual distribution of wind speed at the upper stations depends on two factors: trade wind frequency
and season. In winter, from April through October, trade wind frequency is high but speed increases
mainly through seasonal intensifying of the pressure gradient over the equatorial South American
continent and oceans (Fig. 7.4). In summer, trade winds have a lower, still relatively stable average
intensity (Fig. 7.4; „par EWC“) but their temporal presence decreases to 30-40% (see Fig. 5.12).
Hence, overall average wind speed sinks a corresponding amount. An exception is Cd. Consuelo,
which experiences increased mean wind speeds through the existence of the ELLJ during VdN (see
below). The characteristic of the annual wind speed distribution at the Páramo station under solely
EWC’s is fairly representative for all upper stations: quite unchanged from April – October but
elevated in summer. The relatively flat annual distribution of wind speed under EWC’s expresses
that trade wind conserves one of its main characteristics on its long track over ocean and continent:
constancy of speed. A numerical result is the second lowest regional monthly variability (intra-
annual) of wind speed under EWC’s at the Páramo station (Table 7.1). This low variability is only
beaten by the tropical perhumid weather station El Libano. The constancy of the trades even extends
to their extreme performance in winter. All maxima of mean day, mean hour, single measurement
and minimum single measurement in a 2-h interval crowd within a small span of only 4.9 m/s
(19.7 m/s – 24.6 m/s; Table 7.1).

Fig. 7.6: Simple altitudinal wind speed gradient during EWC’s, sampling all main sites. If the gradient can also be
simply read, wind speed decays linearly at the same rate on both sides of the climate divide. For the upper weather
stations Páramo, Cd. Consuelo and Motilón, this may be realistic because each site is exposed to an upwind largely
undisturbed vertical wind profile. Sites as Cajanuma and El Tiro depart considerably from the regression because they
experience altered wind fields. Deflection and turbulences in the lee reduce and mask true wind speed in Cajanuma
while the jet-effect wind through the mountain gap El Tiro is an accelerated wind. The linear correlation of the lower
level stations with the upper level stations, however, is questionable. Even though crest wind speed and valley wind
speeds correlate, it does not mean they must share the same, linear gradient. Because wind speed at the Vilcabamba
and the ECSF, even less at the El Libano weather station, is not determined by synoptic winds only, their apparent fit
in the gradient should be regarded rather „inevitable“ than determined by the trades. „Inevitable“ because wind
speed has always some small, positive value (ignoring directions).
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7.4.1.3 Trade storms at the upper mountain levels

Trade „storms“ (storm: see definition in Table 7.1) have been observed at all higher weather stations
above 2800 m (Cordillera Real) and at El Motilón at 2690 m. August is the month with most
widespread storms and highest storm probability. Mentionable storm probability has only been
observed at the Páramo weather station (3400 m) (7.2% in August) and, due to the jet-effect wind at
El Tiro at 2820 m (5.1% in August, Table 7.1).
Cd. Consuelo is an interesting exception. Trade winds dominate at the site but they are too constant

in speed to produce averages over 17 m/s (variability under EWC’s is the lowest of all; 31%). The
only storm hours observed were in November during VdN as part of the ELLJ. The ELLJ is a less
stable wind and speed oscillates considerably more (see next paragraphs). The only storm at Motilón
in June 2001 neither was an exception because in this year of observation the maximum monthly
wind speed of the entire region occurred in June.
Storms are produced by NE-trades as well as SE-trades, though most storms happened in winter

when SE-trades are dominant (see Fig. 5.6). The only month in non-ENSO years in which storms
have not occurred is December (also December 2001; despite the data gap, the low El Tiro wind
speeds allow this conclusion). In ENSO years (1998 and 2002), particularly trade wind speed over
the Cordillera Real seems to have been influenced by the global weather anomaly, perhaps more
than air temperature (see below; trade winds in 2002). The averages of the months DJF 1997/98
and JJA 2002 show the greatest positive wind speed anomaly by far. Average speed exceeded the
mean monthly wind speed of December by >140% (see also Fig. 7.6b), which is unusually much
for trade winds.

The strongest winds in the Cordillera Real of Loja pose one of the habitat-limiting stress factors
that keep many exposed ridges free from trees and bushes until far below the average tree line.
Maximum wind peaks rather than average wind speeds will exceed the critical thresholds that
inflict irreversible damage to sensitive vegetation. Low-grown vegetation like grass, herbs and
ground bromeliads are the only lifeforms that can resist the strongest winds. In contrast, sheltering
depressions in the ridges are frequently lushly grown. However, as most synclines normally are
shallow, the stands consist of shrubs and low, bushy versions of otherwise „normally“ sized vegetation
(elfin forest).

An interesting seasonal characteristic of the trade winds that seems like a 5-10 day periodicity in
intensity remains uninvestigated in this work. The periodicity is most obvious in the winter months
April-September. Particularly well defined rhythmic fluctuations are visible in the composite of
August 1998 (Páramo). The fluctuations may be linked to continental scale or greater scale pressure
variations like the zonal forth and back shifting of the southern subtropical highs.

A strong wind, which does not (directly) belong to the easterly trades, is the anomalously strong
WNW-wind at the higher mid-level east of the main crest during VdN. Instead of moderate or at
least typically thermally controlled fair-weather wind, at Cd. Consuelo (2930 m) there is a mean
wind speed almost as strong as under EWC’s (6.0 m/s vs. 6.7 m/s). Very exceptional, however, is
its maximum strength at night (see composites), which even led to wind speed records at this
location (see Table 7.1). As has been discussed before (chapter 5 “Synoptics“), these wind maxima
are associated with the Ecuadorian low-level jet along the eastern flanks of the Andes, accompanying
most VdN’s. Numerical simulations performed on LLJ’s in the scope of SALLJEX [86] indicate
that with increasing horizontal resolution, the SALLJ becomes more and more confined to the
slopes. If this finding is transferable to other LLJ’s along the concavely arcuate Andes, then the
occasional storm (18.2 m/s, see Table 7.1) at the projecting ridge should be evidence of the LLJ
itself. The somewhat inconsistent, pronounced westerly component of the wind direction at Cd.
Consuelo is a ridge-effect of the Cordillera del Consuelo. The fact that modelled (NCEP Reanalysis)
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synoptic wind and measured wind at the main ridge and particularly at El Tiro exactly in the west of
Cd. Consuelo (see composites; NCEP Reanalysis data) point to a large scale north wind makes such
a strong, isolated west wind from the Interandean Sierra difficult to imagine. Also the maximum
average speed at night and short-term maxima >17 m/s are rather symptoms of the LLJ itself than of
tributary winds to it.

Finally, the trade storms in winter 2002 from June through August deserve extra attention. These
storms dwarfed any precedent wind observation in the Cordillera Real. The easterly trades reached
unexpected, unequalled peak values over exceptionally long periods. During the three months from
June to August, average wind speed was 13.9 m/s. The hitherto absolute maximum mean monthly
speed at the Páramo station was crumbled by an additional 2.5 m/s in August, increasing it to
15.0 m/s. On June 22nd, the almost incredible maximum instantaneous value of 28.2 m/s (101 km/
h, 55 knots or 10 Bft respectively) appeared in the 5-minute samplings. This record was not a freak
gust but just a moderate peak within a severe storm: on this and the next day, the absolute maximum
measured incidents of 14 consecutive 2h-intervals exceeded all 25-27 m/s. With great probability,
the storm’s maximum gusts will have surpassed the 28.5 m/s or 11 Bft. With very great probability,
the storm’s maximum sustained wind speeds will have passed 28.5 m/s at 10 m above ground,
which would qualify the storm for the rating „violent“. The daily average speeds were 24.2 m/s and
22.2 m/s. Heretofore, the maximum instantaneous value in 4.5 years had been 24.6 m/s! Maximum
hourly means on both days were 26.2 m/s and 24.8 m/s respectively. A glance at the wind speed
composite Páramo reveals further astonishing details concerning the constancy of these trade storms.
The first storm lasted 12 days (21.06-2.07) at an average wind speed of 20.1 m/s, the second lasted
9 days (09.08-17.08) at exactly the same average velocity.
In tropical latitudes, winds of such speed and this perseverance are known in upper level jet streams

or at low levels near strong, oceanic tropical depressions, however, they are not known as a stationary,
mid-level phenomenon. Also the tropical African easterly mid-level jet with its peak strength at
700 hPa – 600 hPa likely is not an exception. This AEJ is characterized by monthly mean speeds of
±10 m/s and 10–15 m/s on individual profiles between 750 hPa and 550 hPa [42 & 77].
The twelve and nine days lasting storms were clearly related to abnormally large zonal pressure

contrasts over equatorial South America and the adjacent oceans from ground to >600 hPa (Fig.
7.7a). Normally, contrasts of the large magnitudes are found at the lowest levels and decrease

Fig. 7.7: a) Larger than normal (~3x) pressure contrasts over equatorial South America in the period 21.06-02.07 and
09.08-17.08.2002 (indicated by the geopotential height of the 600 hPa-level) resulted in unprecedented (1998-2001)
strong trade storms with sustained wind speeds of 10-11 Bft at the crest at 3400 m. Note the particularly steep pressure
gradient over the Andes. b) 3-Period centred moving averages of ERSST.v2 sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA)
in the Niño 3.4 region (5°N-5°S, 120°-170°W), and of wind speed and wind speed anomalies on the climate divide 4°S
(3400 m). Mid-level wind speed anomalies and SSTA’s follow similar trends; during El Niño, easterly trade wind
speeds and SST’s are maximal, during La Niña (1999 and 2000) minimal (SSTA’s from CPC, NOAA [33]).
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toward higher levels. The pressure anomaly was likely related to the El Niño 2002 which started in
May [33]. Like in the El Niño season 1997-1998, pressure anomalies led to stronger than usual
pressure contrasts east and west of the Andes and finally to strengthened easterlies over Ecuador
(Fig. 7.7b).

7.4.2 Daily wind

7.4.2.1 Daily wind at the lower mountain levels

At El Libano (1970 m), the distance of ~900 m to the valley floor Bombuscara (1050 m) is too
great for a regular along-valley wind system so that weak along-slope winds are the dominating
circulations here. During the whole year, the nocturnal component of a local along-slope wind, a
katabatic wind from NW, prevails at night. During the day, if it is sunny, the along-slope wind
system continues its presence with anabatic winds from easterly to southerly directions. From about
noon on, winds shift first to northeast and later to north (exemplarily: VdN November 2000). The
northeasterly wind is still anabatic but of superordinate scale. With the rising of the sun, different
areas of the topographically complex area (three valleys meet in Zamora) become heated, with
changing intensity, so that gradient and wind direction shift during the day according to the heating
pattern. The north winds that follow in the afternoon likely belong to the along-valley wind system
in the valleys Rio Zamora and Rio Bombuscara that by late afternoon obtains enough depth to reach
up to the level of the weather station. After sunset, the local downslope wind takes over again.

The mountain-valley wind system at the weather station ECSF in the narrow valley of Rio San
Francisco is better developed. It is always more dynamic than wind at the same height at the eastern
Andean flanks (Fig. 7.8) and consists most of the time of an along-valley wind. During the day,
upvalley heating entrains air along the valley axis to higher levels while at night, the valley drains
cooled air into the opposite direction to the lower levels. In order to be detected at the 1950 m high
weather station, the air layer involved has to be 200 m thick. Because the valley is everything but
straight along its main axis, downvalley flow is hindered in developing larger speeds.
During the reorganization of the mountain-valley wind system in the evening, wind direction

usually veers from NE to SW, temporarily listening to a weak, short-term, along-slope katabatic
wind. This wind direction is likely brought forward by the heating of the west-facing slope by the
late afternoon sun (greenish seam in composite). Such short-term thermal crosswinds induced by
asymmetrical heating of the slopes are known to occur in narrow, V-shaped valleys in late afternoon
[85]. By 20:00, the reorganization of the wind system has usually completed. The new SW wind
direction corresponds to mountain wind. On days with EWC’s and strong trades, wind in the valley
has the least affinity to a mountain-valley wind system. Wind stays easterly and obviously turbulent
all day (June-August, composites). The average transitions of speed between night and day are
smooth.
During VdN, winds are profoundly different. The cool mountain wind starts quite delayed at around

midnight, replacing the large-scale westerlies (see 7.4.1). Longwave cooling is very effective under
the cloudless sky so that the along valley drainage wind with ~2 m/s is more dynamic than otherwise,
though still quite modest considering the size of the potential upwind catchment area. At 6:00,
when first slopes become heated, the wind comes to an abrupt halt. After one hour, a valley wind
starts to form but it is soon replaced again by the westerlies at around 11:00 (Fig. 7.8). The wester-
lies increase speed until the end of the daytime ~18:00. This should be considered further evidence
that the westerlies are complex winds and that they are forced by other sources than only current
solar radiation. The peaking of wind speed coincides with the day’s maximum wind speed at El
Tiro and a secondary maximum at Cd. Consuelo. At the Vilcabamba weather station in the west,
there is also a peaking of wind speed at the same time, even the most pronounced one of all. As in
Rio San Francisco (ECSF), this maximum wind in Vilcabamba is associated with the minimum
absolute humidity of the day. Simultaneously, all higher mountain levels reach peak levels of daily
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Fig. 7.8: Mean daily wind speed and wind vectors during different weather situations
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sH. Therefore, the afternoon dry wind in the valleys cannot be the consequence of a large-scale
subsidence although the behaviour of sH requires a descending airflow. A scenario that unifies
some of the contradictory observations would be local, vertical exchanges of air with upslope branches
bringing low-level moisture to the summits and compensatory descending airflow, bringing dry air
from aloft into the valleys. In Rio San Francisco, the along-slope circulation comes along with an
intensification of the downvalley wind, although here, an intensification of the EELLJ at Cd. Consuelo
indicated in the composite has to be considered as well. In Vilcabamba, upslope convected air is
replaced by a downdraft with a west-northwesterly advective component (see composites). The
increased humidity at the summits produces the observed convective fair weather cumuli. Moisture
supply is limited because dry air is entrained in this circulation so that the convection does not
result in rain and rH falls rapidly in the evening.
A possibility for the late afternoon awakening dynamic of convection in the investigation area

may be a large scale synoptic weakening of the subsidence aloft that allows increased updraft
underneath. The corresponding countermovement would be the maximum subsidence half a day
later in the early morning. Additionally, sun position and the steep slopes of the mountains have an
optimal angle for effective insolation in the afternoon. Like under EWC’s this enhanced heating
prolongs convection in the afternoon; at least in the west.

The daily wind pattern at the western foot of the climate divide is blurred by the turbulent character
of the wind but tendencies there are. Under EWC’s, most frequent wind direction is south all day
except for the hours 18:00 – 22:00 (Fig. 7.8) when they have a westerly component. However, this
is rather the impact of the winterly trade storms and the southerly gap wind from Yangana than a
daily mean trend (see composite). If this south wind is blinded out, then the primary wind in the
afternoon comes from the north-west segment. This wind is entrained by convection that starts
around noon over the slopes of the climate divide. Through the steepness of the west-facing slopes
of the climate divide, the effectiveness of the surface heating improves until afternoon, providing
an extended source of convection until sunset. The convection benefits thereby from the daily
minimum synoptic wind speed aloft (Fig. 7.8).  The anabatic winds last until mid-evening – midnight.
The second half of the night is dominated by variable wind directions. At the valley bottom, the
mountain wind from easterly directions is already active since ~21:00 (see composite Valley
Vilcabamba) but probably never reaches 400 m over the valley floor (1550 m). Instead, under EWC’s,
turbulences that elevate wind speed slightly over the wind speed under other weather situations
(Fig. 7.8) indicate the continued arrival of katabatic winds at ~2000 m. The succeeding easterly
wind that is indicated in the composite at about 8:00 for 2-3 hours may belong to a cross-valley
wind towards the first heated east-facing mountain flanks in the west. The shaded west flanks of the
Cordillera Real receive first significant insolation by noon while mountains in the west are sunlit
since ~6:00. Due to the katabatic foehn winds, average wind speed during EWC’s is slightly elevated
over any other average wind speed during the other weather situations; peak wind speed during
VdN is the only exception. All the maximum wind speed records were logged in the mid winter
season June – August. Minimum wind speed coincided with combined weak synoptic flow and low
global radiation (March). Significantly, the absolute minimum monthly wind speed record was
shared with the upper weather stations Cajanuma, El Tiro and Páramo in December 1999 (Table
7.1). The same month was also the (relative) „darkest“ month within the observation period in
Vilcabamba and at Cajanuma (2960 m).

The mean daily curves of the trade winds strike through their smooth, harmonic sinusoidal courses
(Fig. 7.8). The course of one day consists of two unequal phases. One phase peaks shortly before
midday, the other around midnight. The prominent trough is in the afternoon between 16:00 and
18:00 and the secondary trough 12 hours later at roughly 4:00 in the morning.
In general, a change of wind speed is linked with a change of pressure so that the question is: what
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causes this semi-diurnal pressure oscillation? The afternoon trough seems to have an obvious cause.
The increasing thickness of the convective boundary layer obstructs more and more trade flow
aloft. This is in accordance with the observation at Motilón in the very west, where wind speed
reaches a larger relative trough than wind speed at the Páramo station. Motilón has a lower altitude
and consequently suffers more from an obstruction by the risen daytime boundary layer. The surging
convective sH at Motilón in the afternoon approves this idea. However, the reason for the second
phase (peak and trough) is more difficult to explain. Another, surprising possibility that includes
the mentioned boundary layer processes as well but in a broader sense, is an effect through circum
global cycles of air pressure, also called „atmospheric tides“. These tides consist of two components:
a stationary, diurnal one „S

1
“ and a migratory, semi-diurnal one „S

2
“.  The type with generally

distinctly larger amplitudes, S
2
, has a typical daily distribution of different pressure intensities that

reminds very much of that of the trade wind speed over the Andes. Relative peak pressures occur
around 10:00 and 22:00, minimum pressures occur around 04:00 and 16:00 local time (Fig. 7.9)
[50, p. 115] [18, p. 3874].
S

2
-cycles occur at all latitudes but with an amplitude of ~1.5 mb they are greatest near the equator.

In the tropical latitudes, where pressure variations are smaller than in higher latitudes, 3 mb up and
down within one day is a significant amount. Until recently or may be even until today, the
phenomenon is not fully understood. Thermal effects in the first place but also tidal or gravitational
effects by the sun respectively were considered responsible for the wave to follow the daily
progression of the sun [50, p. 117]. However, recent findings exclude gravity and restrict the cause
to solely heat input to the atmosphere at all levels [18]. Inputs are molecular and cloud absorption
of solar radiation, sensible heating of the earth’s surface, convection and latent heat release. Annual
maximum oscillations of S

2
 are observed around the equinoxes [50, p. 117], global maxima over

tropical South America [18, p. 3874]. The natural 12-hour resonance of the atmosphere contributes
to a weaker signal at night, giving the oscillation the tidal character.

Especially mean diurnal courses of wind speed at the high-speed sites Páramo (3400 m) and El
Tiro (2820 m) are in astonishing agreement with distribution and characteristics of the exemplary
pressure variations in Fig. 7.9. The question however, whether there are pressure cycles in the
Cordillera Real that fit to the variation of wind speed or not has to be answered yet. Through lack of
own pressure data and in order to obtain at least a qualitative impression of the pressure cycles in
the Andes at 4°S, NCEP Reanalysis data were examined. The resolution of this data set, four
observations per day, is actually too low to observe an oscillation at a few, isolated grid points but
this problem was overcome by observing the course of air pressure over 90° (= 6h), centred over the
investigation area. A snapshot was taken at the four observations times each and then arranged in a
chronological series (Fig. 7.10b ’! Fig. 7.10c & Fig. 7.10d).  The resulting curve, of course, is not an

Fig. 7.9: Exemplary semi-diurnal pressure variations (annual averages) due to atmospheric tides in Singapore, 1°18’N,
local time.  The temporal distribution of amplitudes resembles very much that of mean daily wind speed at the Páramo
station (3400 m).
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exact match of the true daily pressure curve over the Cordillera Real. The terrain between 120°W
and 30°W of which the four snapshots were taken is too inhomogeneous (ocean, coast, mountains,
plains) to be representative for the investigation area. However, the result gives a realistic impression
of about when pressure changes and into which direction.

Fig. 7.10 shows that the pressure cycle exists as was anticipated and that it is in phase with the
mean trade wind speed at the crest of the Cordillera Real. Hence, it can be assumed that the
atmospheric tides interfere with the quasi-stationary pressure gradient by periodically accelerating
and retarding trade wind speed. An increasing tidal phase (steepening total pressure gradient) is
equivalent to an increasing wind speed, a falling phase (flattening or inverting total pressure gradient)
equivalent to a decreasing wind speed. Fig. 7.10a suggests a steepening and a flattening (not inverting)
gradient.

At lower levels in the Cordillera Real, local winds seem to modify the synoptic wind variations.
The result is mainly a 1-2h phase offset with the synoptic cycle. At El Tiro, the valley winds to the
west during the day and the tide-effect interfere optimally at 11:00 (Fig. 7.9). They superpose to an
even higher gap wind speed. At Cd. Consuelo, the weaker trade winds display smaller oscillation
amplitude but also here, the upslope trend of valley winds towards the climate divide makes peaking
wind speed to lag one hour behind the crest speed. The phase lag at the higher lee (Cajanuma,
2960 m) does not want to fit very well. Its immediate vicinity to the Páramo station should guarantee
a prompt response to the crest wind. Possibly, thermally induced local processes direct the katabatic
winds tighter along the west flanks at 10:30 than at 9:00.

The reasons why the resulting speed variations at the Cordillera Real are so conspicuous and well
defined at all has two causes. First, atmospheric tides of the type S

2
 and the quasi-stationary gradient

operate both zonally so that the respective wind speed vectors always add optimally in the sense
that they optimally superpose or optimally cancel each other out. Non-zonal winds would periodically
increase and decrease their easterly component; hence, angular acceleration occurs at the expense
of translation. Secondly, only in a very constant wind field speed, cyclical speed variations do not
become masked by the interference of other wind speed variations.

Although the Ecuadorian easterly trades are still very constant considering their overall high speed,
the effect of the atmospheric tides: a daily span width of ~3 m/s at the main crestline, is amazingly
large. It will therefore affect various other weather variables up and downwind of the climate divide.
Obviously, synopses of mountain climatology and mountain weather observations in Ecuador have
to take the atmospheric tides into consideration.

Under other weather conditions than EWC’s and VdN, mean daily wind speeds are largely a
weaker version of the wind during EWC’s or VdN. The synoptic situation is less well defined and
so are the winds. During CN = 2, mean wind speed at higher levels decreases but the amplitude
increases because of smaller minimum wind speeds. Penetrating power of trade flow decreases, as
the moderate wind speed and altered wind direction at Motilón in the west shows. Under WWC’s,
wind speed at all sites in the west is the weakest of all weather situations. The absent trades do not
freshen up the low-level winds anymore and the westerlies at the summits are not very dynamic.
The distinctly changed synoptic situation is not only visible through wind direction but also reflected
by the radically different diurnal course of wind speed at the Páramo site: weak during the day and
stronger at night.
In the east, low pressure at the foot of the eastern Andes under WWC’s causes locally wind to pick

up some dynamic (at Cd. Consuelo and ECSF).
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Fig. 7.10: a) Circum-global 4-time daily means and over-all mean (Ø) geopotential height at pressure level 600 hPa,
5°S. b) Local mean departure from mean geopotential height at pressure level 600 hPa (left ordinate), span-width (sw)
normalized (right ordinate) and zonal sun position at 4 observation times  c) Sw-normalized departure (smoothed) of
geopotential height from its long-term mean, averaged over levels 700 hPa and 600 hPa (~3140 m, ~4400 m) between
120°W and 30°W, arranged in a row and synchronized with the daily course of Páramo wind speed (sw-normalized) d)
as c) but with average of levels 850 hPa and 700 hPa (~1515 m, ~3140 m) and Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro wind speed.
Wind speed of easterly trades is in phase with the global tide of air pressure and the latter likely is the cause of the mean
diurnal variation of trade wind speed. (Data geopotential heights: NCEP Reanalysis)
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8 Temperature
A dilemma of surface bound weather monitoring is that data inevitably hold microclimatic influences

that overlay larger scale processes. Besides wind itself, especially temperatures and relative humidity
tend to suffer from these influences if free exchange of air is hindered by close obstacles. The
selection of the sites therefore was done critically to minimize the impact of microscale parameters
and to foster comparability of the weather stations. A circumstance that helped was the wind that
under most prevailing weather conditions ventilated all the sites. Still, the temperatures recorded,
especially those recorded in the mountains, are slope temperatures. They depart from free air
temperatures through surface related heat fluxes and transports. Since mixing of slope air with the
atmosphere increases with height [94], temperatures of the high exposed sites, particularly Cd.
Consuelo and Páramo, have characteristics that converge with properties of the free air. This is
expressed in mean temperature and in small annual and daily amplitudes. The mean values that are
measured there, 9.3°C in 2930 m (Cd. Consuelo) and 6.5°C in 3400 m (Páramo) and modelled free
air values from upwind come quite close: 9.1°C and 6.6°C (1999-2001; NCEP Reanalysis). This
does actually not surprise since the air at those sites virtually never comes to rest and originates
from a large-scale current. Mean annual wind speeds are 6.0 and 8.0 m/s respectively.
Due to their elevated positions, none of the valley stations Vilcabamba, ECSF and El Libano was

designated to observe the formation of nocturnal cold air accumulations near the valley bottoms. In
the case of Vilcabamba, this lack of information was thought to compensate with data of the INAMHI
weather station, in the other cases minimum temperatures from Zamora (960 m) in the east were
not available and at the ECSF not measured. At the ECSF-station, cold air accumulations frequently
filled the valley up to the weather station, especially under clear sky conditions, so that their existence
is shown at least. The mean (slope) temperature values of the DFG-operated stations are summarized
in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Mean temperatures in the Cordillera Real and at Motilón
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8.1 Seasonal temperatures

The temperatures of the entire areas of Loja and Zamora satisfy the characteristics commonly
attributed to tropical temperatures in stating that the average daily amplitudes exceed the annual
amplitudes (<4 K) of the temperature (Fig. 8.1). During most time of the year, mean temperatures
obey fairly well mean global radiation input with a maximum in November, stability during the
beginning of the year and, with the exception of Vilcabamba and Motilón, the annual low coinciding
with the primary solar winter. Plain and weighted averages of temperatures show that in the mountains
and low east, mean temperatures generally decrease under EWC. The average cooling mounts to
0.4 K whereas the most wind-plagued site El Tiro cools another 0.2 K (0.6 K total).
As expected, the different hygric conditions on both sides of the climate divide significantly sepa-

rate the mean temperatures of equivalent levels with the higher temperatures in the west. The contrast
culminates in differences between monthly means of 2 - ~3.5 K at 1970 m. At about 2900 m, the
difference is still ~0.5 K on average.
Interestingly, the smallest annual temperature amplitudes occur in the desiccated west of the climate

divide and not in the eastern flanks of the mountains where uniform and maximum humidity buffers
temperature fluctuations. In El Libano, situated on the border of the Amazon Basin and therefore
the station with the most typical humid tropical climate of all, the annual temperature range is even
the largest with 2.9 K (as site TS1 initially was equipped with different material and 3.1 K does not
fit into the general picture, it is not considered here). The smallest temperature ranges are found in
Vilcabamba and Motilón where the values of 1.5 K and 1.9 K with less than 2 K are as small as
amplitudes otherwise typically observed over tropical lowlands and equatorial oceans. The reason
for the contradictorily situation is an accentuated low of temperatures on the eastside of the climate
divide in the winter months, which is absent in the west. The depression of temperatures in the east
is not only the delayed answer on the annual minimum of shortwave global radiation income (Fig.
8.1) since this is comparatively moderate. In addition to the solar influence, in the east, a maximum
of EWC’s reduce the temperatures. Under EWC’s, maximum ventilation and maximum precipitation,
particularly in June and July, in two ways claim a maximum share of energy that otherwise remains
available for heating the environment. First, warming of the arriving exogenous air masses that is
enhanced through the increased and elevated heating surface of the mountains (mass-elevation
effect) is literally blown away. Second, the accompanying lasting rains add to the cooling as any
energy surplus that is not instantly spatially removed by the wind is consumed to the maximum

Fig. 8.1: Mean temperatures and mean monthly daily temperature ranges of weather stations in the Cordillera Real
and Motilón.
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possible extent by evaporation at the permanently well-ventilated and wetted surfaces and by re-
evaporation of raindrops below the cloud bases. (The cold that is transported by the raindrops to
lower levels and to the surface is probably not so important in this process, as the orographic drop
generation occurs at surface close altitudes). The cooling augments with increasing heights because
the influence of the mentioned parameters becomes stronger there. At last, a day-to-day temperature
memory-effect causes the temperatures to fall continuously under EWC’s, especially when they
persist. While EWC’s prevail 44% of the time in December-March, 77% in April-May and Sept-
October, in June-August they persist 97% of the time.

At the same time in June-August, when temperatures drop in the east, reduced cloud levels and
decreased absolute moisture content of the atmosphere make the Cordillera Real a perfect moisture
trap. Consequently, increased adiabatic warming processes in the lee of the mountain barrier show
an optimum this time of the year. Hence, while the contrasting constellation cools down the wind-
ward Cordillera Real, a thermal winter is counteracted in the lee. As the uncoupled, similar courses
of mean temperatures of Vilcabamba and Motilón illustrate (the discrete values of 2001 correlate
over the whole year), the hygro-thermal modulation of the lower atmosphere by the Cordillera Real
has a wide operation radius that extends over the whole Interandean Sierra.
Conform to the radiation conditions, the maximum mean temperatures are observed everywhere

but in the far west at the end of the year. The reason that maxima in relation to the net income of
shortwave radiation are relatively small is because large radiant energy losses during the clear
nights follow on days of maximum insolation. Result is low temperatures at night that counteract
high temperatures of the daytime. Correspondingly, mean daily amplitudes are greatest in Novem-
ber and December. During the observation period, the hottest time of the year was advanced one
month in Vilcabamba and Motilón, compared to temperature measured elsewhere. High daily maxima
occurred in November and December as well but the already elevated insolation in October did not
contrast as much with cold nights as in November. Temperature records from the valley weather
station of the past 30 years see maximum temperatures in Vilcabamba also in November.
Long-term records of Loja and Vilcabamba valley show as well that the secondary high in

temperatures in Vilcabamba and probably Motilón in Mar-Apr is significant. The high solar intensity
in Feb-Mar thermally compensates the general high cloudiness in these months. Daily maximum
temperatures are not very high but higher than if sun position additionally were low. Cloudiness at
night prevents radiative cooling to the benefit of high mean temperatures.
With regard to the enormously enhanced global radiation in June-August at the Motilón site, the

course of the mean temperature is a little disappointing in these months: they do not surpass the
values earlier and later in the year (Fig. 8.1). The relatively small daily amplitudes of less than 6 K
indicate that although the utter conditions for heating during the day and cooling at night are present
(few clouds), the temperatures must be controlled by the easterlies and the sensible heat they
introduce. In the winter months June-August, wind speed is >6 m/s until 14:00 and stays all day
over 5 m/s. Therefore, local radiative warming and cooling effects are transported away.
As length of day at the end of October and maximum length of day in December differ only in

minutes, highest absolute maximum temperatures have to be expected almost everywhere in October.
Solar irradiance is maximal and Veranillos del Niño can initiate by the end of October. However, in
the zone with greatest exposure to the east, El Libano and Cd. Consuelo, humidity inhibits early
maximum temperatures in October. The highest temperature in El Libano was observed only at the
end of the strong Veranillo del Niño in November 2000 after days of continued strong insolation,
when evapotranspiration rates fell finally behind the evacuation rates of moisture from the ground
layer.
The lowest mean temperatures are tightly correlated with reduced insolation during the day and

consequently with cloudiness. On both sides of the mountain barrier, overcast is most intensive,
when currents collide with the mountain barrier and blocking occurs on the respective sides. This is
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the case in the west in Dec-Mar, the time in which westerlies are possible, in the east in June-Aug
when easterlies and low sun position coincide. Whereas westerlies lead to the lowest annual mean
temperatures, the strong February-sun does not permit small daily amplitudes in Vilcabamba.
Accordingly, the smallest daily amplitudes here occur also in June, when reduced daytime length
and low sun position reduce heating times to the greatest extent possible. West of Vilcabamba,
where the dissipation of clouds under EWC’s has completed, maximum relative and absolute
insolation times compensate the reduced solar activity. Here, minimum daily amplitudes are correlated
with increased cloud frequency in the beginning of the year.
The absolute lowest temperatures measured occurred always at sunrise hours after clear nights: in

the west (and ECSF) in November, on the crest and to the east in July and August. With the exception
of El Libano and Cd. Consuelo, the minima measured in July and August are very close to the
minima of November (see composites). Therefore, it is difficult to decide which month has the
absolute minimum temperatures. The eastbound valleys like San Francisco (ECSF) however
accumulate so much cold air at the bottom that the observed absolute minimum extremes must
distinctly be a November and December phenomenon. In austral winter, these accumulations are
blown away. In order to be detected at all by the ECSF weather station, the cold air accumulations
must have a thickness of more than 150 meter.
Not scientific measurements but trustworthy observations of local people of Loja indicate that on

plateaus and in synclines in the Cordillera Real, temperatures can even fall below zero in Novem-
ber. Past expeditions into the mountains in this month encountered nocturnal temperatures low
enough to freeze solid small exposed water accumulations. The observations were made on a plateau
in 3200 m (Lagunas de los Compadres). Temperatures below zero must be considered fairly
exceptional throughout the area; neither air nor soil temperature recordings since 1998 until 2005
include values of this lowness.

8.2 Daily temperatures

The diurnal patterns of mean temperatures in Fig. 8.2 show that higher insolation and aridity in the
west let contrasts to temperature in the east particularly grow during the day, whereas differences at
night are relatively stable. Overall conformities are the temperature lows at 6:00 in the morning, the
temperature highs between 13:00 and 14:00 and decreasing daily amplitudes with increasing altitude.
According to incoming global radiation, temperatures in mid- and high levels start to climb slower
than in the valleys and have a clear skewness towards the afternoon hours.
Immediately eye catching in Fig. 8.2, is the exceptional position of the temperatures in the east

valley San Francisco (ECSF). Mean annual and monthly mean temperatures of El Libano (1970 m)
and ECSF (1950 m) concealed the very different history of daily temperatures as they distinguish
only within the accuracy margin of 0.1 K. The daily course of the ECSF temperatures however has
an amplitude and a shape that would have it rather assigned to the lee side of the Cordillera than to
the core east side. This is unmistakably a further consequence of the topography that shelters the
upper Rio San Francisco from direct weather influences from the east. Already identified was an
enhanced global radiation income and ratio of direct/diffuse radiation, indicating that clouds and
cloud density must have a local minimum behind the Cordillera del Consuelo. The daily temperatures
show that the obscuring of the Cordillera del Consuelo has important consequences for the hygro-
thermal conditions behind the preliminary mountain spur as well. The most obvious consequences
are a rain shadow and a reduced general humidity. The reduced humidity in the sheltered valley
allows more solar radiation to transform into sensible heat and thus leads to higher maximum
temperatures during the day, while at night, radiative cooling is less obstructed by vapour and
clouds and temperatures fall deeper. Both radiative effects have different magnitudes (resulting in
averages of max. +2 K at daytime vs. -1 K at night), but the different durations exactly outweigh
each other on larger time scales. If foehn effects penetrate to the valley bottom and contribute to
elevated temperatures will be discussed in the next section (gradients).
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The compared to Cd. Consuelo (2930 m) greater amplitude of exactly 1 K under EWC’s on the
pass El Tiro (2820 m) at 14:00 must be a radiative effect because nocturnal temperatures are almost
equal. However, as the local incident global radiation until afternoon is as humble as at the upwind
Cd. Consuelo site, the heating must occur between Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro, not on the spot. The
heating supposedly is a result of a widened mass-elevation effect. While Cd. Consuelo still
experiences only slightly modified free air temperatures, behind the Cordillera del Consuelo, sen-
sible heat from surface close levels is mixed turbulently and convectively into higher levels. The
subsequent transport westward let daytime temperatures increase on the pass El Tiro. A supporting
function in this process has the cloud „clearing zone“ and potentially, foehn effects behind the
Cordillera del Consuelo.
In periods without EWC’s, the different antecedent moisture supplies result through adaptation of

the environment, particular vegetation, in distinctly different hysteretic effects on both sides of the
Cordillera Real. This becomes evident if is looked at the temperatures under comparable conditions
as exist during Veranillos del Niño. In Vilcabamba and El Libano, nighttime temperatures are almost
identical but daytime temperatures differ considerably under the clear sky conditions. Insolation
and irradiance reach exactly the same levels (950 W/m2) but due to evapotranspiration, noon
temperatures in El Libano are stuck at +7.4 K (21°C) over morning temperatures (13.6°C), whereas
in Vilcabamba temperatures raise twice the amount: from 13.2°C +15 K to 28.2°C. The same applies
to temperatures in eastbound heights (Cd. Consuelo) where temperatures have a similar slow
matutinal progression as in El Libano, despite radiation incidence >100% (Fig. 6.3).
Under clear sky conditions of VdN, ECSF daily maxima stay relatively behind. The amplitude is

14 K as in the valley of Vilcabamba, but only because night temperatures fall disproportionally
deep: between 19:00 and 6:00 -7 K (-4 K El Libano). Increasing wind speed and single fair weather
cumuli over the mountains hinder a continued ascend of temperatures after 10:00 like in Vilcabamba.
The temperature graph therefore is similarly obtuse as those of the other mountain observation
sites.
Another prominent feature of temperatures at the ECSF site is the nocturnally steepest descending

temperature followed by the steepest increase of all mean temperatures after sunrise. Responsible
is the mentioned cold air accumulation that under clear sky conditions obviously reach until over
150 meter over the valley basement. In the summery clear sky periods, similar temperature contrasts
have to be expected in all valley basements, in east and west. Data of Vilcabamba valley (INAMHI)
confirm that.
The mean hourly temperatures show that under EWC’s, the moist easterlies flatten the daytime

maxima and thus the amplitudes throughout the Cordillera Real, also in the close lee, during the
whole year. In the high regions, the reductions proportionally grow to the average daily amplitude,
which means that absolute cooling increases with decreasing altitudes. From a certain level down-
ward, presumably the average cloud base, this tendency inverts and absolute reductions become
smaller. At low levels as ECSF and El Libano, the cooler temperatures are result of increased
precipitations and cloud cover, in Vilcabamba only of cloud cover. The elevated temperatures in
Vilcabamba between afternoon and morning (15:30 and 10:30; 19 hours) reflect the temperature
backup by warmed katabatic winds from the Cordillera Real. Without these winds, temperatures
would fall according to the radiation conditions at least below 16°C before midnight, as happens
during other weather situations in nights that are even cloudier (CN = 3). The temperature
enhancement through the foehn effect does not seem as significant in the charts as it actually is.
Although the daily maximum temperature under EWC’s is the lowest of all weather situations, the
daily mean temperature is distinctly higher than under weather conditions CN = 2 and CN = 3:
+2 K. The daily average of the sunniest and warmest period of the year (CN = 4) is only 0.7 K
higher than under EWC’s (18.9 K Veranillo del Niño / 18.2 K EWC’s). The comparison of both
extremal weather situations is legitimate since under EWC’s, the nocturnal sky over Vilcabamba is
frequently clear in the west and overhead as well.
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Fig. 8.2: Mean daily temperatures west and east of the Cordillera Real.
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The nocturnally lifted temperatures of course affect the entire leeside slopes because they seam
the path of the downslope winds. Cajanuma’s recordings under EWC’s compared to annual means
therefore are also slightly elevated during the entire night.

8.3 Temperature gradients

Already in 1926, von Ficker supposed that true lapse rates could not be determined in mountain
regions [5]. Too many time and spatially variant influences like nocturnal inversions, near-adiabatic
conditions by day, effects of foehn winds and along-slope wind systems together with cloudiness
and insolation would have uncontrollable impact on slope temperatures. Of course, von Ficker was
right and, at least using conventional measure methods, today, the statement is valid as ever. However,
many of the restrictive weather variations are short termed and frequently counterbalanced by opposite
trends in diurnal or annual cycles (see ECSF vs. El Libano mean temperature). Therefore, instant
lapse rates (LR’s) probably have reduced significance in many cases but long-term LR’s calculated
from means do have explanatory power, especially when they show linearity over multiple stations
and, finally yet importantly, fit into the climatic context. The gradients presented below meet these
criteria although the own stations mark only four points on each side of the Cordillera Real. The
linearity and smooth integration into pre-existing data however show that the own temperature
measurements are fairly representative, despite the short measure period.

As far as the temperatures on both sides of the mountain barrier are concerned, the „climate divide“
Cordillera Real deserves this title (Fig. 8.1). Average lapse rate is 0.63 K/100m on the eastside
between Yantzatza and main crest and 0.85 K/100m on the west side between Catamayo and main
crest. Yantzatza is situated 40 km to the east, Catamayo 21 km to the west. The gradient to the east
is obviously valid over a large area until 660 km distant Iquitos (with 3.25° S almost exactly east of
Loja), which seems logic because Iquitos and the Andean foothills belong to the same climatic
zone. To the west, the gradient stretches only to the sheltered centre of the Andes. Beyond that,
cooler, coastal and maritime temperatures have increasing influence on the daily means: valley
town Macará at 427 m, down Rio Catamayo and Pacific seaport Guayaquil at 9 m lie with their
mean temperatures of 24.9°C and 25.7°C left of the eastern gradient (Fig. 8.3). Yet, both towns are
far from being „cold“ or perhumid spots.
The average east gradient of 0.63 K/100m is undoubtedly the result of vapour dominated hydrostatic

and thermodynamic processes in the atmosphere, although the theoretic average SLR of free air in
the region is distinctly lower with ~0.47 K/100m (in ~3000 m at a temperature of ~10°C [94]).
However, this figure does not include radiative and turbulent heat exchange near the slopes, which
generally lift the apparent lapse rate. The minimum average magnitude of these effects on surface
close lapse rates on the eastside is about +0.02 K/100m at night (19:05-6:00) and +0.06 K/100m
during the day (7:05-18:00). This is the difference to the free air LR (0.47 K/100m) and the LR
between El Libano and Cd. Consuelo under EWC’s accompanied by rain and maximum relative
humidity at both weather stations in concurrent hours. Supposedly then, the LR is maximally
convergent with the SLR of the free air. On these occasions, at night, LR is 0.49 K/100m, during the
day 0.54 K/100m; daily average is 0.51 K/100m under such conditions. Interestingly, the LR under
EWC’s does not change significantly: from 0.65 K/100m to 0.63 K/100m. This is another evidence
of the moisture hysteresis in the boundary layer on days with higher insolation. Nocturnal LR’s of
0.59 K/100m then oppose moderate LR’s of 0.71 K/100m in the day. The general cooling that is
evident under EWC’s by the parallel shift of the gradient has been discussed.
The temperature regime on the crest (Páramo) makes it thermally belong rather to the east side

than to the west side. Under most weather conditions, the measured mean lies closer to the east
gradient than to the west gradient. Under EWC’s, the crest temperature satisfies both gradients,
indicating that then the hygrothermic climate divide is near to or on the main crest. Under
miscellaneous weather conditions, the divide is shifted west to an altitude of ~3300 m (intersection
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of gradients), from where downward DLR starts.
The average gradient of 0.85 K/100m in the west is quite simply the inevitable answer on the

frequent SLR on the eastside, as, in cross-barrier airflow, SLRs are intimately connected with a
removal of moisture from the air. Also without any foehn effect, regions that are deprived of advective
moisture supply have elevated temperatures due to the reduced latent heat loss and therefore have
larger vertical LR’s especially during the day. However, because of the strong easterlies, foehn
situations must be expected to make a significant contribution to the found LR. This will be discussed
in the next sections.
The local influences of insolation and ventilation through vertical turnover and horizontal wind let

temperatures vary spatially more under dry than under moist conditions. The west gradient therefore
is a little less well defined than the east gradient, but not significantly. The temperature of Loja
Argelia must be considered a maverick however, as the departure from the trend is very large. The
departure is significant because the three-times-daily reading method practiced in La Argelia leads
(in this particular case) to a calculational overestimation of the mean temperature by +0.37°C. The
true mean temperature therefore is even lower than in Fig. 8.3: ~15.5°C instead of 15.9°C (1999-
2001). The reason for the cold in Loja is because the ridge upwind is exceptionally low and acts like
a cold-corridor from the east. With 2750 m, El Tiro is more than 500m lower than the crest north
and south. Any mechanisms that lead to leeward improvement of temperatures on the base of moisture
and cloud interception are correspondingly reduced in the Lojan lee. The relative cold does not
extend further west to Catamayo. From the rim El Tiro westwards, clouds follow an ascending path
and generally dissipate in the elevated boundary layer over the Loja Basin and starve before they
reach Catamayo, which is sheltered by one more mountain chain (Cd. Villonaco).

A look at the annual course of the temperature gradients discloses a pronounced seasonality of the
LR on the west side of the mountains and a fairly constant value on the eastside (Fig. 8.4a). The
even LR’s on the eastside are the result of the general high humidity that stays resident in the
atmosphere under any weather condition different from EWC. Low temperatures, reduced
evapotranspiration and gradually declining advective supply of moisture cause LR’s in the east to
rise to summer level already in August. The upper east LR is (too) low because of the greater daily
temperature amplitudes at the Páramo site than on Cd. Consuelo (Fig. 8.5).
The maximum of the lower west gradient between 2000 and 3000 m is undeniably related with the

dynamic of the winterly easterlies and not only the product of insolation and withhold precipitation.
The mentioned moisture interception by the barrier is one effect but that alone would not explain

Fig. 8.3: Mean temperature gradients on both sides of Cordillera Real
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the explicit, almost dry adiabatical average LR of 0.91 K/100m in July and August. It is a clear
indication that a foehn is dominantly effective in these months but presumably is, according to the
strength of the easterlies, present at any time of the year. Fig. 8.4b confirms this assumption, at least
with regard to monthly means. There is a clear relation between average synoptic wind force,
expressed by Páramo winds, and average temperature gradients on the west side of the mountain
barrier. The reason for the augmented influence of the foehn in July and August are the katabatic,
downslope foehn winds that develop the greatest penetrating power into the valleys when the strength
of easterlies is maximal in the crest region (see chapter 7 „Wind“). In the next section „diurnal
gradients“ is shown that wind speed in summit levels is directly correlated with the leeside LR and
therefore with temperatures in the leeside valleys.
The phase lag of the upper west gradient (between Cajanuma and Páramo) shows that in the

beginning of the winter, the strong easterlies push much of the moisture in form of clouds and rain
over the crest (spillover) so that the onset of dry adiabatic descent begins in lower levels. Later, in
August, most humidity is intercepted before hand and dry adiabatic descent of air starts close
underneath of the crest.

The dilemma of determining a „true“ LR from slope temperatures of a short period becomes
obvious if is looked at the hourly resolution of mean LR’s Fig. 8.5. „One“ LR does not exist,
particularly not on the west side where the amplitude is very large over the day. The LR’s reflect the
typical diurnal cycle of temperature change along the slope but a quantitative assignment of respective
influences is afflicted with uncertainties. During the day, a general increase of LR’s according to
solar radiation and heating is evident on both sides of the mountains. On the west side, LR’s become
even super adiabatic (>0.98 K/100m) between 10:00 and 16:30. Buoyancy, destabilization of the
lower layer and transient winds are the result. Apparently, cold air drainage to lower levels in the
valleys in the west diminishes the temperature and therefore gradually decreases the average LR
over night. In the east, this effect is almost absent under EWC’s, due to the overcast, but under the
clear skies of non-EWC’s, it becomes evident as well.
As mentioned before, Páramo temperatures converge with Cd. Consuelo temperatures during the

day, so that LR’s become smaller. Without this effect, at night, the upper gradient is stable and
greater than the lower gradient. This is probably due to the fact that the SLR is sensitive to the
temperature and increases with decreasing ambient temperatures.
Quite striking is the steepened LR on the west side under EWC’s compared to non-EWC’s over

the whole day (Fig. 8.5). This must be, for a large part, the consequence of the foehn presence.
Without dry adiabatic descent of air the gradient would rather be steeper than shallower under non-

Fig. 8.4: Mean monthly temperature gradients on east and west flanks of Cordillera Real
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EWC’s, because then, radiation conditions are better in Vilcabamba than aloft on the higher flanks,
and greater contrasts thus steeper gradients could be expected. The contrary, obviously, is true,
although this effect indeed seems to reduce the gradient steepening under EWC’s at noon, as depicted
in Fig. 8.5b. The first maximum of LR in Fig. 8.5b in the morning is likely the superposition of
direct and secondary foehn effects. The direct effect is related to the maximum speed of easterlies
in the morning. Stronger downslope winds interfere potentially deeper into the valley air and may
rapidly establish an adiabatic gradient. This is not backed but also not disproved by wind speed or
wind direction measured in 1970 m Vilcabamba. The other effect should be considered „secondary“
as the foehn contributes to its appearance but the process itself is not adiabatic. Because of the
maximum wind speed and the heavy crest clouds in the morning, the highland begins to heat later
than under non-EWC’s (Fig. 8.2). Consequently, temperature contrasts under EWC’s in the leeside
valley have a relative head start compared to non-EWC’s, which results, like the aforementioned
effect, in a relative steepened LR as well.
Superiorly steepened LR’s occur in late afternoon. Possible reasons are the afternoon insolation of

the western slopes, convection and entrainment of heated air from the west, while the crest stays in
the cloud. The bulging daily curve of mean temperatures at the Vilcabamba weather station in late
afternoon fits in this picture.

Next question is, if there is a correlation between the strength of the easterlies and foehn intensity
in the leeside valleys. Such a trend was already shown on a monthly level (Fig. 8.4b) but not
explicitly for EWC.
A clear dependency between crest wind speed and averages of hourly LR’s and temperatures can

be shown for the night (Fig. 8.6): stronger easterlies than usual raise average nocturnal LR’s and
temperatures as weaker easterlies than usual reduce average nocturnal LR’s and temperatures in
Vilcabamba. Temperature increase at the Vilcabamba site at 1970 m is about 0.11 K per 1 m/s
increase of wind speed at summit level. In the daytime, the correlation with LR’s is weak and with
temperatures on an hourly base not significant. Obviously, the magnitude of non-adiabatic heating
and heat transports in the valley largely masks the foehn effects. Separation of night and day in
Fig. 8.6 was done by selecting hours 21:00-6:00 and 7:00-20:00.

Fig. 8.5: a) Mean daily temperature gradients on eastern and western flanks of the Cordillera Real. b) Difference of
lapse rates between EWC’s and non-EWC’s between 2000 m and 3000 m. The difference-curve indicates the average
positive contribution of primary and secondary foehn effects per vertical 100 m to the heat budget under EWC’s on the
leeside of the Cordillera Real.
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8.3.1 Local foehn effects

While a foehn on the leeside of the climate divide does not really surprise, the possibility of a
foehn in Rio San Francisco at the ECSF weather station within the east valleys in fact does. Above
normal daily temperature amplitudes and solar radiation characteristics, however, are unmistakable
symptoms. A look at the topographic, cloud and wind conditions confirm that the constellation is in
favour of local foehn effects: the heights of Cordillera del Consuelo protrude the cloud base and
block easterly winds. A rain shadow and compensating leeside downslope winds of some magnitude
are inevitable consequences. However, as absolute elevation of the ridge with respect to the cloud
base and vertical drop on the leeside are small, foehn situations cannot result in very large temperature
leaps.
Situations that are too weak to be called „foehn“ but could be called „foehn effects“ can indeed be

proven if multiple parameters are compared. Fig. 8.7 depicts the rise of temperature induced by
foehn effects and the concomitant change of other weather variables. Again, the effects are only
visible in the data at night, when other influences on the heat budget are minimal and do not mask
them. The foehn effects are evident near the valley basement when ridgetop wind speeds surpass
7.5 m/s but should exist always under EWC’s to an extent that is proportional to the strength of the
easterlies. The level to which downslope winds penetrate will retreat gradually to higher levels with
decreasing ridgetop winds. Foehn effects then terminate in altitudes higher than 1950 m and altered
values of temperature and rH remain largely undetected by the weather station. The threshold value
of wind speed under which downslope winds in the lee do not advance to the condensation level
and foehn effects abate completely is variable. The condensation level depends on time of day and,
because of the limited height of the spur, on the upwind cloud base. Although the foehn effects have
a small magnitude, they arrive to importance as they occur frequently and like the easterly trades,
daylong. Together with the rain shadow, increased global radiation, the average rise of temperature,
reduction of relative humidity and consequently enlarged temperature amplitudes alter weather and
climate significantly from the east exposed flanks or valleys open to the east.

Fig. 8.6: Dependencies of leeside lapse rates and temperatures (Vilcabamba, 1970 m) from strength of easterly trade
wind as measured at the Páramo weather station at night and in the daytime. The values represent deviations of the
actual trend (of current month and hour). Positive values represent mean measurement values greater than the month-
hour mean, negative values represent mean measurement values smaller than the month-hour mean. The values that
mark the 0-axes are the mean values of the corresponding parameter at night or day of the whole dataset (1998 –
2001). They estimate the position of a discrete value in the chart. For example, wind speed of 18.7 m/s (9.7 + 9 m/s)
approximately results in an average LR of 0.83 K/100m (0.71 + 0.12 K/100m) at night. While the influence of strength
of easterlies on lapse rates and temperatures in Vilcabamba is evident at night (r2 >0.93), during the day, foehn effects
are partially masked by the larger magnitude of daytime heating.
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8.3.2 The gradient of temperature ranges

The graphic display of the gradient of mean daily temperature ranges in the South Ecuadorian
Andes shows the unique ranking of these mountains between mountains worldwide (Fig. 8.8). This
statement applies even for each gradient east and west so that for this reason they are not averaged
to one single representative gradient. Although the Ecuadorian gradients are the result of
measurements along only one profile, their predication has some general value. The east gradient is
ruled by extreme moisture conditions that are related to the easterly trades. According to NCEP
Reanalysis data, easterlies between 5°S and 0° have the same synoptic history (see Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5
and Fig. 13.5 in Appendix I) and supposedly carry similar loads of moisture. Therefore, similar
gradients of temperature and amplitude are likely to exist up to the same elevation between these
latitudes, if orographic lifting occurs as consequently as in the Cordillera Real. (Other long-term
studies on gradients along the windward slopes in this sector are not known to the author and likely
do not exist). The western gradient, the logic complement of the eastern gradient, naturally mani-
fest only there, where Interandean synclines reach as low as 1200 m. This is exclusively the case in
the province of Loja (Catamayo and an unpopulated segment of valley Rio Macará, south of
Cariamanga) and 100 km to the north in the valley of Oña (Province Azuay). North of Oña, the east
and west Cordillera separating highlands with extension to Colombia are generally higher than
2000 m. Data of the low Oña valley do not exist but the Pan Americana that passes the valley in
2500 m allows views on desert-like scenarios.
The position of the eastern gradient left of the selection is solely the consequence of the extraordinary

constancy of the easterly trades and the perpendicular blocking of the mountains. The orographic
lifting sustains a permanent overcast and maintains moisture levels permanently saturated. During
the day, clouds, wind and latent heat transfer counteract any excessive heating of the surface and the

Fig. 8.7: Nocturnal (19:05-6:00) correlations of average wind, temperature and moisture at the ECSF and Cd. Consuelo
weather stations under EWC’s (1999-2001). Wind speed over 8 m/s at the Cd. Consuelo weather station is accompanied
by a significant change of weather characteristics in the lower part of Rio San Francisco. a) Increasingly warmer,
moderate winds (<4 m/s) with increasingly easterly direction replace the slower gravity winds (~1 m/s) at the valley
bottom. b) Air that starts vapour saturated at the ridge of Cordillera Consuelo arrives increasingly dryer at the valley
bottom, replacing the vapour saturated or near saturated air. c) The temperature gradient, which due to a latent
inversion near the weather station normally is very low, gradually increases to >= 0.6 K/100m. d) As the Cordillera
del Consuelo east of this part of the valley is not very high (2600-2900 m), the moisture interception is incomplete and
a mix of clouds and rain initially inhibits a dry adiabatic descent of air. At altitudes of 2100-2300 m, the condensation
level is passed and the downslope wind warms at an approximately dry lapse rate. The average LR over the total
vertical drop (between the sites of the weather stations 980 m) therefore remains clearly under 0.98 and the total
average temperature increase is „only“ ~1 K in 1950 m. A branch of easterlies that possibly directs wet air around the
NE-corner of the Cordillera del Consuelo may interfere with the downslope winds and additionally lower the average
lapse rate and lifted condensation level. However, as the processes at night are also effective during the day (but
obscured), their perseverance results in a distinctly different hygrothermic climate than in valleys open to the east and
on east exposed mountain flanks.
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adjacent air. At night, the same clouds and humidity prevent the temperatures from falling as they
block radiative cooling. This way, the small amplitude of the free air is propagated to the heavily
exposed eastern flanks of the high regions. It is highly probable that the thermal amplitude increases
again at a certain height because of decreasing vertical cloud extension and increasing radiative
impact. Comparatively moderate interferences of terrain and wind instantly deprive the atmosphere
from a part of its excessive moisture load and allow the amplitudes to increase significantly (ECSF,
TS1, El Tiro). The location and altitude with the absolute smallest amplitudes is probably the wind-
ward slopes of the summit region east of the Lagunas de los Compadres. There, the zone of maximum
precipitation is assumed (Fig. 10.28). This would agree with findings at other very wet mountain
locations like in parts of the Himalaya, where monsoons clash with the orography and minimal
temperature amplitudes and maximal precipitations are found to coincide. In the Himalaya however,
this occurs in relatively low altitudes of ±2250 m (Fig. 8.8) [5].
The constellation in the east South Ecuadorian Andes has the most similarity with the Alps, where

also persevering and frequently humid winds (westerlies) advectively cool the summit regions.
However, while in both mountains ventilation increases with height, in the Alps, global radiation
increases, unlike in the Cordillera, as well. Hence, more shortwave radiation, less clouds and reduced
humidity counteract smaller amplitudes. Analogically, further reduced air moisture over the exten-
sive continent may explain the greater temperature ranges in US mountains.
The gradient in other tropical mountains like those in equatorial Africa is still very different from

the Ecuadorian gradient. The strength of the tropical sun is supposed to be the reason for the relatively
high amplitudes while high humidity over the profile causes the small altitudinal variation. Obviously,
wind speed, overcast and probably precipitation are considerably smaller than in Ecuador.
The gradient in the western Cordillera Real surprise by the large range it encompasses. The high

progression rate is the result of the opposite conditions of those found 30 km upwind. To the west,
increasing cloud free skies, aridity and optimal optical depth of the atmosphere during most time of
the year are the best conditions for a freely unfolding, radiative controlled temperature regime:
maximum incoming solar radiation during the day juxtaposes maximum longwave emission at
night. Therefore, it is more than probable that the year-round extensive irrigation in the valley
bottom of Catamayo and the subsequently unnaturally elevated vapour content of the air hinders
even larger temperature amplitudes at this level.

Fig. 8.8: Gradients of mean daily temperature range on east and west flanks of Cordillera Real compared to a selection
of temperature ranges in other mountain areas. Note the affinity of the temperature range of ECSF to the west gradient
showing the enhanced hygrothermal conditions.
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8.4 Friajes and cold trades

The general observation is that weather in the interior of the tropics remains basically unaffected
by atmospheric processes outside of the tropics. In the Cordillera Real, however, recurring negative
temperature departures persisting 2-8 days in austral winter (May-Sept) seem to depend on major
pressure shifts in subtropical latitudes and the associated synoptic currents from even higher latitudes.
In 1998-2001, cooler than normal, sometimes near freezing temperatures and accompanying high
wind speeds in the crest region almost invariably coincided with high-pressure anomalies over the
southern continent. In most cases, low temperatures in the Cordillera Real came with particularly
strong easterlies („cold trades“) and from there affected lower levels. On sporadic occasions, however,
a low-level cold surge from the east arrived shortly before the cold trades, affecting at first exclusively
the easterly lowlands of the investigation area. A look at the provenance of the cold trades and the
low-level cold surge shows that both phenomena are related to the same pressure anomaly. The
intensity of this anomaly in its early stage decides whether cool temperatures first reach Ecuador
with low-level currents or only on a later stage with the easterlies.

An intense high-pressure anomaly occurs, when a synoptic scale wave disturbance in central South
Pacific [45] cause the entire South Pacific anticyclone to cross the Chilean Andes to the South
Atlantic Ocean. During its continental crossing, the anticyclone directs dry and cold, low-level
winds of maritime subpolar origin northward overland. The channelling along the eastside of the
Andean range gives the flow significant meridional momentum so that the cold air masses penetrate
fast to low latitudes. The result is the infamous „friaje“ (also known as „surazo“ in Spanish language
areas; „friagem“ in Portuguese). In the worst cases, they bring southern Brazil temperatures below
zero and severe devastations to crops. In July 1994, a friaje destroyed a considerable part of the
Brazilian coffee crop [49].
When a strong friaje reaches the elbow of the Andes, the cold air usually propagates on a low-level

track to the northeast along the Andes because the Coriolis force keeps exerting a westward force to
the southerlies. In case friajes reach the eastern low lands of Ecuador they still have the potential to
produce weather extremes. This could be observed in winter 1999 when the absolute lowest
temperature recorded at the El Libano weather station between Jan 1998 and March 2003 coincided
with a friaje. Fig. 8.9 depicts how days earlier the passage of the Pacific high-pressure cell over the
South Chilean Andes had taken place. Low-level wind and cold air were trapped by the Andes and
forced on a route north. Despite a rapid decay by ca. 10 K upon entering the Amazon Basin (~12.5°S),
the temperature anomaly persisted and reached the Cordillera Real on August 16th (Fig. 8.10, Fig.
8.11). At the Andes at 4°S, the friaje announced itself with heavy clouding but average precipitation
in its vanguard. It brought, apart from the record low temperature, also the record low daily total of
global radiation to El Libano. The temperature sank to 9.6 °C at the remarkable daytime of 18:30
(Fig. 8.10) and total daily global radiation was only 2.6% of the potential (table x.1). The core of the
cold air mass was situated in a low level directly behind the clouded front. The minimum temperature
at El Libano marked exactly the first dry hour of a 10-day dry period that followed. At ~805 hPa
(altitude of El Libano), the temperature anomaly lasted about a day from 9:00 AM until the next
morning (Fig. 8.10). As indicated by NCEP Reanalalysis data, the anomaly was more intensive at
levels beneath 800 hPa. Hence, the temperature departure from normal was likely much stronger in
the valleys below El Libano. Behind the cold front, high-pressure influence began to shape the
weather. During the following days, skies cleared,  humidity content of the air sank and sunny
weather with cold nights prevailed. The modest precipitations recorded at the crest in predominantly
the second, cold half of the night have to be accredited to just fog and dew. In the days August 15-
20, the high-pressure cell over Patagonia moved east and extended its influence over the southwest
of the South Atlantic Ocean. It continued directing air of high latitudes equatorward but increasingly
in a path of large curvature over the ocean instead of over the continent. The southerly winds over
Patagonia ceased and northerlies replaced them (Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.12a1 - a3).
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In the period 1998-2001, only one more friaje bringing reduced temperatures to southeast Ecuador
occurred. Its genesis resembled that of the friaje 1999. In 1998 on May 17, two days after a high-
pressure cell protruded the Chilean Andes, cool air reached the investigation area (Fig. 8.12b1).
Temperatures plummeted significantly but due to the overall high temperatures in the beginning of
1998 (El Niño), absolute temperatures were not very low (see composites). After the initial passage
of the friaje, cool and dry air continued to come in for 6 days with cold trades (May 19-24; Fig.
8.12b2-b3). They caused the longest cloud free period in the cordillera highlands outside of summer
months during the entire observation period.
Two more friajes reached Ecuador in April and October 1999 but both were not particularly cool.

Most likely, the strength of the April and October overhead sun had added heat and moisture to the
cold current during the overland passage. In October however, the cold trades in the wake of the
friaje caused temperatures to fall in the crest region for three days, starting on October 6th.
Other friajes frequently „starve“ before they arrive in Ecuador. They introduce significant cooling

Fig. 8.9: Transition of a South Pacific Subtropical High to a South Atlantic Subtropical High in August 1999. During
the transition phase, the high-pressure intensifies. In the vanguard of the anticyclone, subpolar maritime air is propelled
north. Favoured by strong pressure gradient, Coriolis parameter and Andean barrier, the low-level southerlies are
dynamic. Along the east side of the Andes, the low-level southerlies rapidly import subpolar air to lower latitudes
where they appear extraordinary cold and dry.
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to low latitudes but the low temperatures do not reach the interior tropics. This could be observed in
mid-July 2000, when a series of two friajes hit Puerto Maldonado in South Peru (13°S, 69°W,
260 m). The annual minimum temperature (8.3 °C) of the Peruvian Amazon was marked [74] but
minimum temperatures in the Cordillera Real further north stayed normal. The Páramo station
recorded, due to the influence of high-pressure, remarkable dryness, high maximum temperatures
and high radiation totals during the next days (18 and 19 July, see composites).

While a strong overland friaje directly affecting South Ecuador must be considered a rare event,
the pressure situation and the cold trades during the final stage of a pressure anomaly is typical for
most cold influxes into the investigation area (Table 8.2). Geopotential height patterns at 850 hPa
derived from NCEP Reanalysis data show that 1-3 days prior to cold trades in Ecuador, an anticyclone
installs over offshore South Brazil. This high-pressure cell usually emerges from a temporary ridge
over the Andes, which is dispatched from the subtropical high over the Southeast Pacific. The
forming of the ridge produces friaje-like currents, however, according to a relative moderate pressure
gradient, these stay quite adynamic and frequently do not travel beyond the elbow of the Andes
(NCEP Reanalysis 1998-2002).

The actual transport of cold, maritime air from high latitudes to low latitudes starts first when the
high-pressure ridge reaches the Atlantic Ocean and gains strength. A new South Atlantic subtropical
high forms, which, aloft (>= 700 hPa), is frequently extended over the Brazilian Meseta (NCEP
Reanalysis). In order to produce the cold trades in Ecuador, the pressure cell must stay in this region
for some days before it moves east to its usual location. Then it builds up a strong wind field that
directs air from the southwestern Atlantic Ocean to the northeast and then, as southeasterly trades,
over sea and continent to the northwest. Due to the dynamic of these winds, the air masses conserve
their cool and dry characteristics over long distances until arriving at the Andes. The combination
of stabilizing high pressure, the short track over warm low-latitude ocean (normally, southeasterly
trades enter from the eastern South Atlantic Ocean), the „low“ sun position and the initial low
temperature of the air itself should be the decisive factors that the air does not become overly
heated, destabilized and moisture loaded over Amazonia. On location, at the Andes, the orographic
lifting of the dry air results in a stronger cooling rate than usual because of the reduced or absent
latent heat release.

Fig. 8.10: Temperature curves in the Cordillera Real during the friaje August 16th, 1999. Temperatures started to fall
on the eastern flanks on August 16 between 8:00 and 9:00 AM. At El Libano, 1970m/~805 hPa, the temperature
anomaly is the greatest of all sites if compared to average overcast temperatures (derived from mean hourly temperatures
of overcast days in August on which hourly measured I < 0.55*I

pot
). The cold air did not penetrate well into the sheltered

east-valleys (ECSF). The west-flanks of the main Cordillera stayed cool through heavy overcast during the day, but
temperatures did not fall considerably. The next day, August 17th, low daytime temperatures vanished together with the
clouds.
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Fig. 8.11: Friaje August 1999: spread of the temperature anomaly (long-term monthly mean August minus daily average)
at 925 hPa, the level with the most prominent temperature anomaly. Arrows indicate horizontal wind. On August 16th,
the friaje reached the eastern lowlands of the investigation area.
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The cooling potential of the cold trades particularly in the heights of the Cordillera Real is
demonstrated by the record colds of 1999 (see composites). The coldest days and lowest temperatures
ever measured on the main crest at the Páramo station (3400 m) were introduced by cold
southeasterlies (Fig. 8.12c1-c2). Favoured by nocturnal cooling, temperatures sank to as low as
0.7 °C in the mornings of July 11th and August 3rd.
At the onset of cold trades, daytime temperatures at the crest are among the annual lowest, due to

cloud cover. After some days, however, clouds tend to dissipate under the influence of the high
pressure and the fading advection of moisture so that daytime temperatures increase to above average.
The mornings, however, stay cold due to nighttime longwave cooling.
The thermal impact of cold trades is minor in the lee valleys. Maximum dry adiabatic descent and

insolation that heat the air more than usual lift the temperatures during the day. Solely early morning
hours tend to be cool due to the increased negative energy budget of the clear nights. The great

Fig. 8.12: Main pressure distribution and major synoptic air mass movements at 850 hPa before and during cold air
surges in South Ecuador. Arrows indicate the direction of the important wind fields, not absolute travel distances; F =
strong friaje, f = weak friaje, CT = cold trades. friajes and subsequent cold trades carrying air of maritime sub-polar
origin cause weather extremes in Southern Ecuador:  a) The friaje August 1999 reaches Ecuador (a1), bringing the 4-
year low of temperatures to the east lowlands of the Cordillera Real and subsequently cold trades (a2-3). b) In May
1998, the largest period of clear skies in austral winter came in the wake of the second strongest friaje observed in the
Cordillera Real during the observation period 1998-2001 (b1). The following winds at the crest belonged to the strongest
observed (b2-3). c) The record colds in the high regions of the Cordillera Real were preceded by a weak friaje that ran
out between 30°S and 20°S (c1). The succeeding cold trades, however, introduced very cool weather to the investigation
area (c1-2).  d) The record aridity in winter was also established by cold trades that followed a weak friaje on June 11th,
1998.
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aridity of the downslope wind is, not surprisingly, the most prominent and important feature of the
cold trades in the Sierra. This is clearly expressed in those winter nights when rH permanently stays
under 60% and 50% (see Vilcabamba rH composite, May-Oct). Thereby, the dynamic of the cold
trades which implies improved ventilation of the lower lee, adds to their desiccant impact (see
chapter 9 “Humidity“).

Expectedly, the aridity maximum in the investigation area in winter months coincided with cold
trades. Fig. 8.12d shows the synoptic situation that resulted in two not too cold but extraordinary
dry days in the entire Cordillera Real in mid-June 1998. Especially the east mid- and high-levels
and the lee were affected by the dry winds. Relative humidity at night and specific humidity all day
were as low as otherwise observed only under Veranillo del Niño conditions (see composites).
Stronger than usual high pressure and subsidence in the trade zone likely contributed to the unusual
aridity.
The aridity of the cold trades finally, results in further anomalies of variables that depend on

moisture. Especially striking is the ebbing of the orographic rain. Although the thickness of air
layer forced into orographic ascent should be increased because of the dynamic of the wind,
precipitation is nil or far below average. Light precipitation tends to occur in the colder, second half
of the night and is restricted to the upper levels (compare composites). It likely consists of clouds
deposition (fog deposition) or dew only. Relative global radiation (% of potential radiation) is
positively influenced by clear skies and high optical depth. Over fifty percent of the maximum
relative daily totals and hourly maxima were recorded during cold trades (Table 6.1).

Cold air surges and cold trades in southern Ecuador occur predominantly in winter months, especially
in June, July and August. An equatorward advanced position of the austral subtropical anticyclones
and their increased dynamic are prerequisites for meridional air transport into the interior of the
tropics, either overland as friajes or at mid-levels as trades. These conditions are most likely found
in the winter hemisphere, where meridional temperature contrasts have a maximum. During the
other six months, southeasterlies or cold trades respectively normally reach maximally 10°S.

The meridional radius that a friaje can have is truly impressive. Considering the small time span

1998 Begin End F f CT 1999 Begin End F f CT
May 17 24 15 18 Apr 16 17 15 -
Jun 3 7 1 3 May 20 23 17 19
Jun 15 18 11 13 Jul 7 12 3 6
Jun 27 29 24 26 Jul 22 23 19 20
Jul 13 15 9 11 Jul 30 31 - 28
Aug 31 3 29 30 Aug 2 6 30.7 1

Aug 10 12 7 8
Aug 16 21 14 16
Oct 6 8 2 5

2000 Begin End F f CT 2001 Begin End F f CT
Jul 17 19 15 - Jun 21 25 20 21
Jul 26 31 23 27 Jul 22 25 21 23
Aug 12 17 10 12 Aug 1 7 27 28

Aug 9 14 - 6
Aug 21 24 19 -Ø Duration of cold events: 4.4 days

Tables 8.2: Cold events observed at the Páramo weather station (3400 m) in the winters of 1998 – 2001. „Begin“ and
„End“ indicate begin and end of low temperatures at the station. F and f indicate the first day of a strong friaje (F)
(reaching Ecuador) and a „weak“ friaje (f) (running out before reaching Ecuador). CT indicates the date of establishment
of the anticyclone over coastal South Brazil and the onset of cold trades. Derived from daily averages of geopotential
height and wind vectors at 850-hPa level (NCEP Reanalysis).
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involved, magnitude and scale of this weather anomaly are probably unparalleled on earth. The
constellation of the three key factors, the high, linearly north-south stretching Andean mountain
range, the continuous vast lowlands east of it and the strong Pacific anticyclone in the southwest is
unique. They bring forward the large-scale meridional displacement of large air masses that is
needed for this strong weather anomaly (rather than a comparable zonal displacement would).

A closer look at the showcase cold surge in August 1999 reveals the enormous dimensions this
friaje had: maximum temperature departure over the continent was -25 K, the -10 K anomaly reached
the equator and the -5 K anomaly reached as far as 5°N (Latitude of Bogotá, Columbia) (Fig. 8.13).
Reanalysis wind direction and wind speed over Venezuela in Fig. 8.11 suggest that in low levels,

Fig. 8.13: Traced temperature anomalies of the friaje 10 – 20.08.1999 over the South American continent. The cold
surge advanced with channelled low-level winds along the Andes. The -5 K anomaly covered 2/3 of the Amazon Basin
and reached to about 5°N. Near the elbow of the Andes, the negative temperature anomaly was the largest. The
location is the northernmost spot where forced meridional transport by the mountain chain still is optimal. Minimum
temperature there (20°S, 60°W) was -25.0 K at surface level (source NCEP Reanalysis).
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remnants of the cold wave were even released over the Caribbean Sea (>12°N). Also operational
climate data of a surface station unmistakeably identify this friaje beyond the equator. Villavicencio,
431 m, 4.2°N, 73.6°W, a town situated in the east Andean foothills near Bogotá, witnessed very
high pressure and the lowest temperature reading (17.1°C) of the decade on 17.08.1999. The record
low temperature of 15.0°C at this weather station of the last 31 years (1974-2004) occurred, of
course, in an August (1978) and was without doubt also friaje-related (typically: combined high
pressure and low temperature).
For northern hemisphere dwellers, a comparison may mediate an impression of these amazing

dimensions. A current on the northern hemisphere equivalent to the reach of the above mentioned
-5 K anomaly would start over the Hudson Bay and end in North Peru or begin over Scandinavia
and end in Southern Congo after a week respectively.
Another significant, continental-scale cold surge is known in South East Asia. Through severe

frost and cold injury, the so-called „Northeast Monsoonal Surge“ or NEMS has a comparably large
destructive potential to the agriculture in sub- and marginal tropics as the friaje [50, pp. 163-164].
However, NEMS usually extends „only“ from the mid-latitudes (30°N) to the equator [16].

Other features that the four friajes arriving at the investigation area had in common (and probably
are typical for friajes) are:
-Temperature anomalies at 925 hPa are always ahead of those at 850 hPa (and higher).
-The cold at surface level has about the same pace as at 925 hPa but at 925 hPa, the spread of the

cold surge is larger and more coherent
-The largest anomalies occur isolated at surface level. On a mesoscale, the largest negative an-

omalies occur at 925 hPa
-One to two days after the negative anomaly reaches its maximum, a sector with a positive

temperature anomaly of ~+10 K appears over the south of the continent. It is best developed at 850
hPa. Obviously, the meridional migration of large cold air masses to the north is balanced by a
warm current to the south on the westside of the Andes. In the four examined cases, the warm air
sector started over the east Pacific Ocean, moves SE and had its climax over the continent’s southern
limb (Fig. 8.14) (derived from NCEP Reanalysis data).

Fig. 8.14: Heat anomalies at their maximum during three friajes (chronological order). A friaje is a giant meridional
energy-levelling carousel. Not only cold is transported to the tropics; west of the Andes, also considerable heat quantities
are transported from low to high latitudes. The heat anomaly is the strongest over the southern continent at 850 hPa
and has its climax 1-2 days after the negative anomaly had its maximum (derived from NCEP Reanalysis data).
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9 Humidity

9.1 Seasonal atmospheric moisture

The weather variable that next to precipitation probably best characterizes the huge climatic divide
between both sides of the Cordillera Real is air moisture. This becomes already obvious by a look
at the normally little disclosing annual mean of a parameter, in this case of relative humidity (rH).
The contrast of ~18% that exists under all weather conditions at level ~2000 m grows another 25%
(5% absolute) under exclusively EWC’s (Table 9.1; rH Vilcabamba vs. rH El Libano). Typical for
one-sided orographic airflow like over the Cordillera Real, the triggering process for the climatic
change, i.e. orographic rain, occurs over the windward slopes, while the actual hygric turnaround
manifests over the opposite leeside slopes. The position of the curves of the monthly means in Fig.
9.1 suggest that the significant change from predominantly humid to more arid conditions takes
place between 3000 and 2000 m (between Cajanuma 2960 m and Vilcabamba 1970 m). In the east
and at high leeside altitudes, levels of relative air moisture stay fairly high over the year and
interruptions to dryer conditions become significant only during short intervals of intensive summers.
Between 3000 and 2000 m, relative humidity makes a considerable leap and changes the annual
course (Vilcabamba and Motilón in Fig. 9.1).
The even vertical distribution of relative humidity in the east is the result of the wind and the

orographic lifting of air over the eastern slopes of the mountain barrier. A typical average relative
humidity profile would decrease with altitude. Over the upwind lowlands for example (5°S, 75°W),
long-term mean rH is maximal at the surface with 85% and decreases steadily to 57% at 4400 m
(NCEP Reanalysis). The mean level where vapour saturation or the cloud base during easterly
trades resides is below 2800 m. This was a conclusion that could be drawn from global radiation
conditions at upper sites. The simple arithmetic means of rH like 94.5% at the cloud infested El
Tiro for example must be considered less helpful in this question. Frequencies of rH >99% of 1
-hour measurements however are better in this respect and are in line with the radiation findings. To
over 66% of the hours, conditions are saturated at the upper windward weather stations El Tiro
(2820 m), Cd. Consuelo (2390 m) and Páramo (3400 m) (see Table 9.1). In contrast to this, Cajanuma
at 2960 m in the lee has an average frequency of only a third as much: 21%. This frequency is lower

Table 9.1: Mean relative humidity values
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than that of 1000 m lower situated ECSF in the East.
The influence of the advancing subtropical high pressure over the southern continent and the

decrease of relative humidity in July and August is obvious at all levels (Fig. 9.2). However, increased
rates of advection and orographic uplift as well as decreasing temperatures delay the sinking of rH’s
at the upper levels (Fig. 9.1). For the climatology of these levels, this is of some importance because
it facilitates continued high precipitation activity.
The annual low in rH in November is, like all weather extremes in this month, not necessarily a

November-phenomenon but related with the probability of Veranillos del Niño in October to January.
During Veranillo del Niño conditions, the strong low at the foot of the east Andes initiates subsidence
that manifests especially at upper mountain levels, reducing both rH and sH significantly. The
anomaly but also absolute aridity is maximal in the summit region and smallest in the valleys (see
composites). Subsidence is strongest at night so that the anomalous aridity typically occurs during
this unusual part of the day. Aridity of rH of less than 50% usually appears after midnight. The
regional absolute minimum extremes of rH were recorded on these occasions (Table 9.1) at the
upper mountain levels. Extremely low values of rH <16% (Páramo, 3400 m 11.4%!) were observed
early in the morning between 5:00 and 8:00. In the valleys, values of <23% around noon were
unusually low as well but clearly less extreme. Solar radiation helped to increase the aridity.
Subsidence and an optimum of global radiation make aridity of these episodic VdN’s to be one of

its primary features.
The slopes and bases of the valleys in the east of the climate divide are spared from almost everlasting

vapour saturated conditions through the elevated daytime temperatures. However, at night, also
there, near saturated conditions prevail (Fig. 9.3). Unlike the temperatures, monthly mean humidity
in sheltered valleys like Rio San Francisco and east-facing slopes at the eastern extreme of the
mountains differ distinctly from each other. This is the consequence of the small foehn effects close
behind the Cordillera del Consuelo that manifest at the ECSF weather station. The desiccating
effects increase with the power of the easterly trades as show the diverging curves rH of ECSF and
El Libano in the winter months May to October. In summer, less strong and less frequent easterly
trades cause humidity conditions to converge again.

The falling of average rH in February through August on the west flanks of the main ridge cannot
be explained by the temperatures. The temperatures are average and stable in these months.
Responsible are foehn effects that become stronger with the increasing prevalence and intensity of
the easterly trades. The coincidence of maximum easterly wind speed and lowest cloud base level
in winter has already been singled out as optimal precondition for maximum weather contrasts east
and west of the climate divide. Main agent in this climatic disruption is the moisture content of the
air that regulates the temperatures during the orographic passage of the air: by a saturated lapse rate
in the east, by a dry adiabatic lapse rate on the leeside. Air parcels with reduced moisture content
penetrate directly to the valley bottom or, more frequently and depending on the actual wind situation,
mix into the valley wind system. In this way, rH in the lower levels becomes considerably reduced.
The greater the speed of the easterly trades, the greater is the exchange rate of air and the greater is
the desiccating effect.
As easterly trades decline in September, so does foehn intensity over the leeside slopes and the

progressive desiccating begins to reverse (Fig. 9.1). The impact of Veranillos del Niños in this dry
environment is on average too short to cause a halt in this trend. There is no pronounced low in rH
in November like in the region east of the climate divide. From December on, interrupted easterly
trades finally allow westerly intrusions of wet air or ITC conditions to bring relieve from the 6 - 7
months lasting aridity in the interandean region. Rains, reduced insolation and ventilation ameliorate
the moisture conditions until February, the month with maximum average rH (80%) in Vilcabamba.
Like the air temperature, monthly characteristics of rH at Motilón indicate that the consequences

of the atmospheric processes over the Cordillera Real, especially under EWC’s, reach downwind as
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far as the very western rim of the Interandean region. The similar monthly march of humidity at the
Motilón site and in Vilcabamba with the marked low in August are not coincidental but are result
from the wind-forced propagation of the hygric conditions to the west.

The actual desiccating power of the foehn effects and the potential bioclimatic relevance they
have in the valleys and lower slopes west of the Cordillera Real is probably better described with
the measure saturation deficit than with the measure rH. In Fig. 9.1b is shown that regarding this
parameter, the separation of Vilcabamba from the other stations is even greater than with rH. While
the gradient of the saturation deficit elsewhere is moderate, on the west side, the change is huge,
indicating a multiple magnitude of the desiccating strength of the air compared to the low east. In
November, the factor between saturation deficits El Libano (1970 m) and Vilcabamba (1970 m) is
minimal with 1.9, in July and August maximal with 5.5. Of course, the increasing saturation deficit
from March to August relates like rH to the growing strength of the easterly trades. However, after
August, the saturation deficit remains very high two more months (the high in November is not
anomalous). Obviously, the positive effects that humidity input of first summer rains and reduced
ventilation must have on the moisture budget in September and October are neutralized by the
power of the zenithal sun and the rising temperatures. Because the interannual variability of rain in
September and October is large, the average saturation deficit will have a similar variability. The
Septembers and Octobers of 1998-2001 were relatively dry (if the complaints of the farmers are a
reliable indicator for this).
While the saturation deficit in Vilcabamba depends primarily on the power of the foehn, elsewhere

in the Cordillera Real, the annual characteristic of the saturation deficit is a function of shortwave
radiation and not solely of air temperature and aeolian removal of water vapour. Except for some
departures in July and August, the annual courses of global radiation and of saturation deficit equal
remarkably. Apparently, the time lag of the evaporative response to incident radiative energy
determines the magnitude of the saturation deficit. This seems logical for humid ambiences, where
moisture substitution is readily available and quasi inexhaustible. It explains as well the little surging
temperatures during the day, because the latent heat transfer occurs at the expense of the sensible
heat transfer. The slightly elevated saturation deficits in the east at the lower levels in July and
August have the same background as the reduced rH: the trends of both ventilation and shortwave
radiation go up while moisture content of the air sinks.
Although rH and saturation deficit are suitable measures for an estimate of general moisture

conditions and their bioclimatic relevance, they do not indicate the total amount of vapour in the

Fig. 9.1: Mean annual relative humidity and saturation deficit east and west of the Cordillera Real.
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atmosphere. The absolute content of water vapour in the atmosphere however has a tracer quality
and therefore contain valuable information that enables for example the backtracking of local and
even synoptic airflow. The specific humidity values used in the following were derived from the rH
measurements and from calculated atmospheric pressures (through the barometric formula). Because
of the low latitude, the pressure variations in the investigation area are small enough for this: at all
levels of the investigation area, fluctuation of mean monthly air pressure has been 2 hPa or less in
the period 1998-2001 (NCEP Reanalysis). Diurnal and monthly pressure variations have to be
expected greater but even if they are large, they are smaller than 5 hPa. Therefore, by assuming a
constant air pressure, the error in the calculation of specific humidity results in less than 1%.

The annual course of specific humidity reveals indeed new aspects of the atmospheric moisture in
the Cordillera Real (Fig. 9.2 and composites). Unlike that of rH, the monthly characteristic diverges
distinctly from the monthly distribution of other, moisture-altering variables like global radiation
and temperature. The similarity of the annual curves of all stations point to a synoptic influence,
which is superior to the local modifiers. Considering the dominant wind direction (east; >60% in
the month with the least easterly trades on average), the absolute moisture content of the air in the
Cordillera Real should largely reflect large-scale evaporative conditions over the Amazon Basin,
upwind of the Cordillera Real.
It is likely not coincidental that the annual characteristic of specific humidity (especially east of

the crest) is in line with the annual course of the potential global radiation of the same latitude, if a
variable phase lag of one to two months is taken into account and the very high specific humidity of
December is regarded an outlier. In both the annual distributions, the absolute low of the year in
solar winter (August) separates the annual maximum in primary solar summer (Mar) from a secondary
maximum in the secondary solar summer (Oct). Possible reason for this is that cloud cover and thus
global radiation upwind of the Cordillera Real are more evenly distributed over the year than in the
confluence zone of the mountain barrier. In this case, monthly totals of incident solar energy at the
surface is proportional to the seasonal strength of the sun and correspondingly, evaporation rates
and finally moisture levels of the atmosphere adopt the annual solar cycle.

The factual quantitative net reduction of atmospheric moisture because of the cross-barrier airflow
(foehn) becomes substantiated by the decrease in specific humidity from east to west. First, the
annual distributions of El Libano and ECSF in Fig. 9.2 show that this deprivation already starts
within the east compounds of the mountains and that the reduced rH in Rio San Francisco is not
only a temperature effect. Within the short trajectory between El Libano and ECSF, reduction of
vapour content of the air occurs year round and mounts to a considerable annual average of 0.6 g /

Fig. 9.2: Mean annual specific humidity and vapour pressure east and west of the Cordillera Real
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kg. Accumulated annual difference is 6.7 g/kg.
Second, significant differences and significant orographic interception of moisture start when the

easterly trades begin their regency in April. The vapour reduction lasts until November (see also
composite), when the probability of easterly trades falls below 80% again (compare converging
specific humidity in ECSF and Vilcabamba). In the summer period November-March, abating
advective transport, later increased rainfall make specific humidity in Vilcabamba raises to levels
as high as observed in the mountain rainforest of Rio San Francisco at the same time. Average
difference in specific humidity between El Libano and Vilcabamba (1970 m) is 1.0 g/kg, maximum
is 1.6 g/kg in August and accumulated annual difference is 11.8 g/kg.

9.2 Daily atmospheric moisture

In the east, rH under EWC’s drops from saturated or near saturated to some lower values only
during daytime, and, according to the temperature, increasingly retarded with increasing altitude
(Fig. 9.3). With regard to the courses of the other sites, Cd. Consuelo and TS1 have their minimum
rH delayed towards the afternoon, corresponding to local temperatures and global radiation.
Exceptional, again, is the large daily amplitude in the east valley Rio San Francisco (ECSF 1950 m),
the supposedly humid mountain rain forest site. With 29%, the mean diurnal variation at the ECSF
equals even that of the „opposed“ station in the lee (Vilcabamba 1970 m). As stated before, with
regard to the temperatures at the ECSF, the exact contribution of the local foehn effects especially
in the daytime is difficult to identify with rH but the large amplitude compared to the amplitude in
El Libano (1970 m) leaves no doubt about their desiccating influence in the sheltered valley. Also
the absolute atmospheric moisture levels never reach, on average, the same level as at El Libano
(Fig. 9.4). Despite the interception of moisture windward of the Cordillera del Consuelo, at the
ECSF, rH under EWC’s is generally higher than under other weather conditions. However, this is
not because EWC’s were so wet in Rio San Francisco but because other weather situations introduce
particularly enhanced radiative conditions and higher temperatures that reduce rH another time.
This becomes evident if the absolute moisture content of the atmosphere under EWC’s is compared
to the all year average; a difference is hardly distinguishable (Fig. 9.4).

In the west, the decrease of humidity with decreasing altitude is, contrary to the east, under EWC’s
also considerable at night. The dry, downslope foehn winds that induce the easterly trades reduce
nocturnal rH in Cajanuma by 9%, in Vilcabamba by >10% under the average rH observed under
other weather situations (CN = 2 and 3). However, unlike the impact of the temperatures, the impact
of the downslope winds on rH in the lee valley is also obvious in the daytime. While maximum
temperatures under EWC’s are clearly lower than maximum temperatures in any other weather
situation, maximum aridity at noon is, with exception of the extreme weather situation in Veranillo
del Niño, equally low or even lower (<55%). This with regard to the thermal conditions, reduced rH
can only be explained with precedent adiabatic processes of a foehn that has deprived the air from
a share of its moisture load. Fig. 9.4 shows that compared to the average situation, the reduction of
atmospheric moisture under EWC’s is significant on every hour of the day. The importance of this
reduction under foehn conditions becomes additional weight if is pointed to the fact that only under
EWC’s, average specific humidity in Vilcabamba is considerably lower than in the east. Under non-
EWC’s, the average level of atmospheric moisture in 1970 m in the west is categorically higher
than in the equivalent altitude in San Francisco and approaches even that of the easterly, humid
outpost El Libano (Table 9.2).

The daily characteristic of rH at the Motilón site (2690 m) under EWC’s is, like radiation and
temperature, the result of cloud conditions. The cloud conditions on their part depend on the diurnal
cycle of the boundary layer. Until the convective boundary layer reaches 2700 m at 11:00 (indicated
by a rapidly slowing trade wind velocity), the desiccated easterly trades and the rising temperature
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Fig. 9.3: Diurnal courses of relative humidity under different weather conditions in the Cordillera Real.
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control rH. One hour later, at noon, rH starts to augment (Fig. 9.3). It shows that the easterly trades
have shifted upward and that convective moisture and increasingly clouds can make their way to
the crest line. During the afternoon, average rH grows parallel with the cloud probability until both
have a maximum at sunset. After sunset, mean rH decreases relatively rapidly, indicating that clouds
apparently gradually disappear again until midnight. The disappearance of clouds is directly associated
with the degrading of the humid, convective boundary layer of the day to a nocturnal residual layer
with abating convection, cloud formation and vertical thickness. By midnight, the summit is
completely back under the influence of the easterly trades and rH levels at a stable average of 88%
until sunrise. Within this context should be mentioned that the diurnal growth of the convective
boundary layer over the Sierra is nicely traced by the absolute moisture content of the air at the
Motilón site. The maximum of specific humidity does not occur when the temperature is the highest
(at Motilón at 13:00, see temperatures) but when convection has an optimum. This is, obviously,
between 15:00 and 16:00. Specific humidity shows furthermore that remnants of convection stay
active until midnight.

The hygric situation during Veranillos del Niño is, for south Ecuadorian proportions, veritably
extraordinary. Unlike the temperatures that chiefly indicate optimal radiative conditions, relative
humidity departs profoundly from a typical day cycle. First of all, the dryness in east and west
shows that a rearrangement of synoptic currents has taken place and that air masses with radically
different properties than in any other weather situation dominate the atmosphere. The strongest
proof for this, besides the cloudless skies, is that nocturnal rH in higher levels falls instead of
increases with the decline of temperatures. As mentioned before, this is the consequence of strong
subsidence through a pronounced pressure contrast between the Pacific High and the Amazonian
Low. Inhibited cloud formation, a low inversion layer and the exposure of the high mountain regions
to the drier air aloft are the unmistakeable concomitant phenomena (rH down to ~12% was measured
on such occasions at the Páramo site).
As with the majority of the other weather variables, during Veranillo del Niño, the large contrasts

between east and west vanishes for rH. Nonetheless, spatial and temporal heterogeneity of rH increase
at the same time. This is the result of complex winds and moisture displacements, which are only
partially understood.

The smaller and oblate amplitude of rH at the high sites (Páramo, Cajanuma, Cd. Consuelo) during
the day in VdN is the consequence of convection and subsidence that outweigh each other (Fig. 9.4,
right). They create a mixing zone in which absolute moisture augments but rising temperatures
cause a stagnation in rH development (Fig. 9.3). In the afternoon, between 15:00 and 16:00,
convection gains influence and consequently rH increases. At the time when daytime temperatures
start to decrease at 16:00 while convective moisture transport continues, the increase of rH accelerates
another time, causing an extreme steepened increase rate of rH in late afternoon (Fig. 9.3). Right
after sunset, rH is maximal with a probability of >88% of rH 99.9% (Páramo station 3400 m).
Correspondingly, clouds near the crest are a quite common phenomenon in these hours. When
convection finally collapses in the evening, subsidence gains back its influence in the mountains.

Mean specific humidity 
(g/kg)

El Libano (1970 m) ECSF (1950 m) Vilcabamba (1970 m)

EWC (CN = 1) 12 11.5 10.7

CN = 2 12.6 12 12.3

WWC = 3 12.6 11.9 12.4

Veranillo del Niño (CN = 4) 10.7 9.7 10.2

Table 9.2: Mean specific humidity in different weather situations at the low weather stations
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The clouds dissipate and rH and sH first decline rapidly until midnight, then moderately until sunrise.
The decline of rH is, despite falling temperatures, an answer on the steep decrease of moisture
content of the air, which, in its turn, indicates the subsidence from aloft. The transformation of the
evening residual boundary layer to a shallow stable boundary layer at night and drainage of cold air
subsequently facilitate and intensify the subsidence. Because these processes progress during the
entire night and presumably air from increasingly higher levels reaches the mountains, rH and sH
continue to fall until sunrise.
The valleys El Libano, Rio San Francisco and Vilcabamba stay in the boundary layer during Veranillo

del Niño and therefore rH has largely the typical, inverse to temperature characteristic. However,
rH is not simply a function of the temperature but also depends on moisture transport by the wind.
Between midnight and sunrise, rH increases and sH falls conform to the falling temperatures. The
rising temperatures in the morning cause rH to sink, while evaporation of dew and transpiration of
the vegetation in the morning hours lift the absolute moister level (Fig. 9.4, right). Like under
EWC’s, the concentration of moisture culminates before noon and then starts to fall as radiation
peaks and thermally induced winds remove the moisture from the surface close air. In Vilcabamba,
during mid afternoon, westerlies intrude and bring dry air from the Interandean Sierra.
Correspondingly, specific humidity sinks significantly during the next hours while the increase of
rH falls a little behind the decrease of the temperature. Frequently, by 21:00, the westerlies abate
and loose influence on the moisture level, which becomes particularly evident in the adaptation of
sH back to the local radiative and thermal conditions.
In the valley Rio San Francisco, the daytime wind has a greater importance for the atmospheric

moisture conditions than in Vilcabamba. Along the valley axis, it blows, partially fresh, all day.
This time, the dry gusty downvalley winds of subsiding air make it, with respect to sH, a drier spot
than Vilcabamba. Only the lower temperatures in the east cause rH to stay slightly higher than in the
west. The daytime characteristic of sH at ECSF corresponds to the moisture content of the air aloft
and follows the same trend as observed on the pass El Tiro. The clear depression around noon exists
because free convection is inhibited in this corridor of subsiding air so that convective humidity
stays away from current and crest. Therefore, sH values at ECSF and El Tiro decrease parallel to the
increasing intensity of the wind during the day. In addition to this, the low cloud probability and the
freely surging temperatures at noon result in the largest daily amplitudes of rH observed here of all
stations (~53%). At night, the downvalley wind becomes seamlessly replaced by the gravity valley
wind from the same direction. Henceforth, rH and sH in Rio San Francisco become determined by
the radiative processes at the bottom of the nocturnal boundary layer. At El Tiro, convection and
occasional clouds let increase sH and rH around sunset. By midnight, subsidence again reaches
down to El Tiro and causes, like at the other high stations, rH and sH to fall until sunrise.

Fig. 9.4: Mean diurnal specific humidity under EWC’s and in Veranillo del Niño
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The outpost weather station in the east, El Libano seems to be a special case in VdN. During the
day, strong evapotranspiration must inhibit surging temperatures and excessively falling rH as solar
radiation is equally high as in the other valleys. The high rising specific humidity in El Libano
supports this idea (Fig. 9.4, right). The high moisture level does not prevail during the day as under
EWC’s, but obviously, neither wind removes the moisture completely. In the evening, radiative
cooling seems to be inhibited by the water vapour so that temperatures and rH fall reluctantly until
midnight. After midnight, (slightly) increasing rH, and falling sH and temperature indicate that
radiative cooling starts to have influence on these parameters.
A problem with this concept is that in fact, specific humidity is high compared to other stations but

not extraordinary high in the evening. Why should longwave radiation be trapped more than under
other weather situations that likely are even cloudier in the evening?  Another possibility is that the
atypical steady winds from west to southwesterly direction at night introduce warm air that cause
the temperatures to fall reluctantly and keeps rH relatively high until midnight. The origin of those
winds has not been cleared: they could be a deep descending branch of an along-slope wind system
or otherwise come from the valley Rio Bombuscara. In the latter case, the question remains, why
they are so warm.
At the Motilón site 2690 m, trends of nocturnal subsidence are weaker but also distinguishable,

especially in the second half of the night, when rH declines at the same rate as in the Cordillera
Real. Like under EWC’s, clouds develop during the day but relative global radiation values of
~50% reveal that on average, the ceiling is higher than the summit (LCL ~3000 m at 17:00).
Correspondingly, vapour saturation does not occur. Nevertheless, vertical moisture transport is
considerable as the impressively surging specific humidity values in the afternoon indicate (Fig.
9.4, right). This time, this is not the result of convection over the dry Sierra but, according to the
northern currents, a result of convection over the coastal plains and the humid north-west flanks of
the Cordillera Guachanamá. In 2001, these clouds have not led to rainfall; at least not at the weather
observation station.
Note: rH at the TS1 site eventually is incorrect under Veranillo del Niño conditions. This is probably

due to the different (less quality) type of sensor.

9.3 Humidity gradients

An altitudinal change of surface rH east of the Andes is, looked at it over a large range of 600 km,
not existent between 126 m(Iquitos) and 1970 m (El Libano). Beyond 2000 m, rH makes a sudden
leap to higher values at a rate that depends on the cloud frequency (saturated conditions) of the
respective altitude (Fig. 9.5). Underneath, evapotranspiration and vertical transport of vapour away
from the surface controls the rH. The gap between saturated vapour pressure and actual vapour
pressure equivalent to rH ~90% seems to be a constant (average) that probably is controlled or
cannot be exceeded by the transpiration of the vegetation. If this were not the case, the question
would be why the vegetation does not lift average rH over 90% at increasing altitudes where the
temperature and the total moisture capacity of the air are lower. Due to the higher moisture capacity
of air at higher temperatures, average total evapotranspiration must be 157% higher at 126 m than
at 2000 m to reach a level of 90% of vapour saturation. At the same time, the saturation deficit is
twice as high in 126 m as in 1970 m (Fig. 9.5). From this perspective, the vegetation has an increasing
growth advantage with respect to water stress towards higher altitudes or towards the Andes
respectively.
At the observation station ECSF (1950 m), average rH diverges, unlike in El Libano, from the

typically high lowland humidity. The reason for this has been discussed (foehn).
On the west side of the Cordillera Real, the decline of average rH is quite continuous between the

highest (Páramo, 3400 m) and the lowest point (Catamayo, 1230 m). Motilón does not fully fit in
the gradient because of convection upwind over the Interandean Sierra. A peculiar outlier represents
the officially measured rH value of Vilcabamba Valley. Various reasons are imaginable for this but
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Fig. 9.5: Moisture gradients in the Andes at 4°S
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the keeping of water in an open container within the screen for wetbulb measurements is among the
first suspects.
The extraordinary low positioned and partially absent gradient during Veranillo del Niño displays

the exceptional arid conditions in the heights and generally in the east.
The gradients of specific humidity show an interesting detail concerning the atmospheric vapour

budget in the irrigated valleys of the Interandean Sierra. The fact that the gradient in the east obeys
the exponential relation of air temperature and vapour capacity does not surprise. In the west,
however, the fairly exponential gradient down to 1230 m (Catamayo) surprises a little because after
the crossing of the climate divide and after some spillover in Cajanuma 2960 m, there are not many
sources of water vapour left that would lift specific humidity from ~11.5 g/kg to ~13 g/kg. Only
possible source is a significant input of water vapour from the extensively irrigated plantations at
the valley bottoms.
The gradient of saturation deficit in the east is split in two, corresponding to the rapid changing

conditions over the slopes of the Cordillera Real near the foreland. The saturation deficit in the west
makes a large jump within the miniscule range between the main crest (3400 m) and 3000 m
(Cajanuma) in the adjacent flanks. The gradient continues along an exponential slope down to the
valley of Vilcabamba. The saturation deficit in Catamayo distinctly diverges (negatively) from the
regression, which again must be interpreted as a replenishment of atmospheric water vapour through
the agriculture activity in the valley. In the Loja region, an average saturation deficit of ~3hPa may
be the threshold between favourable and unfavourable growth conditions for vegetation. Outside
the irrigated plantations, vegetation below 2300-2400 m show strategies against aridity and goes
through a degenerative stadium in winter.
The great aridity and the reason for the xerophytes in the non-irrigated parts (mainly the low

slopes) in Catamayo valley becomes palpable if the saturation deficit under the very arid weather
conditions during Veranillo del Niño in Vilcabamba is compared to the average saturation deficit in
Catamayo: they still differ >2.5 hPa.
The contrast between saturation deficits in the east and west persist during Veranillo del Niño only

in the valleys. It is evident, that the extraordinary saturation deficit in the easterly highlands must be
an extreme water stress for the vegetation. As Veranillo del Niño can last up to two weeks and
returns relatively regularly, it is quite probable that apart from strategies against extreme wind
speeds, vegetation has also been forced to adapt strategies against this peak water stress situation.
Nevertheless, today, the aridity of Veranillos del Niño constitutes a larger danger for the mountain
forests than ever. After various days of Veranillo del Niño conditions, even the mountain rain forests
in the east become desiccated to a degree, that they can catch fire; a circumstance that is all too
often exploited.
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10 Precipitation
Whichever graphic source is consulted for precipitation amounts in tropical South America, it will

likely show too low values at the eastern flanks of the tropical Andes. In many cases this may be
excused by map generalisation as this belt region is quite narrow against the zonal extension of the
continent. However, with the exception of some single works that in spite of that do adumbrate a
small strip of increased precipitation between Peru and Columbia e.g. [2] and [9] many works
concerning exactly rainfall in tropical South America seem to disregard the possibility of considerably
elevated precipitation at the eastern flanks. Responsible for this is the absence of data although on
the other hand, compared to the foreland significantly amplified rainfall at windward slopes is the
standard observation anywhere in the world. Obviously, advection and orographic uplift of moisture
by easterly winds is notoriously underestimated as well. Thus, corresponding to observations at a
few locations in the Amazon Basin, the maximum annual rainfall in the lowlands bordering the
Andes is dimensioned to 2500 to 3500 mm with the higher values in the north. From there to the
west, precipitation is supposed to decline because it is linearly interpolated to the roughly 1000 mm/
a widely measured in the interandean Sierra.
However, a few long-term measurements of official weather stations at the foot of the eastern

Andes in the north and particularly the own measurements more to the south at levels where official
measurements stop support the conception of widespread significantly increased precipitation at
the eastern slopes. Long-term measurements exist of Villavicencio (Colombia) 4.1°N, 649 m with
4100 mm/a and Puyo (Ecuador) 1.5°S, 981 m with 4290 mm/a [95]. While the lowlands upwind of
Zamora (e.g. represented by Iquitos, Peru, 3.8°S, 107 m with 2850 mm/a) and the stations near
Zamora indicate clearly drier conditions than the equatorward region, the own measurements at
higher levels easily exceed the 4000 mm as well. This they do even to an unexpectedly large extend:

Fig. 10.1: Worldwide average annual precipitation at surface level and wind vectors at 925 hPa. The pattern of the
low-level trade wind fields reveals that the main global oceanic desert makers act also as the great global rainmakers.
The dry cores belonging to the subtropical anticyclones are bordered by the worldwide highest rainfall amounts. The
dynamic and persisting trade wind fields cause increased rainfall where they receive a vertical component. This is
once through convergence over the mid-latitudes pole-west ward of the centres of the anticyclones (narrowing of the
meridians) and once in the inner tropics. Here, the everlasting advection of oceanic, successively vapour enriching air
masses into a region of generally combined convergence and increased insolation causes up to double and triple the
amount of maximum precipitations elsewhere. Amazonia and Ecuador east of the Andean climate divide is situated
almost permanently in one of those rain belts belonging to the Atlantic subtropical anticyclones or in the intersection
of both. Data sources: oceanic precipitation from MSU „Limb93“, R. Spencer [82] and land precipitation from Legates
and Willmotts [48], merged by T. Mitchell et al. at JISAO [31]; wind data NCEP Reanalysis [54].
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to the measured net ~6000 mm/a at somewhat wind-protected, eastward mountain sites (Lagunas
de los Compadres) has still to be added a wind-drifted loss and considerable amounts of fog
precipitation. Altogether, at least 7000 to 8000 mm/a should to be considered within the range of
maximum precipitation at this section of the higher east Andes in southern Ecuador.
Fig. 10.1 may help illuminate the synoptic framework for those extraordinarily high precipitation

amounts. In this composite, the Amazon appears to belong to the wettest large contiguous land area
worldwide because not only of the vigorous convection of the low latitudes but also because of the
permanent, high rate advection of moisture to it from either hemispheres. (One compares equatorial
Africa, which basically experiences single-sided, non-oceanic advection only. There, high but
distinctly less precipitation is found than over Amazonia). The Ecuadorian Andes are situated directly
adjacent to this region and pose an uttermost effective because perpendicular barrier to the, despite
its advanced westward position, still very persistent, dynamic, moisture-loaded and predominantly
zonal, low-level (<925 hPa-level) airflow. Whether the Andean Barrier partially blocks or lets pass
this airflow (see chapter 7 „Wind“) is of secondary importance because this decides only if the
orographically increased rain falls at upper or at lower windward slopes [21]. The reasons why the
very high precipitations are obviously undetected by remote sensing techniques (as utilized in Fig.
10.1, among others) are the commonly used evaluation methods. The relatively moderate sized
orographic clouds and their temperature make them practically „invisible“ compared to the higher
up reaching convective towers. Since the amount of precipitation is determined through an inverse
correlation with the cloud temperature as observed by satellite, the low, stratiform, thus „warm“
orographic clouds are prone to being categorically underestimated for their contribution to surface
rainfall. The orographic rainfall, however, reaches superior quantities in the investigation area through
permanence and high-rate moisture throughput. At Cd. Consuelo 2930 m and Páramo 3400 m, rain
intensities are generally small but rain is detected at over 340 days per year (Table 10.6 and 10.2.7).

The extreme rainfall and the wind speed are the reason for the exposed eastern flanks to have
never been reclaimed by men like the interior part of the Andes at comparable heights. Thus is
understandably, why this region in southern Ecuador and northern Peru is basically inaccessible
until today (and without climate data). A circumstance that complicates any short-term access to the
eastern flanks apart from the bad weather is a literally impenetrable because unequalled densely
tangled and at the same time tough and resistant vegetation. At levels >2600 m, low growth comes
along with a high degree of lignification and apparently something which seems to be a loose tier of
roots. It makes gaining foothold impossible and completes the overall inaccessibility of the terrain.
This resource intensive growth habit in turn seems only sustainable under extremely moist conditions.

Of course, concomitant with high advection rates is an omnipresent strong wind at the upper
eastbound mountains. In the investigation area, this wind posed a severe problem for the acquisition
of precipitation data with the conventional Hellmann-type gauges. Through wind drifting not only
had to be dealt with considerable precipitation losses, also a distortion of the annual distribution of
rainfall in favour of the less windy period were among the consequences (the maximum rainfall
apparently occurring in summer at the Páramo station). Hence, a new type of interceptive devices
and a correction method for wind were developed. For completeness, results of the original
(conventional) measurements are listed below but interpretations touching rainfall at higher levels
are based on the corrected rain totals.

Rain quantities downwind of the climate divide are, according to the effectiveness of the mountain
barrier, less spectacular than upwind. In contrary, the overabundant rain amounts at the windward
slopes are logically contrasted by a corresponding rain shortfall in the lee. Hence, spectacular is the
large contrast between the extremes of rainfall within a radius of less than 20 km from the climate
divide: more than 6000 mm/a in the east is juxtaposed by a few 100 mm/a in the west.
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Rain in the Interandean Sierra is composed of a decreasing spillover from the climate divide to the
west, of convective rain due to the occasional proximity of the ITCZ and of rain produced by weak,
westerly currents. According to the prevailing regional provenances of the rain, the annual rain
totals increase towards the eastern and western extremes of the Sierra and are minimal in the inner
„core“. In the Province of Loja, this is in the valley of Catamayo where the rain shadows from the
surrounding cordilleras overlap the most effectively.
In general, rainfall of any origin, advective or convective, affects more frequently the higher levels

than the valley floors of the dissected terrain. Therefore, next to the horizontal precipitation gradients
towards the central Sierra, there is a pronounced subordinate local, vertical precipitation gradient as
well. A result of this is land use activity at a rather small-scale in the valleys near the rivers (where
the steep terrain opens and valley floor and lower slopes are plane and ample enough) and agriculture
and settlements at the higher levels of the interandean Sierra. Larger centres of the first type are
scarce and basically restricted to Catamayo (1230 m) and Macará (430 m) at the edges of the
interandean Sierra, while upper settlements are frequent; the more important being Cariamanga
(1960 m), Gonzanamá (1980 m), Catacocha (1840 m) and Celica (2100 m) (see Fig. 2.2). The slopes
in between are often barren and sparsely covered with xeromorph and normally fire-proved
vegetation. Exceptions are the, especially when foliated, charmingly beautiful „bosques secos“ of
Ceibos, mainly represented on the lower and middle slopes of Rio Catamayo, beginning ~50 km
downriver of Catamayo (town).

Wind that had a negative effect on rain measuring was not a large-scale problem west of the
climate divide. Probably only precipitation measurements at the weather station Cajanuma (2960 m)
during the stronger foehn storms may have suffered somewhat of this problem. The strongest winds
at Cajanuma, however, came with the tendentially dryer, cold trades (e.g. May 1998, July/August 1999
and 2000, see composites), so that wind induced losses should have stayed low. In addition, because
wind at Cajanuma is very turbulent and hence variable in any 3D-direction, the correction method
used with the other well-ventilated weather stations is not appropriate. At the other wind-exposed
weather station Motilón, strong wind is equivalent with easterly trades and at this location with
aridity (compare composite of wind speed and precipitation Motilón and Fig. 10.30). Corrections
of rain data from this station stayed without particular consequences.

Before the precipitation data is presented, the correction method for wind that has led to the improved
data set is introduced first. The results of both measurements and corrected data are presented in the
chapter immediately following (10.2).

10.1 Precipitation correction for wind

The term „precipitation“ actually is misleading; precipitation originates from the Latin „praecipitare“
and means „to fall headlong“.

After the installation of the weather stations, it became obvious that the rain gauges of the Hell-
mann-type on the crest line of the Cordillera Real were producing random numbers rather than rain
totals. The daily visual observations of the crest region, or better stated the invisibility of it by
quasi-permanently veiling rain clouds promised extraordinary high precipitation totals. Also features
in flora and fauna of the accessible higher lee side Cajanuma flanks were evidence of an uttermost
excessive input of moisture. At elevations of 3000 – 3200 m, trees give way to hygromorphic taxa
such as bamboo (Neurolepis, Chusquea), sedges (Carex, Rynchospora) and ferns (Blechnum,
Huperzia) covering increasingly greater patches. Above ~3200 m but still under the potential
timberline, wet conditions even aggravate. Only grasses, herbs, bromeliads and low shrubs withstand
wind and permanent humidity. Where present above the timberline ecotone (>3200 –3300 m),
planations and synclines show stagnant water and peat formation, even on the very ridge. In the
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whole Páramo region, especially on the crest, large numbers of frogs live in the water accumulations
of leaf rosettes of the ground bromeliads. These highly fragile ecological niches exist and preserve
only because of an incessant and abundant water supply.
The first two years of Hellmann measurements however, the Páramo station at 3400 m yielded an

average of barely over 2500 mm annually. This was little more than 2110 mm at the ECSF station
at 1950 m and significantly less than 4000 mm at the Cd. Consuelo station at 2930 m. On the one
hand, the substantial deficit to a ~3.500 mm/a lower bound expected was difficult to explain with
regional differentiation of precipitation by lee effects or considering a dramatic decrease of
precipitation totals above a certain altitude. On the other hand, the windy Cd. Consuelo station
(wind speed >6 m/s annual mean) was yielding „reasonable“ precipitation values at the same time,
seemingly qualifying the Hellmann measuring method after all. However, first data from the later
installed (wind protected) TS1-station of the windy months June-August dwarfed the Cd. Consuelo
readings so significantly (Table 10.1) that substantial precipitation losses also at the Cd. Consuelo
station had to be feared.
Within three months with high wind speeds, the Hellmann gauge Cd. Consuelo detected 385 mm

less precipitation than the TS1 station. If there were to be expected significant differences other
than wind borne between the precipitation amounts of the neighbouring weather stations, then

reverse. Being situated lower and a few hundred meters downwind of the Cordillera del Consuelo,
the TS1 should receive smaller precipitation amounts than the crest station does in months like
June through August when virtually 100% of the precipitation is orographic and originates from the
east. The discrepancy between the recordings clearly proved a wind induced precipitation loss also
at the Hellmann gauge on Cd. Consuelo.

At this point, the question aroused how to assess the wind induced precipitation loss. Considering
the key role Hellmann gauges and devices akin have been playing and today still plays in
determination of precipitation worldwide, surprisingly few in-depth studies on drop-gauge interaction
under the influence of wind have been made. It is partially due to the complexity of the matter that
until recently such efforts simply stranded on sensory and computational means. Nespor (1996)
[55] and Nespor & Sevruk (1999) [56] publicised detailed, comprehensive and experimentally
verified numerical simulations of wind-induced error of rainfall measurements with Hellmann-
type gauges (Hellmann, Mk2 and ASTA gauges). First, they simulated the partial wind-induced
error for discrete drop sizes and different wind speeds and then integrated over typical drop size
distributions of typical rain types after Ulbrich (1983) in order to obtain the total error of natural
rain incidents at a certain wind speed. Although a great step towards understanding the wind-induced
error, the authors hint that the approach still needs some improvement with respect to particle-
turbulence interaction and acknowledge the fact that the actual drop size distribution remains a
source of large uncertainty.
Basic observations in the study confirm the observations in the Cordillera Real and show that

without the knowledge of drop size distributions a formal assessment of the wind induced rain loss
is problematic:
-combinations of small drop sizes and high wind speeds let approach the efficiency of Hellmann

gauges to zero (Nespor 1996) [55].

Rain [mm] / W. speed
[m/s]

June 99 July 99 Aug 99

Ts1 station 580.7 / - 670.7 / - 336.0 / -

Cd. Consuelo station 473.7 / 5.6 497.3 / 8.1 231.4 / 7.1

Table 10.1: Monthly Hellmann totals of TS1 and Cd. Consuelo stations in June-August 1999
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-at wind speeds over 5 m/s and drop sizes less than 1 mm, the average error of a Hellmann starts to
become very significant. At drop sizes of <= 500 um, the increase of the partial errors becomes so
significant, that small fluctuations in drop sizes result in a wide spectrum of correction factors,
which in their turn signify spans of rain totals with a variance of over 100%.
This means that in the present case where the juvenile, orographic rain consists mainly of drizzle

(drop size Ø <= 600 um) analysis of trajectories will not result in useful values unless there is
knowledge of the drop size spectrum. Assumptions about actual drop sizes would likely lead to
conclusions of a quality that can probably be equalled by an empirical approach.

Hence, to quantify the precipitation losses in the Páramo crest region, initially versatile rain gauges
were installed (see Fig. 4.6). The devices were thought to measure the total drifting rain close to the
ground. In a second step, the drifted totals had to be translated to precipitation totals. In addition to
the versatile gauges, two totalisators „Refugio“ and „Forest“ were installed in order to be able to
approach crest precipitation amounts through a local gradient from the west. The versatile rain
gauges were installed directly at the Páramo station at 3400 m (see Fig. 4.4). Because the experiments
were very labour-intensive, they were restricted to this site only.

In the following, precipitation amount statements in [mm] from rain gauges other than the standard
Hellmann have to be strictly understood as such and can not be equated with „l/m2“ where „m2“
refers to a horizontal surface area. The unit „mm“ makes sense however, as a volume [mm3] (of
intercepted liquid atmospheric water) is related to a surface area [mm2] (it has crossed).

The course of the experiments is divided in three different phases (Table 10.2):
In phase I, the versatile gauges showed consistent functionality. With the gauges in a good state,

monthly sums scatter only 5%. The versatile gauges intercepted significant more rain than the
Hellmann gauge. Progressive damages that the gauge structures suffered through the wind force
provoked increasing differences between the monthly sums (Table 10.3).

In the long run, the Páramo conditions proved too harsh for the versatile rain catchers. An alteration
of the setup became necessary to protect the mobile part from the violent wind. In the relatively
short phase II (March – June 2001), a compromise was made by leaving one gauge in its original
state and fixing the other one horizontally. In case the mobile gauge failed, the fixed gauge would
continue at least the monitoring of the horizontal share of the precipitation. The mobile gauge
became additionally equipped with a tipping bucket (resolution: 0.1 mm) and an event logger.
Due to repeated technical failure, only few data was collected. An example of data from phase II

shows Fig. 10.2.
The first impression of the results matched the expectations. The versatile gauge had intercepted

significantly more rain (P
vsl

) than the standard gauge (P
H
). However, the precipitation amounts of

the fixed horizontal gauge surprisingly were even higher than the amounts of the mobile gauge. A

Operation as/with Versatile gauge 1 Versatile gauge 2
Phase I Versatile, as Versatile,

Oct 2000 – Mar 2001 Totalisator totalisator
Phase II Versatile, with Fixed horizontally,
Apr 2001 – Jun 2001 event logger totalisator
Phase III Fixed horizontally, Fixed horizontally,
July 2001 – Dec 2002 with event logger totalisator

Table 10.2: Overview over phases in the rain gauge experiments:
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closer look at the data explains why (Fig. 10.2 and Fig. 10.3):
-Standard Hellmann precipitation P

H 
almost disappears with high wind speeds whereas the versa-

tile gauge continues to intercept significant amounts of rain (hours 0 – 20 and 80 – 100).
-The ratio P

vsl
/P

H 
is always >1 and is particularly high during periods of high wind speeds.

Both observations seem to indicate plausible functionality of the versatile rain gauge. However,
there is a (too) high correlation between the measurements of both systems and second, despite
higher P

vsl
/P

H
-ratios at higher wind speeds, also P

vsl
 convey the impression of being „chopped“ at

elevated wind speeds (hours 5-15 and 50-90).
From these observations had to be concluded that the versatile gauge showed an insufficient response

to the wind speed. Would interception have been ideal, it would have resulted in maximum
precipitation rates, e.g. at least equal to that of the horizontally fixed gauge. In addition, the high

correlation contradicts the implicit premise that a ceasing interception of the Hellmann at higher
wind speeds must result in at least non-linear diverging values. Probable reason was a, with regard
to the barycentre, unbalanced mounting of the mobile body. A mounting too close to its barycentre
might have caused overly nervous responding of the versatile body to wind gusts, resulting in too

Versatile 1 Versatile 2
Pvsl [mm] Pvsl [mm]

Oct 2000 375.1 392.2 4.3 198.6

Nov 00 285.7 300.5 4.9 88.2

Dec 2000 1 310 322.3 3.8 103.1 Versatile 1 down for repair

Dec 2000 2 - 144.5 64.2 V. 2 down for repair, V. 1 back

Jan 01 334.3 - 103.9 Versatile 2 back

Mar 2001 1 1486 1350 10 472.6 V. 2 slightly defect?

Mar 2001 2 406.1 343 18.4 71.7 V. 2 slightly defect

% Diff Hellmann 
PH [mm]

Comment
Table 10.3: Monthly totals of phase I

P
vsl

 = precipitation measured in versatile gauge, P
H 

= precipitation measured in Hellmann gauge

Fig. 10.2: Data sample of phase II in an
observation window of 125 hours

Fig. 10.3: Correlation of P
vsl

 and P
H 

 in phase II
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large deflections. A hanging too far from the barycentre might have resulted in the opposite scenario,
a disproportionate inertia of the versatile part. An in situ, in-depth evaluation of those possibilities
was not seriously considered because of the hostile environment but also because of the manifested
susceptibility of the mobile construction to failure during the most violent rainstorms. Hence, instead
of reconstructing the versatile gauges, the simpler solution of relying on a horizontal fixation only
was preferred. The observed fact that the course of the drizzle generally is directed horizontally
anyhow invited to fix the versatile gauges in a permanently tilted position (average wind speed at
the Páramo-station is 9.5 ± 3.6 m/s under EWC’s). In fact, a timed data sample from the next phase,
phase III, shows continued improved interception of precipitation with the horizontally fixed device
(Fig. 10.4). Additionally, in Fig. 10.4, intercepted drifted precipitation does not seem to be „chopped“
at higher wind speeds like in Fig. 10.4. A weak correlation between the values of both measuring
methods is left (r2 = 0.46, Fig. 10.5). The measurements were extended with this configuration of
gauges from July 2001 until December 2002.

10.1.1 Data

Since the mobile phases I and II of the versatile gauges had not been successfully in the sense that
they had not recorded the potential maximum precipitation amount, this data was not interpreted.
However, important conclusion is that the gauges showed uniform interceptive qualities and provided
reproducible data.
During phase III, data loss was suffered again. This time however, wind destructions did not cause

the failures but the limited capacity of the event logger memory of 8000 events (800 mm) that
frequently exhausted within a months time. Unfortunately, the event logging construction had left
too little space to attach a collector big enough to store the enormous precipitation volumes. For
this reason, reference total sums of entire months could only be retrieved from the second horizon-
tal gauge that was employed as a totalizer.

Because the operational direction of the horizontal rain gauges was strictly versus the easterly
trades’ direction at the Páramo station, only data associated with east wind directions entered the
evaluations.
A revision of the data revealed that a distinction had to be made between two types of drifted

precipitation. One type is characterized by signals simultaneously in both measuring systems (hori-

Fig. 10.4: Data sample of phase III Fig. 10.5: Correlation of P
v
 and P

H
 in phase III
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zontal and vertical Hellmann gauge). The other type is characterized by consecutive hours of events
in the horizontal gauge and absence of any signal in the vertical Hellmann gauge (Table 10.4). The
first type is related to as „drifted precipitation“ (P

h
 >0 mm and P

H
 >0 mm), the second type to as

„fog precipitation“ (P
f  
>0 mm and P

H
 = 0 mm). Drifted precipitation is by far more productive and

to a certain extend predictable as it coincides with Hellmann precipitation. In this chapter, attention
will be given only to drifted precipitation. Fog precipitation is discussed in 10.3.
In 21 months (April 2001 to Dec 2002), the horizontally fixed gauges intercepted quite unbelievably

20,900 mm (Ø ~1,000 mm/month) of drifted and fog precipitation. The month with the lowest total
was November 2001 with 620 mm; the month with the maximum total was June 2001 with 1800 mm!
(Fig. 10.10).

As has been indicated, the data need to undergo a correction before being interpretable as
precipitation values. Since the efforts aimed first at annual and if possible at monthly precipitation
rates, a formal description of the dependency between drifted precipitation and wind speed was to
be found in order to generate rain totals for the main investigation period 1998-2001. Next step will
be the transformation of the drifted precipitation to „true“ precipitation.

10.1.2 Drifted precipitation

Fig. 10.6 shows average hourly rain rates at wind speeds between >1 and 17 m/s. Data coverage of
higher wind speeds than 17 m/s with rain was rather poor for evaluation and showed increasingly
heterogeneous results.
The higher Hellmann signals at lower wind speeds (<4 m/s) in Fig. 10.6 are related to sporadic

easterly convective rain events (September to April) and emanate from greater rain intensities and
greater drop sizes that are inherent to them. Accordingly, vertical signals are higher than horizontal
signals. The frequency of such showers is marginal in comparison to the amount of data related to
higher wind speeds.

In Fig. 10.6, at wind speeds of >4 m/s, rain rates in the horizontal gauge begin to increase versus
rain rates in the standard gauge. At >10 m/s, the increasing average interception rate of the horizon-
tal rain gauge stagnates while with higher wind speeds, rates scatter increasingly at a level of ~3 mm/
h. The rain rate observed at the standard Hellmann drops continuously. The stagnation at the level
of ~10 mm/h is unexpected since higher wind speeds enhance drop transport and thus rain rates.
That this is not the case has probably a meteorological and a technical reason. First, the strongest
winds in June - August coincide with a sinking total moisture content of the atmosphere lowers
because of the lower seasonal temperatures. Second, especially at the top wind speeds can be assumed
that aero dynamical limitations, like an air cushion in front of the gauge orifice etc., increasingly
deflect raindrops.

One more important fact suggested by Fig. 10.6 is that according to the Hellmann recordings, the
average trend of rain intensities especially at the dominant velocities of 9 ± 3 m/s steadily falls with
increasing wind speeds. Since there is no stringent meteorological reason for it, (less because the

Cases (hours) of all cases: of East cases:
Available data set* 5924 -100%
Easterly wind 5176 87% -100%
Calms (Ø hour wind speed < 0.1 m/s) 7 < 0.01% < 0.01%
>= 1 Rain count / hour in horizontal gauge 3954 67% 76%
>= 1 Rain count / hour in std. and  horiz. gauge 2035 34% 39%

Table 10.4: Data of phase III

*All relevant sensor data available: wind speed, wind direction, P
H
 and P

h
 (P

h
 = P of horizontally fixed

gauge).
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horizontal interception increases at these velocities), it has to be accredited to the increasing deficiency
of the standard Hellmann’s interceptivity.

In order to find the relation between Hellmann precipitation and wind speed, the difference amount
from Hellmann interception to horizontal interception is examined. Because of the observed
prevailing uniformity of the orographic rain characteristics such as drop size („small“) and drop
trajectories (horizontal) at the observation site, the difference amount between Hellmann interception
and horizontal gauge interception per event can be postulated to be mainly dependent from the
wind speed. It is shown that with growing wind speeds, interceptivity of the standard Hellmann
decreases. Thus, positive difference amounts between Hellmann and horizontal gauge will grow
with wind speed as long as horizontal precipitation interception increases.

Fig. 10.7 shows falling ratios of rain rates at wind speeds <3 m/s below one. The change to values
<1 at wind speed of ~2 m/s means that for at least for the average rain incident related to EWC’s at
the Páramo site, interceptivity of the horizontal rain gauge already is higher at very low wind speeds
than that of the standard Hellmann. It confirms the existence of chiefly small drops, which, as a
geometric consequence, on average start to drift in an angle acuter than 45° to the ground at wind
speeds that are as low as 3 m/s.

In Fig. 10.8, the relative differences between Hellmann and horizontal gauge are plotted against
the wind speed in 0.1 m/s increments. The determination of the dependency between wind speed
and average precipitation difference rates or „loss“-rates is done through a non-linear regression
(best fit). To account for the non-uniform variability of the data, a weighted least square fitting was
used. The relative differences were weighted with the reciprocal value of the wind speed. Although
the scattering of the values is considerable, the magnitude of it stays restricted to a confined range
of proportional distance to the regression (~ ±50%) over the entire considered range of wind speed.

Fig. 10.9 shows the validation of the empirical function found in Fig. 10.8. The function is applied
to the standard Hellmann values and the resulting monthly totals are compared to monthly totalized
values of measured drifted precipitation (readout of totalizer was done every first of the month).
Both amounts closely follow the fluctuations (r2 = 0.86) through the seasons. A slight tendency of
overestimating the precipitation amount during windy months seems to be present. The total sums
of measured and calculated values differ only 3%. The uncertainties of the method seem to balance
in long-term values.

Fig. 10.6: Average hourly precipitation rates P
h
 and P

H

per 0.1 m/s wind speed increment
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Applying the transformation to the long-term Páramo data, the average „long-term“ monthly drifted
precipitation can be obtained and finally there is confirmed what had been only presumptions so far
(Fig. 10.10). Although still a correction method has to be found that transforms horizontal moisture
signals to standard rainfall (l/m2), already from Fig. 10.10 must be anticipated that real precipitation
will not only be higher than the hitherto measured amounts but also that there will be a significant
shift in annual distribution. The windy months April through August that have been low in
precipitation appear potentially very wet months in the light of the preliminary results.

10.1.3 Evaluation of the correction factor (projection coefficient)

The final step is finding a suitable transformation to derive an estimate of specific surface area
rain input from the amount of horizontally intercepted atmospheric moisture.

Fig. 10.7: Ratio Hellmann/Horizontal rain gauge
precipitation rates

Fig. 10.8: Relative differences between horizontal
gauge and Hellmann rates; „% Loss“

Fig. 10.9: Measured and calculated drifted
precipitation

Fig. 10.10: Monthly mean rain rates 1999 – 2002
(calculated values: easterly weather conditions
only)
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A simple microscale model of raindrop transition from translated air to terrain is used. For this, a
few assumptions have to be made:
- Raindrops close to the surface will reach the surface and do not accumulate in the air or disappear
- Discrete trajectories of individual raindrops close to the surface can be ignored. Acceleration of

airflow and turbulences at the surface roughness cause drop trajectories to diverge into various
directions but as there is no preferred direction, losses and gains are balanced out (Fig. 10.11).
- On an extended, inclined plain, drifted precipitation is evenly distributed
- At the summit and at the adjacent slope, wind speed and rain close to the surface are equal.
The first two assumptions should apply under normal conditions, the last assumption within a

limited range from the crest. The third assumption does apply to the closer measure site but not at
all to the irregular crest. This is unproblematic, however, because the average areal rain input is of
interest. Local irregularities like steepening, flattening, convex or concave terrain features as well
as vegetation will lead to a heterogeneous distribution of precipitation, however not to a diminished
or an augmented areal rainfall total.
Then, the relation between precipitation moving through the vertical orifice near the summit and

that hits the adjacent slope, is about proportional to the sine of the inclination of the slope (Fig.
10.12).

If further the slope aspect is approximately parallel to the main wind direction and its inclination
is alpha (0° < alpha < 90°), the projected surface area has a dimension that is about 1/sin(alpha)-
times the size of the gauge orifice. With an average terrain inclination of 27° (± 7°) at the crest near
the Páramo station (from DEM), the projected surface onto the slope is 2.2 times the size of the
gauge orifice (Fig. 10.12). The final projection of the surface precipitation to a horizontal reference
area is found through 1/tan(alpha). At a slope of 27°, the horizontal surface area would then be 1.96
times the size of the original gauge orifice and accordingly 0.51 (0.5) were the projection coefficient.

Because the dimension of the wind speed, genesis and characteristics of rain under EWC’s are
largely similar to those at the Páramo station, drifted precipitation totals at Cd. Consuelo and at El
Tiro were corrected for wind with the same algorithm as well. Local different sloping of the terrain
at those sites change the effective precipitation (l/(horizontal m2)) so the outcomes must be regarded
as standard reference amounts. In order to be able to compare the rainfall between all the stations,
annual totals for each station had to be compiled (especially because the totalizers comprised also
rain fallen during WWC’s). In case of the ventilated stations with wind data, this was done by
adding the precipitations during WWC’s (P

w
) to the corrected precipitations (P

c
).

For an assessment of the projection coefficient, boundary considerations can rest upon the
extrapolation of the annual totals of the lee-side Cajanuma totalizers to the crest (Páramo).
Additionally, together with data from less wind-plagued weather stations, the value of the projection
coefficient can be judged through the integral picture of the regional rainfall distribution that they
generate.

Fig. 10.11: Schematic trajectories of raindrops
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The measurements of rain by the totalizers along the Cajanuma gradient were consistent. The
totalizers had been positioned relatively well protected against the wind, so losses by drifting were
considered irrelevant. Therefore, the totals were overtaken 1:1. Because the major share of the
precipitations at Cajanuma originates from a variable but during EWC’s permanent spillover from
the crest (Fig. 10.13), rainfall in the direct lee appeared to be a function of horizontal distance to the
crest in the first place rather than of elevation. Hence, in order to find the summit precipitation, a
linear extrapolation of the precipitation gradient to the crest was done through a correlation with
those both parameters (Fig. 10.14). The result is 5760 ± 700 mm of mean annual rainfall at the
Páramo weather station (1999 – 2002).

10.1.4 Discussion of the projection coefficient

The corrected annual totals of rain P
c
 + P

w
 for Páramo, El Tiro and Cd. Consuelo stations were

calculated using the factor 0.5. Factors 0.4 and 0.6 were used to look at alternative scenarios (Table
10.5).

Fig. 10.13: Spillover on the leeside of the Cordillera Real. In the background the ridge of Cajanuma disappearing in
the clouds.

Fig. 10.12: Projection of the vertical interception
surface onto the terrain surface and from the terrain
surface onto a horizontal plane.
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Factor 0.5 leads to an excellent compliance with precipitation amounts that can be expected at any
of the weather stations. Rain at the Páramo station, 5770 mm/a, matches perfectly the predicted
amount found with the Cajanuma totalizers (5760 mm). Also the proportions between 6400 mm
p.a. at Cd. Consuelo, 5290 mm p.a. at TS1 and ~6000 mm p.a. (uncorrected for wind) at the Lagunas
de los Compadres (3200 m) seem well balanced. 6400 mm of rain at Cd. Consuelo would fit also
very well into the local precipitation gradient ECSF – TS1 – Cd. Consuelo with r2 = 1.00, provided
it be best characterized by a straight line.
Factor 0.4 leads to only 4780 mm p.a. at the Páramo station. This would be significantly less than

predicted by the local gradient and were insignificantly more than rain at Cajanuma Forest (4520 mm
p.a.) measured 250 m lower. Likewise, Cd. Consuelo and El Tiro’s annual totals would fall to
implausibly low values: 4900 mm p.a. at Cd. Consuelo (2930 m) would be inferior to the 5290 mm
at the lower, downwind station TS1 (2680 m) and 2470 mm p.a. at the exposed El Tiro site (2820 m)
would be unessentially more than 2110 mm p.a.  at the ECSF in the protected valley.
In contrast to 0.4, factor 0.6 results in very much too high values: 7000 mm p.a. at the Páramo and

>7200 mm p.a. at the Cd. Consuelo station. These amounts have to be considered excessively high,
as they exceed the annual rain totals at the nearby Cajanuma Forest and TS1 station by annually
2500 mm p.a. and 2000 mm p.a. respectively. In addition, 7000 mm p.a. at the Páramo station does
not fit at all into the leeside gradient (Fig. 10.14).

Pr. Coeff. Páramo El Tiro
Cd. 

Consuelo TS1
0.4 4780 2470 4900 5290
0.5 5770 3110 6400 5290
0.6 6950 3560 7240 5290

Table 10.5: Corrected mean total annual precipitation values P
c
 +P

w
 [mm] of the easterly affected weather stations

using projection coefficients 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 (mean annual total of TS1 as reference)

Fig. 10.14: Measured and extrapolated annual precipitation in the lee of the Cordillera Real. A striking outlier is the
conventionally measured precipitation at the summit. (Striking is also the overall large contrast of rainfall between
crest and valley floor).
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10.1.5 Results and interpretations

Having determined the most plausible and promising projection coefficient, average monthly rainfall
was calculated for the ventilated sites (Fig. 10.16).

Fig. 10.15 and Fig. 10.16 show the conventionally measured and the corrected precipitations
(P

c
 + P

w
) of the three wind infested stations Páramo, El Tiro, and Cd. Consuelo. The conventionally

measured precipitation of TS1 is included as a benchmark in both graphs. All stations have
substantially gained in all monthly totals as they have in annual sums. Páramo and El Tiro annual
totals have quite identically increased ~210%, while Cd. Consuelo, less windy, „only“ ~150%.
According to the identical annual wind speed distribution, Páramo and El Tiro’s monthly gain
proportions are very similar (Fig. 10.17).

Wind in winter causes corrected precipitation to triple at Páramo and El Tiro whereas that at Cd.
Consuelo not even doubles. Páramo and El Tiro’s annual precipitation distributions therefore change
dramatically, that of Cd. Consuelo less. At Páramo and El Tiro stations, the supposedly wettest
period of the year February and April respectively are postponed several months. The formerly
third driest month at Páramo, August, turns out to be the third wettest month of the year; the „dry“
winter at the exposed, upper Cordillera Real that did not match the observations has disappeared in
the corrected data.

Fig. 10.15: Uncorrected mean monthly rain totals
of Cd. Consuelo, Páramo and El Tiro (1999 – 2002)
with (only positive) standard deviations.

Fig. 10.16: Mean monthly rain totals of Cd.
Consuelo, Páramo and El Tiro (1999 – 2002)
corrected for wind with (positive) standard
deviations.
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10.2 Measured precipitation

In the next chapters, reference period will be 1998/99 – 2001 again as it was the case with the
other climate variables. The winter 2002 must be considered exceptionally wet at the eastbound
Andes and its consideration would overemphasize rainfall there. The extraordinary rains in winter
of >>1000 mm in several months at the exposed sites were related with the exceptional advection
(see chapter 7 “Wind“).

Table 10.6 Mean totals etc. of precipitation

Fig. 10.17: Ratios (P
c
 + P

w
) / P

H
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10.2.1 Seasonal rainfall

Preliminary remark: it should be pointed out again that the own measurements cover a too short
lapse of time to make very exact statements about the long-term character of the weather variables,
especially rainfall. For example, maximum monthly long-term mean (>30a) rain in Loja la Argelia
occurs in March and not in February as was the case in the period 1998-2001. Hence, the seasonal
extremes (min., max.) may occur one month earlier or later than is indicated in Fig. 10.22. Also the
course of monthly rain is likely more balanced than suggested by the means of 3 years.

Although a bimodal rain distribution is a common phenomenon in the inner tropics and, interestingly,
the existence of two rainy seasons is a widespread perception among the local people in the austral
provinces as well, in a strictly climatological sense, neither of both applies to the entire region.
Neither data of the own weather stations nor the long-term mean data of the local official weather
stations display a bimodal rain regime (Fig. 10.18, Fig. 10.22 and Fig. 10.23). As far as the perception
of the local people (and visitors) in the Sierra is concerned, the dry winter is often abruptly ended in
September or October by memorable, heavy, convective rains, frequently thunderstorms. Probably
because these rains are the start signal for the first of two seasonal sowings, the local climatology
has gained the reputation of featuring two rainy seasons: one in September - October and one in
February - April. The truth rather is that rain continues to fall in the months after September/October
at decreasing intensities but in equal and later, from December on, in increasing monthly totals. At
some locations, the October rain is somewhat elevated compared to September and November but
the 10-20 mm plus is not enough to speak of a „peak“ or a rainy season (Fig. 10.23). Still, trigger of
the convective rains is the overhead sun at the end of September/beginning of October and therefore
they belong to the category of zenithal rains.
(Note: rainfall double maxima are found throughout the Ecuadorian and Columbian Sierra north

of 3°S [41]).

10.2.1.1 Rainfall east of the climate divide

Also upwind of the eastern escarpment, the presence of a bimodal rain regime is difficult to
substantiate (Fig. 10.18). The extended rain peak from March through May is typically formed by
zenithal rains. The maximum fits temporally exactly to the appearance and duration of an overhead
sun induced rainy season at this latitude [50, p. 200]. In fact, they occur within a zonal belt spanning
the entire SA continent from coast to coast [95]. The second, minimal peak in the rain distribution
in October again is insignificant and rather emerges as a result of a decreasing rainfall in November
than of being particularly abundant. While the reluctantly diminishing influence of the subtropical
anticyclones of the southern hemisphere seems to suppress zenithal rains at a large scale from
September to October, presumably local effects reduce rainfall at the foot of the Andes another time
in November. This must be deduced from the fact that the decline is bucking the trend of slowly but

Table 10.7: Additional totalizers. For their locations, please refer to profiles, maps and Table 4.4.
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increasing rainfall in the adjacent lowlands (Iquitos). The most obvious explanation for the decline
is the prevalent presence of the Veranillo del Niño in this month (see Fig. 5.12). The concomitant
high pressure and subsidence over the mountains as well as the LLJ along the east side of the Andes
are atmospheric processes that antagonize orographic and, more decisive at the foot of the east
Andes, convective rain formation.

A marked difference between rainfall at the eastern foot of the climate divide and the most times
upwind-situated Iquitos that draws the attention in Fig. 10.18 is the significant discrepancy between
the long-term mean totals: monthly as well as annual (2081 mm vs. 2878 mm). Because the synoptic
weather environment is not greatly different in both areas during most time of the year, the reason
must lie in the different topographies. Most likely, rain totals at the foot of the climate divide suffer
from a rain shadow that the foothills upwind of Valley Rio Zamora create. With elevations of
~1000 m over the valley floor (±2000 m), they obviously reach high enough to intercept some of
the advected water vapour (see Fig. 2.2). Solely in the months June – September, precipitation
amounts in Rio Zamora and Iquitos converge because a lifted condensation level reduces the
interceptive capacity of the foothills. The superposition of both effects: interception and inhibiting
of convection under Veranillo del Niño conditions intensifies the contrast of rainfall between the
lowland and its Andean margin in the months November – January.
At the eastern ascent of the climate divide, a remarkable change in seasonal rain distribution takes

place. The distribution remains unimodal but the annual peak shifts from March/April to May –
July (Fig. 10.22). This shift is caused by the change of a merely convective precipitation to an
advective orographic precipitation. The trend is fairly distinct at all eastbound weather stations up
to the Páramo station so that the data can be considered meaningful in this, despite the relatively
short measuring period. Interestingly, unlike in nearby Zamora (970 m), some of this orographic
rain is already evident at the lower slopes (El Libano, 1970 m) and possibly the (horizontally) close
valley floor (Rio Bombuscara, 1050 m). All the three sites are situated below the trade wind blocking
zone but apparently, because Zamora is open to the immediate west (Rio Zamora Valley)
orographically induced rain does not fall at this point in significant amounts. The same is the case
with the other in Fig. 10.18 aggregated sites of Rio Zamora: none is situated directly upwind of a
significant ridge.
Other symptoms of the changing rain regime at the east slopes are an emphasis of rain in the

windier months and a pronounced minimum rainfall in November. As the share of orographic rain
increases with height, so augment these contrasts. The weather station at Cd. Consuelo 2930 m, the
highest observation site at the exposed east side, yields an outstanding amount of rainfall (~3000 mm)
through this effect in just four months (April through July; August with restrictions). Proportionally,
November is particularly dry because the annual weakest easterly advection and reduced convection

Fig. 10.18: Aggregated monthly long-term mean rainfall east of the climate divide in valley Rio Zamora (Guaysimi:
Rio Nangaritza) and Iquitos. Rainfall in Rio Zamora is remarkably evenly distributed over the year and, according to
the standard deviations, spatially as well. Average minimum rainfall is recorded in November (145 mm), average
maximum in March until May (212, 211 and 206 mm). (The error bars indicate standard deviations between the
weather stations. Data sources: INAMHI; data Iquitos 1961 – 1990, Senamhi).
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Fig. 10.20: a) Long-term monthly mean integrated specific condensation rates below 3000 – 3500 m. Note the large
jumps in April and in October. b) Individual-monthly integrated specific condensation rates (below 3400 m) and monthly
rainfall corrected for wind at Cd. Consuelo. The largest discrepancies in the half-year August – January (like the peak
in Nov ’99 – Feb ’00) disappear when for these months only lifting of air from levels >= 850 hPa is considered.

The integrated specific condensation rates are calculated by lifting all air at 925 hPa and higher to a certain altitude
in order to pass the mountains (for example 3400 m) and adding up the total released condensed vapour amount. To
account for the zonal wind speed an air parcel has at its initial level („advective effectivity“), the quantity of released
vapour is weighted with the respective horizontal speed it has. Linearity of all relevant variables (geopotential height,
uwnd, shum, air temperature) was assumed between the used pressure levels (Data: NCEP Reanalysis).

Fig. 10.19: a) Vertical slices of long-term monthly mean relative humidity (rH). Atmospheric humidity near the Andes
and over the continent at 4°S is clearly reduced in August compared to February. b) Vertical slices showing long-term
monthly mean zonal transport rates of water vapour in February and August at 4°S. High trade wind speed in winter
overcompensates for the reduced humidity of the air in August, fuelling the orographic rain at the eastern flanks of the
Andes in Ecuador also in the potentially driest months of the year (compare also composites relative and absolute air
humidity). (Data: NCEP Reanalysis).
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coincide in this month.
The tight relationship between advection rates and orographic rain totals at the upper eastern

mountain levels is illustrated in Fig. 10.19 and Fig. 10.20. Despite a drying atmosphere in austral
winter (Fig. 10.19), the amount of advected and over the Andes uplifted and subsequently condensing
water vapour increases with the increasing wind speeds until at least July (Fig. 10.20a). Then,
condensation rates quickly decrease, in October even plummet. Of course, the calculated figures in
Fig. 10.20a and b are at best proportional to observed surface precipitation and this only incompletely
because nothing is said about the actual, effective rain formation nor about where it precipitates.
However, advection and condensation rates explain the large jump of rain amounts in April, their
culmination in July and the minimum totals in November. Interestingly, the theoretical approach
sees considerably more potential for rain in the „dry“ months August and September than there is in
reality (Fig. 10.20b).

The distinctness with which rain at Cd. Consuelo dwarfs rain downwind at the main ridge (Páramo
3400 m, 5233 mm/a) during the winter months is eye-catching (Fig. 10.22). Cd. Consuelo evidently
receives from the easterly trades the amount of rain that makes it the wettest observation site of all
(6152 mm/a). Because the Páramo region (3400 m) is higher situated than the Cd. Consuelo station
(2930 m) this seems to be in contradiction with a monotonic increasing precipitation gradient. On
the other hand, to interpret this circumstance as the expression of a maximum rain belt below
3400 m is premature as well. One has to consider the beneficial, exposed location of the Cd. Consuelo
towards the east in comparison to the Páramo-station, which is situated just outside (downwind of)
the zone of the main orographic uplifts (of trade winds). This observation leads to the interesting
question, which is actually the shape of the altitudinal precipitation gradient at the exposed, eastern
slopes (see chapter 10.2.2.1)?
At the Lagunas de los Compadres (5920 mm/a not corrected for wind), a rain regime very similar

to that of the Cd. Consuelo exists. The intermittent read out amounts (every 3-4 months) correlated
the very best with the corresponding amounts at Cd. Consuelo (r2 >0.9).

Apart from the wet winter months, a month with noticeable rainfall at the climate divide is February.
Precipitations of westerly weather conditions together with wet easterly trades that can be strong
also in this month (2001 e.g.) make it rich in rainfall. During westerly winds, the climate divide
intercepts much of the moisture so that TS1 and Cd. Consuelo receive less of those rains. Upwind
El Tiro has less pronounced February rains but as a pass station, it is too low situated and too
effectively shielded by the Cordillera Villonaco in the west to receive much other significant
precipitation than from the trade winds. However, also under EWC’s, the El Tiro site does not stand
out with spectacular rainfall amounts. The overall modest corrected El Tiro precipitation expressed
in annual and monthly totals do not even come close to the amounts of the 150 m lower situated,
TS1-Station (exception: November). The explanation must be the same as for the reduced rainfall
at the Páramo station. The pass is situated outside (downwind of) the zone of the main orographic
uplift.
The same applies also to the valley floor of the upper reach of the deeply eroded Rio San Francisco

(ECSF 1950 m) and to Cajanuma. At Rio San Francisco, rain totals clearly suffer from upwind
interception as shows a comparison with El Libano that receives 50% more rain (~2100 vs.
~3100 mm/a). Nevertheless, the regime at the ECSF has the orographic characteristics and the
corresponding annual distribution (Fig. 10.22). Long-term monthly mean rain totals from the nearby
pluviometric station San Ramon (not displayed) are very similar in annual total and distribution but
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are different in that rainfall culminates in June. Hence, long-term average maximum annual rain
likely occurs in June at the ECSF as well. The regime at the upper western slopes adjacent to the
crest, Cajanuma, is hybrid. It has significant rain in winter through spillover, however, the combination
of spillover rain together with orographic rain from the west results in the larger monthly totals in
February – April.

10.2.1.2 Rainfall west of the climate divide

Of course, west of the climate divide the rain regimes undergo a radical general change. July, one
of the wettest months in the east, is one of the driest months of the year in the west. Most important
difference is a dramatic decrease of total amounts and the possibility of episodic droughts in the
winter months. On average, peaking of rainfall with fairly high values of ~200 mm/month and
more is restricted to the months February, March and April. After the dry winter, the wetter half year
has a slow start in September and October (Fig. 10.22 and Fig. 10.23).
The synopsis of monthly long-term mean rainfall shows that there are two subtypes of annual

distributions in the Sierra (Fig. 10.23). The initial rains after winter are double and triple as high in
the east while the surging rainfall of Feb –April in the west clearly outshines that in the east. The
observed precipitation at the own stations Vilcabamba and Motilón are in accordance with these
trends.
The synoptic reason for this regional differentiation is the respective position of the ITCZ. In

October, the oceanic ITCZ dwells far north (>= 10°N) and the most intensive rains, also over the
western continent, occur north of the equator [95]. The continental-zenithal rains at 4°S are therefore
correspondingly moderate and near the coast, they even completely disappear. This is because over
the annual coolest Pacific Ocean and the coastal lowlands, the dynamic, diverging low-level trade
wind field directed towards the ITCZ (Fig. 10.21) poses a hostile environment for any convection.
These conditions last until well into December (NCEP Reanalysis). The hygric consequences can
be witnessed in Guayaquil, for example, Pacific port city at 2.2°S. Here, rain increases from nil in
September to just traces in November (<10 mm/month). Conditions for convection and convective
rain improve with increasing distance from the coast. Hence, the result is some higher rainfall in the
eastern Sierra in these months.
In the months February through April, there is a very different scenario. The average position of

the ITCZ is near the equator and a zone of adynamic winds lies off the Ecuadorian coast. This time,
the offshore waters are at their annual thermal high and constitute a rich source of atmospheric

Fig. 10.21: Long-term mean low-level wind fields over offshore tropical South America and long-term mean sea
surface temperatures in March and October. In the beginning of both months, there is a zenithal sun over South
Ecuador but only in March, the oceanic ITCZ is situated near the equator and South Ecuador. Then, the average SST’s
and wind conditions over the Pacific Ocean are significantly better for evaporation and subsequent inland water
vapour transport than in October (Data sources: NCEP Reanalysis, SST’s: NOAA Optimum Interpolation (OI) SST
V2).
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Fig. 10.22: Mean monthly rainfall at and near the climate divide. Seasonal rain distribution is unimodal anywhere but
according to provenance, rainfall is radically different in timing and magnitude.
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water vapour for rains over the coastal area and eventually the Sierra. If abated easterly trades allow
local westerly or monsoonal currents (see 5 „Synoptics“) to transport moisture eastward, the western
Sierra as first topographic barrier receives more frequently and larger quantities of moisture than
the eastern Sierra. The result is the pronounced peaking of rainfall in this section of the Interandean
Sierra in these months.
The rain regime that is found in Loja (city) has to be considered a variation on the subtype of the

eastern Sierra. It has some notable spatial presence along the westside of the climate divide as it is
not only found in the Loja Basin (La Argelia and La Paz) but also in other elevated synclines like in
Yangana (1860 m) to the south, and in Saraguro (2525 m) to the north. The variation consists of
continued precipitations during the elsewhere dry winter months June, July and August. These
winter rains or, more precisely, „drizzles“ originate from spillover from the eastward crest that does
not re-evaporate in the air before reaching the ground. The height of the upwind crest plays a role in
the reach of this spillover. In Amaluza (1720 m) and at the Vilcabamba station (1970 m) there is
few winterly drizzle because the upwind ridges are very high (>= 3500 m), whereas upwind of the
Loja Basin (~2100 m) and Yangana, the ridges are considerably less high (2750 – 3100 m). The
ridge upwind of Saraguro is high as well, however, the altitude of over 2500 m of the location is
favourable for the drizzle to occur at the surface.
The spillover produces quite constant totals in the months in which this form of precipitation

dominates (low variability). In Loja and Yangana, winter drizzle (June – Sept.) sums up to
60 ± 6 mm and 58 ± 6 mm (averaged over the long-term monthly means of the four months), in
Saraguro it is 38 ± 4 mm. There are strong indications that the drizzle records underestimate the
true amount of it. By their nature, spillover drizzle and foehn effects are often concomitant, so that

Fig. 10.23: Aggregated monthly long-term mean rainfall of selected sites in the Sierra of the Province of Loja. There
are two subtypes of the interandean annual distribution of rain. In the west (dark shading), rain is pronounced in
March and the both neighbouring months while spring (October – December) is comparably dry. To the east (white
shading), rain is more evenly distributed over spring and summer. Although apparently not fundamental, in a dry year,
the difference in spring may decide if the (agriculture) growing period in the eastern Sierra is twice as long as in the
west. (The error bars indicate standard deviations among the respective weather stations. Data source: INAMHI).

Fig. 10.24: Along the westside of the climate divide (but not in the deep valleys), the rain regime is largely that of the
eastern Sierra, however, spillover from the crest contributes considerably to total rainfall, especially in the austral
winter. Hence, rain falls throughout the year and winter droughts are correspondingly absent in this zone. (The error
bars indicate standard deviations among the three weather stations. Data source: INAMHI).
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re-evaporation is particularly enhanced and drizzle particularly affected at the Hellmann pluviometers.
Loss through over-blowing may occasionally occur as well although elevated wind speeds are not
as high as in the mountains. A comparative study on different techniques of precipitation measurement
in an environment with predominantly light, advective rain (Rio San Francisco) [72] showed that
high-end equipment (a scatterometer with a resolution of 0.036 mm/h) detects ~100% more hours
with precipitation than the Hellmann pluviometer! [72]. With regard to missed rain totals, this
seems more dramatic than it is because these add up to less than 10% of the total (surplus during
study was 13% but this figure includes discrepancies of all rain events and still error signals of dust,
insects etc.). Furthermore, the quantitative significance of those minimal precipitations for
hydrological and agricultural questions is nil and its meaning for the flora may be questioned as
well. In a humid (rainy) environment, they are likely not decisive for existence and maintenance of
plant species. In arid environments like in the main lee, they do not suffice to invigorate the flora.
The depositing of particulate matter with those minuscule rains however, is another issue. Although
the study site (ECSF) is affected by light foehn effects that encourage the evaporation of any form
of precipitated moisture, these effects are much stronger in the lee of the main ridge. Hence, non-
intercepted amounts of drizzle may exceed the officially measured monthly rain totals by more than
10% or ~6 mm in Loja and Yangana in the winter months. Cooler Saraguro will suffer less from re-
evaporation of drizzle.
The somewhat unusual mix of arid air and rain can sometimes be witnessed in everyday life as

well. In winter, wind-driven drizzle and dust may simultaneously sweep through the streets and
torment the pedestrians in Loja.

10.2.2 The main precipitation gradients

10.2.2.1 The eastern precipitation gradient

A typical concept of tropical mountain precipitation assumes that rain forms basically locally
through convective processes during the day and, rather implicitly, some advection is needed to
bring the rain clouds to the slopes. Totals of such rainfall depend in the first place on the average
water content of the air column vertically over the site of occurrence. The long-term result is a belt
of maximum precipitation situated somewhere at an altitude where exists an optimum between
frequency and vertical extension of the rain clouds. The altitude of this belt is at 1000 - 1500 m [93]
and [92] or, more differentiated, at an altitude of 1000 m above the valley floor respectively [28].
An older synopsis of precipitations worldwide along the equator sees the highest totals at sea level
and a continuous decrease with height until 3000 m [47]. Also in this study, the quantity of integrated
moisture over the vertical air column is supposed to determine the precipitation totals. While these
observations may apply to the majority of tropical mountains, the extreme advection of moisture to
the mid- and upper levels of the Cordillera Real makes them inapplicable here. The observation
that a belt of precipitation maximum generally disappears with an increasing presence of stratiform
clouds [29] seems a more promising approach to conceive the altitudinal precipitation distribution
in the Cordillera Real. Furthermore, at (mid-latitude) orographic barriers where advected moisture
and stratiform clouds are the dominant source of precipitation, increasing rainfall with increasing
altitude is the common observation ([50], p. 195, [5], p. 70, etc.).

At least visually, there are no indications for reduced frequency of saturated conditions or reduced
precipitation incidences at the upper levels of the Cordillera Real. The summits of the Cordillera
Real in the Loja region rarely protrude through the cloud cover and the frequently physically witnessed
rain intensities do not seem to decrease above 3000 m. According to NCEP Reanalysis data, low
clouds upwind at 4°S reach on average as high as 3550 m in August, when low cloud tops have an
annual minimum altitude and as high as 3700 m in April, when low cloud tops have an annual
maximum vertical reach. This means that upwind vapour saturated conditions normally exist at
altitudes as high as the highest peaks of the Cordillera Real de Loja, without experiencing any
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orographic uplift yet. It implicates that during the passage over the Cordillera, air in altitudes of the
summit region will practically never run short of vapour supply for condensation and rain formation
(see composite rH Páramo).

The central question, however, is how much moisture do the easterly trades entrain to the upper
levels of the east bound mountains? A controlling parameter for the quality of cross-barrier airflow
is the Froude number. Palpably expressed, this number can be interpreted as the ratio of kinetic
energy of the air encountering a barrier to the potential energy necessary to surmount it [5]. It is
found by forming the ratio of wind velocity and the product of mountain height and atmospheric
static stability. The greater the Froude number, the smaller is blocking by the barrier and the better
developed is airflow over it. Upwind of the Cordillera Real, the conditions during easterly trade
winds are usually excellent for large, „wet“ Froude numbers: the denominator wind speed is rather
unusually great while the divisor is small through comparatively moderate mountain heights and
low atmospheric static stability. Through the permanent latent heat release during the orographic
uplift (for this reason called „wet“ Froude number), the atmospheric instability is additionally brought
forward. This source of destabilization has been observed essential for cross-barrier flow [22].
However, in the Cordillera Real, even during cold trades in winter, when „dry“ Froude numbers are
in effect, there are few indications for upstream blocking. Fresh winds in Rio San Francisco and the
dry and simultaneously annual strongest, easterly-borne winds in the lee valleys of the climate
divide indicate this.

Next important parameter for condensation rates is temperature. Because sinking temperatures
reduce the maximum water vapour content of the air, rainfall totals potentially sink as well. However,
if can be shown that advection rates compensate the reduced specific moisture, then precipitation
totals must not automatically fall behind through sinking temperatures (vertical-spatially as well as
seasonally). According to NCEP Reanalysis condensation levels (bases of low clouds) and calculated
LCL (lifted condensation level, see 10.3 „Fog and fog precipitation“), any vertical displacement of
air parcels over 2000 m occurs, on average, always under saturated conditions, thus, resulting always
in maximum condensation rates at all levels (see Fig. 10.25). This means that on average, a 100 m
uplift of air releases approximately 0.42 g/m3 of condensed water at 2500 m and 0.28 g/m3

respectively at 3500 m (based on extrapolated means of own measurements). This negative difference
of 150% is considerable, indeed, but „only“ a 1.5-fold uplift rate at 3500 m would be sufficient to
equalize the condensation rates at 2500 m. (Note: factor 1.5 applies to any lapse of 1000 m). It is
quite probable that even higher increased uplift rates exist at 3500 m. The own wind measurements
have resulted in an interpolated, average factor of ~2 between horizontal components of wind
speed at 2500 m and 3400 m. The NCEP Reanalysis long-term mean zonal wind speeds upwind of
the Cordillera indicate a factor of 1.4 between horizontal wind speeds at 2000 m and 3000 m in the
free atmosphere. At the barrier, this factor should be conserved during the translation in vertical
motion and additionally be amplified through the Venturi-effect caused by the mountain barrier.

The bottom-line of the considerations is that wind enhancement of orographic precipitation yield
with increasing altitude seems to be possible over the entire vertical range of the Cordillera Real
because advection and uplift rates compensate the decreasing absolute vapour content of the air
(see also Fig. 10.20). Because orographic rain is by far the main source of precipitation, the annual
rain gradient will most likely be monotonic increasing up to the summits.

Fig. 10.25 schematically shows some basic principles of the orographic rain. Horizontal translation
and vertical throughput rates determine where rainfall occurs to which proportions.
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Models used to describe the distribution of advective orographic rain totals (at mid-latitudes) by
Walker (1961), Sarker (1966) and Barry (1992) cited in [5] agree that maximum rain rates are
associated with maximum uplift rates. Because this is usually close to the windward summit, they
see maximum rainfall normally on the upstream flank near the ridges. However, the area where the
raindrops actually hit the ground in the individual cases should remain subject to the specific
topography. In case of the Cordillera Real, wind speed may push the maximum precipitation totals
to or probably even across the crestline.

At which rates rainfall increases with altitude remains speculative at the upper levels. A linear
extrapolation as in Fig. 10.26 does not appear too optimistic, however, as there are two observations
that support these very high rainfall totals at the upper mountain levels. The double backed
precipitation amounts of nearly 6000 mm/a uncorrected for wind at the Lagunas de los Compadres
(3200 m) should stand for at least as much as the extrapolated 7000 mm/a in Fig. 10.26 at that
altitude. First of all, a correction of the data at the Lagunas de los Compadres for wind would likely
end in more than 120% because wind near the lakes is, despite the lee, often a strong breeze or
stronger wind. Secondly, being measured at ~3200 m in the rain shadow of the crest (here >3500 m
high, see map Fig. 4.2), quantities of rain at the Lagunas de los Compadres will easily be surpassed
by quantities at the same altitude on the windward flank.

Rough estimates for regional absolute maximum precipitation at upper mountain levels come
from the radar soundings of PREDICT. Reflectivities detected at the windward side of a steep ridge

Fig. 10.25: Idealized, schematic illustration of raindrop trajectories on the windward side of the Cordillera Real based
on small average sink velocities of small raindrops and assuming a typical vertical wind speed profile. The resultant
trajectories are composed of all the velocity components of the raindrops. The uplift velocities near the slope are
approximated by the magnitudes of the corresponding upwind horizontal velocity. Through steepening terrain, the
allocation of origin of raindrop and its touchdown on the slope is increasingly horizontal at increasing altitudes. Main
zone of orographic uplift and condensation must be relatively close near the mountain surface (arrow) were vertical
wind speeds are maximal. For these reasons, neither vertical depth of the saturated atmosphere nor vertical length of
the raindrop path through the saturated zone are primary factors for the magnitude of orographic rain. Instead, the
conversion of high rate advection of vapour-saturated air into high rates of vertical throughput is responsible for high
rainfall totals at the easterly flanks.
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NNW of Zamora correspond to ~10,000 mm/a of rain. Of course, the discussed issue of allocating
intercepted atmospheric water to a defined area of incidence exists here more than ever because of
the steepness of the terrain in question. Still, this is quite an impressive figure and another confirmative
observation for very high rain totals in the area.
Unfortunately, the position of the radar on Cerro del Consuelo (3150 m) made observations of

rainfall at the upwind, windward side of the upper main ridge of the Cordillera Real impossible (see
map Fig. 4.2).
(Note: Radar measurements are probably insensitive to throughput rates: identical precipitations

only differing in speeds have very likely the same reflectivity. Both may have greatly differing
rainfall rates at the surface. Hence, once calibrated with uncorrected data from Hellmann gauges,
radar measurements may lead to an underestimation of orographic precipitation when high wind
speeds are involved.)

West of the main uplift zone but east of the climatic divide like in Rio San Francisco there are
breaches in the pattern of continued vapour saturated conditions reaching up to the summit. Multip-
le condensation levels are frequently visible and have been subject to systematic observation [19].
Yet, the involved cloud configurations and their contribution to rain do not considerably alter the
monotonic increase of the precipitation with height (Fig. 10.26). Fog monitoring along the height
gradient of the ECSF indicate that also fog precipitation steadily increases with height [19].

10.2.2.2 The western precipitation gradient

On the west side of the climate divide, there is not one typical precipitation gradient as there is one
for the temperatures for example. Much more likely is the opposite, most complicated case, namely
that every catchment has its own characteristic one, according to the before mentioned horizontal
gradient towards the arid core of the Sierra (Catamayo) and the vertical increase of precipitation
anywhere. However, no data exist from either valley bottoms or summits to specify this statement.
Almost all climate data that exist from the Sierra come from the larger settlements at ~2000 m.
Hence, the gradient presented in Fig. 10.27 uses only observations from near the climate divide and
thus has to be regarded accurate solely close to it.
The best formal description of all points is an exponential function (Fig. 10.27). Zapotillo between

Sechura Desert and Sierra (see map Fig. 2.1) is included in the regression because the site could be
considered a spot representative for continued increasing arid conditions through decreasing height
and decreasing frequency of convective rainfalls. The exponential gradient ranges from very small
lapses of 10 – 30 mm/100 m in the lowest parts of the Sierra to 700 mm/100 m at 3400 m The areal
representation of those gradients is inversely proportional to their relative seizes: the small and
medium lapses up to 100 mm/100 m should cover large areas like the valleys and the slopes of

Fig. 10.26: Mean annual precipitation versus altitude
at the eastern slopes of the south Ecuadorian climate
divide. Bold: linear gradient between El Libano
(1970 m) and Cd. Consuelo (2930 m) extrapolated
(dashed) to 3600 m.
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most of the Sierra while the maximum lapses occur just at the highest and spatially poorly represented
summit regions.
Most diverging from the fairly well behaving observations considered in the regression is the

value from the Cajanuma weather station. The obvious discrepancy of almost 1000 mm/a is due to
the strong horizontal dependency of spillover rainfall near the ridge (see also Fig. 10.14).
The most substantially, from the calculated gradient positively departing rainfalls occur at Sabiango

with ~1250 mm/a at 700 m, at nearby Sozoranga with ~1125 mm/a at 1520 m and at Chaguarpamba
with ~1400 mm/a at 1470 m These large positive residuals are the expression of considerable
enhancement of rainfall through blocking at exposed sites of the Sierra. These three sites are situated
at ridges that are susceptible to the moist westerly currents in summer, Chaguarpamba from the
northwest, Sozoranga and Sabiango from the southwest.
The beneficial exposition of Celica 2100 m is responsible for the anomalously weak gradient

between this place and upslope Motilón (2690 m). While the easterly trades clear the mountaintop
from clouds, Celica experiences the cloudbanks from the Costa considerable time of the year (not
causing large rainfalls yet keeping it wet for extended periods). In the same manner, the adynamic,
wet currents from the Pacific Ocean in summer cause the most intensive rainfalls near the cloud
base, hence close to Celica, rather than at the summit Motilón. A similarly heterogeneous type of

precipitation distribution has to be expected along the entire northwest slopes of the Cordillera
Guachanamá: a first precipitation maximum up to the altitude where the coastal cloud formations
reach and a second, smaller one at the ridge.

10.2.2.3 Graphic comparison of the precipitation gradients in the Cordillera Real
with precipitation gradients in other tropical mountains

Unlike in most tropical mountains where convective rainfall dominates, in Southeast Ecuador,
lasting and vigorous advection (Fig. 10.29) shape a monotonic increasing precipitation gradient
with altitude. The western gradient includes Zapotillo at 120 m and weather station Páramo at
3400 m, the eastern gradient spans from Iquitos (lower dashed line) over Bombuscara (1050 m) at
the foot of the major escarpment to Cd. Consuelo at 2930 m (solid line). Increasing wind speed at
increasing heights overcompensates the decreasing moisture content of the air; presumably up to
the steep cliffs that form the highest parts of the crest (3650 m).

Fig. 10.27: Precipitation gradient of annual rainfall along the west side of the climate divide. Black symbols represent
weather stations used in the regression, white symbols weather stations from the Interandean Sierra. Sabiango is
situated in the valley of Rio Macará, upstream of Macará, Quinara in a neighbour valley of Vilcabamba. The time
series used of the INAMHI weather stations vary in length (5 – 20 years) and partially stem from 20 – 30 years ago.
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10.2.3 Rainfall variability

The basis for calculation of the variability for the own measured rainfall is rather thin but the trend
is clear and plausible (see Table 10.6). In general, variability increases from east to west as periods
of total aridity become contrasted with periods of abundance of rain. As with most weather variab-
les, rain at the eastern foot of the Andes (El Libano) is remarkably stable. The long-term interannual
variability at the very wet sites (>5000 mm/a of precipitation) is probably larger than just 6 - 9%.

10.2.4 Origin of rainfall

A breakdown of the precipitation by origin through the classification numbers once more visualizes
the prominent role that the main ridge plays in dividing the climate (Fig. 10.29). It also illuminates
the enormous rainfall the easterly trades cause and the limited spatial range in which it occurs. Rain
associated with any weather situations during which trade winds are absent is smaller but far more
evenly distributed.
The spatial distribution of rain during easterly trades is as expected: maximal at the exposed

eastern flanks and already „exhausted“ behind the second downwind ridge (Catamayo). The
measurements at Motilón show that at mountain summits downwind of the climate divide, some
moisture input by the trades occurs but the very low intensities disclose that it consists almost
exclusively of fog deposition (Fig. 10.30). In Vilcabamba (at 1970 m), after all nearly a third of the
rainfall is related to the trade winds. Unfortunately, intensity is very low and the concomitant föhn
conditions further reduce the value of it for the flora; it cannot prevent its progressive desiccation
during EWC. A remarkable exception was four consecutive rainy days during EWC’s in June 2001
(see below, 10.2.7).
Rainfall during variable synoptic wind directions (CN = 2) falls in about equal amounts over the

entire climate divide. This corresponds to a convective type of precipitation that occurs rather
randomly and does not prefer the high mountain region only or the west or the east side of the
climate divide. In the arid heart of the province of Loja, in the valley of Catamayo, this type of rain
is the dominant source of precipitation (Fig. 10.29b) although the absolute quantity is comparatively
little (Fig. 10.29a).
During WWC’s at the Páramo station (CN = 3), rain is about 1.5 – 2 times higher at the observation

sites west of the climate divide and Páramo 3400 m than at the observation sites in the east. This
advance however is only visible at Motilón and at sites situated windward of a blocking ridge like
Vilcabamba, Cajanuma and Páramo and not in westward shielded Loja or at El Tiro.

At the western outpost of the Sierra, at Motilón, the concentration of rain with westerly wind
directions (locally NNW winds, see chapter 7 „Wind“) fits to the synoptic considerations. The
moderate intensities indicate the predominantly advective character of these rains. Heavier convective

Fig. 10.28: The odd precipitation gradients in
the Cordillera Real at 4°S and a selection of
gradients of other tropical mountains (hatched
area denotes the zone of maximum precipitation
there). (When comparing to the other depictions
of gradients, please note that the axes have
changed positions).
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rains are associated with random wind directions. Through higher intensities, they contribute
considerable amounts to the total precipitation, equalling those of advective-orographic genesis
(Fig. 10.29 and Fig. 10.30). It should be noted that the coincidence of the largest rainfall total and
the largest intensities with WWC’s (CN = 3) as in Fig. 10.31 is not in contradiction with the finding
in Fig. 10.30 that states that the heaviest rains are associated with random wind directions. It means

Fig. 10.29: Absolute rainfall (a) and relative rainfall (b) with wind direction related proportions (Catamayo and
Bombuscara extrapolated, Lagunas de los Compadres as Cd. Consuelo). Sites are logically ordered from west (left) to
east (right); distances in the horizontal profile are not true to scale. Based on rain data corrected for wind (1999-
2001). Rainfall proportions at Motilón are separated after local wind directions (see also Fig. 10.30).
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that the responsible convective cells are embedded in the westerly currents (that last at least ¾ of
the day). Variable wind direction within the realm of the influence of a convective storm is not
unusual.

10.2.5 Diurnal rainfall

In general, strong variation in the diurnal pattern of rainfall occurs where atmospheric processes at
particular times of the day bring forward strong convection [50]. Though strong convection is not a
typical characteristic of the climate of South Ecuador as will be shown in 10.2.7 „Rainfall intensity“,
large daily contrasts in rainfall exist where convective rainfall constitutes a great part of the annual
total. Corresponding to the findings already made, this is the entire interandean Sierra between
Vilcabamba and Motilón (Fig. 10.31) (but also the adjacent coastal area [41]).
A slight change in temporal rain distribution takes place from the western Sierra (Motilón) to the

eastern border of it (Vilcabamba). While in the west, classically tropical, solar-induced convective
afternoon downpours and aftermath precipitation produce more than 2/3 of the mean daily total, in
the east, rainfall concentrates in the early evening hours. This is due to the fact that frequently,
(weakening) easterly trades retreat only during the second half of the day (see classes 8 and 12 in
Table 5.1) when convection over the Sierra is at its maximum stage and the inflated convective
boundary layer poses a larger resistance to them. While conditions near the crest have not been very
favourable for deep convection during the day, convection related rains arrive eventually later with
westerlies. Particularly in February and March, these westerlies may grow into monsoonal dimension
and last all night and next day(s), bringing continued rainfalls at decreased intensities but over
extended periods (usually interrupted a few hours during daytime). These persistent rains can reach
considerable amounts in the otherwise arid zone and through blocking and intensifying at the main
ridge of the Cordillera Real develop serious floods. Since the combination of lasting moisture input
and omnipresent lacustrine conglomerates in the basins is very conducive to the formation of
landslides and mudstreams, all the disasters together (blocking of roads and power shortages included)
may complete sometimes truly catastrophic situations in the affected valleys.
During the early evening hours in summer, rainfall in Vilcabamba is among the most opulent in

Fig. 10.30: Relation of rainfall (cfw) and wind direction during rainfall at the summit weather stations Páramo and
Motilón. At the climate divide in the east, the easterlies bring most of the rain at moderate mean intensities. At the
western, small climate divide of the Andes, at Motilón, the largest rainfall is associated with westerly (locally NNW)
winds. Here, some precipitation does accumulate during the presence of easterly trades, however at particularly low
mean intensities stemming from fog.
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Fig. 10.31: Mean monthly diurnal hourly rainfall (at upper sites corrected for wind).
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the Cordillera Real. This implicates the presence of one of the rarer situations in which the
precipitation gradient is negative.
Already at the near upper west facing slopes and on the crest of the climate divide (Cajanuma

2960 m, Páramo 3400 m), only weak evidence of the contrasting diurnal regime of the Sierra is left
in the months February and March (Fig. 10.31). More prominent because lasting from April until
September are the characteristics of the trade wind rainfalls. The typical distribution, which is
continued until the eastern most weather station El Libano is a fairly even one over the entire day.
On average, during none of any quarter of day at any of those sites, rainfall is very much different
from 25% (see Table 10.8). Nonetheless, significant is that the first half of the night is uniformly the
„driest“ part of the day with a share of the daily total not superior to 22% at all observation points.
The second half of the night however, belongs to the wetter part of the day just as the following very
wet morning hours. In the winter months, a second peaking of rain in the afternoon is very weakly
indicated at the climate divide (El Tiro 2820 m and Páramo 3400 m) but it becomes more and more
prominent towards the east.
The main parameters for this trade wind related diurnal rainfall distribution are wind speed and

temperature. In the second half of the night, the temperatures are at their minimum and the cloud
caps at their maximum extension. Predominantly lighter but very frequent drizzles together with
increasing wind speed produce the high totals (particularly exemplary illustrative: composite Páramo).
The rising temperatures in the morning lift the clouds but also the moisture content of the air;
combined with the still increasing wind speed thus increasing moisture throughput at the east flanks,
the rate of orographic rain formation increases further or stays at a high level until noon. The
amount of „fallout“ at the lower eastward mountain sites (El Libano 1970 m and ECSF 1950 m) is
proportional to these processes, hence explains the unusual precipitation maximum during the first
half of the day. In the afternoon, wind abates and so does advection of moisture. Increasing moisture
levels of daytime evapotranspiration however are able to maintain rain rates at a slightly decreased
but high level. In the very east, the convective clouds from the foothills drift with the easterlies to
the eastern ascent of the Andes where they cause the main rainfall of the day (El Libano 1970 m and
Cd. Consuelo 2930 m) (compare also rain totals with CN = 1 in Fig. 10.31). Convective cloud mass
brought to orographic uplift and probably seeding of lower cloud compartments intensify the rains.
Around sunset, cloud structures tend to loosen throughout the Cordillera Real (see chapter 6 „Solar
radiation“) causing the precipitations to decrease for a few hours. At 22 – 23h, increasing synoptic
wind speed and decreasing temperatures begin to deprive the atmosphere of its moisture again at
increasing rates.

10.2.6 Rainfall frequency

In the Cordillera Real, frequency of raindays as measured with the Hellmann pluviometer by
Thies is between 51 and 96%, total frequency of raindays with >= 1 mm/d between 58 and 81%
(Table 10.6). The site with the most precipitation is not the site with the most raindays but the
highest site, Páramo at 3400 m is. This is for the simple reason that the summit region of the climate

Table 10.8: Share of total rainfall during the respective part of the day [%]

Motilón Vilcabamba Cajanuma El Tiro Páramo ECSF Cd. Cons. El Libano
2690 m 1970 m 2960 m 2820 m 3400 m 1950 m 2930 m 1970 m

06:00 15 22 27 29 27 29 25 27
12:00 4 10 20 26 27 24 26 24
18:00 36 26 27 23 24 25 28 29
00:00 45 42 26 22 22 22 21 20

Day 40 36 47 49 51 49 54 53
Night 60 64 53 51 49 51 46 47

Quarter of 
day until…

Aggregated day and night: 
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divide resides more time than other mountain levels within the cloud cap (see chapters 6 “Solar
radiation“ and 9 “Humidity“). In the cloud, non-evaporative conditions predominate and small
droplets do not re-evaporate while precipitating. Hence, very much like relative humidity of >99.0 %
and 99.9 % which literally recurs daily during years (693 and 501 consecutive days respectively;
max. observations 1998 - 2001), daily recurring precipitation is the rule as well (see also composite
Páramo). The maximum span of consecutive days with commensurable precipitation (>= 0.1 mm)
was 268 days (Table 10.6). During this period (November 2000 to September 2001), only 20 days
saw less than 1 mm total. Just one day each in the beginning and the end of this period prevented
the span of being one year long (350 days).
Seasonal and diurnal frequencies correlate strongly with seasonal and diurnal rainfall patterns and

will not be discussed in detail here. The major departure from this correlation occurs on the crest
and to the east and consists of maximum or high rainfall frequencies ahead of the actual seasonal
peaking of the rainfall totals (Fig. 10.32). The departure is pronounced at the Páramo observation
site but this is due to the presumed high share of small precipitation intensities that exist here while
situated in the clouds. Particularly in winter, the smallest droplets that are not blown over the Hell-
mann accumulate over several hours to 0.1 mm, only apparently reducing the number of true
precipitation hours.

New information provides a look at the persistence of wet and dry days. Due to meso- and synoptic
scale weather systems, raindays and dry days in the tropics often occur in groups. The analysis of
wet and dry spell characteristics has shown that a persistence of two days is most common [50]. Of
course, significant deviations of common observations have to be expected in tropical mountains.

Table 10.9: Rainfall frequencies and spells
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Blocking by the mountains not only intensifies wet or dry spells but prolongs them as well. Again,
the upper region of the climate divide, which is not the wettest region in terms of totals, is the
wettest spot in terms of persistence (Table 10.9). Interestingly, median wet spells in El Libano are
about double as long as in arid Vilcabamba, yet only 3-4 days. Probably more expressive than the
mean, median and mode spells is the spell which through frequency occupies most time („domi-
nant spells“, see Table 10.9). Accordingly, days with a total of 1 mm appear mostly isolated in
Vilcabamba but usually last 3 days in El Libano and ECSF. At the upper levels, wet spells with
1 mm/day last usually for months, while at the wettest spots of all, at the eastern exposed flanks,
every 10 days an interruption of at least one day must be expected.
At the Motilón weather station and at the low weather stations in the Cordillera Real there are

more or less clear secondary dominant spells of larger time spans (second peaking of frequency *
duration). At Motilón and Vilcabamba, also frequent are wet spells that last 7 days, at ECSF and El
Libano, secondary spells last 11 – 12 days (both category >= 1 mm/day). The synoptic reasons for
these observations have not been elaborated.
Also the dominant dry spells seem to distinguish better between east and west: mode and median

dry spell is everywhere the same in the Province of Loja while the dominant spell distinguishes
between Motilón and Vilcabamba according to the gradient of winter droughts towards the west.
A relationship between the periodicity of trade wind speed and wet spells does not seem to exist.

In the east, beginning at the upper slopes in the west (Cajanuma), dry days appear mostly isolated.
Longest dry period at all those sites is with two weeks fairly the same because of the strong Veranillo
del Niño in November 2000.

10.2.7 Rainfall intensity

Apart from a few isolated cases, rainfall intensities have not been observed to be very high. Ahead
of the field campaign, some concerns aroused about how well the planned pluviometer type
(measuring range <= 7 mm/min) would handle the feared maximum intensities of tropical rainfall.
The measurements show that these concerns were without reason. The technical limit was never
exceeded or if, then perhaps once or twice in Vilcabamba and El Libano for evidently less than 1 or
2 minutes (see Table 10.10). The highest traceable intensity was 15.2 mm in 5 minutes (Vilcabamba,

Fig. 10.32: Mean annual courses of frequency of daily precipitation (0.1 mm and 1.0 mm totals)
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1970 m), corresponding to 3 mm/min or 182 mm/h. The maximum 24-hour total of 258 mm was
recorded at Cd. Consuelo. Both are „decent“ intensities but rather midget compared to quantities
like 29 mm and 624 mm within 5 minutes and 12 hours respectively, measured on Cuba, for example
[50]. However, if maximum rainfall intensities within the tropics have to be compared, one should
distinguish between regions affected by (marine) tropical depressions like Caribbean locations, and
regions that are not. Tropical storms and hurricanes cause intensive rainfalls that are unequalled by
any other weather type in the world. Ecuador and not to mention the southeastern Sierra are situated
far away from the tracks of the Pacific tropical storms and a freak Caribbean tropical storm becoming
a Pacific one and then heading south has yet to occur.
Nevertheless, general conditions for very heavy rains are relatively poor in southwest Ecuador. A

prerequisite for high rainfall intensity is deep convection. In the investigation area, deep convection
occurs but is not a frequent phenomenon. Even in the rainy periods, its manifestation in form of
extensive cumulonimbi has been anything but observed daily (west of the climate divide) and also
„weekly“ (on average) would be an exaggerated statement. If frequency of lightning is an adequate
estimate for the local atmospheric predisposition of deep convection, then Fig. 10.33 may illustrate
the vertical inertness of the low and middle atmosphere over southern Ecuador. With an average of
0 - 20 flashes per year and unit (recorded lightning activity, not absolute number, LIS is aboard a
TRMM-satellite), the Sechura desert in North Peru and the adjacent Ecuadorian Andes belong to
the equator-near land regions with the lowest lightning activity world wide (together with east
Africa). Obviously, the weak anti-convective spell in the outer fringes of the South Pacific subtropical

Table 10.10: Rainfall intensities and recurrences
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anticyclone reaches several 100 km inland, inhibiting strong convection on a regular basis over the
coastal area as well as over the interandean Sierra at 4°S.
Since the statistical distribution of rainfall intensities is positively skewed, three measures of central

tendency are given for its characterization in Table 10.10.
Most frequent hourly intensity (mode) at all stations is low with 0.1 to 0.3 mm/h. The values 0.2

and 0.3/h corrected for wind are misleading however, because intensities that would have
corresponded to true 0.1 mm/h were not detected. Values of 0.1 mm/h were corrected for wind and
entered as values >= 0.2 mm/h into the statistics. Therefore, 0.1 mm/h is most likely the most fre-
quent occurring intensity at those sites as well. However, one has to consider that the frequency of
0.1 mm/h at all the stations is overemphasized because 0.1 mm is the accuracy of the pluviometer
type used. For this reason, many 0.1 mm-readings contain a share of lower rainfall intensities that
were accumulated over more than one hour. Still, the conclusion of a dominance of low intensities
is allowed and surprises a little bit at sites like Vilcabamba and El Libano. Especially overall mean
rainfall intensity in Vilcabamba was expected to be higher, as 2/3 of the rainfall total here does not
stem from the easterly trade drizzles (Fig. 10.29).
The overall mean and median intensities tendentially grow from west to east. Intensities in the

(relatively wet) rain shadows like Cajanuma and ECSF are the lowest because of the large share of
spillover drizzle at these sites.
The more differentiated look at the mean hourly intensities as in Fig. 10.31, however, confirms the

anticipated occurrence of the highest intensities where the convective rain form dominates. In the
Sierra during the rainy season, maximum mean hourly intensities between 3 – 4.5 mm/h are about
twice as high as in the Cordillera Real were values of 1 – 1.5 mm/h dominate throughout the year.
Only at the very eastward facing upper slopes of the Cordillera Real (Cd. Consuelo) almost similar
intensities are reached through high rate advection and orographic lifting.
At El Libano, convective storms producing >= 20 mm/h has been observed 12 times, at Vilcabamba

and Cd. Consuelo 5 times, at Cajanuma and Páramo 4 times and only once at the ECSF (1998-
2001). At Motilón, 2690 m, after all, 20 mm/h was exceeded 3 times in 1 year. At El Tiro and TS1,
no such events were witnessed at all. As depicted in Fig. 10.34, all but one (El Libano July 1998) of
those convective storms occurred in the rainy season. The concentration of the heaviest rains in the
months February through April is very pronounced (the synoptic reasons for this is described in
10.2.1.2 and Fig. 10.21). The convective storms were all typically short-lived: the neighbouring
(predominantly subsequent) hours never exceeded the 60% of the maximum hour total. One exception
occurred at El Libano with 96% (21 and 20.1 mm).

The rainfalls associated with the maximum 24-h total at El Libano started exactly at the end of 30
hours of westerly wind (Cd. Consuelo and Páramo, 20-21.05.00, see composites) and the onset of a
period of EWC. The change of wind direction brought several hours of heavy rainfall at night (4h at

Fig. 10.33: Total recorded lightning activity from January
1998 until December 2005.  A very low density of flashes
over South Ecuador is an indication for overall reduced
strong convection.
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>10 mm/h), possibly induced by the convergence and convection of the both competing synoptic
currents. Thereby, the arriving trades were wetter than usual as shows the coincident 24-h record
totals at El Tiro and Cd. Consuelo (not corrected for wind) 5 days later. The continued rainfall and
the cycle of high wind speed at the upper levels beginning the 22nd of May and lasting until the 29th

point to the same weather spell.

The before mentioned extraordinary rainfall in June 2001 that brought days of continued rain even
to the leeside of the climate divide (June 9th – 10th) were responsible for the record rainfall totals
along the corridor Cd. Consuelo – ECSF – El Tiro. The incessant rains caused Rio Zamora to burst
its banks and claim several drowning victims. Numerous large landslides left Zamora cut off from
Loja for days (see also 10.2.7).The maximum daily totals of rainfall had amounted to 258, 87.9 and
132 mm at Cd. Consuelo – ECSF – El Tiro. Typically for the advective character of those rains,
hourly intensities were relatively moderate at all three sites so that the totalled volume was achieved
through persistence. Accompanying speed of the easterly trades was slightly above average, partially
explaining the abundance of the precipitations. Interestingly, rain total (168 mm) as well as average
wind speed (9.1 m/s) at the Páramo station stayed clearly behind those at El Tiro (wind speed:
11.3 m/s) and Cd. Consuelo (wind speed: 10.2 m/s), which in case of wind speed at Cd. Consuelo
is quite anomalous. The inferior wind at the Páramo station lasted the days from June 9th through
11th, which indicates that both anomalies were related. A final explanation has not been found for
the whole anomaly. NCEP Reanalysis wind at 850 hPa upwind of the climate divide is unusually
strong and from southeasterly directions while at 700 hPa it is strong as well but from east-
northeasterly directions. Convergence must consequently have been unusually strong as well at the
Andean ascent, potentially considerably boosting the orographic rain. The existence of the conjunction
of various high ridges and the particularly high summits to the southeast of the Páramo weather
station could explain the interception of the largest water vapour content and the partial slowing of
the wind speed at this site. The corridor Cd. Consuelo – El Tiro is less affected by upwind blocking
of low-level southeasterly winds and the topography channels the air masses onto a westerly track.
Goes 8 band 4 images of those days show an unusually large penetration of low clouds from the
continent to over the Pacific Ocean, indicating that significant amounts of moisture had managed to
survive the passage of the climate divide.
In the lee, a wet-spell total of 77 mm was observed at both Lojan sites (Loja Argelia and Loja La

Paz) and 34 mm in Vilcabamba 1970 m. Although not absolute record quantities, these amounts
correspond to about 100% of the mean monthly total of June respectively.

The record 24-h intensity at Páramo was 214.2 mm/d measured on 23-24.07.2000. During this
event, maximum hourly intensity was 25.0 mm (cfw) at 15.7 m/s wind speed. Throughout most
hours, however, it rained at ~10 mm/h. Also here, perseverance and not high intensities led to the
record total amount of rainfall.

Fig. 10.34: Number of individual
rainstorms with hourly intensities of
>= 20 mm/h of all weather stations.
(The same storms at different sites
were counted once).
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The presented intensities show that the spatial distribution of the maximum short (5 min.) and
long (day) interval intensities is in accordance with the prevalence of advective and convective rain
at the specific sites and the typical mechanisms that make them potentially productive respectively.
At the low sites Vilcabamba and El Libano, this is short-term convective events. At higher levels,
convective rain produces almost equal totals but the limited duration prevents the high daily totals
which are found here. These high totals are produced by advective, orographic rainfalls that last
long hours and, if enhanced by wind speed, results in maxima of over 200 mm/24 hours.

In order to rate the erratic maximum rainfall intensities, recurrence intervals were calculated.
While based on observed values, calculated recurrences may provide information on frequency of
rainfall intensity for periods that are substantially larger than the observation period itself. The
recurrences were calculated with a simple quantity-frequency analysis [1]: when ranking the rain
values of the examined time interval (day or hour) according to size and by creating the values
R = (n+1)/r, in which n = number of observations (also dry hours) and r = rank, then R and rain
totals (of over ~10 mm) follow fairly well a logarithmic relationship. A corresponding regression
provides the equation with which the amount of a rainfall total for the desired recurrence frequency
can be calculated. The results are summarized in Table 10.10.

According to the calculated recurrence periods, the exceptional rainfall of 15.2 mm/5 min. in
Vilcabamba was a quite rare incident that occurs only about every 10 years. The same frequency
applies to the same intensity in the east of the climate divide at El Libano. The comparably modest
7.9 mm/5 min. potentially occurring every 10 years at the ECSF reconfirms the finding of pronounced
low rainfall intensities in the rain shadow of the Cd. Consuelo. The extremely low slope of the
regression (compare 1, 5 and 10 years at the ECSF in Table 10.10) would not even foresee an
intensity of 15 mm/h once every 100 years! (Which would be a risky statement though, regarding
the small time span on which the calculation is based).

The annual hourly maximum intensities not corrected for wind are fairly identical at all the
observation sites (~20 mm/h). Not surprisingly, both outliers are El Tiro with 12.3 mm/h and El
Libano with 28.2 mm/h (Table 10.10). While heavy rain is such a rarity at El Tiro that, on the base
of the observations, one cannot even count on an intensity of 20 mm/h once every 10 years (neither
corrected for wind), the other exposed eastbound areas experience twice the amounts of up to
53 mm/h every decade. At Vilcabamba and El Libano, the maximum hourly totals are prominent
but not among the highest. The superior hourly intensities are found at the upper mountain levels
and stem from orographic-advective precipitations. Obviously, the vast majority of the convective
rainstorms cannot compete anymore with the maximum intensities of the advective, orographic
rainfall already in time spans as short as one hour. This must be interpreted as a further indication at
reduced deep convection over the region. A figure that puts these low hourly totals in perspective be
the 40 – 80 mm/h observed frequently with summerly thunderstorms in and near the Swiss Alps
[59]. Not a single hourly observation from all eight weather stations has been anywhere close to a
mid value of 60 mm/h in the entire period 1998 – 2002.

The trend of very much higher maximum rainfalls at the upper mountain levels within extended
periods intensifies of course with daily totals. A small but important detail in temporal rainfall
distribution required a totalling of those daily precipitations not over calendar days but over the 24
hours from 12:00 to 11:00 next day. Although the averaged totallings of the different 24h-spans
differ marginally (<<1%, Vilcabamba and ECSF <2%), at most stations the maxima differ greatly.
The harmonized maximum daily totals of the calculated recurrences show how much. There is a
difference of ~10% for the 1-year interval (Vilcabamba, El Tiro, ECSF, Cd. Cons., other stations
less or none) and 30% for the 10-year interval at the exposed sites Motilón, El Tiro and Cd. Consuelo
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(Vilcabamba 10%, ECSF 14%, other: none). In other words, maximum daily rainfall totalled over
non-truncated nights is significantly larger than maximum daily rainfall totalled over calendar days.
Because maximum rainfall totals are interesting especially with regard to their harmful potential,
the larger totals are presented. The meteorological reason behind it is that the greater share of rain
during very wet spells falls obviously in the night. It does not necessarily mean, however, that
nocturnal rainfall enhancement is restricted to isolated nights for other reasons than that wet spells
have a maximum peak, which unlikely spans two half nights with a day in between at a constantly
maximum intensity. If radiative cooling is the most important mechanism for the nocturnal increase
of very large maximum total rainfalls then the question is, why this is not more frequently observed.
Apart from nocturnal seasonal rains west of the climate divide however, the bias is rather towards
fairly balanced rain distribution over the day (see Table 10.8). However, a possibility for sporadically
enhanced nocturnal rainfall is the contribution of decaying convective storm systems (cloud clusters)
from the Amazon. At a trade wind speed of ~ 10 m/s, they have a reach of 300 km until midnight
since their supposed maximum stage at around 15:00 ST. Nighttime radiative cooling of high cloud
tops could then add to the orographic rain formation as well as seeding of the lower stratified
clouds. The higher than normally reaching convective cloud masses are more affected by the cooling
of the surrounding air [50] in the clear atmosphere than the orographic clouds. Hence, they may
destabilize again and cause additional rainfall.

The 10-year recurrence rainfall amounts suggest that extremely wet days equally affect the eastern
flanks as well as the low mountain interior (compare El Libano and ECSF). It means that the rain
shadow behind the Cd. Consuelo looses its effectivity under lasting very wet conditions.
Maximum daily totals (cfw) of >200 mm/d can be expected every decade at the small western

climate divide (Motilón) and at the crest of Páramo but five times more often (biennially) at the
upper slopes in the east (Cd. Consuelo, not in Table 10.10). Here, more than 300 mm/24h may
occur once per decade.

One of the first natural disasters unleashed by very abundant rainfall in east and west respectively
is not floods but landslides. East of the climate divide, the theoretical mean threshold for landslides
to be triggered on intact, natural slopes is ~100 mm/24h of rainfall [83, p. 89]. Whether this figure
is accurate or not, the upper vegetation-covered mountains east of the climate divide are ripped by
many scars of recent landslides wherever one looks. Who risks a second look will discover at least
an equal number of aged landslides that are in various stages of being overgrown again. Fortunately,
damages through landslides and slips that affect men are largely limited to the roads but this to an
extent that they are always under construction.

10.3 Fog and fog precipitation

If the measurement of wind field disturbed rain is already very difficult, determining fog precipitation
comes close to, very critically stated, reading tealeaves. This does not root in an insignificant
contribution it makes to areal precipitation. In Thodung, 3100 m, in eastern Nepal, for example, a
share of 22% of the (orographic) precipitation is estimated to be added by fog to the already abun-
dant monsoon rainfall (Kraus, H. (1967) cited in [5]). Neither is, at least theoretically, the
determination of liquid moisture content in the air the crucial point, although the manifold of optical,
passive and active mechanical existing and applied systems potentially lead to equally manifold
results. Far more problematic is the determination the amount of water that indeed does precipitate
from fog.
Fog is defined as the visible suspension of droplets of <30 um [14] to <100 um [5, p. 261] diameter

in the air. Typical density of the suspension is 0.2 – 0.8 g/m3 [23]. However, more appropriate for a
fog characterisation in the Cordillera Real should be the composition of orographic clouds that
compose the fog at the mountain slopes. Typically, orographic clouds have a drop size distribution,
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which concentration sharply rises from a low value (~10 um) to a maximum (~30-50 um), and then
decreases with a long tail towards the larger sizes (~60-150 um). They have an average density of
0.4 g/m3 [66, p. 24].
Already the definition „suspension“ implies that the Hellmann gauge does not intercept fog.

Sometimes, however, dense fog causes measurable signals in a standard Hellmann through wetting.
As this contribution to precipitation cannot be separated from rain, from a metrological point of
view, „fog precipitation“ would better be defined as the precipitation from suspended visible moisture
in the air that is not intercepted by a Hellmann.
Fog precipitation occurs when fog droplets contact a solid surface and immobilize. With sufficient

moisture supply, fog depositions grow before they evaporate until they reach sizes that eventually
help them to find their way to the ground through gravitation. Fog precipitation rates hence depend
on fog droplet size, suspension density, ventilation and probability of surface contact through total
of available surfaces. Therefore, in the Cordillera Real, where vegetation exists up to most of the
summits, vegetation structure at last rules the spatial distribution of intercepted amounts of fog. On
a small scale, the total leaf surface area per horizontal surface area, „Leaf Area Index“ (LIA), is
generally considered proportional to fog precipitation. On larger scales, exposition features such as
edges of forest stands enhance local fog precipitation [Geiger (1966) in 5]. Hence, it is evident that
any measure device that whether actively or passively intercepts fog, at best can give an estimate of
average areal fog precipitation.

Interestingly, fog in the Cordillera de Real and in its valleys almost exclusively exists where clouds
and terrain tangent. Ground or radiation fog, otherwise a frequent phenomenon in mountain valleys,
is rarely observed. This is the case as well in leeward Vilcabamba as in windward Rio Zamora. In
Rio Zamora, the persistent clouds usually prevent nocturnal radiation and the formation of a low-
level temperature inversion. Cold air drainages from upvalley Rio Zamora or Rio Bombuscara that
could nourish cold air accumulations in the valley basement are generally weak as the sky over the
higher valleys and the slopes are overcast as well. The calm nocturnal, katabatic winds that are
measured in the Rio San Francisco (ECSF) become additionally hindered by the winding course of
the valley. Hence, lower valley compartments (e.g. Zamora) stay virtually windless at night (perso-
nal observation; the weather station in Zamora 980 m does not help in this question as it is surrounded
by an impressive banana orchard). While nocturnal katabatic winds originating from the interior
parts of the mountains exist in Zamora during Veranillo del Niño, the involved air is too dry as that
the dewpoint would get undercut at any time.
In the valley of Vilcabamba, conditions for nocturnal cooling are more favourable than on the

windward side of the climate divide. Spillover of clouds over the Cordillera Real sometimes reach
further west than Vilcabamba but the general tendency throughout the whole year is that the overcast
zone retreats towards the mountain ridges over night, enabling longwave cooling in the basins.
However, only dew and not fog occurs on a regular base and this especially from October to March
between rainy days. Ground fog is formed only on rare occasions, when evening rainfall is followed
by a clear and windless night. Then, with sinking temperatures, moisture content of the air is high
enough to condensate to fog during early day hours. The fog is not persistent and usually disappears
by 9:00 through insolation. The normal situation (EWC’s) in the valley of Vilcabamba and the side-
valleys is that the airflow does not come to a rest at night. Heated and dried air parcels interfere with
the ground layer and inhibit fog formation. Dew is restricted to protected, irrigated parts of the
valley.
In the large valley system Malacatos-Catamayo towards the west, fog incidents can be observed

more frequently than in Vilcabamba, but still is not a marked feature. This is due to the fact the
mentioned withdrawal of the clouds to the climate divide Cordillera Real (Malacatos) and the ridge
Uritusinga-Villonaco (Catamayo) respectively starts earlier so the irradiative cooling lasts more
hours than in Vilcabamba. In addition, the horizontal distance to the Cordillera Real weakens the
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impact of foehn winds of which the formation of a low-level inversion benefits. However, in this
valley system, little natural retention of water occurs and pronounced ventilation with dry winds
during the day contributes further to the aridity of the valley. Therefore, with the exception of nights
preceded by rainfall, the origin of air moisture is largely anthropogenic. Evapotranspiration from
the year round intensively irrigated sugar cane plantations supplies the ground layer with sufficient
moisture for nocturnal fog formation on few occasions. Like in Vilcabamba, the fog is not persis-
tent and soon after the onset of insolation vanishes.
A quantifying of those fogs has not been undertaken. While the anthropogenic interference in the

natural water budget of the valleys attenuates temperature extremes and aridity, thus has an
advantageous effect on the biosphere, effects on precipitation amounts from ground fog are negligible.

Above the mean condensation level, the situation is different. From here to the summit level,
substantial moisture input from fog has to be expected. Years of visual observation show that under
EWC’s the mean lower condensation level follows a strict pattern. Not surprisingly, it starts at
about 2000 – 2500 m at the east corner of the Cordillera over Zamora/El Libano and increases
steadily to the west up to 2500 - 2600 m at El Tiro and 2900 m over Loja. Depending on the initial
moisture content and depending on the extension of the boundary layer over the Loja Basin, the
clouds advance differently far to the west. They either dissolve over Loja or follow a continuously
ascending path, touching the summits of Uritusinga-Villonaco or passing them in 100 m distance
until they finally disperse over the Catamayo Basin or Malacatos Basin respectively. During EWC’s,
the cloud cover is frequently interrupted behind the main crest by a clearing zone due to the mountain
wave subsidence. When moist, westerly currents or a rare thunderstorm from Catamayo reach the
Cordillera Real, the mean condensation level on the west side lowers to about 2400m. Since the
westerly winds involved are always weak, a reverse foehn does not occur. Therefore, on the east
side, the condensation level does not alter its position very much on such days. Augmented daytime
heat convection replaces the otherwise dynamic orographic uplift of the moist air, lifting the
condensation level a few additional decametres.

If the parameters temperature and relative air humidity of a site are known, the elevation of the
potential cloud bases can be approached calculationally. The so-called lifting condensation level
„LCL“ is approximated by [7]:

( )τ−⋅= tLCL 120  where )09.6/(5.7

)09.6/(3.237

eLog

eLog

−
⋅=τ ;

LCL = Lifting condensation level, Tau = Dewpoint, e = actual vapour pressure, t = temperature
[°C]

Calculations of LCL result in actual cloud base heights when the mixing ratio is constant along the
altitudinal step valley weather station - cloud base. This can be assumed when air effectively moves
up- or downslope like in the west during EWC’s, for El Libano this is more problematic. Due to
high evapotranspiration and low wind speeds, the mixing ratio in favour of the vapour content will
tend to be higher near the terrain surface (2 m) than aloft. The same applies to the ECSF.
Correspondingly, the calculated LCL of El Libano and ECSF have to be treated as lower bound
estimates.
Conform to the course of the monthly and diurnal temperature and relative humidity, distinct

fluctuations of the LCL are present in both time intervals (Fig. 10.35a+b).
The sustained different elevations of the LCL’s east and west of the climate divide are prominent.

Under EWC’s, lowest condensation levels on the east side of the Cordillera occur in April, highest
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in August. In Vilcabamba, where from May to September air originates predominantly if not
exclusively from the east, the condensation level follows the seasonal course of the condensation
level on the east side, however, due to moisture interception of the mountains at a 500 – 700 m
higher level (Table 10.11).
In months less dominated by EWC’s, the average LCL’s on the west side sink, while those on the

east side rise (Fig. 10.35a). In Vilcabamba, the mean condensation level (dotted line) sinks to a
minimum elevation of 2400 m in the wettest month February. In the east, the sunnier summer
months November, December and to a fewer extend January result in elevated cloud bases. On days
of Veranillo del Niño, in El Libano/ECSF, the LCL reaches values of well over 5000 m. As indicated
before, with no EWC’s nor Veranillo del Niño present, the mean potential minimum condensation
level does not change very much its position east of the climate divide. Less overcast, augmented
insolation and warming lift the average mean condensation level some decametres. The compared
to El Libano generally distinctly higher LCL at the ECSF is another consequence of the existence of
the small foehn behind the Cordillera del Consuelo.

Under EWC’s, the moisture supply from the east seems to govern the condensation level on the
west side; from April through September, the seasonal course on both sides is similar. Interestingly,
the significantly greatest differences in elevation (>= 700 m) between LCL at El Libano/ECSF and
LCL at Vilcabamba occur in July and August (Table 10.11) when LCL’s altogether reside at higher
levels (Fig. 10.35a). If the cross-barrier airflow from east to west under EWC’s is regarded a closed
system, the difference between cloud base levels east and west of the climate divide should be
proportional to the fraction of moisture that the air looses during the passage. This, which one could
call „interception efficiency“ of the Cordillera Real, seems to be the highest in July and August. The
conditions that enhance interceptivity apparently contribute to the annual maximum high region

Table 10.11: Average difference [m] between LCL El Libano and LCL Vilcabamba under EWC

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
∆Elevation 424 423 447 508 586 590 717 700 608 676 441 422

Fig. 10.35: Annual monthly mean (a) and diurnal
hourly mean LCL (April) (b)

Fig. 10.36: Relative frequencies of lifted
condensation level (LCL) in 50-meter intervals,
EWC’s
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precipitations at this time of the year (see chapter 10.4 „Precipitation at upper mountain levels and
difference of LCL east and west of the Cordillera Real“).

The diurnal fluctuations of the LCL reflect the diurnal regimes of temperature and relative humidity
at the weather stations. Fig. 10.35b with LCL’s of EWC’s of the month April 1998 – 2001
demonstrates typical daily amplitudes. In the EWC-dominated months May–September, the curves
have a similar characteristic but their altitude rises corresponding to the course of the monthly
means as in Fig. 10.35a. At El Libano, the mean diurnal amplitude ranges 200 m, at ECSF 400 m
and at Vilcabamba 600 m. At all three locations, the diurnal LCL amplitudes summer months are
greater with a maximum in November.

Fog precipitations in important quantities can be expected where a combination of frequency of
fog and wind speeds are high. Fig. 10.36 demonstrates that the corresponding elevations on the east
side are fairly low, on the west side over 2750 m.
Within the scope of PREDICT, quantification of fog and fog precipitation has been done. Preliminary

results yielded from the widely used passive Standard Fog Collectors (1 m2, after Schemenauer and
Cereceda, 1994) of which the interception efficiency is supposed to correlate well with tree crowns
[78], show that fog precipitation increases steeply with altitude (Fig. 10.37).

The values presented in Fig. 10.37 are yet only qualitative. They still contain the noise of rain and
gaps of missing data. However, little doubt exists that large fog precipitation amounts are very
likely in the Cordillera Real. Also PREDICT underestimated the huge water accumulations at first.
Sometimes, the nets intercepted more than 42 litres per 14 days at Cerro del Consuelo 3150 m (42
litres is the capacity of the largest, locally available storage tanks). Therefore, frequently flooded
storage containers spoiled the readings and therefore, the picture in Fig. 10.37 may be wrong.
However, a clear positive gradient of potential fog precipitation will remain also after the correction
of the data since the higher stations suffered from this kind of data loss. The summit value Cerro del
Consuelo is most likely a positive outlier in the San Francisco gradient. The measurements were
done on the very summit and therefore the yield is very wind enhanced. The same wind enhancement,
not the absolute altitude of the site, causes the annual total fog precipitation of the potentially drier
El Tiro site to surpass the annual total at TS1.

Maximum areal fog precipitation exists where effects of ventilation, LAI and exposure to wind
optimally superpose. The highest region, the wind shaven Páramo, probably experiences less fog
precipitation than the bordering lush east slopes where wind speeds are smaller but still considerable.
There, the higher vegetation stands or elfin forests have a better filter capacity than the low shrubs,
grasses and rocks of the Páramo region. While a fog interception boosting high LAI potentially
counteracts precipitation totals through interception and re-evaporation, vapour-saturated air is almost
perpetual and re-evaporation therefore should be minor.

Fig. 10.37: Preliminary proportions of moisture interception
by standard fog collectors in the east flanks of the Cordillera
Real 2002/2003 (1 year). (All SFC’s operated by PREDICT,
names indicate locations).
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On the leeside, standard fog collectors have not been operated and no potential fog precipitation
estimates are available. Noticeable fog precipitation probably starts in levels above 2750 m where
fog appears in >50% of the time but through exposure, totals will not be as high as windward of the
climate divide.

It is obvious that from the mentioned data situation only preliminary quantitative statements on
fog precipitation and its distribution can be made. However, fog precipitation frequency and quantity
might significantly correlate with rainfall frequencies and quantities of a specific site. Due to wind
speed, both types of precipitation benefit from EWC’s. Fog precipitation of the higher regions must
be regarded opulent no matter which modulation through topography and vegetation occurs
respectively. At the higher, well-ventilated windward altitudes, it has to be expected in the order of
magnitude of at least several hundreds of millimetres of additional areal precipitation per year, at
the most exposed sites probably even over 1000 mm. The total from the fog collector on the sum-
mit of Cerro Antena (3150 m) was 1640 mm in one year of observation [62]; noise of rain but also
considerable data losses included. On one coincidentally witnessed occasion, the SFC at the sum-
mit collected 10.2 l of water in just 10 hours while Hellmann signals at the vicinal Cd. Consuelo
station had been low at the same time. In the light of these figures, 1000 mm/a of fog precipitation
seems even a conservative estimate. 1,000 mm are 16% of 6,152 mm of the (corrected) annual
rainfall at the nearby Cd. Consuelo weather station at 2930 m. Studies on advective orographic fog
precipitation at locations with abundance of both rainfall and fog (Hawaii, Nepal, Hohenpeissenberg
cited in [5]) identified >20% each of additional precipitation through fog.

10.4 Precipitation at upper mountain levels and difference of LCL east
and west of the Cordillera Real

If the orographic passage of air from east to west over the Cordillera Real were considered one
single process, the foehn cloud extension along the wind path could be regarded a measure for the
negative moisture turnover of the flow. Because the moisture intake is negligible in the saturated
zone, the turnover is permanently negative because of precipitation. Hence, a higher moisture loss
will result in a shorter cloud extension, a smaller loss in a larger extension of the cloud.
Fig. 10.39 shows that with minimum wind speeds, the cloud extension tends to be maximal i.e. the

cloud base level difference between east and west is only 200-400 m. With increasing wind speeds,
the cloud extension shortens and base level differences augment to 600 - 800 m. Thus, according to
the previously mentioned, moisture interception at the barrier obviously increases with wind speed.

Fig. 10.39: Annual distribution of difference of
LCL, wind speed, temperature and precipitation
(Páramo station, 1998 – 2001).

Fig. 1.38: Average difference elevation of cloud
base between east and west of the barrier
Cordillera Real vs. mean wind speed Páramo
station for year, April and July/August (1998 –
2001).
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As shown in Fig. 10.39 a seasonal relationship seems to exist as well.
Because the wet orographic ascent in the east does not increase (Fig. 10.35), the increased moisture

interception must be the result of higher condensation rates or of enhanced rain formation and
interception. A significant steepening temperature gradient does not exist in the measured data, so
that increased condensation rates do not come into question. The remaining possibility is probably
induced through increased wind speed and consequent turbulence. Increased turbulences extend
the average droplet trajectory, which results in a higher collision probability of drops among each
other or of drops with the surfaces of terrain and vegetation. Considering the juvenile stadium of
the orographic rain and collision-coalescence being the main motor of drop formation, only slightly
extended drop trajectories should result in significantly increased droplet growth. The impact that
turbulences have on cloud drop coalescence in the free air is positive [24] and [66]. Turbulences at
ridges and edges of the terrain should be much more intensive than in the free air, hence favourable
for the process of collision-coalescence.

A side effect of a retreated crest-cloud is of some importance for the hygric situation leeside of the
main climate divide, especially in the deep basins of Vilcabamba, Malacatos and Yangana. An air
parcel that starts its descent from a cloud base in 2730 m with initially 9.2 °C and 100% rH arrives
at 1560 m with 20.9 °C and 47.1% rH (60.8% at the Vilcabamba weather station at 1970 m). With
a higher situated cloud base at 2930 m and with a starting temperature of 8.2 °C, an air parcel
warms 1 K more to 21.9 °C and additionally dries 5.7% to 41.4% rH on arrival at the valley bottom
(53.4% at the Vilcabamba weather station). Considering the noticeably additional ventilating po-
wer the wind has in affected months like July and August, the effect must be regarded an unfavourable
combination of desiccating conditions that the lower leeside regions suffer from foehn storms in
winter. Fig. 10.40 shows how rH in the low lee valley (Vilcabamba 1970 m) is affected by crest
(Páramo 3400 m) wind speed: year round (under EWC’s), rH falls with increasing wind speed (see
also relevant composites).

Fig. 10.40: Relative humidity rH in Vilcabamba (1970 m)
vs. wind speed Páramo (3400 m). The more vigorous the foehn
is, the drier become the downslope winds on arrival at the
valley bottom.
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11 Summary
The focus of this study has been monitoring the climate along the altitudinal gradients of a profile over the

main ridge of the eastern South Ecuadorian Andes and placing it into the regional and synoptic context.
The profile spans across the major South American continental divide and interface of the Atlantic-Amazonian
and Pacific hemispheres at 4°S. The longitudinal location is at about 79°W, which is west of the vast
Amazon plain and foothills (locally referred to as „La Selva“) and east of the narrow and low coastal strip
(„La Costa“) and the ~100 km wide, Interandean mountains („La Sierra“) (Fig. 11.1).
When a mountainside within the profile was chosen for a broad ecological project, a climate study became

imperative; all the more because detailed descriptions of especially the climate of the east cordillera of
South Ecuador and North Peru do not exist. The climates of the larger region encompass the entire scope
from humid to arid so that the area came to host a unique biodiversity. The Sechura desert in the southwest
and the tropical rainforest in the east mark the extremes of the climatic range. The diversity of the climates
is amplified through the presence of lowland and high mountains.

Fig. 11.1: Topographic profile with selected weather stations and diagrams of selected variables.
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The extremely challenging investigation area permitted the installation of three automatic weather stations
at just below 2000 m, four at just below 3000 m and one (summit-) station at 3400 m. The standard
equipment consisted of an anemometer, a wind vane, a thermometer, a hygrometer, one pyranometer for
incoming global radiation, a Hellmann pluviometer and three soil-thermosensors. The network was
complemented by one more semi-automatic weather station (wind, precipitation) and several rain totalizers.
For a limited period, it was spatially enlarged by a weather station at the western extreme of the Interandean
Sierra (Motilón). Much attention was given to the recording and correcting of precipitation at the upper
mountain levels when became obvious that the standard measuring method with Hellmann pluviometers
thoroughly failed through wind drift. A special rain interceptor was designed and deployed at the summit
weather station where the wind speed induced losses were considered worst. With the newly gained data,
an empirical correction algorithm was elaborated for wind induced rain losses at the Hellmann gauge and
applied to past and present Hellmann data. The algorithm was also used to retrieve reference rainfall
values for two other sites where precipitation measurements excessively suffered from wind drift.
The interpretation of the measured weather data does not base solely on means of variables from standard

intervals such as months and years but also on averaged variables of identified weather types. Through the
lack of routinely available synoptic weather observations of the region, the weather types were defined
with a classification of the wind directions at the summit station and then, when possible, backed by a
comparison with model data (NCEP Reanalysis data). Main identified weather types are easterly weather
conditions (EWC’s) which are dominated by the easterly trades (frequency: 72% of days during 1998 –
 2001), westerly weather conditions (WWC’s) characterized by westerly wind directions at the main crest
(11%), Veranillo del Niño (VdN; see below) a type of pronouncedly fair weather (5%) and an ambiguous
weather type with miscellaneous wind directions at the climate divide (13%). The last category contains
transient days and days with variable conditions that have to be credited to the proximity of the ICTZ.
EWC’s are strongest and most frequent during austral winter (up to 100% per month), WWC’s and the
ambiguous type are typical summer phenomena while Veranillo del Niño is restricted to the months October –
 January.
Spatial and temporal data gaps (of e.g. valley bottoms or data needed for deriving long-term means)

were intended to fill with official data of neighbouring weather stations from INAMHI. However, the
dataset of the austral provinces Loja and Zamora proved to be in a questionable state and not up to date
so that this was not done very extensively. Synoptic interpretations and the derivation of various
characteristics of the free atmosphere relied almost exclusively on NCEP Reanalysis data.

Leading actors in shaping the climate of South Ecuador are the both North and South Atlantic and the
South Pacific subtropical highs. Their relative strength determines presence and dynamic of a spatially
fixedly positioned equatorial mid-level jet (MLJ, 700 – 400 hPa) which is embedded in the easterly trade
wind fields and which during most time of the year (up to 80%/a) almost perpendicularly collides with the
meridionally arranged, at 4°S exceptionally low Ecuadorian Andes Mountains (2750 – 3600 m). Compared
to this temporal domination to secondary importance downgraded climate parameters are the continental
low along the east flanks of the Andes predominantly situated over the southern continent, the two seasonally
competing, cold and warm oceanic currents in front of the Ecuadorian coast and an occasional meridional
circulation forcing through the orographic barrier of the Andes.
The Andes of South Ecuador pose a significant but not impassable barrier to the easterly trades so that

orographic uplift deprives the trade airflow of a large share of its moisture load. The permanent interception
of air moisture makes the highest ridge of this section of the Andes, the Cordillera Real, a true climate
divide that, almost without exception, separates humid climates upwind from arid and semiarid climates
downwind. With an elevated chance of abating easterly trades during the austral summer half year (October –
 March), the solar intensified continental heat low behind the Andes may episodically reverse the regional
pressure gradient and initiate humid, low- and mid-level currents to affect the climate divide from the west.
The even smaller mountains east of the coastal plain allow the monsoonal flow to reach the interior Sierra
and import the to this area vitally important because temporally very limited rainfalls. The offshore Ecuador
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SST’s of the Pacific Ocean that reach their thermal high in March must be considered the controlling factor
for evaporation and in the end for the productivity of these summerly inland rainfalls.
Veritable weather anomalies occur, most distinctively near the climate divide, when the synoptic set-up

induces large-scale meridional circulation along the eastern flanks of the Andes. The northerly variant has
some relevance for the investigation area and its biosphere as notably the hygric variables extremely depart
from their means during usually several days, sometimes weeks. The fair weather episodes called „Veranillo
del Niño“ are suspected to be sustained and modulated by a northerly low-level jet at 850 – 700 hPa
(~1500 – ~3100 m) extending along the Ecuadorian and Peruvian Andes (0° - 15°S). Less important
because less frequent and rather short-lived yet also causing weather extremes near 4°S such as absolute
minimum temperatures and global radiation totals is the southerly variant of (significant) meridional airmass
movement along the eastern flanks of the Andes. The exceptionally longitudinal configuration of the Andes
sporadically facilitates the almost incredible intrusion of maritime polar air from the Drake Passage or
Weddell Sea to beyond the equator. These so-called „friajes“ occur when a planetarian wave anomaly
forces the eastward migration of the South Pacific high over the southern continent to the South Atlantic
Ocean, giving it the opportunity to push dry and cold air along the eastern flanks of the Andes to the north.
A probably often overlooked but effective exogenous climate factor should be mentioned, which originates

from the asymmetry of the celestial mechanics. Its effects superpose in such way that the primary austral
winter (calendar midyear) at 4°S is prolonged a little more than a whole month at the expense of the
secondary austral winter (end of calendar year) which consequently is shortened by the same time span.
Additionally, the total of (clear sky) daily global radiation during primary winter decreases to 81% of the
summer maximum while that during secondary winter almost insignificantly decreases to 96.5%. The result
is a basically absent secondary solar winter and a pronounced primary solar winter in the investigation
area.

Although the main characteristics of many weather variables in the mountains can be anticipated to a
certain extent from the time series of Loja la Argelia (2160 m) for example, the results of the measuring
efforts revealed unforeseen behaviour and surprising magnitudes of many of them. Not surprising because
particularly evident are the clear east-west gradients and the local vertical gradients. Truly amazing however,
are the absolute ranges between the extremes of the gradients and the dimensions of short- and long-term
amplitudes.
Particularly under EWC’s, the climate divide lives up to its name. In the east, every weather feature is

governed by the abundance of moisture while simultaneously in the west, aridity reaches its maximum. The
very constant, strong trade winds with speeds of almost 10 ± 3 m/s on average at the crest, permanently
force the moist, Amazonian air masses into cross-barrier flow, literally soaking the exposed easterly flanks
with orographic rainfall. Due to the advective character and a positive correlation between advection rates
and productivity of this rainfall, its totals continuously increase with altitude. The reduced moisture content
of the atmosphere at increasing altitudes is overcompensated by increasing wind speeds. This monotonously
increasing gradient is deviant from most vertical rainfall distributions in humid tropical mountains where the
rainfall maximum is observed in the most cases to be at about 1000 m over the mountain bases. The
gradient in the Cordillera Real starts at 1050 m with 2400 mm/a and ends at an estimated 7.000 to 8.000 mm/
a at the eastward summits at about 3600 m (more than 6000 mm was measured at 3200 m). On account
of an estimated minimum additional 15% of fog precipitation at the upper windward, windswept and cloud
infested sites, the overall-precipitation gradient must be even steeper and probably ends near 10,000 mm/
a at the highest summits. Commensurate to the omnipresence of radiant energy absorbing and withholding
atmospheric and condensed moisture in form of water vapour, precipitation and screening clouds, thermal
fluctuations and amplitudes of dependent weather variables are suppressed to a minimum. Outstanding are
the average daily temperature amplitude of solely 1.0 K (1.1 K annual mean) and a daylong median
shortwave global radiation income of 20% at ~3000 m (Cd. Consuelo); mean relative humidity here is
98.3%. The along-slope gradients towards the lower eastbound mountain sections (of temperature -0.63
K/100 m) are characterized by only slightly decreasing frequencies of vapour saturated conditions. Rela-
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tive humidity sinks to a mean of 90% at 2000 m, which equals the large-scale mean of the adjacent
lowlands. Radiative conditions also slightly improve with global radiation values most frequently between
20 – 30% and chances of 40 – 60% of the potential, which stands for less heavy overcast or a distant
ceiling. Underneath of the trade jet and according to the low Bowen-ratio, wind at the lower east mountain
levels is most contrasted to the upper levels, comprising predominantly calms or light airs (0 – 1.5 m/s at
2000 m).
In austral winter, the advanced stage of the infrequent friaje-producing high-pressure anomaly over the

southern continent or, more common, a weak modification of it, may direct very dynamic „cold trades“ to
Ecuador. Particularly at the onset of those trades, they differ from the „normal“ easterlies in bringing clear
skies and the lowest temperatures of the year to the mountaintops. Their above average speed and their
below average moisture content have an especially desiccating impact on the lee valleys.
Easterly trades can grow into serious storms when SST’s in the El Niño region 3.4 indicate an ENSO

event. There is evidence that SSTA’s of the central Pacific Ocean and trade wind speed anomalies at the
Cordillera Real positively correlate. In 2002, the interference of this teleconnection with the already strong
trades in winter resulted in unprecedented wind speeds at the crest. When 24.6 m/s had been the strongest
gust so far in 4.5 years of observation, during one of the weeks lasting storms, 24.2 m/s (9-10 Bft) marked
the average speed of an entire day. The maximum instant value at surface level was 28.2 m/s, undercutting
11 Bft (violent storm) by just 0.3 m/s.
Within small spatial, downwind distances from the easternmost escarpments and zone of the major

orographic uplift but still within the eastern section of the climate divide (and under EWC’s), already
distinctive climate „meliorations“ become evident. Plainest is a significant reduction of total rainfall in the
rain shadows of preliminary ridges which in case of the topographic configuration of Cordillera del Consuelo
and Rio San Francisco results in a minus of ~33% at the measuring site ECSF (2100 mm/a) compared to
the upwind site of El Libano (3100 mm/a) (both weather stations at ~2000 m). At least as striking are the
daily amplitudes of temperature and relative humidity in the protected valley. While the annual means are
identical with those at the site upwind (El Libano), the mean daily amplitudes span ranges almost as large
as those at the same altitude on the opposite side of the climate divide, in the main lee (Vilcabamba). The
analysis of nocturnal wind and hygrothermal variables identified foehn effects (heated and desiccated
downslope wind) to be responsible for the enhanced hygrothermal conditions. A secondary foehn effect,
an increased chance of a thinned or partially broken cloud cover, amplifies the diurnal oscillation of the
thermal and dependent variables another time by augmenting the relevant components of the radiation
budget (positive shortwave during the day and negative longwave at night).
During the next most frequent weather conditions (WWC and conditions with changing wind directions),

low synoptic wind speed and an intermittent cloud cover determine the radiative and hygrothermal conditions
in the east. The daily changing bias to more or less clouds shapes the weather heterogeneously but rainfall
remains a daily option.
During Veranillo del Niño, subsidence over the Cordillera Real causes the dissipation of most if not all

clouds so that sunshine and thermodynamic alike let temperature and aridity, as well as their amplitudes,
surge to maximum magnitudes. The subsidence progresses downward with the collapse of the daytime
boundary layer at night so that the upper mountain levels are affected first. The largest absolute humidity
anomalies are found here and, a second highly anomalous characteristic, in the second half of the night. The
record low relative humidity was observed at the summit weather station (3400 m) with 11.4% at 8:00 in
the morning. On the same occasions, nocturnal cooling reduces temperatures in the lower segments of the
interior, eastward valleys to annual minima. However, when subsidence is weak and stays away from the
summits, pooling of cold air occurs also at the high plateaus over 3000 m, giving rise to the only subzero
temperatures of the entire region. At the easternmost escarpments of the mountains, the LLJ that sustains
the fair weather period produces a significant wind anomaly at the upper mid-level of the mountains. Not
only is high wind speed restricted to a small vertical range, the LLJ establishes the local record wind
speeds of >18 m/s (hourly mean). Maximum hourly mean trade wind speed at this level has been „only“
13.8 m/s.
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According to the effectiveness of the moisture interception at the climate divide and, importantly, because
of its persistence, the lee of the Cordillera Real is characterized by a very limited moisture budget. The
precipitation maximum of over 8000 mm/a in the east is juxtaposed by a minimum of about 300 mm/a
within less than 30 km distance. Furthermore, as long as the trade winds dominate, their penetration to the
west holds off any lateral moisture input from the Sierra so that from a climatological point of view, the
entire interandean zone belongs to the greater lee of the Cordillera Real. Total aridity culminates in the
winter months July and August, when frequency and force of the trade winds are maximal and up to the last
protected valley segments in the greater lee become ventilated by dry, desiccating winds. The cross barrier
flow parameters under EWC’s are in favour of a foehn so that arid conditions and clear skies start immediately
behind the climate divide where the ridge is high and the valley floor is deep enough. At night, when other
thermal influences are reduced, the integrated foehn effects account for a warming of ~2 K and a drying of
~20% at equal heights (~2000 m) on both sides of the climate divide (El Libano – Vilcabamba). The total,
long-term hygrothermal response to the quasi-permanent foehn conditions is stronger. Secondary foehn
effects such as ~1.5 times more global shortwave radiation income during the day, a higher Bowen-ratio
and the head start that the temperatures and relative humidity have due to the permanence of these effects,
result in a total mean rise of 3.1 K and a total mean decrease of 23.1% relative humidity. There is a clear
dependency between wind speed at the crest and the intensity of the foehn effects downslope, indicating a
strengthened penetrative power of the katabatic winds to the valley basements with increasing speed of the
„mother wind“. Temperatures in the lee valley (Vilcabamba) correlate on average with 0.11 K per 1 m/s
change of wind speed at the crest (Páramo), starting from their mean values (9.6 m/s and 18.1°C). The
hygrothermal impact of the lee wave subsidence is not limited to the direct lee but according to the linear
progression of the thermal gradient (-0.85 K/100 m), it finds its climatic continuation until the dry centres
in the Interandean Sierra (Catamayo, 1250 m).
The incessant washout of aerosols from the easterly trades over Amazonia and the trapping of vapour at

the climate divide result in an extraordinary high optical depth of the atmosphere over particularly the
downwind, hence, western investigation area (a phenomenon typically observed with foehns). Because of
the high position of the sun and a mean cloud radiation effect of ~20%, the light climate of the Sierra in
general is very intensive and, near standing clouds in the undulated wind field (near summits), may locally
reach daily totals of 120% of the potential clear sky global radiation. Through a cascading of short wave
radiation between dense and semi-opaque clouds, on rare occasions, the total diffuse downwelling radiation
has been observed to approach an intensity of 100% of the actual direct irradiance. Although not limited to
the upper levels only, events of very high super-irradiance occur predominantly where the required cloud
configurations exist more frequently. Smaller extinction rates additionally conduce to extreme irradiance at
the mountaintops. The absolute maximum instant global irradiance measured was 1832 W/m2 at the sum-
mit station (3400 m); maximum instant cloud radiative effect was 97.7% of the actual direct clear sky
irradiance (upper mid-level weather stations). Very frequent super-irradiance has been observed at the
Vilcabamba and Motilón weather stations where the combination of clear sky and sunlit cloud faces almost
permanently increase global irradiance.
As water is the prime limiting resource in the Interandean Sierra, spatial and temporal distribution of

rainfall determine intensity and duration of the vegetation cycles, in the driest valleys even the existence of
vegetation at all. Total rainfall is composed of a to the west decreasing spillover from the climate divide, of
convective rain due to the occasional proximity of the ITCZ and of rain that is introduced by westerly
currents. According to the origin of these rainfalls, the annual totals increase towards the eastern and
western extremes of the Sierra and are minimal in the inner core(s). Through blocking at the ridges and
through re-evaporation, rainfall of any origin affects more frequently the higher levels than the valley floors
of the dissected terrain so that strong, subordinate vertical precipitation gradients exist as well. A result is
that agriculture and settlements of the Sierra concentrate at 1500 - 2000 m (Fig. 11.1) where there is a
mean rainfall total of about 800 - 1100 mm/a. It is the long-range action of the South Pacific high in the first
place, which regulates the annual distribution of rainfall west of the climate divide as well as its intensity.
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Until December, strong offshore and coastal „SE-trades“ together with the associated subsidence pose a
hostile environment for convective (zenithal) rains so that their (moderate) appearance is restricted to the
eastern Sierra. Around the summer solstice in March, the weakening of the South Pacific anticyclone
allows the ITCZ to migrate south of the equator and the offshore waters of Ecuador to heat. Zenithal
rainfall or monsoonal westerlies with partially considerable moisture loads can now reach the Interandean
Sierra, this time causing the highest monthly totals in the west. Even so, the large-scale trend of subsidence
in the outer fringe of the strong south Pacific high keeps impeding deep convection over South Ecuador.
Consequently, compared to other inner tropical land areas, thunderstorms and high rainfall intensities are
scarce over the Interandean Sierra and widely absent at the climate divide.
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11.1 Zusammenfassung

Der Schwerpunkt der vorliegenden Klimastudie ist die Beschreibung des Klimawandels entlang der
Höhengradienten des Ost-West-Profils über den Andenhauptkamm der östlichen Anden Südecuadors
und dessen Einordnung in den regionalen und synoptischen Kontext. Das Profil erstreckt sich bei 4°S über
die kontinentale Wasserscheide, die zugleich die Schnittstelle der atlantisch-amazonischen und pazifischen
Hemisphären ist. Mit 79°W befindet sich der Transekt westlich des Amazonasbeckens und dem Anden-
Vorgebirge ( "La Selva") und östlich des schmalen und niedrig gelegenen Küstenstreifens ("La Costa") und
dem ~100 km breiten interandinen Bergland ("La Sierra") (Fig. 11.1).
Die Klimate der Region umspannen die ganze Palette von humid bis arid und bereiten der Existenz einer
entsprechenden, einzigartigen biologischen Vielfalt den Boden. Die Wüste Sechura im Südwesten und der
tropische Tieflandregenwald im Osten markieren die Extreme der klimatischen Bandbreite. Die Vielfalt der
Klimate wird erhöht durch die Anwesenheit vom Hochgebirge der Anden dazwischen. Als im Jahre 1997
eine Bergflanke in diesem Profil bestimmt wurde zum Schwerpunkt einer breit angelegten, ökologischen
Studie, bedeutete dies die Initialzündung für eine umfangreiche Klimauntersuchung. Detaillierte
Beschreibungen insbesondere des Hauptkammes im Osten Südecuadors und Nord Perus existierten bis
dato nicht.
Das extrem herausfordernde Gelände des Untersuchungsgebietes erlaubte u.a. die Installierung von
- drei automatischen Klimastationen in fast 2000 m.ü.M,
- vier automatischen Stationen gerade unter 3000 m.ü.M. und
- einer automatischen Gipfelstation in 3400 m.ü.M.,
die das Rückgrat der bis heute (2007) währenden meteorologischen Messungen bilden.
Die Standardausstattung bestand aus einem Anemometer, einem Windrichtungsmesser, einem Thermometer,
einem Pyranometer für einfallende Strahlung, einem Hellmann Niederschlagsmesser und drei
Bodenthermometern. Das Meteo-Netzwerk wurde ergänzt durch mehrere Niederschlagstotalisatoren.
Besonders Augenmerk wurde auf die Erfassung des Niederschlages in den exponierten Hochlagen gelegt
als klar wurde, daß diese mit konventionellen Methoden scheiterten. Ein spezieller Interzeptor wurde
entworfen und an der Gipfelstation eingesetzt. Mit den neuen Meßdaten wurde ein empirischer Algorithmus
für die windbedingten Meßverluste am Hellmannpluviometer erarbeitet.
Die Interpretation der Meßdaten beruht nicht ausschließlich auf den üblichen Mittelwerten von festen
Zeitintervallen wie Monate und Jahre sondern ebenfalls auf gemittelten Variablen von identifizierten
Wettertypen. Aufgrund fehlender routinenmäßig erhobener synoptischen Daten in den angrenzenden
Gebieten (Amazonas, Pazifik) wurden diese Wettertypen definiert über eine Klassifizierung der Windrichtungen
an der Gipfelstation und dann, wenn möglich, gestützt durch einen Vergleich mit NCEP Reanalysis Daten.
Haupt-Wettertypen sind Ostwetterlagen (EWC) dominiert durch Ostpassate (72% in 1998 - 2001),
Westwetterlagen (WWC) charakterisiert durch Westwinden am Hauptkamm (11%), Veranillo del Niño
(VdN; s.u.) begleitet durch Wolkenlosigkeit (5%) und ein wechselhafter Wettertyp mit unterschiedlichen
Windrichtungen an der Klimascheide (13%). Die letzte Kategorie beinhaltet Übergangstage und Tage mit
variabler Witterung, die der Anwesenheit der ITC zugeschrieben werden muß. EWC's sind am dominieren
während des ganzen Jahres aber besonders im Südwinter allgegenwärtig (bis 100% der Zeit), WWC's
und der wechselhafte Wettertyp sind typisch für den Südsommer während Veranillo del Niño beschränkt
ist auf die Monate Oktober - Januar.

Räumliche und zeitliche Datenlücken (z.B. für Talböden oder zur Berechnung von  Langzeitmittel) sollten
durch Daten benachbarter, staatlicher Klimastationen gefüllt werden, jedoch erwies sich die Qualität der
erworbenen Datensätze als fragwürdig und nicht aktualisiert, so daß hiervon wenig Gebrauch gemacht
wurde. Daher beruhen synoptische Überlegungen und die Herleitung der Klimatologie sowie diverser
Eigenschaften der freien Atmosphäre fast ausschließlich auf NCEP Reanalysis Daten.

Hauptakteure für die Gestaltung des Klimas in Süd Ecuador sind die beiden  nord- und südatlantischen
und subtropisch-randtropischen Hochdruckgebiete und deren Pendant im Südostpazifik. Ihre relative Stärke
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bestimmt Anwesenheit und Dynamik eines räumlich fixierten, äquatorialen mid-level Jets (MLJ, (700 -
400 hPa) eingebettet  im passatischen Windfeld. Dieser kollidiert mit einer Konstanz von bis zu 80% der
Zeit senkrecht mit den in 4°S außergewöhnlich niedrigen Anden (2750 - 3600 m.ü.M.). Verglichen mit
dieser zeitlichen Dominanz zweitrangige Klimagestalter sind das kontinentale Tief entlang der Ostflanke
der Anden hauptsächlich im Süden des südamerikanischen Kontinents, die jahreszeitlich konkurrierenden
kalten und warmen Meeresströmungen vor der ecuadorianischen Küste und, relativ selten, die mechanische
Ablenkung von Luftmassen an der Orographie der Anden.

Die Anden von Südecuador stellen eine bedeutsame aber nicht unpassierbare Barriere dar so daß
Steigungsregen den anströmenden Luftmassen den Großteil ihrer Wasserfracht entziehen. Dies macht die
Cordillera Real zu einer veritablen Klimascheide, die humide Klimate im Luv und aride und semi-aride
Klimate im Lee von einander trennt. Mit einer gestiegenen Wahrscheinlichkeit von abflauenden Ostpassaten
im Südsommer (Oktober - März) vermag das kontinentale Hitzetief entlang der Ostanden den regionalen
Druckgradienten umzukehren und feuchte low- und mid-level Luftbewegungen zu initiieren, die die
Klimascheide diesmal von Westen anströmen. Die niedrigen Berge der Westanden erlauben an dieser
Stelle der monsunalen Strömung bis in das Innere der Sierra vorzudringen und ermöglichen hier so die
lebenswichtigen weil jahreszeitlich beschränkten Niederschläge. Die Meerestemperatur im Pazifik, die im
März ihr Jahresmaximum erreicht, muß als Steuerfaktor für die Verdunstung und am Ende für die Produktivität
dieser sommerlichen Inlandniederschläge gelten.

Wahrhaftige Wetteranomalien werden beobachtet wenn die synoptische Druckverteilung eine großräumige
Zirkulation entlang der Ostanden verursacht.  Die nördliche Variante davon ist dabei relativ wichtig für das
Untersuchungsgebiet und seine Biosphäre da insbesondere die hygrischen Variablen tage-, manchmal
wochenlang stark von ihrem Mittel abweichen. Die wolkenarme Witterung "Veranillo del Niño" genannt,
wird vermutlich verursacht und aufrechterhalten durch einen nördlichen Low-Level Jet im 850 - 700 hPa-
Niveau (~1500 - ~3100 m.ü.M.), der sich entlang der gesamten ecuadorianischen und peruanischen
Anden erstreckt (0° - 15°S). Weniger bedeutsam weil weitaus seltener und kurzlebiger Natur jedoch nicht
weniger spektakulär durch spektakuläre Anomalien der Temperatur und Strahlung ist die südliche Variante
der gebirgsparallelen Luftströmung. Die linienhafte Anordnung der Anden erlaubt gelegentlich den nahezu
unglaublichen Einbruch von maritimen subpolaren Luftmassen der Südhalbkugel bis nördlich des Äquators.

Die besonderen topographischen und klimatischen Voraussetzungen sind verantwortlich für eine ungeahnte
Ausprägung der gemessenen Klimavariablen. Dies gilt für sowohl für Absolutwerte wie für Langzeitmittel
und deren Amplituden.
Insbesondere unter EWC's wird die Klimascheide ihrem Namen gerecht. Im Osten des Hauptkammes ist
jede Witterung geprägt durch den Feuchteüberschuß während im Westen die Aridität den Höhepunkt
erreicht. Die starke Advektion durch den Ostpassat und dessen nach oben steigenden Geschwindigkeitsprofil
sorgt für eine stetige Zunahme der Niederschläge bis in die Gipfelregion der Cordillera - eine konträre
Beobachtung zu der üblichen in tropischen Gebirgen, wo der Niederschlag ab einer bestimmten Höhe
nach oben hin abnimmt. Gemessen wurden 6000 mm/a in 3100 m.ü.M.; auf Grund der Beobachtungen
werden >8000 mm/a geschätzt für die Gipfelregion (3400 - 3600 m.ü.M.).
Weitere Folgen des extrem humiden Klimaregimes im Osten der Klimascheide ist neben einer mittlere
relative Luftfeuchte von 98.3% und lediglich 20% der möglichen Globalstrahlung eine mittlere Tagesamplitude
der Temperatur von rekordverdächtigen 1.1°K im Jahresmittel (Cd. Consuelo, 2930 m.ü.M.).
Die Ostpassate können auswachsen zu Sturmstärke wenn Meeresoberflächentemperaturen in der El Niño-
Region 3.4 erhöht sind. In 2002 fiel eine solche Temperaturanomalie zusammen mit den ohnehin starken
Winterpassaten. Das Resultat waren wochenlange Stürme mit Tagen mit 9-10 Bft mittlerer Windstärke
und mit Böen bis 11 Bft. Auf der Ostseite bzw. im Luv der Cordillera Real in Rio San Francisco konnten
hinter sekundären Gebirgskämmen überraschenderweise bereits leichte aber signifikante Föhneffekte
(Niederschlagsschatten, höhere Temperatur- und niedrigere Feuchtemittelwerte sowie deren erweiterte
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Tagesamplituden) nachgewiesen werden. Bedeutsame Feuchteanomalien in der Form einer Umkehrung
des üblicherweise positiven Gradienten geschehen unter Veranillo del Niño-Bedingungen. In der Gipfelregion
wurden die Ariditätsrekorde gebrochen mit ca. 10% relativer Luftfeuchte - zurückzuführen auf die weiträumig
Subsidenz im Einflußbereich des erstarkten ostpazifischen Hochs und des Low-Level Jets im Osten der
Cordillera. Zur gleichen Zeit werden die regionalen Minimumtemperaturen erreicht aufgrund nächtlicher
Ausstrahlung. In seltenen Fällen wird dabei die 0°C unterschritten (nur Hochlagen >2800 m.ü.M.). Der
LLJ im Osten sorgt zu guter Letzt auch noch für das absolute Windgeschwindigkeitsmaximum in mittlerer
Gebirgshöhe: während in knapp 3000 m.ü.M. Ostpassate mit max. 13.8 m/s beobachtet wurden, sind es
während des LLJ's mehr als 18 m/s (Stundenmittel)!

Entsprechend der Effektivität der Klimascheide ist die Leeseite der Cordillera Real charakterisiert durch
einen sehr beschränkten Wasserhaushalt. 8000 mm/a Niederschlag stehen lediglich knapp 300 mm/a
gegenüber in weniger als 30 km Distanz. Die Aridität nimmt zu mit steigender Frequenz und Stärke der
Ostpassate. Die zusammengefaßten Föhneffekte sorgen für eine Aufheizung der Luft um 2 K in 2000
m.ü.M. (Vergleich Vilcabamba und El Libano). Sekundäre Föhneffekte wie erhöhte solare Einstrahlung,
eine höhere Bowen-Ratio und der Zeitvorsprung von Temperatur und Luftfeuchtigkeit durch die Dauer
dieser Effekte resultieren jedoch in eine Erhöhung der Temperatur um 3.1 K und einer Abtrocknung der
Luft um 23.1% (rF). Es existiert eine klare Korrelation zwischen Windgeschwindigkeit am Gebirgskamm
und den thermohygrischen Bedingungen im Tal im Lee: 0.11 K ist die Änderung der Lufttemperatur in
Vilcabamba pro 1 m/s Änderung der Windgeschwindigkeit am Kamm, ausgehend von deren Mittelwerten
9.6 m/s (Páramo) und 18.1°C (Vilcabamba).

Das ständige Auswaschen der Aerosole and der Wasserdampfsenke der Klimascheide resultiert in sehr
guten optischen Eigenschaften der Atmosphäre. Bedingt durch den hohen Sonnenstand und einem mittleren
Wolken-Strahlungseffekt von +20%, das Lichtklima ist sehr intensiv. An ausgewählten Orten im Lee der
Klimascheide z.B. in der Nähe von stehenden Wolken kann die Tagessumme 120% der potentiellen
Globalstrahlungssumme erreichen. Durch Mehrfachreflektion zwischen dichten und halbdurchlässigen
Wolken kann die totale diffuse Abwärtsstrahlung sogar im Idealfall 100% der Intensität ihrer Quelle, also
der direkten Strahlung erreichen. Obwohl diese Phänomene zumindest theoretisch nicht auf die Hochlagen
des Gebirges beschränkt sind, so wurden diese doch vorwiegend hier beobachtet. Dies ist ein Hinweis für
die Bedeutung der Wolken und deren optimales Anordnung, die eher auf kleinem Raum verwirklicht werden
als auf großem. Das höchste jemals gemessene absolute Ereignis war 1832 W/m2 an der Gipfelstation in
3400 m.ü.M. (+62%), die extremste Lichtverstärkung jedoch betrug +97%, gemessen in 3000 m.ü.M.
(Cajanuma).

Der Gesamtniederschlag im Westen der Klimascheide ist zusammengesetzt aus einem nach Westen hin
abnehmenden Spillover von orographischem Niederschlag, aus Konvektivniederschlag des ITC und aus
Regen, der mit den Westwinden herangeschafft wird. Entsprechend der Herkunft dieser Niederschläge
nehmen die Jahressummen zum Ost- und Westrand der Sierra hin zu und sind minimal im Zentrum. Durch
Stauung an Berghöhen und Wiederverdunstung während des Herabfallens ist Niederschlag jeder der
genannten Herkünfte höher (800 - 1100 mm/a) in den Hochlagen der Sierra als in den tiefen Tälern des
zerklüfteten Terrains. Entsprechend konzentrieren sich Siedlungen und Landwirtschaft in 1500 - 2000
m.ü.M. und nicht auf den Talböden. Neben der Topographie ist es der weitreichende Einfluß der
südostpazifischen Hochs, der die Niederschlagsmengen und deren Intensität westlich der Klimascheide
moduliert. Bis Dezember stehen  starke küstennahe SO-Passate des Pazifiks und der verbundenen Subsidenz
darüber jeglicher niederschlagswirksamen Konvektion im Wege so daß sich moderate Zenithalregen lediglich
im Osten der Sierra ereignen. Um den zweiten Sonnenhöchststand herum im März erlaubt das Abschwächen
der Antizyklone im Ostpazifik die ITC auch in Küstennähe nach Süden zu wandern was den küstennahen
Gewässern durch eine Verkettung mehrerer zusätzlicher Faktoren (z.B. geringeres Upwelling kälteren
Tiefenwassers) Gelegenheit gibt, sich aufzuheizen. Zenithalregen und monsunale Westwinde können nun
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auch den Westen und das Zentrum der Sierra erreichen und die höchsten Niederschlagssummen des
Jahres verursachen. Nichtsdestotrotz, Subsidenz im äußeren Bereich des südostpazifischen Hochs bleibt
insgesamt eine dauerhafte, negative Wirkung ausüben auf tiefe Konvektion der Atmosphäre von Süd
Ecuador. Dies zeigen globale Blitzkarten, die für diese Region eine der niedrigsten innertropischen
(kontinentalen) Gewitteraktivität der Welt ausweisen.
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13 Appendix I

13.1 NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data

Especially for the estimated non-climatologist reader, a short
comment is made on the frequently mentioned NCEP Reanalysis
data. In meteorology, reanalysis is a procedure that through data
assimilation projects the state of the atmosphere as known from a
finite set of imperfect, irregularly distributed observations onto a
regular grid in order to yield a complete, global gridded data set
that is as temporally homogeneous as possible [40].
The joint National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis
project uses a „frozen“, „state-of-the-art“ analysis/forecast system
to perform the data assimilation with observational data from 1948
to present. The process encompasses not just observational surface
data (land, sea) but rawinsonde (radar-wind-radiosonde), pibal
(pilot balloon), aircraft, satellite and other data as well. In this
context, „data assimilation“ means „the combining of diverse data,
possibly sampled at different times and intervals and different
locations, into a unified and consistent description of the
atmosphere“ [40].
The output of the NCEP/NCAR efforts is a large, comprehensive,

gridded and (almost) consistent global data set of primary climate
data and a wide range of derived complex and unobservable climate
variables for the period 01.01.1948 until present [44].
Spatial coverage of the basic variables is vertically at 17 pressure

levels and horizontally from 90°N to 90°S and from
0°E to 357.5°E at a resolution of 2.5-degree latitude x 2.5-degree longitude. The 17 levels are 1000,
925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20 and 10 hPa (corresponding to
altitudes between ~0 and ~30 km above sea level, Fig. 13.1). Temporal resolution is four times
daily: 0Z, 6Z, 12Z, and 18Z („Zulu time“; equates to hour UTC), also referred to as „individual
observations“.
A subset of derived variables such as averages over various time intervals has been computed

from a portion of the original data and made available as well. Means of individual months were
calculated by averaging the four times daily data of the month in question. The long-term monthly
means were calculated by averaging the monthly means from 1968-1996. This period was used to
avoid some problems before 1968 [44]). Note that this time span covers 29 years and is not congruent
with the WMO standard climatology period, which runs from 1961-1990.

The main limitation of the NCEP Reanalysis data is obvious. Statements based on this data on
weather systems or atmospheric state below meso-alpha scale (200-2000 km), which is at the edge
of synoptic scale, should be made carefully. Nevertheless, combined with in situ measurements,
NCEP Reanalysis data are invaluable in placing the local weather in the synoptic context, especially
in regions with very little meteorological observations.

Fig. 13.1: Global long-term mean
geopotential heights of the 17 NCEP
Reanalysis pressure levels.
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13.2 Normalized relative pressure

In order to visualize the structure of pressure distribution in the atmosphere (see chapters
5 “Synoptics“, 8.4 “Friajes and cold trades“, Appendix I), a simple normalizing of the local pressure
anomaly from the global average per level by the respective amplitude was performed. Through
this modification of the original data, the difficulty of graphically handling the strong altitudinal
dependency of atmospheric pressure was circumnavigated.
Hence, iso-surfaces as in Fig. 13.2 do not indicate regions of identical pressure but rather of

equivalent pressure. In order to show the surface close/mid low-level pressure distribution, iso-
surfaces of the pressure levels <925 hPa/<600 hPa (hence over ~730 m/~4140 m altitude; values
see table in Fig. 13.1) were blanked.

13.3 Data coverage

Notes:
- Rain recordings by the mechanical weather station at El Tiro (Jan 1998 – Apr 1999) suffered too

much from the weather conditions to be reliable (wind data are fine).
- Particularly at the ECSF and the Vilcabamba weather stations, the problem of changing shadowing

conditions spoiled the soil temperature measurements. To which extend was not examined, the data
should be used carefully.
- The soil temperature measurements at -60 cm from Cd. Consuelo and Páramo are corrupt from

the time indicated. Presumably, entering moisture damaged the sensors.
- The weather station that served at the ECSF from the beginning was relocated at TS1 in May

1999. From then on, a THIES weather station was used at the ECSF. The data were corrected for the
inconsistency in the data that the change of sensor types implicated.
- At Cajanuma and Cd. Consuelo, a pyranometer was added in April 1999.
- The weather stations ECSF from April 1999 on and El Tiro were not equipped with the  -10 cm

soil temperature sensor.
- The totalizer measurements contain much more data gaps than indicated. The problem with

totalizers is, however, that they also totalize the errors, so that the determination of their duration
normally is difficult. Hence, the depiction illustrates the total operating time.

Fig. 13.2: Iso-surfaces outlining pressure structures below 30  km (in August) derived from long-term monthly mean
geopotential heights of levels 1000 – 10 hPa (NCEP Reanalysis). In the indicated sectors, the blanking of data of front
hemisphere is as in chapter 5 „Synoptics“.
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Fig. 13.3: Data coverage
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13.4 Table of Niño 3.4 Region SSTA’s:
Table (truncated) and explanation (almost) unchanged from CPC/NOAA [33]. Warm and cold

(bold) episodes based on a threshold of +/- 0.5°C for the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) [3 month
running mean of ERSST.v2 SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region (5°N-5°S, 120°-170°W)], based
on the 1971-2000 base period. For historical purposes cold and warm episodes (bold) are defined
when the threshold is met for a minimum of 5 consecutive over seasons.

Table 13.1: ONI of SSTA’s in Niño 3.4 Region between 1997 and 2006
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13.5 Global iso-surfaces of relative air pressure

Fig. 13.4: This illustration offers a monthly view through the „hollow“ earth on to the backside of the globe (concave
display) and on the underside of the iso-surfaces of the surface-close pressure.
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13.6 Solar radiation constituents under EWC’s and VdN

Fig. 13.5: Solar radiation constituents under EWC’s and VdN
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13.7 Monthly mean position of of the equatorial easterly MLJ

Fig. 13.6: Monthly mean position of the equatorial mid-level jet stream indicated by a 9 m/s wind speed iso-surface
(with velocity vectors) (1968-1996). Wind speed of zonal easterly trades is increased over the equator all the year
round and higher than near the „sources“, the subtropical highs (over the oceans, the iso-surfaces are discontinued to
the north and to the south).
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Fig. 13.6 continued: In NCEP Reanalysis data, highest monthly mean speed in the core of the MLJ over the Andes
occurs in June and is 13 m/s.
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13.8 Climate diagrams of automatic DFG weather stations

Fig. 13.7: Climate diagrams of automatic DFG weather stations
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A Climatology of South Ecuador
With special focus on the Major Andean Ridge

as Atlantic-Pacific Climate Divide

Appendix II
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14 Appendix II

14.1 Multi time scale composites

The multi time scale composites proved an excellent qualitative tool to evaluate climate variables
in the whole range of possible time scales. Discrete hour values or a long-term weather condition
can be identified equally rapidly as well as their relative short-term and long-term rating. For
example, both the occurrences of (what likely is) a two-hour thunderstorm or a multi-annual recurrent
long-term event like an El Niño can be spotted at a glance (provided, the proper variable is chosen).
Hourly, inter- and intra-daily, -multi-day, -seasonal and -annual variations of variables and types of
changes into different states of a variable (abrupt or slow) are quickly assessed. In short, the inte-
gral nature of a climate variable at a site is captured in one, single depiction. A further powerful
feature of this type of composites is the possibility of optionally comparing different variables of
one site or (different) variables between different sites without having to access the (numerical)
database and to start a time consuming research. For example, the question if and when aridity in
the up- or downwind valley relates with wind speed at the crest is answered at a swift look. Also
complicated correlations or dependencies (not linear, delayed), which would be difficult to identify
calculationally or do not emerge from simple curves for example, almost spontaneously manifest
themselves when comparing the corresponding composites.

The composites are arranged according to the west-east orientation of the weather stations. Data
gaps have been marked where necessary, others have been filled when satisfying correlations with
data from other stations existed. The order of the variables is roughfly according to the priority
many users may attribute to them. The only derived variable (specific humidity) is put to the end.
The hourly precipitation values are not corrected for wind (Páramo, El Tiro Cd. Consuelo and
Motilón).
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